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ABSTRACT

Furuta Oribe, who lived during the mid-sixteenth to early seventeenth

centuries, was the successor to Sen no Rikyii as the chanoyu master of the ruling

elite. He was the first samurai to take leadership in chanoyu. Although Oribe

was the disciple of Rikyii, he is traditionally considered an iconoclast in the

history of Japanese tea ceremony because some of his aesthetic preferences and

architectural innovations departed from the teachings of his famous chanoyu

master.

Oribe made a certain amount of contributions to the establishment of

daimyo tea, a chanoyu of the military lords, which contrasted sharply with the

rustic and democratic style of Rikyii. However, they were hardly enough to

justify his reputation as the founder of daimyo tea. In reality, Oribe rarely

incorporated these innovations into his own tea gatherings. He made great

effort to preserve and practice the fundamental teachings of Rikyii instead. Yet,

the deviations from Rikyii's tea became the focal point of evaluations and
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criticisms of Oribe's chanoyu, and gave rise to myths and misunderstandings that

have persisted until today.

The traditional portrayal of Oribe as an iconoclast who went against the

teachings of Rikyii is a misconception. Literature on chanoyu that sprung out of

the competition between various schools of tea during the mid-seventeenth

century concerning the issue of "orthodoxy" contributed significantly to an

erroneous image of Oribe. Writings on chanoyu teachings were vulnerable to

manipulation by compilers interested in illustrating the legitimacy of their own

tea school at the expense of another. The reality of Oribe's tea was lost in this

period. As a result, much of what is traditionally believed about Oribe is based

on anecdotal and even fabricated information.

This dissertation examines the myths and realities about Oribe. By closely

examining the literature of the seventeenth century tea schools and comparing it

to the records of Oribe's tea gatherings, the author has determined that the

chanoyu actually practiced by Oribe was far different than is commonly believed.
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PREFACE

Furuta Oribe lived through a transitional period in politics and society - a

period during which Japan was transformed from a land of warring provincial

lords into a unified country under Tokugawa rule. Oribe's chanoyu symbolized

this transition. As a warrior tea practitioner, he represented the rise of the new

ruling elite whose authority began to extend beyond politics into the cultural arts

in an era of peace.

After the death of the merchant tea master Sen Rikyu, chanoyu not only

continued to be a favorite pastime of military lords but assumed a role of even

greater significance in the politics of Japan's unification. As its political

importance increased, chanoyu came under the control of the warrior class. The

criteria for one's eligibility to become the shogun's tea master came to include

military status, which removed the merchant tea practitioners from this position

of cultural authority. Oribe, who served Oda Nobunaga, Toyotomi Hideyoshi

and Tokugawa Ieyasu, succeeded Rikyii as tea master of the ruling elite. Oribe

was not an exceptionally powerful daimyo, nor was his military career
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particularly illustrious; however, he was a loyal retainer of the lords he served

and very gifted in chanoyu. The combination of his warrior status and his

associations with great masters of the chanoyu tradition as well as his skills and

creativity in tea made Oribe an ideal candidate to take leadership in the

development of deimyti cha - a new style of tea for a new Japan. Hideyoshi,

who supposedly found Rikyii 's spiritual and egalitarian tea style inappropriate

for the military class, commanded Oribe to design a tea for the samurai.

The transition from merchant to military leadership in chanoyu suggested

significant changes in chanoyu style. Indeed, Oribe made a number of

contributions to the establishment of daimyo tea, a chanoyu of the military lords,

which contrasted sharply with the rustic and democratic style of Rikyii. At the

same time, however, he also made great effort to preserve and practice the

fundamental teachings of Rikyii. The points of departure from Rikyii's tea

nonetheless became the focal point of evaluations and criticisms of Oribe's

chanoyu, and gave rise to myths and misunderstandings that have persisted

until today. The traditional portrayal of Oribe as an iconoclast who went against

the teachings of Rikyu is a misconception.

Rikyii's chanoyu spirit underlay Oribe's tea practice, and the ruling regime

found this disagreeable. The Tokugawa government, which sought to control
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cultural matters as well, could not tolerate the gekokujo spirit that continued to

survive in Oribe's tea.! Oribe, like Rikyii, had become an anachronism in a

politically unifiedJapan, and suffered a fate similar to that of his predecessor - a

death sentence from the patron most responsible for his success. Oribe

committed ritual suicide for his supposed complicity in an attempt to overthrow

the Tokugawa government. Whether he was actually guilty of treason is

uncertain. However, his punishment resulted in the termination of the Furuta

family line.

Some scholars attribute the lack of reliable information on Oribe to the

dishonorable circumstances of his death. Sources on Oribe and his chanoyu

often show inconsistencies. Doubtless, political reasons existed for compilers of

history to conceal the achievements and merits of an accused traitor and for

government officials to perhaps even destroy records concerning the Furuta

family. Yet, there were also events and developments within the chanoyu world

that contributed to the distortion of Oribe's image and confusion regarding the

nature of his chanoyu. Much of what is traditionally believed about Oribe is

based on anecdotal or fabricated information. The purpose of this study is to

separate the facts from the fiction concerning Oribe's role in chanoyu history by

IThe term gekokujo, which meant the overthrow of those above by those below,
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examining the political environment in which his tea took shape and the sources

from which the myths and misconceptions about him have derived.

This study will begin with a discussion of the relationship between tea and

the samurai to set the stage for an examination of Oribe's life and his

contributions to the development of daimyo tea. The political conditions that

surrounded Oribe provide a key to understanding the nature of his chanoyu.

The forces shaping Oribe's chanoyu style included not only his personal

preferences and interests, but also the political environment and the warrior

culture in which he practiced. Historically, chanoyu and members of the military

class have always shared an interactive relationship. The Introduction will

discuss the interests daimyo had in chanoyu to illustrate the significance of

Oribe's appointment to the position of tea master to the military lords. Chapter

One will examinehis qualifications to fill this role.

Tradition depicts Oribe as having been one of the founders of daimyo tea.

Although there are elements in his chanoyu that are characteristic of the military

culture, Oribe also practiced a chanoyu that was not unlike Rikyu's, Chapter

Two will examine the contradictory aspects of Oribe's chanoyu and also identify

the facts and fiction concerning the style of tea he actually practiced.

referred to the military upheavals during the sengoku or the Provincial Wars era. The spirit of
gekokujo also found expression in the arts and culture of the sixteenth century.
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The notion that Oribe received orders to create a chanoyu for the military

class leads one to assume that Oribe's chanoyu was for the exclusive enjoyment

by the samurai. Chapter Three will show that the participants at his chanoyu

gatherings were, in fact, of various social backgrounds. There was not a trend

towards exclusivity during Oribe's time.

Myths rather than facts are responsible for the portrayal of Oribe as an

iconoclast who turned against the teachings of Rikyii Many of these fables came

into existence long after Oribe's death. The development of and competition

between various schools of tea and the issue of orthodoxy led to the writing and

publication of tea history which distorted Oribe's contributions to chanoyu.

Chapter Four will examine these myths and their sources.

Traditional accounts on Oribe's demise are also based on colorful tales and

speculations. The concluding chapter will reexamine these accounts and dispel

some of the common misconceptions concerning his downfall .

The school of chanoyu known today as Oribe ryii came into existence

during the Meijiperiod. Although its members claim to practice the tea style of

Oribe, the authenticity of their chanoyu is questionable. The Epilogue will look at

the individuals who were instrumental in the establishment of the Oribe ryii. It

will also examine the evolution and significance of the iemoto system on
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chanoyu tradition and discuss the consequences of the failure of Oribe ryii

members to adopt such a system.

This study draws strongly on Oribe chekeiki, Oribe's tea gathering

records, for information on Oribe's chanoyu and his guests and disciples.? Oribe

chakaikihas been compiled by Ichino Chizuko, who consolidated the records of

Oribe's gatherings that first appeared in entries in Satan nikki, SogyU chanoyu

kakinuki, Shiso densho. Imai Sokyii chanoyu kakinuki, Rikyii hyakkaiki,

Matsuya kaiki, and BogyUchakaiki.3 Oribe chakaiki covers the period from 1583

to 1614. It contains records of a total of one hundred forty-seven gatherings.

2Thedaimyo's participation in tea brought forth significant changes not only in chanoyu
style but also in the format of the chakaiki or tea gathering records. Prior to samurai
involvement in the chanoyu of merchant practitioners, tea records focused on the guest list.
Upon its popularization among members of the military class, who took a profound interest in
tea implements and art objects, these records began to include detailed information on chanoyu
ware employed by the host as well as the scrolls and flowers that decorated the alcove.

3IchinoChizuko, Furuta Oribe Chasho, Vol. II, (Kyoto: Shibunkaku, 1984), pp. 43-174.
Satan nikkiconsists of the tea gathering records of Kamiya SOlan(1551-1635), a townsman and
tea practitioner from Hakata. This document contains detailed information on the gatherings he
participated in during the years between 1586 through 1613. Imai Sokyii chanoyu kakinuki
was compiled by Imai Sokyu (1520-1593), who recorded the gatherings from 1554-1589. This
document includes numerous records of Oribe's tea gatherings. Sogyii chanoyu kakinuki are
the tea records of Tsuda Sogyt1 (d. 1591) of the Tennojiya family. His records covered the years
from 1548 to 1587. Rikyii hyakkaiki represented Rikyii's tea records from 1590 to 1591,
containing approximately ninety-five entries. Matsuya keiki was compiled by three
generations of the Matsuya family of lacquers from Nara, Hisamasa, Hisayoshi and Hisashige.
Their tea records cover a period of more than one hundred years, from 1533 to 1650. Matsuya
Hisashige (l566-1652) also compiled Chado shiso densho, which consists of four volumes on the
biography and chanoyu teachings and gathering records of Sen Rikyii, Furuta Oribe,
Hosokawa Sansai and Kobori Enshfi, Hisashige compiled this sometime during the Keian
period (l648-52). Bogyii chakaiki was a compilation of various tea records such as Matsuya
kaiki and Satan nikki. It includes a volume on Oribe's gatherings, which contains twenty-eight
entries.
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The chakaiki provides the names of guests as well as a description of the tea

implements the host chose to feature and the manner in which he displayed

them. The records sometimes include diagrams of the display or of the tearoom

and even the menu of the meals Oribe served.

Oribe's correspondence represents another reliable and informative

source on the tea master's chanoyu activities. Oribe's letters, many of which still

exist, identify his close acquaintances and tell of his reaction to his guests and

hosts and to the various chanoyu implements he acquired for himself and

evaluated for others. In 1985, Ito Toshiko compiled Furuta Oribe no shojo, a

comprehensive collection of letters Oribe wrote to fellow daimyo and merchant

tea men.! Ito provides photographs of the original handwritten letters, which

show Oribe's animated calligraphic style and reveal his spirited personality.

Kuwata Tadachika's biography of Oribe also contains numerous letters between

Oribe and daimyo and merchant chanoyu practitioners.s Unlike Ito's

compilation, Kuwata's work does not provide many photographs of Oribe's

original letters.

4Ito Toshiko, Furuta Oribe no shojo, (Tokyo: Mainichi Shinbunsha, 1985).

sKuwata Tadachika, Furuta Oribe in Chado to chajin, No.3, in Kuwata Tadachika
chosaku shu, Vol. X, (Tokyo: Akita Shoten, 1980), pp. 11-132.
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Reliable sources on Oribe's chanoyu teachings include the Hyakkajo and

Sohoko Koshoku e otazune shoo Oribe's Hyakkajo is an extremely important

document in that it may be the only existing original record of teachings that

Oribe himself wrote. The Hyakkajo refers to the written records of Oribe's

denju or transmission of esoteric chanoyu teachings to his disciples. Since each

transmission contained approximately one hundred precepts on chanoyu

methods or rules, it eventually acquired the name, Hyakkajo or One Hundred

Precepts. Originally, these denja records were without a particular title and

acquired various names depending upon their owner. Some of the names that

commonly appear in reference to these documents are Furuta Oribe densho,

Chado hiden. and Ko Oribe sodensho. Of the several existing copies of

Hyakkajo, only that presently stored at Oribe's family temple, Koshoji, in Kyoto

appears to be an original document in Oribe's writing. The others are copies of

an original from a much later period.

Sohoko Koshoku e otazune sho (the Inquiries of Enshu to Oribe) which

was compiled by Kobori Enshu, Oribe's top disciple, over a period of eight years

from 1604 to 1612, contains notes on chanoyu that Enshu collected from his

lessons, tea gatherings and conversations with Oribe and from other students of

the tea master. The existing copy of Sohoko Koshoku e otazune sho is not the
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original document but a copy prepared by Sakurayama Ichiyu (1647-1728)

during the Kanbun era (1661-1672). The fact that the copier was a follower of

Enshii may raise some suspicions about whether or not he tampered with the

contents of the document. However, this copy contains clearly dated entries and

no annotations or visible inconsistencies. Although it requires cautious use,

50hoko Koshoku e otazune sho represents one of the more reliable documents

on Oribe's teachings that has been compiled by someone other than the tea

master himself.s

There are a number of other sources available on Oribe's chanoyu

teachings. However, the majority of these other sources are not original

documents but copies that have been recopied over many years and susceptible

to errors. When the orthodoxy of various chanoyu lines became an issue upon

the establishment of tea schools during the mid-Tokugawa era, the records of

chanoyu teaching were also vulnerable to manipulation by copiers interested in

illustrating the legitimacy of their own chanoyu tradition and glorifying the

achievements of the founding tea master of their school. They often included

their own interpretations of the teachings. Upon repeated copying, what were

once a copier's annotations may easily have blended into the original text. The

6Sohoko Koshoku e otazune sho in Ichino Chizuko, Furuta Oribe Chesho, Vol. I, (Kyoto:
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issue of orthodoxy similarly influenced the authors who wrote about tea masters

and their teachings during the height of competition between the various schools

of tea. The unreliability of such records represents a serious problem, since

many erroneous portrayals of Oribe stem from these sources. An

understanding of the nature of these documents and the motives of their

compilers is central to tracing the origins of the misconceptions about Oribe, and

will aid in distinguishing the man from the myth.

Shibunkaku, 1984), pp. 3-49.
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INTRODUCTION

THE SAMURAI'S APPROPRIATION OF CHANOYU

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a background on the historical

relationshipof the samurai and chanoyu in order to illustrate the significance of

Oribe's appointment to become the chanoyu master of the Tokugawa shogun. It

will trace the evolution of chanoyu as not only a pastime of the military elite but

also as their politicaltool.

The Samurai and Chanoyu ware

The samurai's historical relationship with tea ceremony reaches as far

back as the very early stages of chanoyu development during the fourteenth

century. The first shogun to take up chanoyu was Yoshinori, the sixth Ashikaga

ruler? Yoshinori became impressed with the tea ceremony that he witnessed

7Ashikaga Yoshinori (1394-1441). Although Ashikaga Yoshimitsu, Yoshimasa's great
grandfather, was famous as a patron of the arts and customs of the nobility (kuge), he took little
interest in tea. According to Nagashima Fukutaro, Yoshimitsu disregarded tea ceremony
because it was not a traditional practice of the nobility but of the Buddhist monks. The idea that
chanoyu was a custom of the aristocrats stems from the fact that Emperor Saga, who was
enamored with things Chinese, enjoyed the Chinese custom of tea drinking during the Heian
period. There are references to tea in his poetry, suggesting that this beverage was a popular
drink among the aristocrats. Tea ceremony, however, did not take root in their lives at that
time. Commoners who wished to emulate the lifestyle of the nobility mistakenly adopted
chanoyu as an aristocratic pastime. Nagashima Fukutaro, Chado bunka ron shii, vol. 1, (Kyoto:
Tankosha, 1982), 75. Also see George Elison and H. Paul Varley, "The Culture of Tea from its
Origins to Sen no Rikyii," in Warlords, Artists, and Commoners: Japan in the Sixteenth Century,
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during his onari or ceremonial visits to the Zen temples and had his doboshii, the

cultural advisors of the shogun, create a chanoyu for the Ashikaga family,"

Tea ceremony took root as a favorite pastime of the military elite during

the time of Ashikaga Yoshimasa (1435-90), Yoshinori's son, who pursued his

father's interest in tea. The chanoyu that evolved at this time centered on the

collection and display of valuable imported Chinese wares or karamono. The

Ashikaga's monopoly on trade with China, which undoubtedly contributed to

the shogun's impressive collection of such wares, was likely a decisive factor in

this progression of chanoyu development.

An architectural design called shoin zukuri took shape at this time in

response to the need for a room appropriately equipped with an alcove, shelves

and desk on which to display these karamono.9 The shogun hired the dobosha,

who were connoisseurs of karamono, to display these wares and to serve tea in

the shoin rooms. This style of tea service was called shoin kazari..

The close association that developed between tea and the ruling political

regimewas influential in the popularization of chanoyu among members of the

George Elison, et. al., eds. (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1981), 192-93.

BOnari refers to the ceremonial visit of the shogun to temples and to the residence of the
daimyo, Thispractice has its origins in the Kamakura period. However, it was not until the
Muromachiera that the onari became a serious political activity of the shogun. These formal
visits were also called shikisei onari. Onari activities became frequent during the reign of the
fourth shogun, Ashikaga Yoshimochi, who made over sixty visits in one year. By the time of
the sixth shogun, Yoshinori, the number of visits in 1440to temple families alone was a total of
one hundred and thirteen.

The shikisei onari consisted of two events: 1) the shiki san kon no gi or a sake
drinking ceremony in the shinden or main quarters of the residence; and 2) a feast and
entertainment, such as sarugaku, in the kaisho or meeting room. Sarugaku referred to a kind
of comical play, which was a prototype of the noh play. Sam Toyozo, "Shogun no onari to
chanoyu," in Buke chado no keifu, ed. Bukeshi Dankai, (Tokyo: Perikansha, 1983), 157-9. Also
see Nagashima, 76.

9'fhe shoin referred to the architecture of a reception room that evolved during the
Higashiyama period.
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warrior class, who wished also to participate in the elite culture of the shogun.

Consequently, Chinese tea implements, a ticket for entry into the elite cultural

circle, acquired extraordinary monetary worth as well as political significance.

The fervor for tea utensils astonished many of the Western traders and

missionaries in Japan during the sixteenth century. They recorded in their diaries

their amazement at the material value of not only karamono but other imported

chanoyu wares, which to Western eyes seemed like worthless trinkets.

According to a Portuguese trader, Francesco Carletti, ruson tsubo, Philippine

earthenware jars, ordinarily were "hardly worth a giulo," but the Japanese

attached a value of "five, six, or ten thousand scudos each.II10 Luis Frois, a Jesuit

missionary, who recorded events in Japan from 1549 to 1578, described in his

diary how the sale of a meibutsu or famous chanoyu ware aided a daimyo in

financial straits. According to Frois, Otomo Yoshishige,lord of Bungo, remedied

his economic troubles with the sale of his highly prized tea container to

Toyotomi Hideyoshi, who paid a sum of fifteen thousand "crowns."ll The sale

supposedly permitted Yoshishige to retain and sustain his domain.

Therewere daimyo who were willing to sacrifice a sibling's life to acquire

the highly prized tea implements. Among such men was Otomo Sorin, who

laThe reason Carletti gave to explain the high price was that these jars had "the property
of preserving unspoiled-for nine, ten and twenty years,-a certain leaf that they call cha (tea)."
Imported wares of any kind that were usable for tea were extremely profitable in Japan at this
time. Hideyoshi, who desired to buy all ruson tsubo, prohibited the Portuguese traders to sell
this ware to anyone but his agents in Nagasaki. Those who disobeyed his orders were
punishable by death. The steps that Hideyoshi took to control the tea jar trade illustrated his
intent to monopolize not only tea wares but tea itself. Inevitably, his next step was to attempt to

take control over the practice of chanoyu. See Michael Cooper, This Island Japan: joeo
Rodrigues' Account of16th-Century Japan, (Tokyo: Kodansha, 1973), 265.

llMichael Cooper, "The Early Europeans and Tea," in Tea in Japan, eds. Paul Varley
and Kumakura Isao, (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1989), 116.
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reportedly sacrificed the life of his brother in order to obtain a particular

utensil.J2 Sorin coveted the hyi5tan (gourd-shaped) chaire, a tea container, which

was originally owned by Ashikaga Yoshimasa and subsequently by Murata

Shuko, Matsumoto Shuho, Furuichi Kiyotane, and Ouchi Yoshitaka. After

Yoshitaka's death, Sorin's younger brother, Haruhide, inherited the family estate

of the Ouchiand came to possess the hyotsn chaire. Thereafter, a war broke out

between the forces of Haruhide and Mori Motonori in 1555. Prior to his attack

on Haruhide, Motonori approached Sorin, his ally, and asked if the latter wished

to have his brother spared. Sorin replied that what he did with Haruhide was of

little concern to him. He appealed instead for the preservation and ownership of

the hyman chaire. Motonori complied with Sorin's wishes and retrieved the

cbsire.»

Oda Nobunaga, who ordered a meibutsu "hunt" in 1570, was among the

military lords who took a fervent interest in collecting tea implements.t- On the

first day of the fourth month in 1570, Nobunaga commanded Yiikan Hoin and

Tamba Gorozaemon Nagahide to instruct the residents of Sakai to display their

120tomoSorin, (1530-1587).

13This chaire passed on from Otomo Sorin to his son, Yoshimune, then respectively to
Toyotomi Hideyoshi, Uesugi Kagekatsu, to his grandson, Tsunakatsu, the Tokugawa shogun
family, Maeda Toshitsune, to his grandson, Tsunanori, and back to the Tokugawa and finally to
the Kishii Tokugawa family. In 1927, the chaire was valued at 35,960 yen. This price seems
rather inexpensive in view of a life having once been sacrificed for it. This chaire is considered
to be the most valuable among Japan's six famous gourd-shaped tea containers. Yonehara
Masayoshi, "Shokuho ki busho ni totte cha to wa," in Buke chado no keifu, 83.

14Meibutsu referred to famous works of arts and crafts. The legend of Nobunaga's
meibutsu hunt supports and perpetuates his stereotypical image as the ruthless and avaricious
warlord. Nobunaga, however, had greater designs than merely pillaging the cities of his
conquest. More profitable to his political interests was the establishment of a favorable
relationship with the merchant-townsmen, the cities' economic force, from whom he could secure
the financial support necessary for his military campaigns. See V. Dixon Morris, "The City of
Sakai and Urban Autonomy," in Warlords, Artists, and Commoners, 53-4.
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meibutsu collection for Nobunaga's viewing. Among the treasures he acquired

in this legendary "hunt" were utensils that once belonged to the Ashikaga

family. The wealthy merchant-townsmen of Sakai and Kyoto, who were

connoisseursas well as the owners of meibutsu tea implements, were often the

targets of his "hunt." Nobunaga secured large quantities of valuable chanoyu

wares through confiscation or forced sale from merchant tea masters such as

Daimonjiya Eiho, Ikegami [okei and Tsuda S5gyii of the Tennojiya family.P

Nagashima Fukutaro questions if Nobunaga had carried out his quest for

meibutsu as forcefully and extensively as the term "hunt" suggests. Nobunaga

probably owned very little tea ware, if any, of substantial value when he first set

foot in Kyoto,but soon thereafter had a sizable collection. A "hunt" would have

been an expeditious method of collecting meibutsu. However, Nobunaga did

not always resort to a coercive seizure of tea treasures from "victims."16

Nobunaga offered both gold and silver and paid for some of the implements he

obtained. According to Nobunaga ki, Nobunaga paid Tennojiya Sogyu,

Yakushiin, and Aburaya a sum that was greater than what they originally

requested for their meibutsul? There was an indication that these individuals

actually profited rather than suffered losses from Nobunaga's purchases.

There were a number of those who voluntarily offered their chanoyu

valuables to Nobunaga as a demonstration of their goodwill in the hopes of

15Daimonjiya Eiho (dates unknown) and Ikegami [okei, (dates unknown) were
merchants of Kyoto. Tsuda Sogyu (d.1591) was a Sakai merchant and also a member of the city's
governing body, the egoshii.

16Nagashima,147-8.

170ze Roan, Nobunaga ki, vol. 1, (Tokyo: Koten Bunko, 1972), 230-1.
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obtaining his favor.IS For example, Imai Sokyu, a wealthy merchant and tea

practitioner of Sakai, presented Nobunaga with the famous Metsushime no

tsubo,a tea leafjar, and an eggplant-shaped foo no nesu, a tea caddy for finely

ground tea, upon the latter's entry into the city in 1568. Sokyfi's gesture

apparently made a favorable impression on Nobunaga, who made Sokyu his

personal chanoyumaster and the daikan (intendant) of five districts.t?

Besides SokyU, there were daimyo and Buddhist institutions that similarly

utilized meibutsu for diplomatic purposes. For example, during 1574, Imagawa

Ujizane of Suruga, who lost a number of men following his father's defeat to

Nobunaga, presented the latter with a peace offering consisting of valuable

incensebumers.s' The Buddhist monks of Ishiyama Honganji, who surrendered

to Nobunaga during the same year, presented him with prized ink paintings.u

Meibutsu continued to serve diplomatic purposes through the early

seventeenth century. For example, Ukita Hideie, who had taken the Toyotomi

side during the battle of Sekigahara in 1600, presented Tokugawa Ieyasu with

the shobana tea container as a peace offering following his defeat. Ieyasu

accepted this gift and sent the former to exile rather than condemning him to

death. Hideie'spardon may not have resulted entirely from his presentation of

ISAn exception, however, was Matsunaga Hisahide, who, following his defeat by
Nobunaga, refused to give up his treasured tea implement. Rather than have the item fall into
Nobunaga's hands, Hisahide chose to break it into irreparable pieces. See Nagashima, 146. Also
see Beatrice Bodart-Bailey, "Tea and Counsel," in Monumenta Nipponica, 32:1, (Spring 1977), 50.

I9Nagashima, 146.

200ze, 69-70.

21Nagashima, 146.
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this tea treasure, but it could have helped to lighten the sentence from Ieyasu,

who also took a great interest in collecting meibutsur-

In tracing the history of particular meibutsu, one discovers the passing of

these priceless tea utensils through the hands of some of the most politically

significant figures of early modem Japan. For example, the shobana tea

container, an Ashikaga treasure, belonged respectively to Daimonjiya Eiho, Oda

Nobunaga, Toyotomi Hideyoshi, Ukita Hideie and Tokugawa Ieyasu. The

changes in ownership increased the value of meibutsu. Such historical

associations added to their material and political worth.

The changes in ownership did not always result from the grantor's

political subordination to the grantee. The highly coveted tea utensils served

also as rewards that military lords bestowed upon their retainers. Nobunaga,

for example, rewarded Koresumi Corozaemon Nagahide with a tea bowl in

recognition of the latter's outstanding work in the building of Nobunaga's castle

in Azuchi.23

The great honor that receipt of a meibutsu represented in addition to their

enormous material value led some warriors to prefer tea treasures over fiefs or

offices as their reward.v Takigawa Ichimasu, a retainer of Nobunaga, was an

example. Ichimasu, who in 1582 led a victorious attack against Kai's Takeda

forces, hoped to be rewarded with Nobunaga's konasu, a small eggplant shaped

22The merchant, Daimonjiya Eiho had previously put the shobana to similar use when
he surrendered to Nobunaga in 1569.

230ze, 104.

24Yonehara, 87.
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tea container. Much to his disappointment, he received instead a position as

governor general of Kanto and fiefs in Ueno and Shinano.P

The distribution of tea utensils as a reward was a pragmatic method of

keeping the samurai both content and under control. Nobunaga and also

Hideyoshi may have chosen meibutsu over fiefs to reward retainers not only

because these prized tea implements were highly coveted by the warriors, but

also because the use of such rewards supported the political design of Japan's

unifiers to separate the samurai from land.26 Denying the warriors an

independent land base was a crucial step toward Japan's unification. Meibutsu

contributed to the achievement of this task.

Chanoyu "Licenses"

Beginning with Nobunaga, the permission and privilege to practice

chanoyu also became a useful commodity with which to reward the samurai

retainers. Only those who received the warlord's consent were able to hold

chanoyu gatherings. Such exclusivity lent prestige to this art form and made tea

practice "licenses" an extremely desirable form of reward. Hideyoshi himself

received permission from Nobunaga in 1578 to practice chanoyu, which he

perceived to be one of the greatest honors one could hope to achieve in "this life

or the next."27 Hideyoshi continued the practice of granting chanoyu privileges

25Yonehara points out that Ichimasu's disappointment was compounded by the fact that
his assignment was more difficult than prestigious. Governing the Kanto area meant contending
with the powerful Hojo family in Odawara and also Uesugi Kenshin in Echigo. Ibid., 87.

26The Expulsion Edict in 1591 prohibited samurai from returning to the fields as
cultivators. Farmers, on the other hand, could not abandon their fields to become merchants or
laborers. Mary Elizabeth Berry, Hideyoshi, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1989), 106-7.

27Ibid., 280.
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along with imperial ranks and titles as rewards to his retainers. Rikyii's

shichitetsu or seven sages of tea supposedly represented the seven daimyo to

whom Hideyoshi gave permission to receive special chanoyu instructions from

Rikyu.

The warrior's attraction to tea ceremony stemmed not only from the

prestige that accompanied chanoyu practice or their interest in cultural

cultivation but also in the political and economic benefits it offered. The kinds of

people who practiced chanoyu were often men of great economic and political

influence and the tea gatherings provided an occasion to become acquainted

with such individuals. Chanoyu provided opportunities for the samurai to

mingle with the affluent merchant-townsmen of Sakai, who were serious tea

practitioners. Military men sought these tea masters not only for their expertise

in chanoyu. Gaining access to their economic sources and political connections

were primary attractions for an ambitious warrior taking up chanoyu.

Nobunaga and Hideyoshi received invaluable financial and political support

from wealthy merchant tea masters of Sakai, such as Irnai Sokyii and Sen Rikyu,

For example, Sokyii assisted Nobunaga not only on chanoyu matters but

furnished firearms from his factory for the latter's military campaigns.s' Sokyu's

backing was likelya decisive factor in Nobunaga's military victories.

When Rikyii became Hideyoshi's tea master, his responsibilities also

included more than chanoyu instruction. Rikyii assumed the role of a

middleman in Hideyoshi's communications and negotiations with other daimyo

and townsmen. For example, Hideyoshi exploited Rikyir's master-disciple

relationship with individuals such as Ijiiin Tadamune, a retainer of Shimazu

28 Bodart-Bailey, 50.
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Yoshihisa of Satsuma, to obtain Shimazu's political cooperation. Hideyoshi had

Rikyii write to Tadarnune to encourage lite latter's lord to keep peace with the

Otomo clan in Kyushu. Although Shimazu outwardly spurned Hideyoshi, he

responded favorably to the tea master's letter to Tadamune and sent his good

wishes to Hideyoshi through Rikyu, The respect and trust that Rikyii

commanded from his daimyo disciples opened up channels for peaceful

negotiations for Hideyoshi.

The opportunities chanoyu provided to cultivate political relationships

undoubtedly compelled the military rulers to take greater control over tea

ceremony and its practitioners. Nobunaga and also Hideyoshi kept a tight reign

over chanoyu activities of the samurai by requiring a permit for tea practice.

Since the tea room, a meeting place for high ranking warriors and wealthy

merchant-townsmen, had the potential of becoming a locale for subversive

activities, the need to monitor the contacts of samurai vassals and other daimyo

was likely a vital consideration in the disbursement of chanoyu permission.

Anecdotes tell of how warlords used tea gatherings as a cover for secret

meetings with their allies. Hideyoshi supposedly convinced Kuroda Yukimizu to

take up chanoyu by pointing out its political uses.s? Yukimizu, who had never

taken chanoyu seriously and knew little of the proper tea etiquette, was invited

by Hideyoshi to a tea gathering. Yukimizu had little interest in attending, but

could not possibly refuse Hideyoshi's invitation. Despite his desire not to attend,

he set out to the gathering on the appointed day. Upon arrival, he discovered

that he was the only guest. Hideyoshi entered the tearoom and proceeded to

discuss military matters. Hideyoshi pointed out to Yukimizu that had their

29Yonehara, 80.
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lengthy meeting taken place anywhere other than a tea room, his enemies

would have become suspicious. Spending long hours at a gathering would not

arouse such suspicion. After this event, Kuroda supposedly took up chanoyu.

Thisnotion that tea rooms were the settings for political intrigue appears

in anecdotes describing the downfall of chanoyu masters such as Oribe.

According to some tales, Oribe planned a coup d'etat against the Tokugawa

government at a tea gathering. Since tea records do not disclose detailed

information on the political exchanges that may have taken place at a tea

gathering, there is no hard evidence that suspicious activities actually took place.

However, one can gather from the background of chanoyu participants whose

names appear in the tea records that many of these gatherings were of a political

nature.v Nobunaga and Hideyoshi may have been justified in controlling the

disbursementsof chanoyu licenses to the samurai and devising ways to monitor

chanoyu activities.

Chanoyu as a Political Ritual

Despite the potential for chanoyu to become a medium for political

conspiracy, mostpolitical leaders saw enough merit in tea to encourage chanoyu

practice amongtheir retainers. The respect and honor that chanoyu was able to

elicitfrom its samurai participants made tea ceremony useful to inculcate proper

socialetiquetteand ethical values and, as Paul Varley points out, lito suppress the

aggressiveness of particular warriors-the lords' own vassals-through strict

30An example of a political tea gathering was that held by Tsuda Sogyu on the eleventh
day of the secondmonth in 1569. The guests at this tea event, which took place just a few days
after Nobunaga's chief retainers, Sakuma Nobushige and Shibata Katsuie, seized Sakai, included
over one hundred of Nobunaga's retainers. Tsuda S5gyil jikeiki, in vol. 8, CKZ, 140.
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enforcement of the peace."31 Decorum and ritual became increasingly significant

during the late sengoku years, when the management of subordinates had

become crucial for the daimyo to retain the power they obtained through

military victory.v A warrior practiced chanoyu even during a time of war not

merely for the sake of enjoying tea aesthetics for relaxation at a battle camp as

Kuwata Tadachika suggests, but to maintain order and discipline among

vassals." Daimyo took to their military campaigns tea and even tea masters,

who filled a role similar to the otogishii or storytellers. The otogishii were

responsible for keeping the samurai in line as well as awake during the long vigil

at battle camps by telling heroic tales of brave and virtuous warriors.P' Not

surprisingly, tea masters, who also brought order and wakefulness to the

samurai, became a component of the otogishii group by the late sixteenth

century. By Hideyoshi's time, the otogishii included tea masters as one of its

regular members.f

31Paul Varley, "The Warrior Way in Sengoku Japan," an unpublished paper.

32 Sengoku period (1477-1573).

33KuwataTadachika argues that a true warrior never discarded his taste for the arts even
in the midst of battle. See Kuwata Tadachika, Busho to chado, (Kyoto: Ichijo shebe, 1943), 336.

34The otogishii evolved during the sengoku period when there arose a need for
entertainers to help the warriors get through the long hours of waiting at their camps between
battles. The Ouchi incorporated the otogishii into their military force as early as 1536 to 1537.
By Hideyoshi's time, the number of otogishii members not only increased but their duties
expanded to include those of a tea master. Kuwata Tadachika, Deimyn to otogishii, in Sengoku
busho, vol. 3, Kuwata Tadachika chosakushii, (Tokyo: Akita Shoten, 1980),24-29.

35rhe total number of members in Hideyoshi's otogishii were eight hundred. Members
included samurai, such as Tomita, Sakuma, Teranishi and Inaba, who made up the majority,
scholars, like Omura Yuko, and drum beaters such as Hinoguchi Iwami. The merchant
townsmen tea masters, such as Bandaiya Soan, Sumiyoshiya Somu, Imai Sokun and Takeno
Soga,were also a part of this group were. Of particular interest in Hideyoshi's incorporation of
the tea masters into this group and also the chanoyu affiliations of many of the samurai
members. Many who belonged to the otogishii were either direct disciples of Rikyfi or were
regular participants at the tea gatherings of chanoyu masters such as Rikyii and Kamiya Satan.
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Besides maintaining order among samurai retainers through cultural

enrichment and entertainment, the ceremonial aspects of chanoyu made tea

ceremony useful also as a ritual that sanctified the rule of a military leader. The

legitimization of one's authority had become a critical issue for the sengoku

daimyo, whose military might could not always guarantee political dominance.

Asakura Norikage, in addressing this problem, prescribed that a daimyo project

an image of himself that was venerable enough to evoke the worship of his

retainers. Instilling fear in one's subordinates was insufficient to command their

honor, respect and loyalty. According to Asakura, "one (had) to be held in awe

to the point of drawing tears."36 A reverent image was necessary to elicit a

loyalty and commitment strong enough to induce the samurai vassals to "throw

their life away" for their lord if necessary. The transformation of "military

power into sacred authority, rule into an embodiment of the Way of Heaven,"

became a central concern for those who rose to power.F

Tea ceremony became a part of a political ritual sanctifying the authority

of the ruling regime.38 The adaptability of chanoyu for such purpose is

attributable to its intrinsic quasi-religious, ceremonial qualities, which stem from

chanoyu's origins in Zen Buddhism. [oao Rodriguez, who left detailed

descriptions of chanoyu in his diaries, described tea ceremony as a ritual that

contained elements of religion without actually being religious or superstitious.

Ibid, p. 25.

36HermanOoms, Tokugawa Ideology: Early Constructs, 1570-1680, (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1985), 19.

37Ibid., 288-89.

38Examples of the political purposes to which Hideyoshi put chanoyu include the
numerous gatherings he held at Jurakutei and at Osaka castle, his famous tea party at Kitano as
well as the serving of tea during the gyoko or imperial visit of Emperor Goyozei to jurakutei,
when Hideyoshi commanded the services of Rikyii,
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Alessesandro Valignano (1539-1606), who also had the opportunity to witness a

tea ceremony, described the chanoyu setting as a place "held in much veneration

and esteem among the Japanese lords, although no sort of superstition is

involved. While they are there, they deal with each other with great sincerity

and decorum, regarding it as quite unpardonable to say or do there anything

unseemly or improper.1I39 Chanoyu was more than a form of entertainment.

Nobunaga, Hideyoshi and, later, the Tokugawa shoguns, exploited chanoyu,

aiming to direct the aura of veneration that it instilled in its participants toward

themselves and their political goals. The culmination of efforts to politicize

chanoyu was the sukiya onari.

The onarirecords of Ashikaga Yoshimasa as well as subsequent Ashikaga

rulers through the Daiei period (1521-1527) show that tea drinking was not a

regular part of the onari ceremonies. This is surprising in view of the great

interest and support Yoshimasa had for chanoyu. In these onari records, any

references to tea concern the drinking of tea by the shogun during breaks

between ceremonial activities. The Sho deimyo shu onari tnoshi ire komuri no ki

or records of daimyo's onari from the Tenmon period (1532-1554), stated

explicitlythat as a rule tea was not a part of an onari and that the host should

not prepare the beverage unless the shogun requested it.40 These records

39Michael Cooper points out that this special, solemn yet unreligious atmosphere of a tea
gathering permitted both missionaries and non-Christians to participate in a traditional aesthetic
pastime "in a spirit of harmony without religious discord." Michael Cooper, "The Early
Europeans and Tea," 110. Kuwata Tadachika argues that for the sengoku warriors, who
constantly faceddeath, chanoyu provided a contemplative atmosphere for Buddhist meditation.
Kuwata, Bushato chada, 336.

4OSato, 163.
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By the time of the twelfth and thirteenth Ashikaga shoguns, Yoshiharu

and Yoshiteru, tea drinking became much more common at an onari.41 Their

onari records mentioned the involvement of dobosha in tea preparation and

their use of various chanoyu implements, such as the daisu stand, and also of

three-mat and four-and-a-half-mat tea rooms where they served the guests. The

dobosha, however, did not "perform" a tea ceremony in the presence of guests

as in the way tea preparation is "performed" by a chanoyu host today. Dobosha

prepared tea in a separate room before serving the guests waiting in the tea

room.42

There is evidence that tea was often a part of the reception daimyo

prepared for Nobunaga and Hideyoshi. For example, when Nobunaga visited

the residence of Akechi Mitsuhide during 1580, Mitsuhide received him with a

chanoyu. Tsuda SogyU,who recorded this event, described Mitsuhide's use of an

onari no rna,which appears to have been a special room where an audience with

the military ruler took place at the gathering.s'

The records of Hideyoshi's onari show that Hideyoshi made a number of

these ceremonial visits throughout the Tensho, Bunroku and Keicho periods.w

There is little reference to chanoyu in these records, which may seem to suggest

that tea was not a part of his onari activities. Tenkan nikki, however, indicated

otherwise. This document showed that deimyo preparing for Hideyoshi's onari

41Ashikaga Yoshiharu (1510-1550); Ashikaga Yoshiteru (1535-1565). Ise Sadatada tei
onari ki, Hosokawa tei onari ki, and Miyoshi Yoshinaga Ason te no onari no ki are quoted by
Sato Toyozo. Ibid., 163-4.

42Ibid., 165.

43Tennojiya kaiki, in vol. 7, CKZ, 310-11.

44Tensho (1573-1591); Bunroku (1592-1595); Keicho (1596-1614).
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often consulted tea masters such as Rikyu and Oribe.f According to San tsubo ki

and Bunroku sannen Maeda onari ki, the onari records of Maeda Toshiie,

Toshiie sought Rikyu's advice three years in advance in preparation for

Hideyoshi's visit.46 After Rikyii's death, Oda Uraku, another reputable tea

master, took over the task of supervising Toshiie's preparations.

Date Masamune relied on Oribe's tea utensil connoisseurship to prepare

for Hideyoshi's onari.47 Oribe continued to provide this kind of assistance for

those preparing for the onari of the Tokugawa shogun. According to the

Ogasawara Tadamasa ichidai oboegaki, Ogasawara, who was preparing to

receive Tokugawa Hidetada, had his tearoom and garden constructed after

consulting Oribe.48

It was not until the Tokugawa era that the incorporation of chanoyu

became the standard format for the onari ceremony, which came to be referred

to as sukiya onari, in the early seventeenth century.s? The sukiya onari began

with the shogun's entry into the sukiya or tea room.v The coziness of the room

size as well as the small number of participants in the sukiya provided a suitable

atmosphere for a private meeting between the shogun and deimyti. Following

45Tenkan nikki is quoted by Sato Toyozo. SatO, 167. San tsubo ki and Bunroku sannen
Maeda onari ki are quoted by Tanihata Akio in Kinsei chadD shi, (Kyoto: Tankosha, 1988), 39-40.

46Maeda Toshiie (1538-1599).

470ribe's letter to Date Masamune reveals that the latter requested advice from Oribe
concerning onari preparations. The date of the letter is uncertain. Kuwata speculates that Oribe
wrote this after 1610. Kuwata, ChadD to chajin, 60-61.

480gasawara Tadamasa ichidai oboegaki, in vol. 12, no. 21, Dai Nihon shiryD, 98.

49Yabe Seichiro, "Tokugawa Hidetada to Sukiya Onari no Seiritsu," in ChadD: kenkyii tv
shiryD, No.3, 1970, 2.

50 Ibid., 10.
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the activities in the sukiya, the shogun and other participants moved to the

shoin room to enjoy a banquet and a noh performance.

Preparation for a sukiya onari was both time consuming and costly. A

daimyo could take anywhere from a few months to several years to prepare for

the shogun's visit, which undoubtedly put a strain on his financial resources. A

sukiya onari may have been a means by which the government aimed to keep a

check on the financial growth of the daimyo,

The adoption of tea into onari activities was an inevitable development.

Some scholars attribute the lack of a chanoyu style suitable for such political

ritual as the reason for the delay in the full incorporation of chanoyu into the

onari during Rikyii's lifetime, although a trend in this direction was clearly

evident even then. Rikyfi's chanoyu emphasized humility and disregarded social

class distinctions, and may have been deemed inappropriate for members of the

ruling military class. Oribe, on the other hand, demonstrated greater sensitivity

to the interests of the military lords by introducing into chanoyu numerous

elements that reflected the lifestyle of the samurai. Many aspects of his chanoyu

became a standard part of the sukiya onari.

The Samurai and Chsnoyu Masters

A tea master essentially governed the chanoyu practice of the samurai.

His opinions on tea implements as well as etiquette were highly regarded by the

military tea practitioners, who relied heavily on him for the evaluation,

acquisition and display of tea utensils. Despite the daimyo's socially superior

status, they were culturally subordinate to the chanoyu master. Ijilin Tadamune

of Shimazu, for example, reduced himself to such a level when he stood in front
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of his chanoyu instructor, Rikyii. Maeda Toshinaga described performing a

chanoyu in the presence of the merchant tea master as one of the most

frightening experiences in his life.51

The samurai's culturally subservient relationship with tea masters had

existed since the Ashikaga period when the shogun's activities were under the

supervision of the dobosha. The dobosha, rather than the shogun, were the

authorities on culture. They were the architects of chanoyu and of the tea rooms

and also the connoisseurs of art work and implements that were central to tea

practice.

The dobosha compiled the Kundaikan sochoki, which catalogued the

various meibutsu or famous art pieces and crafts, including Chinese paintings as

well as tea implements owned by the Ashikaga shoguns, and also described in

detail the proper manner in which to display these items.S Both merchant and

samurai practitioners of chanoyu have relied on this document for centuries,

illustrating the enduring authority of these dobosha in chanoyu matters.

There is no direct evidence that Nobunaga relied on documents such as

the Kundaikan sochoki during his meibutsu "hunt."53 However, the interest he

took in particular items and his rapacious efforts to acquire them reflected his

awareness of the value of meibutsu -knowledge he may have gathered from

51Ijiiin Tadamune, (d. 1599). Maeda Toshinaga was the son of Maeda Toshiie. Kuwata,
338.

52Kundaikan sochoki, in vol. 2, CKZ, 284-322.

53By the early sixteenth century, rneibutsu ware required a written document
containing an evaluation by a rnekiki. Eventually, all such information became consolidated
into one document, which provided information on the rneibutsu items as well as their owners.
An example of this kind of record is the Chaki meibuisu shii in Yarnanoue Soji ki and also the
Chanoyu dogu nayose, which has been owned by generations of the Kobori (Enshfi) family.
Yarnanoue Sojiki, in vol. 6, CKZ, 51-116 and Enshii okurarnotocho in vol. 12, CKZ, 115-326.
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awareness of the value of meibutsu -knowledge he may have gathered from

such records or from a tea master, who was also a mekiki or connoisseur of

meibutsu. It is conceivable that Imai Sokyu assisted Nobunaga in his meibutsu

"hunt" by offering his expertise on tea implements. Owing to the samurai's

tremendous desire to obtain famous chanoyu wares and the uses to which they

put them, the mekiki acquired considerable political significance.

A tea master's political importance expanded also when the license for

chanoyu practicebecame a commodity for military lords to use as rewards to

their subordinates. Nobunaga and Hideyoshi may have had the political

authority to grant permission to practice tea. However, the tea master, with the

chanoyu skills and knowledge, had the cultural authority to issue the denju or

esoteric teachings in chanoyu to his disciples, who were often high-ranking

samurai.

The reason for Hideyoshi's decision to terminate Rikyii's life is uncertain

and speculative.S In view of the increasing political significance of the tea master,

Hideyoshi's concern over the substantial influence Rikyii wielded over the

daimyo may have been a basis for the death sentence. The chanoyu master's

position had becomefar too influential, both politically and culturally, to be filled

by someone other than a member of the military class. Hideyoshi's interest in

creating a sharply defined social hierarchy dominated by the samurai may also

54The immediatecause of Rikyii's death sentence concerned the placement of a wooden
statue of the tea master on the second level of the gate at Daitokuji, which required everyone,
including Hideyoshi, to symbolically walk under Rikyii's feet when entering the temple.
Other speculationson Rikyu's demise include the accusations that Rikyii abused his reputation
as a connoisseur of tea utensils by assigning excessive prices to ordinary items and profiting
from their sales.There is also the anecdote that the death sentence resulted from Rikyii's refusal
to have his daughter join Hideyoshi's harem. Kumakura Isao, "Sen no Rikyii," in Tea in Japan,
43-44.
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have been a compelling factor in his decision to depose Rikyu from this position

of authority. Replacing the merchant tea master with a military subordinate was

a step towards one of Hideyoshi's goals-cultural dominance of the ruling elite.

Oribe was an ideal candidate to replace Rikyu, for he possessed the two key

qualifications that made him eligible to become the tea master of the samurai-a

military background and distinguished skills in chanoyu. The following chapter

will examine Oribe's qualifications.
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CHAPTER ONE

ORIBE'S BIOGRAPHY

Oribe was born in 1544 in Motosumachi Yamaguchi, which is in present-

day Gifu prefecture. His given name at birth was Sasuke.55 Oribe's family name

at this time was Kuwahara. His father, Furuta Shigesada, was adopted by the

Kuwahara family, whom Shigesada served, and had changed the family name

from Furuta to Kuwahara.

Oribe himself was adopted while still a youth by his uncle, Furuta

Shigeyasu, the head of the main Furuta house, who was without a son.

Shigeyasu chose Oribe to succeed him. However, the unexpected birth of a boy

to Shigeyasu obliged Oribe to forfeit his position as heir, although he retained

the Furuta family name. The name Oribe acquired and used during his youth

550ribe's father, Furuta Shigesada, was the second of three sons of Furuta Sobei, a
retainer of Toki Raigei and, later, Saito Michinao and Oda Nobuhide. Kuwata Tadachika, Chedn
to chajin, No.3, vol. 10, Kuwata Tadachika chosaku zenshii, (Tokyo: Akita Shoten, 1980), 12-14.
Also see Ichinose Takeshi, Furuta Oribe no shogai, (Toki: Daiichi Hoki Shuppan, 1972), 6-9, and
Nomura Bunka Zaidan, ed., Furuta Oribe no chanoyu to zokei, (Kyoto: Nomura Bunka Zaidan,
1987), 13, 55.
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until 1588 was Kageyasu. Thereafter, he took the adult name Shigenari, which

appears in all of Oribe's correspondence after 1588.56

"Oribe," referred not to his actual name but to his rank, which he received

in 1585. There were other individuals who also had this rank. However, the title

56There is some confusion about Oribe's correct adult name as there have been
references to Oribe also as Shigekatsu in genealogical records such as Kokin chajin keifu, Chajin
dai keifu and Kansei jiishii sho kefu. One of the explanations Kuwata Tadachika offers
regarding this uncertainty about names concerned Oribe's alleged involvement in a plot to
assassinate Tokugawa Ieyasu. Kuwata argues that this incident compelled those recording
Oribe's achievements to be discreet in their praise of him in fear of receiving punishment from
the Tokugawa themselves. Instead of using his actual name, they may have deliberately
substituted Shigenari with Shigekatsu. There is also the possibility that the inconsistency in
names resulted simply from the calligraphic mistakes of the compilers and copiers of the
genealogical records. Documents that have been recopied over many years were prone to such
errors. Kanseijiishii sho keifu, Kokin chajin keifu, Chajin dai keifu, in Dai Nihon shiryo, 100,
111-2, 113-4.

There is no certainty that these two names referred to the same individual. Kuwata, in
spite of his belief that the discrepancy in names was deliberate, contends that Shigekatsu and
Shigenari were separate persons and that they were relatives. A source supporting this notion
is Hankanpu, which stated that Oribe was the nephew of Shigekatsu. Arai Hakuseki, (1656
1725) compiled Hankanpu, a work from 1701. It contains the family history of three hundred
thirty-seven daimyo and covers the years 1600 to 1680.

However, the similarities shared by Shigenari and Shigekatsu are abundant enough so
as to raise suspicions that they also shared the same identity. If, as Kuwata suggests, the
authors were intent on disguising Oribe's true identity in order to avoid punishment from the
Tokugawa, it is conceivable that they not only altered his name but parts of his biography as
well, resulting in the fabrication a separate individual. Genealogical records indicated
differences in the birth and death dates and also in the manner in which Shigenari and
Shigekatsu died. But aside from these variances, these two individuals shared the same family
name as well as the same prefix, "Shige," in their adult names. Both were from Mino whose
families served the Toki and Oda lords. Both had a revenue of 35,000 koku at one time. The
family lines of both Shigenari and Shigekatsu came to end at about the same time. The
similarities seem too numerous to be coincidental.

There is no concrete evidence that the compilers of genealogical records, compelled by
political reasons, falsified Oribe's biography. However, the existence of such a possibility
undermines the reliability of these documents as a historical source. Oribe's letters, which were
less vulnerable to manipulation than the genealogical records, indicated that Oribe's adult
name was Shigenari and not Shigekatsu. There is not a single letter in which he signed his
name as Shigekatsu.
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Oribe became most closely associated with Furuta Shigenari owing to his fame as

chanoyu master. Oribe's full name was Furuta Oribe no kami Shigenari.

Figure 1: Wooden statue of Furuta Oribe at Koshoji Temple

Oribe's Military Career

According to Furuta ke fu or the genealogical records of the Furuta

family, Oribe began his military career in 1561 at the age of seventeen as a

tsukaiban or messenger for Oda Nobunaga. A tsukaiban relayed messages to

the enemy's battle camps and negotiated alliances. One of Oribe's most notable

services to Nobunaga in this capacity was the successful conclusion of an alliance

with Nakagawa Kiyohide, an extremely powerful lord in Settsu Ibaraki.

Kiyohide represented a serious obstacle to Nobunaga's consolidation of power in
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central Japan. In order to facilitate the conquest of this area, Nobunaga

encouraged his followers to form alliances with the lords of Settsu, Mikawa and

Izumi.F Oribe complied with Nobunaga's demands by establishing familial ties

with the Nakagawa. In 1569, Oribe married Kiyohide's younger sister, Senko.

The reward Oribe received from Nobunaga for his efforts and achievements

during the Settsu campaign was a 3,000 koku territory in Settsu. The size of this

domain was far short of providing Oribe with daimyo status. However, his

accomplishment at this time marked an important step in his political career. The

establishment of his ties to the Nakagawa was to account for much of the

favorable treatment he later received from Toyotomi Hideyoshi and Tokugawa

Ieyasu.

Nobunaga immediately reaped the benefits of Oribe's political marriage

into the Nakagawa family. When Kiyohide joined Araki Murashige of Settsu in a

revolt against Nobunaga at Ibaraki, Nobunaga sent Oribe to successfully

persuade his brother-in-law into betraying Murashige and forming an Oda

Nakagawa alliance.58 Kiyohide not only acceded to the wishes of Nobunaga but

also agreed to the marriage of his son to Nobunaga's daughter. Oribe was the

intermediary in this arrangement. He received an official appointment to

57Nakagawa Kiyohide, (1542-1583).
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become the metsuke or inspector of Nakagawa affairs. Oribe's familial ties to

Kiyohide were probably responsible for this appointment, which required him

to keep tabs on Nakagawa loyalty and activities.

Oribe's close proximity to Nakagawa activities is evident in Toyotomi

Hideyoshi's letter to Kiyohide from 1585. At the close of this correspondence,

Hideyoshi instructed Kiyohide to extend his good wishes to Oribe. Kiyohide and

Oribe were involved in military matters in Banshii when they received this letter,

which Hideyoshi wrote at the time of Nobunaga's assassination in the Honnoji

Incident.P When Oribe and Kiyohide learned of Nobunaga's death soon

580ze Hoan, Nobunaga ki, 146, 160.

59Although Hideyoshi was already aware of Nobunaga's death, he kept this
information from Kiyohide and wrote instead that both Nobunaga and his son, Nobutada, were
unharmed by Akechi Mitsuhide To give the impression of the invincibility of Nobunaga's
forces, Hideyoshi even provided a detailed description in his letter to Kiyohide of the heroic
deeds of Fukutomi Heizaemon, the guard on duty, who "successfully" fought off Mitsuhide's
attack. See Kuwata, Chado to chajin, 17.

After the Honnoji Incident, Mitsuhide immediately sent an emissary to Mori Terumoto
to inform him of his coup d'etat. Hideyoshi intercepted the messenger and learned of
Nobunaga's death not long after the incident. His decision to temporarily conceal Nobunaga's
death was compelled by a concern over the collapse of military alliances. Early and widespread
knowledge of the Honnoji incident could have prompted daimyo to repudiate the military pacts
they earlier sealed with the Oda forces and jeopardize the unification process which Hideyoshi
wished to complete. The Honnoji incident occurred when Hideyoshi was in the midst of his
campaign against Mori Terumoto in Takamatsu. He was not in a position to take action should
a collapse of alliances occur. Hideyoshi's determination to postpone informing Kiyohide about
Honnoji is indicative of his perception of the latter as a powerful daimyo whose alliance he
would have to win for his own consolidation of power. Hideyoshi's inquiries about Oribe in his
letter may have been reflective of his interest in exploiting the latter to negotiate an alliance
with the Nakagawa. See Berry, 72.
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thereafter, they joined Hideyoshi in the decimation of Akechi Mitsuhide and his

army.

Oribe served Hideyoshi after Nobunaga's death. Oribe's association with

Hideyoshi actually began long before the Honnoji Incident, since Oribe's father,

Shigesada, had served Hideyoshi as a doboshii. Hideyoshi's inquiries about

Oribe in his letter to Kiyohide suggested the former's familiarity with and

fondness for Oribe. But Hideyoshi also took particular interest in Oribe's role as

the Nakagawa metsuke.

Hideyoshi followed up on his military victories by reaffirming alliances

and reconfirming the landholdings of his allies. He was generous in his

concessions to the tozama daimyo, powerful military lords with questionable

loyalties to Hideyoshi, so as to avoid hostilities and win their military

cooperation.e' At the same time, however, Hideyoshi required from them

hostages as "guarantors of peace." He demanded a hostage from such daimyo

60Berry points out that some of the enfeoffments Hideyoshi provided to tozama lords
were larger than those of his loyal fudai retainers and even his own territories. Tokugawa
Ieyasu, for example, held domains that had a total value of 2,402,000 koku. Hideyoshi own
holdings never reached the size of Tokugawa domains. Hideyoshi's generous enfeoffments,
however, did not necessarily reflect his submission to the demands of the powerful daimyo, but
his strategy of administering rewards as "a statement of power and precedence and a form 'of
credit that imposes implicit obligations upon the recipient." This "gift-giving" bonded the
"giver" and "receiver" by leaving the daimyo indebted to Hideyoshi. While tozama lords
benefited materially and territorially and obtained security through their collective obedience to
Hideyoshi, Hideyoshi benefited politically by receiving acknowledgment of his hegemony.
Mary Elizabeth Berry, "Public Peace and Private Attachment: The Goals and Conduct of Power
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families such as the Mori, Uesugi, Tokugawa, Chosokabe, Shirnazu, Date and

Nakagawa, but not all daimyo were willing to accede to Hideyoshi's requests.

Nakagawa Kiyohide, for example, was reluctant to send a hostage. An anecdote

tells of how Hideyoshi sought Oribe's assistance in securing Kiyohide's

commitment to their alliance. According to an account in Rekko kanwa,

Hideyoshi summoned Oribe and ordered him to use his familial ties to the

Nakagawa to retrieve a hostage.s' Oribe was successful in his negotiations with

the Nakagawa, for he returned with one of Kiyohide's sons.62

In contrast to the tozama lords, who were the primary recipients of

Hideyoshi's generosity, the territorial gains of fudai daimyo, such as Oribe, were

modest.s' For example, in acknowledgment of Oribe's services, Hideyoshi

merely reallocated to him the 35,000 koku holding in Yamashiro (Kyoto) that

in Early Modem Japan," Journal ofJapanese Studies, 12:2, 1986, p. 267.

61Rekki5kanwa, in vol. II, no. 1, Dai Nihon shiryi5, 500.

62Oribe's long association with Kiyohide came to an end with the latter's death in 1583.
However, his ties to the Nakagawa family were not weakened by Kiyohide's demise. Kiyohide
left behind his son, Hidemasa, who came under the care of Oribe. When Oribe's duty as
guardian ended in 1585, when Hidemasa came of age, he strengthened ties to the Nakagawa
by adopting and arranging the marriage of his niece to Hidemasa. This marriage proved to be
of great consequence to the survival of the Furuta line. Oribe's step-brother, Furuta Shigetsugu,
who was the father of the bride, became a retainer of the Nakagawa family. Oribe and his
family members committed ritual suicide under the orders of Tokugawa Ieyasu in 1615.
However, Shigetsugu, under Nakagawa protection, escaped such fate. His family line has
survived to the present. Kuwata, 19.

63By the time of Hideyoshi's death in 1598, the greatest tozama daimyo held 52 percent
ofthe Japan's fiefs, while the fudai held a mere 12 percent. Hideyoshi controlled 11 percent of
the nation's domains. Berry, Hideyoshi, 130.
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formerly belonged to Oribe's father, Furuta Shigeyasu, who had died in 1584.

Nonetheless, this acquisition made Oribe a full fledged daimyo.64 To compensate

for the small size of the enfeoffments, Hideyoshi provided his retainers with

prestigious imperial titles and ranks.s" In 1585, Oribe received the title of Oribe

no kami, and the rank, Iii goi ge or Junior Fifth rank, in recognition of his

meritorious services. The imperial title, Oribeno kami, has its origins in the early

eighth century and refers to the title of magistrate or chief governor in the office

of Oribe, which is a position within the Finance Ministry dealing with weaving

and dying under the Taihoryo system.66

64According to Harold Bolitho, qualifications for daimyo status required the possession
of a domain with a revenue of 10,000 koku or more. Harold Bolitho, Treasures Among Men:
The Fudai Deimyti in Tokugawa Japan, (New Haven: YaleUniversity Press, 1974), 4.

65Hideyoshi arranged an aristocratic promotion of most of his vassals. According to
Berry, only twenty out of two hundred daimyo in Hideyoshi's roster of vassals were without
court titles. Berry,180.

66The Taihoryo system derives from the Taiho Ritsuryo (legal codes) compiled by Prince
Osakabe and Fujiwara Fuhito in 701. The rank of Jii goi ge refers to the Junior Fifth rank in a
ranking system consisting of Sei and Jii, with Sei no ichi (the first rank of Sei) being the
highest-a rank equivalent to a kami or god. Hideyoshi himself received from the Imperial
court the rank of junior first, which is the highest rank achievable by a living person. Hideyoshi
also took the imperial titles of naidaijin or Chancellor and then kampaku or Imperial Regent in
1585.

According to Takeuchi Jun'ichi, there exists a close relationship between textiles and
Oribe ware, which is evidenced in the similarity of their designs and motifs. Some patterns on
Oribe ware pieces, for example, replicate the designs of the tsujigahana-a type of tie-dyed and
hand-painted textile that became popular during the Momoyama period. Takeuchi, 58-60. Also
see Kuno, 86-88.

The relationship between the tsujigahana and Oribe ware may seem to suggest that the
officeof Oribe had some influence over the production of Oribe ware. However, this is unlikely
in that the title of Oribe became an empty appellation by the sixteenth century.
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There is indication that at the time of the Korean campaign, Oribe, with

his troop of a hundred fifty men, set up camp in Nagoya as Hideyoshi's ushiro

zonaeshu.67 The ushiro zonaeshii was a defense and support force, which

remained at Nagoya to protect this base and to send military reinforcements to

the main campaign forces. According to Sakamoto Tensho ki, the number of

men involved in Hideyoshi's oumamawari or cavalry at the time of the Korea

campaign was 14,900.68 The oumamawari consisted of nine groups, one of which

was the otogishii. Whether the ushiro zonaeshii was a sub-unit of the otogishii

is uncertain.

When Hideyoshi died in 1598, Oribe briefly retired from military duty.

However, soon thereafter, he served Tokugawa Ieyasu as a tsukaiban. There is

speculation that the Tokugawa interest in employing Oribe in this diplomatic

capacity was attributable to his chanoyu ties to such daimyo as Asano

Nagamasa, Mori Hidemoto and Satake Yoshinobu.s? Ieyasu supposedly took

advantage of Oribe's teacher-disciple relationship with Yoshinobu by dispatching

67Kuwata,39.

68A breakdown of Hideyoshi's oumamawari does not include a military unit called an
ushiro zonaeshu, but units such as Osobashii (4,300), Koshashii (3,500), Muromachi (500),
Otogishii (800), Kinoshita Hansuke Gumi (1,500), Otsukaebanshii (750), Otsumeshii (1,200),
Takashishii (850), and Chiikan Ika (1,500). Kuwata, Sengoku busho, 24.

69Asano Nagamasa (1546-1610) was the brother-in-law and retainer of Hideyoshi. Marl
Hidemoto (1579-1650) was a daimyo with a revenue of 200,000 koku in Nagato, Suo and Aki.
Satake Yoshinobu (1570-1633), was a daimyo of Mito with a revenue of 800,000 koku.
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Oribe to negotiate a hostage from the latter in 1600.7° Oribe, accompanied by

Shimada Shigetsugu and Hanabusa Motoyuki, successfully retrieved an

assurance of peace from the Satake.

At the BattIe of Sekigahara in 1600, Oribe, like other daimyo who had

earlier served Hideyoshi, took the Tokugawa side against Ishida Mitsunari, who

represented the interests of Hideyoshi's son, Toyotomi Hideyori. Oribe took

part in a victorious battIe against Ishikawa Sadakiyo, the lord of Inuyama castle

and an Ishida ally. The Tokugawa gave Oribe a fief with a revenue of seven

thousand koku in acknowledgment of his distinguished military services.

When Oribe temporarily retired from military life at the time of

Hideyoshi's death, he passed on his 35,000 koku Nishigaoka territory to his

eldest son. Thus, he only possessed a retirement holding of three thousand

koku. With the Tokugawa allocations, Oribe's total holdings increased to ten

thousand koku. Oribe's greater gains from his service to the Tokugawa,

however, came not in the form of territorial or material profit but in prestige,

which accompanied his appointment to become the tea master for the shogun.

70Kuwata, Chado to chajin, 44-45.
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Oribe's Chanoyu Career

According to tradition, Oribe's tea career began when Hideyoshi

instructed him to develop a chanoyu for the samurai-a style of tea that

incorporated elements of the warrior's spirit." Matsuya nikki indicated that

Oribe's name as tea master gained fame during the Korean campaign in the

Bunroku period, at which time Hideyoshi promoted him to the position of

''sukiya osho'~the "abbot" of tea.72 An anecdote tells of how Hideyoshi called

upon Oribe to prepare tea while at the Nagoya fortress in Hizen during the

Korea campaign in 1592. Oribe presented Hideyoshi with a bowl of tea, the top

of which he covered with a gunsen or a commander's fan. The fan served a dual

function as a lid to keep out the dust and ashes from the battle camp torches and

as a decorativeornament symbolizing military power. Hideyoshi was extremely

impressed with Oribe's creativity. Stating that Rikyii's tea was suitable for the

Sakai merchants and not the military class, Hideyoshi supposedly commanded

Oribe to create a style of tea for the warrior.P Documents show that Oribe

participated in Hideyoshi's military campaigns and was present at various

71Ibid., 41.

72The term Sukiya no osha points to the historical association of tea and Buddhism.
Since the osha or abbot conducted Buddhist rituals, which included tea ceremony, there was
reference to the tea master as the osha of sukiya. Kumakura Isao, ed., Chedo shiso densho,
(Kyoto: Shibunkaku, 1974), 106.
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functions Hideyoshi hosted or attended during 1593 to 1598,74 However, there is

no concrete evidence that he served Hideyoshi in the capacity of a chanoyu

master during those years.

OzeHoan's Taikoki identified Oribe as one of the otogishii who inherited

ten pieces of gold (kinsu) from Hideyoshi after the latter's death.?> Since tea

masters had become a part of the otogishii, this document implies that Oribe's

duties included those of a chanoyu master. Curiously, however, Oribe's name

does not appear in the list of the top twenty otogishii members." If this roster

listed names according to one's abilities, it suggested that Oribe was either not as

experiencedor skilled as those on the list.

Tea records show that during the Bunroku and much of the early Keicho

periods, Oribe did not attend or host as many tea gatherings as one might expect

of a notable chanoyu master.?" Oribe's tea gathering records show that between

the time of Rikyii'sdeath in 1591 and Hideyoshi's in 1598, Oribe's name is visible

in the records of only two gatherings. It was not until after 1598 that Oribe's

73Ichinose, 38.

740ribewas present at such events as the celebration of the birth of Hideyori as well as
the Toyotomifamily's annual flower viewing in Yoshino.

750ze Hoan, Taika ki, (Tokyo: Shinjinbutsu Oraisha, 1971), 602. Also see Kuwata
Tadachika, Sengoku busho, 33.

76Taiko-sama gunki no uchi cited by Kuwata Tadachika lists the top twenty-one
members of the otogishii. Ibid., 24-28.
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name appeared with greater frequency and regularity in the tea records, which

suggested that Oribe's tea career began under the patronage of the Tokugawa.

According to an entry dated the twenty sixth day of sixth month in 1594 in

the diary of Yamashina Tokitsune, Oribe attended a chanoyu gathering at the

residence of Tokugawa Ieyasu. Ieyasu apparently became impressed with Oribe

at this time, for it was not long after this event that the latter became tea

instructor to the Tokugawa family."

Oribe became steeped in a life devoted almost entirely to tea in the years

following the Sekigahara Battle in 1600. Tea records show a sudden increase in

the number of tea gatherings that Oribe hosted or attended from 1600 onward,

peaking in 1603, when Ieyasu became shogun. During that year, Oribe

participated in at least thirty tea gatherings, showing a dramatic increase from

the earlier years. In 1610, the year Hidetada received the daisu denju or the

transmission of teachings on the daisu tea service from Oribe, the latter held as

77Bunroku (1592-1595); Keicho (1596-1614).

78According to an anecdote on this event, Hideyoshi was unsure about allowing Oribe
to attend the gathering. Hideyoshi approached Oribe to verify the latter's loyalties. To
reassure Hideyoshi of his support of the Toyotomi, Oribe allegedly wrote his lord the following
poem: Koto no oto wa, matsu no ha kazeni, nishi to kiku, tokiwa no matsu no, ira wa kawaraji.
(Although he may go to the east, his devotion to his lord in the west will remain as constant as
the color of pine.) With this reassurance of Oribe's loyalties, Hideyoshi gave Oribe the
permission to accept Ieyasu's invitation. There is no evidence to confirm this account. See
Ichinose, 19.
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many as twenty-seven gatherings in one year.79 Figure 2 below, which

illustrates Oribe's chanoyu activities during the years between 1583 through

1615, clearly shows that Oribe's active involvement in chanoyu occurred after

Hideyoshi's death in 1598 and under the patronage of the Tokugawa family.
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Figure 2: Tea gatherings hosted or attended by Oribe

Tokugawa patronage contributed significantly to Oribe's fame and

fortune. However, Oribe's chanoyu training under Rikyii as well as his

associations with other notable tea masters such as Imai Sokyil were also

accountable for his rise to leadership in chanoyu.

790ribe chakaiki, in vol. 2, Furuta Oribe chasho, 33-42.
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Oribe's Chanoyu Training

Oribe's exposure to chanoyu came at an early age, for his father, Furuta

Shigesada, also known as Kan'ami, was one of Hideyoshi's doboshii.80 Despite

his early introduction to tea, Oribe did not actively participate in tea gatherings

until 1583, at which time he was forty years old. One explanation for Oribe's late

entry into the tea world concerned his initial aversion to chanoyu.. According to

Sakuma Fukansai's account in Matsuya nikki, Oribe disliked chanoyu during his

youth." H Oribe did indeed dismiss tea at a young age, he was not alone. An

aversion to tea ceremony was not uncommon among young samurai. For

example, many young members of Kato Kiyomasa's oumamawari were

uninterested in tea ceremony and more often than not found excuses not to

attend his chanoyu gatherings.82 Not until Oribe received much encouragement

from his friends and associates and particularly his brother-in-law, Nakagawa

Kiyohide, did he begin to practice tea. Oribe's interest in tea appears to have

grown gradually together with his maturity and rank.

80Murai Yasuhiko points out that Hideyoshi would not have had his own doboshii until
after Nobunaga's death in 1582, when Hideyoshi rose to power. Kan'ami's service to Toyotomi
in this capacity was a short one, ending in 1585. There no mention of Kan'ami ever having
served Nobunaga as his doboshii. See Murai Yasuhiko, "Furuta Oribe" in Chanoyu Quarterly,
No. 42, pp. 26-28.

81Chado shiso densho, 106.

82Yonehara, 79-80.
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Akimoto Zuiami suggests that Oribe's late entry into chanoyu owed much

to his greater involvement in military affairs during his early years.P 2uiami

argues that the scarcity of free time between battles kept Oribe away from tea

practice. Oribe's letters, however, indicated that this was not the case. His

correspondence with Rikyu revealed that he not only packed his military gear

but also a tea jar filled with fine tea from Kyoto as well as his tea utensils when

he set out to the battlecamps. Rikyti's letter to Oribe reveals that the latter

requested a bamboo lid rest for a tea kettle, which he wished to take on his next

military campaign. Rikyu not only complied with Oribe's request but

encouraged him to make time for chanoyu even during time of war.84

Correspondencebetween Rikyii and Oribe during the Odawara campaign

in 1590 reveals that Rikyii was at a battlecamp in SoshU: serving tea to Hideyoshi.

Oribe, whowas in Musashino at this time, received tea utensils from Rikyii, one

of which was the famous bamboo flower container, Onjoji.85 Oribe, in return,

83Akimoto Zuiami, Ryiiso Furuta Oribe no kami to sono chado, (Tokyo: Gakugei Shoin,
1938),27.

84Rikyii excludes mention of the year in which he wrote this letter. Since he refers to
Oribe as Kosa (an abbreviation for Furuta Sasuke), Rikyti wrote this prior to 1585, when Oribe
received his title, Oribe no Kami, Komatsu speculates that the battIe Oribe was preparing for
was the Komaki Battle in 1584. See Komatsu Shigemi, Rikyii no tegami, (Tokyo: Shogakkan,
1985),341.

85The Onjoji bamboo container acquired this poetic name during Sen Satan's years
(1578-1658). The name comes from Onjoji temple, in which hangs Benkei's bell. The bell has a
crack in it. Since the crack in the flower container resembled that in the Onjoji bell, the
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sent Rikyii a tea jar. Contrary to views that Oribe's involvement in chanoyu was

delayed by his military services, it appears that much of his early tea experience

actually took placewhile he performed his military duties.

The earliest record of Oribe's attendance at a tea gathering is an entry in

Imei 50kyii chanoyu kakinuki from 1583.86 This gathering, which took place at

Hideyoshi's residence, was hosted by Imai S5kyii, Tsuda Sogyii and Sen Soeki

(Rikyii) and attended by twenty-three daimyo and merchant guests.87 Oribe's

presence within this group of reputable merchant and daimyo tea practitioners

suggested that he himself possessed respectable status and tea skills by this time.

The earliest existing record of a tea gathering that Oribe himself hosted is the

entry in Tsuda 50gyUchanoyu nikki. from the 1585.88 Oribe had as his principal

guests Sumiyoshiya Somu and Tsuda S5gyU, both notable tea masters in the

chanoyu circles in which Oribe himself had begun to establish a name.

container acquired this poetic name. Ibid., 378-9.

86Imai Sokyii chanoyu kakinuki, in vol. 10, CKZ, 36.

87Among the guests were Hosokawa Yfisai, Takayama Ukon, Shibayama Gennai,
Makimura Hyobu, Yamanoue Soji and Sumiyoshiya Somu,

88Sogyii chanoyu nikki, in Tennojiya kaiki, vol. 7, CKZ, 408.
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Oribe and Rikyii

Oribe's father, Kan'ami, had been a disciple of Takeno joe. Thus, it is

possiblethat Kan'ami had much contact with Rikyii, who was joe's student, and

perhaps even played a significant role in getting Oribe acquainted with Rikyii.89

It is not clear when Oribe began his studies with Rikyii. The earliest record

evidencing their acquaintance is a letter from 1582, which Rikyii wrote to the

Buddhist priest, Koshuku, at Myokian in Yamazaki.w The letter mentioned

Oribe and revealed that Rikyii and Oribe had been corresponding. The letter

indicated also that they were planning to meet sometime in the near future,

perhaps for tea.

Another letter that Rikyii wrote during the same year to Yabunouchi

Kenchu also mentioned Kosa, an abbreviation of Oribe's name." In this letter,

Rikyii thanked Kenchii for the fine quality kuchikiri tea the latter sent and stated

that he shared a bowl of this tea with Sasuke (Oribe). Rikyii and Oribe appear to

have been well acquainted by this time.

89Sue Soko, Chajin keiiu, (Kyoto: Kawara Shoten, 1977), 26.

90See Kuwata, ChadD to chajin, 23-4.

91Yabunakasai or Yabunouchi Kenchii not only became a close friend of Oribe but also
his brother-in-law. Through Rikyu's mediation, Yabunakasai married Oribe's younger sister.
Being a blood relative of the Furuta family, the grand master of the Yabunouchi school
presently performs the kencha or tea service at Oribe's memorial anniversary on the 11th of
June every year. Ibid., 24.
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Their teacher-disciple relationship is more evident in Rikyii's letter to

Oribe dated the twenty-seventh day of the eighth month 1584, in which Rikyu

requested that Oribe prepare him a bowl of tea when he visited the latter on the

followingday.92 Rikyii's visit may have been to instruct Oribe in chanoyu.

A letter Rikyii wrote to Takigawa Katsutoshi in 1590 after the fall of

Odawara castle revealed the existence of a very close personal relationship

between Rikyii and Oribe.93 In this letter, Rikyii wrote that he had taken some

time off to enjoy the hotsprings in Atami with Oribe. The enjoyment of the

hotsprings by two tea practitioners was not particularly unusual. At one time,

chanoyu involved bathing as an integral part of its ritual. Nonetheless, the fact

that Oribe and Rikyii took part in these activities together reflected their

fondness for each other.

The most famous of the letters exchanged by Oribe and Rikyii is the

Musashi abumi no fumi. This letter is dated the twentieth day of the sixth

month. There is no indication of the year. However, based on references to

Hideyoshi's Odawara campaign, one may reasonably speculate that the letter

92Ibid., 24-25.

93Takigawa Katsutoshi (1543-1610), was a retainer of Hideyoshi and later Ieyasu. Ibid.,
33.
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was from sometimein 1590,94 The letter began with poetic verses, starting with

the verse Oribesupposedly composed followed by Rikyii's in reply:

(Oribe's verse:)

Musashi abumi
sasuga nimicho no
tokere ba
towanu zno yukashi
tou rno ureshishi

(Rikyii's reply:)

Goonshin
todae todaesu
Musashi abumi
sasuga ni told
michi zo to omeda

Since the road's
So long to Musashi,
Where stirrups are made,
If you do not write, I think of you,
If you do, I am overjoyed.

I'm happy
To receive your letter
That I had waited for.
Musashiis
Really a distant place.95

Immediately following his own verse, Rikyii commented on Oribe's clever use of

the utamakura or references to poetic place names. He expressed envy at

Oribe's skills in poetry. These romantic poetic exchanges reveal a deep

94Ibid., 25-7. Hideyoshi departed Kyoto for Odawara to conquer the Hojo in 1590.
Rikyii apparently accompanied Hideyoshi and was in the Odawara mountains when he wrote
this letter. Oribe had gone to aid Asano Nagamasa (1546-1610) in Musashino. Also see
Komatsu, 389-90.

95Translation of the verses are from Murai Yasuhiko's article, "Furuta Oribe" in
Chanoyu Quarterly,29-30. "Sasuga," which means "indeed" or "since," is a makura kotoba with
the meaning also of nails that hold leather straps and loops (for swords, etc.) on to the saddle.
Also see Komatsu,389.
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emotional attachment between the two that seems to have exceeded what one

might expectin a simple teacher-disciple relationship.

Oribe's original letter and verses to which Rikyu refers are not available.

There is speculation that the Musashi abumi no fumi is a fabrication. Rikyii

praised Oribe highly for his poetic skills. However, there is very little evidence

concerning Oribe's involvement in poetry until his later years, when he studied

renga or linked-verse under Konoe Nobutada sometime during 1613 to 1614.96

Rikyii had died some twelve years earlier.

This letter may have been the creation of devout followers of Oribe's

chanoyu who wished to emphasize their tea master's ties to Rikyii. Rikyii had

become a source of orthodoxy for many of the chanoyu schools that came into

existenceduring the early Tokugawa period. Musashi abumi no fumi could be a

creation from this time.

Oribe's familiarity with Rikyii's calligraphic style, however, suggested that

the two had regularly corresponded" After Rikyii's death in 1591, the notes and

letters he had written became extremely valuable and were often mounted on

96Konoe Nobutada (1565-1614). Ito Toshiko, Furuta Oribe no shojo, (Tokyo: Mainichi
Shinbunsha, 1985), 111-131. Also see Kuwata, 84-89. Hosokawa Yiisai (1534-1610) was a
contemporary of Oribe and also an acquaintance of his step-father, Shigeyasu. There is a
possibility that Oribe received exposure to and even training in poetry through his association
with Yiisai, who is famous for his literary accomplishments. Tsuda Sogyii's tea records show
that Oribe and Yiisai were acquainted through tea. At present, however, there are no records
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scrolls by their owners and placed in the alcove during tea gatherings. The great

artistic and material value the letters had acquired led to the production of

spurious copies. To determine the authenticity of the letters, individuals trusted

Oribe to evaluate the calligraphy. The owner of Rikyii's letter to Shibayama

Kenmotsu, for example, requested that Oribe confirm and acknowledge the

authenticity of the calligraphy by writing on the letter itself. In his short note,

Oribe acknowledged the letter's genuiness and also expressed his

embarrassment over his poor penmanship next to Rikyii's fine calligraphy."

One can also gather from the contents of Rikyii's letters that Oribe had

written as frequently to Rikyii. For example, in an undated letter to Oribe, Rikyii

not only acknowledged receipt of Oribe's letter but even commented on the

latter's disorderly writing.98 He wrote:

...I received your letter and I thank. you. My eyes in myoid age are
getting dark (weak), but they brightened up to read your letter.
However, what disorderly, confused calligraphy! Your skills in
martial arts must have improved with practice day and night, but it
appears that your calligraphy (skills) have fallen. 99

that describe the nature of Oribe's relationship with Yiisai.

97This brief note appears on a letter that Rikyii had addressed to Shibayama Kenmotsu,
his chanoyu disciple. See Komatsu, 250.

98The letter is dated the 28th. There is no indication of the month or year in which this
was written.

99Kornatsu,408-9.
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Historically, poor calligraphy was a serious cultural flaw. Yet, the tone in this

letter is lighthearted, suggesting that Rikyu was amused at Oribe's penmanship.

The manner in which he made fun of Oribe's calligraphy skills reflected their

close personal relationship without which such direct mockery may not have

been possible.lw

Sincethe artistic expressions in Oribe's calligraphy and chanoyu were very

similar, one might expect that if Rikyii disapproved of the former's penmanship,

he probably would not have approved of Oribe's chanoyu style. Yet, Rikyii had

high regard for Oribe's chanoyu. In an undated letter, Rikyii, upon returning

from Oribe's tea gathering, praised the latter's skills in chanoyu. He stated that

he was extremely moved by Oribe's tea. Rikyii used the expression gongo

IOllTwo distinct styles of calligraphy are evident in Oribe's letters. The calligraphy in
official letters, such as those to Date Masamune, Satake Yoshinobu, was in a neat and well
balanced style. However, in the letters to close acquaintances, Oribe' calligraphy was much
more slanted and animated. The differences in style may be attributable to Oribe's employment
of a secretary, who wrote the official letters. The letters to his personal acquaintances were
written by Oribe himself. Ito Toshiko contends that Oribe wrote both styles, with the addressee
determining his choice of styles. Exactly when he began to use two styles is uncertain. It
appears that the slanted style became increasingly prominent during his latter years. There is
speculation that the transitional period in Oribe's calligraphic style was around 1610.

There is also the speculation that Hon'ami Koetsu, who was Oribe's student and tea
companion, influenced the change in Oribe's calligraphic style. Koetsu was famous as an artist
and a skilled calligrapher. Sometime during 1584 to 1600, Koetsu began to change his style of
calligraphy in accordance to a trend at this time that favored a departure from the standard
styles of traditional schools of calligraphy. The letter in which Rikyii comments on Oribe's
disorderly writing is from around 1588,which corresponds to the period during which Koetsu's
calligraphic style began to change. Oribe, who was probably an admirer of Koetsu's skills,
may have been influenced by the latter and chose to experiment with a new calligraphic style.
Rikyii, who was unaccustomed to Oribe's new style, may have viewed the calligraphy as being
disorderly. Ito,161-165.
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doden to describe the chanoyu-a phrase implying that mere words could not

express how impressed he was. lOl

Episodes in Kaiki indicated that Rikyii not only approved of Oribe's tea

but actually incorporated some of Oribe's ideas and innovations into his own

chanoyu.102 For example, he adopted Oribe's practice of spreading pine needles

to create a warm "carpet" in the garden during the winter. Another account told

of how Oribe outmatched Rikyii in the appreciation of natural flaws on tea

utensils. Rikyii owned a tea container the lid of which contained a flaw. When

he used it, he treated the irregularity as a defect and hid it from his guests by

covering it with the chashaku or tea scoop. Oribe borrowed the tea container for

his own gathering to which he invited Rikyu. Unlike his master, however, he

intentionally displayed the "flaw" to his guests and treated the irregularity as a

positive and interesting feature. Oribe impressed Rikyii by highlighting the

natural beauty of the lid's imperfection.

Rikyii's high regard for Oribe's chanoyu is evident in his response to

Hosokawa Sansai when the latter inquired about the tea master's successor. In

reply to Sansai's question, Rikyii stated that Furuta Oribe would succeed him.l 03

lOlIbid., 419-20.

l02Kaiki, in vol. 5, CKZ, 114, 217.

l03Rekko kanwa in vol. 12, no. 21, Dai Nihon shiryo, 99. Also see Hayashiya
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In view of the close relationship shared by Rikyu and Oribe, it is not

difficult to conjecture what the latter's reaction had been to the death sentence

Rikyu received from Hideyoshi. When Rikyu departed Kyoto for Sakai to await

his fate,Orlbe and Sansai were the only military chanoyu disciples who saw their

tea master offat Yodo river. Their gesture reflected a devotion to Rikyii, which

apparently was far greater than their fear of punishment from Hideyoshi.

Orlbe's reputation as a chanoyu master and connoisseur by the early

seventeenth century was nearly comparable to what Rikyfi's had earlier been.

According to Kenyoroku, a record of observations in Japan written a Korean

captive from Hideyoshi's Korean campaign, when Oribe expressed his approval

of any utensil, whether it be a charcoal basket or a mediocre wooden bucket, the

market price of that particular item increased immediately.Ps Powerful daimyo

such as MarlHidemoto, Matsui Yasuyuki and Date Masamune, and renowned

artisans, like Hon'ami Koetsu, consulted Oribe for the appraisal of various tea

utensils.l°5 Tea rooms that Oribe built immediately became "tenka ichi" or

"number one."106 Individuals such as Ogasawara Hidemasa sought Oribe's

advice on thedesign of his tea garden and its enclosures during the construction

Tatsusaburo, Zuroku chado shi, (Kyoto: Tankosha, 1980),310.

l04Kan Han, Kenyiiroku. trans. Pak Chon Min (Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1984),217.

l05Hayashiya,56, 58-59, 78.
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of his tea room, where Hidemasa prepared to entertain the shogun, Tokugawa

Hidetada.107

At a chanoyu gathering, even Ieyasu is said to have taken a subordinate

position next to the tea master. Upon Oribe's arrival at an outdoor chanoyu

gathering, the Tokugawa shogun supposedly rose and offered his own enza or

mat to Oribe.lOB The daimyo guests who were present were impressed with this

gesture and began also to treat Oribe deferentially. As a chanoyu master, the

respect Oribe commanded from the daimyo was almost identical to that which

Rikyii received from his disciples. However, in the case of Oribe, it was a

samurai who now filled this position of cultural authority.

Although Oribe arrived at a status that was equivalent to what Rikyii's

had been, his chanoyu style was not identical to Rikyii's. Oribe demonstrated

greater sensitivity to the lifestyle of the military class by incorporating elements

of the warrior culture into his chanoyu. His ability to tailor tea services to meet

the needs and interests of the samurai is attributable to his military background

as well as to his creativity. Oribe's contributions to the development of daimyo

tea were many. Yet, within Oribe's chanoyu practice were also elements that

l06lchinose, 22.

l070gasawara Hidemasa (1569-1615), a daimyo of Shimosa, was a retainer of Tokugawa
Ieyasu. Kuwata, Chado to chajin, 49.
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reflected the teachings of Rikyii, which contradicted the interests of the ruling

elite for whom Oribe's chanoyu supposedly was intended. The following

chapter will examine this paradox in Oribe's chanoyu.

l08Rekko kenwe, 99.
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CHAPTER TWO

ORIBE'S CHANOYU

A Definition of Daimyo Tea

Before proceeding with a discussion of Oribe's chanoyu, there is a need to

provide a working definition of the term "daimyo tea" in order to justly appraise

Oribe's achievements toward its development. Daimyo cha or tea is often used

as a general term to refer to the chanoyu practiced by the shogun and daimyo of

both the Momoyama and Tokugawa periods. However, it was not until the

mid-seventeenth century that daimyo tea evolved into a particular style of its

own that existed independently of wabi cha often associated with the merchant

class.

When the term daimyo cha first came into use is uncertain. In Bunrui

sojimboku,a compilation from 1564 evaluating and describing various tea ware

and also types of chanoyu participants, there is mention of a dsimyo fuki no hito

(a person of wealth and daimyo status) which only seems to describe a particular
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group of tea practitioners who were dairnyo.P? In Seigan Zenji chaji jiirokkajo,

the SixteenChanoyu Precepts of Seigan sei, who was the one-hundred seventy-

first Zen master of Daitokuji, there is reference to "tea of the powerful daimyo,"

suggesting an awareness among practitioners, by the mid-seventeenth century

at least, of the existence of daimyo tea as a kind of chanoyu.u?

According to the definition that appears in Kadokawa chado daijiten, an

encyclopedic dictionary of chanoyu terms, one of the unique features of daimyo

tea was an appreciation for kirei sabi or "refined beauty and loneliness"-an

aesthetic principle which stressed a structured, yet elegant beauty.Ill Kumakura

Isao, historian, describes this aesthetic feature in the tea of Kobori Enshu, Oribe's

disciple, as having"ornamental brilliance and subtlety of expression taken to the

point of delicacy..." "Clear and sharp lines and coloring" in many of Enshu's

preferred chanoyu utensils, which drew a sharp contrast against the rustic wares

favored by Rikyii, are examples of kirei sabi.112

l09Bunrui sojimboku, in vol. 1, Nihon no chasho, 280. Also see Kumakura Isao, Kan'ei
bunka no kenkyii, (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobun Kan, 1985), 161-3.

110Seigan wrote the precepts during the mid-seventeenth century. Seigan Zenji chaji
jiirokkajo in Kokin chasetsu shu in vol. 1, Chado zenshii, 699.

111Hayashiya Tatsusaburo, et aI., eds., Kadokawa chado daijiten. (Tokyo: Kadokawa
Shoten, 1990),803-4.

112Kurnakura, "Kan'ei Culture and Chanoyu," in Tea in Japan, 148.
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Another defining feature of daimyo tea was the use of the shoin room

and the practice of daisu no che, or a chanoyu using the daisu stand. The shoin

referred to an architectural design of a reception room during the Higashiyama

period, which was equipped with a writing desk, shelves, a decorative platform

and the tokonoma or alcove. It eventually incorporated upper, middle and

lower level floors, the purpose of which was to indicate the feudal status

differences of the participants in the room.113 Daisu no cha focused on the

display of karamono or Chinese art objects. During the days of Rikyii, there was

a departure from the use of the shoin and from a chanoyu emphasizing

karamono. Daimyo tea brought about their revival.

The third key feature of daimyo tea was the practitioners' high regard for

tradition and authority. They took tremendous interest in displaying meibutsu

or famous art objects and tea utensils rather than new and common, native

wares at their chanoyu gatherings. Daimyo tea practitioners placed greater

emphasis than even Rikyii on the use of calligraphic scrollswritten specifically by

Zen Buddhist priests. Moreover, the preferred scrolls were those written by

famous abbots from history rather than contemporaries of the practitioners.114

113Murai Yasuhiko, "The Development of Chanoyu," in Tea in Japan, 17-19.

114Rikyu displayed a calligraphic scroll at approximately 34 percent of his gatherings.
Moreover, among the scrolls he displayed were those written by a contemporary-his Zen
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Characteristic of daimyo tea was its incorporation of elements that

reflected the particular interests and preferences of the bujin or members of the

military class. The chanoyu rules that its practitioners followed idealistically

conformed to those governing the existing social and political order. The fourth

feature of daimyo tea thus concerned the observance of shikisei rules, which

refers to the Ogasawara code of etiquette for the military class formulated by

Ogasawara Nagahide.v" Nagahide was a master in the art of archery and horse

riding and also the educator of the shogun Ashikaga Yoshimitsu. He compiled,

in a collaborative effort with Ise Mitsutada and Imagawa Ujiyori, the Sangi Itto

daiso sm, which consisted of twelve volumes of ceremonial codes for the

samurai. These rules of etiquette were called Ogasawara ryii. Nagahide's codes

prescribed in detail the proper ceremonial conduct for a warrior when

entertaining nobility.116 Noami, a doboshii, was supposedly the first to

incorporate the Ogasawara warrior etiquette into chanoyu.

Central to shikisei tea rules was the host's acknowledgment of the status

of his guests, whom he treated with the appropriate degree of respect and

master. Kumakura,166.

115Kuwata Tadachika, Chedo no rekishi, (Tokyo: Tokyo Do Shuppan, 1067), 44.

116Noami is said to have incorporated into chanoyu the daisu stand, which previously
had been used by Buddhist monks in religious tea offerings. Nampo Zenji first brought the
daisu stand back to Japan from Kinzanji Temple in China. It was housed first in Siifukuji
temple, and later at Daitokuji. Muso Kokushi introduced its use in tea offerings during
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deference. Guests were not of equal rank. One of the distinguishing features of

a shikisei tea service was the formal manner in which the host handled tea

utensils in the presence of kinin or nobility. In contrast to the soan style of tea,

which permitted the host to place tea utensils directly on the tatami mat, shikisei

rules forbid such treatment of wares and required the special handling of utensils

on a tray or stand, regardless of the quality or value of the implements.t'?

When serving meals to kinin guests, shikisei rules required the use of a

legged, lacquered tray called nuri ashi uchi. These trays were common prior to

the time of Rikyii, who did away with their use when he simplified the meals at

tea gatherings and introduced the oshiki or plain, flat trays. The oshiki was

complementary to the rustic and humble style of Rikyti's tea, but was evidently

unsuitable for serving high-ranking guests.

Oribe's Chanoyu Innovations

Oribe's contributions to the development of daimyo tea were primarily in

his architectural designs. Oribe had a preference for spacious and well-lit

tearooms. Unlike Rikyii, who preferred small architectural designs for the

purpose of closing the distance between host and guest, Oribe increased the tea

Buddhist services. Ibid., 44, 49.
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room size to provide suitable distance between the host and guest and also

between guestsof differing social ranks. In contrast to Rikyu's partiality for the

one and a half mat room, Oribe favored the sanjo daime or three and three-

quarter mattea room, particularly for use at a sukiya onari.118

Oribealso increased the number of windows in the tea room to brighten

it and provide a greater sense of space. According to the record of Matsuya

Hisamasa, who attended a gathering at Oribe's residence in Fushimi during the

third month of 1596, there were as many as seven windows in Oribe's

tearoom.u? There were two windows on the western wall, one on the eastern

wall, one on the southern wall, one above the entrance to the room, and one on

the door. There was also a window on the wall behind the brazier called

furosaki mado, which had the purpose of lighting the area where the host

117Sojimboku, in vol. 3, CKZ, 180,218. Also see Akimoto, 137, 139.

118Daime refers to the portion of a tatami mat that remains uncovered by the daisu
stand or three fourths of one tatami. These short tatami on which chajin made tea had existed
and were in use during Rikyfi's days. However, it was Oribe who fully incorporated the daime
into a tearoom design. During Rikyfi's time, daime tearooms were very rustic and less than
three mats in size. Oribe designed daime rooms that were three, four, four and a half mats or
larger.

Among the most famous of the tearooms in the style favored by Oribe's are the four
and a half daime, "Enmen," in Nagoya castle, a three mat daime, "Anrakuan," of Seiganji in
Kyoto, the four mat daime, "Hassoan," in the compounds of the Nara Municipal Museum, and a
three mat daime, "En'an," at the Yabunouchi School in Kyoto. See Nakamura Masao, Cha no
kenchiku, (Kyoto: Kawara Shoten Kan, 1971), 65-8. Regarding Oribe's sanjo daime design for
an onari, see Furuta Oribe no Kami dono kikigeki, in vol. 1, Furuta Oribe no chesho, 56.

119This tearoom at Oribe's Fushimi residence was called "Bokakuan." Matsuya kaiki, in
vol. 9, CKZ, 187.
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displayed the tea utensils. Oribe later designed and incorporated windows called

shikishi mado on the wall near where the host prepared tea (temae-za). (See Fig.

3) Shikishi mado consisted of two windows that were offset in their placement

so as to be decorative as well as functional. Oribe also favored the use of the

bokuseki mado, a window in the alcove, which allowed additional light to shine

on the scroll or flowers that he placed in the alcove. (SeeFig. 4)

Figure 3: Shikishi mado (left) and furosaki mado (center)
Reprinted from Fujine Iwao, Rekishi dokyumento, 35.
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Figure -1: Bokuseki mado in alcove (center left)
Reprinted from Pujine Iwao, Rekishi dokyumento, 8.

The tea room design called en'an keishiki best represented the sanjo

daime or three and three-quarter mat room that Oribe favored.P? The unique

feature of en'an keishiki was the special seating area called shobanseki, which

Oribe created for attendants of the principal guest. 12l Since samurai retainers

often accompanied the daimyo to a tea gathering, Oribe endeavored to

120See Nakamura, 61-69. The original En'an was passed on to the first generation
Yabunouchi Kenchii by Oribe when the latter was departing for battle during the Osaka
campaigns. Yabunouchi pledged then to protect En'an and established a law which required
that those who received permission to build a copy of En'an must provide Yabunouchi with that
structure if the original En'an should be destroyed by fire. Those who received permission to
build a replica had to construct an exact copy of En'an. When the original structure was
destroyed in a fire, Yoshiuemon of Settsu, who built a copy of En'an in 1829, provided the
Yabunouchi with his copy in 1867. There is a copy of En'an called Rotekian at Jodoji in
Hiroshima prefecture. It is unclear when this particular copy was built. Rotekian was originally
Hideyoshi's tea house at Fushimi castle. Eventually, Rotekian was moved to Honganji and then
to the residence of the Tomijima family on Muko island in the Seto Inland Sea. Its move to
Jodoji was in 1814.

l2lIbid., 70. Also see Nakamura Masao, "Furuta Oribe and Erman," in Chanoyu
Quarterly, no. 17, 1977, 11-14.
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accommodate both the feudal lord and his attendants according to their ranks.

He placed the shobanseki outside the main three and three-quarter mat room

where the host and daimyo guests sat,l22 The main seating area and the

shobanseki were separated with a sliding door. Beneath the tatami mats of the

shobanseki were cedar boards. When a daimyo brought his retainers to a tea

gathering, Oribe opened the sliding doors and removed the tatami of the

shobanseki so that these attendants could sit on the wooden floor. The lower

quality and the lower level of the shobanseki corresponded to the lower military

rank of the retainers. If the retainers were not present, the host could simply

leave the tatami in and either open or close the sliding door separating the

seating areas. This design, which enabled the host to expand or contract the size

of the room depending on the amount of space he desired for the occasion, was

an attractive feature for many chanoyu practitioners. The en'an keishiki became

popular and the standard style of tea room for tea men of both military and non-

military backgrounds.

One of the earliest examples of en'an keishiki was the tearoom called

"Gyohekitei" to which Oribe invited the lacquer merchant, Matsuya Hisamasa,

122 Originally, the kyakuza or the main guests' seating and the shobanseki were
separated by a fusuma or sliding door. According to Cha iu, when there were as many as four
or five guests, Oribe removed the fusuma and put in a tatami to make the tearoom larger. On
cold days, he closed up the fusuma to make the room smaller and warmer. Nakamura, Chasho
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on the twentieth day of the eleventh month in 1601. According to Hisamasa's

descriptions, this tearoom included a boundary marked with two papered sliding

doors between the kyakuza or seating for the principal guests and the

shobanseki. Oribe later designed a tearoom for Hisamasa that included a

shobanseki in the southern part of the room. l 23

The design of the koshikake machiai or waiting arbor outside the tearoom

attributed to Oribe also provided seating arrangements similar to the

shobanseki. A daimyo did not sit alongside his retainers in the koshikake

machiai but on tatami in an area that was separate from the plain wooden

section where his attendants sat. (See Fig. 5) The height of the tatami seat was

greater than the wooden sitting area, again acknowledging and emphasizing the

differencein the ranks of the tea guests. This type of seating arrangement that

separated lord and retainer was called warikoshikake.

to kenchiku, 69.

123 Matsuya Hisayoshi (d.1633) was the son of Matsuya Hisamasa, the third generation
of a family of lacquers in Nara. Hisamasa and Hisayoshi were the compilers of the tea record,
Matsuya jikki.
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Figure5:Koshikake machiai with wooden seating area for retainers (left) and tatami seating
area for noblemen (right). Reprinted from Fujine Iwao, Rekishi dokyumento, 8.

Oribe's considerations for the military status of his guests extended into

his garden designs as well. For example, among his designs for a tsukubai or

stone water basin was one much taller than Rikyii had prescribed. Rikyii

designed a tsukubai that stood low, obliging guests to stoop down to use it. The

intent of this design was to induce feelings of humility among participants at a

tea gathering. In contrast, Oribe elevated the height of the tsukubai, permitting

his samurai guests to remain standing when using it.124 Crouching low like a

commoner was improper and also physically uncomfortable for the samurai

guests, who carried their swords tucked in their belts as they strolled in the

garden. In addition to the taller height of the basin, Oribe also required the

124Choan doki, in vol. 3, CKZ, 373.
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placement of a large stone slab in the ground near the water basin on which the

attendants could stand to scoop the water for their feudal lord.P"

Oribe continued Rikyii's practice of having guests remove their swords

before entering the tearoom. However, unlike the one-tiered sword rack that

Rikyii provided, Oribe introduced the two-tiered rack to accommodate the daitO,

long sword, and the show, the short sword, that the samurai carried, illustrating

again the military orientation of his architectural designs. According to the

Furuta Oribe densho, Oribe prescribed that when samurai attendants

accompanied their daimyo, they were to place their lord's swords on the upper

rack and their own on the lower one so as to demonstrate their deference to

superior rank.126

Oribe revived the use of separate rooms to serve tea and to entertain

guests with food and sake, which was a common practice during the days of

Yoshimasa in the Higashiyama period. According to Tanihata Akio, Rikyii

disliked this arrangement of activities. He preferred the exclusive use of a small

room for his style of tea.l27 Rikyii sought to heighten the contemplative and

125Nakamura,71.

126Puruta Oribe no chesho in Nihon no chesho, eds. Hayashiya Tatsusaburo, Yokoi
Kiyoshi, Narabayashi Tadao (Heibonsha: Tokyo, 1971),347.

127See Nakamura, 80, and also Tanihata Akio, Kinsei chado shi, (Kyoto: Tankosha,
1988),35. Koma generally refers to tearooms that have four and one-half tatami or less. Rikyii
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spiritual aspects of a tea gathering by simplifying and reducing the size of the tea

room. Oribe recognized the necessity of a more formal setting such as the shoin

room to entertain high-ranking military guests.

Oribe added to this arrangement the use of another room called kusari no

rna or connecting room, which stood between the tea room and the shoin.

Kusarino rna was a five-mat room where guests could rest and leisurely enjoy a

bowl of tea in an informal setting between other more formal chanoyu

activities.P' Oribe's use of the kusari no rna is evident in the record of his

gathering from the 2nd month of 1604, to which Oribe invited Banri Koji and

Kobori Enshii. This record indicated that following the meal and the partaking

of koicha or thick. tea, Oribe led the guests out to the kusari no rna. In this room

he displayed a tsuri gama or hanging tea kettle. There was also a fukuro dana.

The kusari no rna functioned also as a room for the host to feature any unusual

tea utensils to his guests. Since the sukiya or tearoom alone was too small to

display many utensils, the kuseti no rna met the need for such space.

Guests enjoyed a bowl of usucha or thin tea in this informal setting and

leisurely examined the tea implements the host featured on a fukuro dana, a

had also practiced the daisu tea service. During his later years, however, he departed from the
shoin style and concentrated on soan chao The extent of influence of Rikyu's soan style on
chanoyu is apparent in tea gathering records in which references to the shoin room decrease in
during the 1580's. Rikyu was in his prime as tea master at this time. Tennojiy« keiki, 3-114.
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type of stand, which was commonly used in the kusari no mao This stand is

synonymous with the too dana, named after the tea master, Takeno joo, who

presumably was the first to use thiS.129

Although Oribe is known for being among the first to utilize the kusari no

rna, he was not the inventor of this architectural design. According to

Nemporoku, the kusari no ma was a creation of Takeno joe and was already in

use by tea practitioners in the Tensho period (1573-92).130 Tea gathering records

from those years, however, make no mention of the kusari no mao It was not

until the Keicho years (1586-1615), when Oribe gained fame as a chanoyu master,

that the use of this room began to appear in the records of chanoyu

gatherings.Pt

The sequence of activities that took place in the koma, kusari no ma and

the shoin at Oribe's tea gatherings ultimately became the standard format at a

sukiya onari. The sukiya onari began with the shogun's entry into the sukiya or

128Furuta Oribe no kami dono kikigeki, in vol. 1, Furuta Oribe no chasho, 292-4.

129Takeno jee, (1502-55). Nemporoku, in vol. 4, CKZ, 53,409. See also Kinoshita Keifu,
Kissashidan, (Tokyo: Pusanbo, 1970), 135. In the tea records of Tennojiya Sogyu and Sotatsu,
mention of the fukuro dana does not appear until 1572.

130Narnporoku,409. Also see Nakamura, 79-80.

131Kadokawa chanoyu daijiten,410. Also see Oribe chakaiki, 119. The first reference to
kusari no rna in Oribe's chakaiki is in the entry from 10th month, 22nd day of 1604, recorded
the tea gathering Oribe held for Ishikawa Genba, Imai Satan, Kanamori Munesada and
Kakuho.
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tea room for a chanoyu. Following the tea gathering, the shogun and other

participants moved to the kusari no rna and then to the shoin room, where they

enjoyed a banquet and a noh performance.Pt

While Rikyii had a preference for simplicity, rusticity and tranquillity in

chanoyu, tradition depicted Oribe as having favored the bold and colorful-

reflective of the strength and glory of a warrior. Oribe exaggerated and

transformed the wabi aesthetic features such as irregularity and imperfection,

which Rikyii esteemed, giving drama and humor to his designs. For Rikyii,

imperfectionwas aesthetically pleasing as long as it was natural. Oribe, on the

contrary, sought an imperfection that was perfect; an irregularity that was

dramatic and artificial. The warped and deformed shape of tea bowls favored

by Oribe, such as the kutsugata (shoe-shaped) or hizumi (warped) tea bowls,

was not accidental but intentional, contrasting strongly against Rikyii's naturally

asymmetrical and simple designs.P" (See Fig. 6) Oribe's unrestrained

132See Sato, "Shogun no onari to chanoyu," 174, and Yabe Seiichiro, "Tokugawa
Hidetada to sukiya onari no seiritsu," in Chedo: kenkyii to shiryo, no. 3, 1970, pp. 2, 10. Oribe
is not singularlycredited for the establishment of the sukiye onari. Other tea practitioners such
as Oda Uraku also played a significant role in its development. Tanihata Akio contends that
Uraku was the founder of sukiya onari. Compared with the numerous records evidencing
Uraku's direct involvement in the daimyo's preparations for a sukiya oneri, Oribe's records of
such direct supervision are few. Also see Tanihata, 42.

133Mention of a hizumi tea bowl appeared first in the record of a tea gathering held by
Makimura Hyobu on fourteenth day of the first month in 1580. See Tennniiy« keiki, 312.
Tanihata Akio notes Furuta Oribe was more influential on the popularity of this kind of tea
bowl among tea practitioners. Tanihata, 35. The earliest existing record of Oribe's use of a
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expressions and even comical interpretations of wabi features may at times

appear as if they were meant to make fun of Rikyu's chanoyu.

Figure 6: Black Oribe hizumi bowl
Reprinted from Fujine Iwao, Rekishi dokyumento, 18.

Such"parody" is visible in his design of a particular type of tsukubai, a

stone water basin in the tea garden. Oribe reportedly exaggerated the features

hizumi chawan (hyogemono) is the entry from the 2nd month, 28th day of 1599. Oribe hosted a
tea gathering for Mori Terumoto, Kobayakawa Hidekane, and Kamiya Sotan. This record
indicated that Oribe used a koret tea bowl for thick tea and a hyogemono for thin tea. Satan
nikki, in vol. 6, CKZ, 335-6.

Most representative of Oribe-gonomi tea bowls is the goshomaru. Goshomaru refers to
the boat Hideyoshi used to transport troops to Korea during his Korean campaign. Among the
goods that made their way back on these boats were these tea bowls; hence, they acquired the
name, Goshomaru. The bowl has an asymmetrical, irregular shaped foot. The thickness of the
bowl itself is also uneven. Currently there are only six goshomaru bowls remaining in Japan.
The distorted bowls came to be called kutsugata or shoe-shaped since the bowl shape was
similar to a kigutsu or black-lacquered clogs that were worn by courtiers as well as warriors as
a part of a ceremonial costume. See also Fujioka Ryoichi, Shino and Oribe Ceramics, (Tokyo:
Kodansha International Ltd., 1977), 122.
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of Rikyii's tsukubai and created a water basin called kudari tsukubai that stood

well below the ground level. Rather than have his guests merely stoop low to

express their humility when using the stone water basin, as Rikyii had required,

Oribe had his guests go underground! Guests descended a spiral pathway that

led to the water basin approximately six feet below the surface.Pt According to

the Satannikki, there was kudari tsukubai in the tea garden of Oribe's tea house

called Gyohekitei.135 The exaggeration and playfulness of this tsukubai design,

as in his tea bowl designs, reflected Oribe's free spirit and also a kind of

rebelliousness, which was characteristic of the general mood among young

warriors during the early seventeenth century.

Kumakura Isao describes the drama evident in Oribe's tastes in tea

utensils as an expression of the kabuki spirit that had become prevalent among

youths soon after the sengoku period.Ps Kumakura describes these ambitious

young men as kabuki mono or dreamers, who had become disenchanted with

the peaceful order and were regretful of having missed their chance to rise

above their superiors during the era of gekokujo. The term kabuku, which

134Kudari tsukubai should not be confused with oritsukubai, which is only partially
underground. The guest stands at ground level to use the oritsukubai. The water basin at
Koto-in at Daitokuji temple is an oritsukubai. There is a kudari tsukubai at Koshoji temple in
Kyoto.

135Sotan nikki, vol. 6, CKZ,336. Also see Nakamura, 61.
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means to be crooked, or to "not stand up straight," described the discontented

attitude of these youths. The warped designs of Oribe's tea utensils and even his

calligraphycaptured and expressed this kabuki spirit. Slanting in every direction,

Oribe's crooked and deformed-looking shapes seem to rebel against the stillness

and quietude of Rikyii's chanoyu like a youth's rebellion against the peace and

order of the times. Oribe's "rebellion" against the solemnity of Rikyii's chanoyu

is apparent also in his design of the roji or path in the tea garden. Oribe

incorporated elements into the tea setting which considerably altered the solemn

mood of Rikyti's chanoyu.

In contrast to Rikyii, who preferred to keep the roji natural and simple,

Oribe incorporated such elements as singing doves and flowering trees into the

path so as to enhance the guests' experience as they strolled about his tea garden.

Despite Rikyt1's teachings against the planting of fruit bearing or flowing trees,

Oribe encouraged the incorporation of trees such as the plum and loquat into the

garden.

Both Rikyii and Oribe favored the laying of pine needles on the roji.

Rikyt1 required that this "carpet" of needles look natural and thus of various

colors, as if the needles had fallen to the ground naturally. The needles should

136Kumakura, "Kan'ei Culture and Chanoyu, "140-42.
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not look as if they had been placed there deliberately. On the other hand, Oribe,

who favored a more artificial and dramatic look, called for the use of uniformly

red, withered needles.

Oribe introduced the use of stone lanterns in the roji for both decorative

and practical purposes. Matsuya Hisamasa described Oribe's tea garden as

having a wide roji that was lit up in the evenings with stone lanterns.P? Oribe

used the lanterns not only for the purpose of lighting the roji, but also to further

decorate the tea garden with interesting shadows that the light from the lanterns

created. Since the design of the tall lanterns from shrines and temples was

unsuitable for the rojiowing to their wide bases, Oribe redesigned them so that

the lanterns had a slender base that could be pushed into the ground. These

lanterns stood low. On the front part of the base immediately above the ground

was a relief of what appeared to be an image of either a Christian saint or a

Buddhist figure.

The layout of Oribe's fumi ism or stepping stones of the path in the tea

garden also reflectedhis playful spirit. Unlike the natural appearance of Rikyu's

design, Oribe's looked dramatic and somewhat artificial. Oribe stated that

stepping stones should never be of equal length and required the use of stones

137Lanterns were in use at tea gatherings prior to Oribe's time. Hosokawa Sansai is said
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of varying length and volume so as to create an interesting design.138 He also

favored the use of multi-colored stones and stone slabs that contained a natural

pattern of lines and crevices, which formed a /Iscenery" on the surface.

The notion concerning the sharp contrasts in the chanoyu preferences of

Rikyii and Oribe is evident in one of the tales from a book of chanoyu anecdotes

compiled by Kuwata Tadachika. According to a particular tale, Haraya Jachin, a

townsmen and tea practitioner from Kyoto, had the opportunity to witness the

chanoyu of both Rikyu and Oribe. He commented as follows:

Oribe's temae is quite splendid. I can picture it even now. One is
deeply moved by such a superb performance. In contrast to this,
Rikyii's temae, although I watched it carefully, had no
distinguishable beginning or end... 139

Oribe's style was colorful and conspicuous, which matched the bold, gold and

glittering art and architecture of the warrior-dominant Momoyama period.

There was flamboyance in the manner in which he manipulated the tea utensils.

Rikyii's tea, on the other hand, was rustic, subtle, inconspicuous and

contemplative. Rikyii found beauty in quietude, while Oribe sought beauty in

drama and activity.l40

to have owned the stone lantern that belonged to Rikyii. Nakamura, 77.

138Ibid., 71.

139Kuwata, Chado no itsuwa, (Tokyo: Tokyo Do Shuppan, 1990), 170.

140According to Yamanoue Soji, a Sakai tea practitioner and a disciple of Rikyu, a
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Oribe's aesthetic preferences and innovations seem to suggest that

Rikyii's influence was negligible. Records of Oribe's chanoyu teachings,

however, contain numerous references to the tea tradition of Rikyii. It is

without a doubt that Oribe introduced elements into chanoyu that differed from

some of Rikyii's preferences and made important contributions to the

architectural design of tea rooms to accommodate the lifestyle of samurai guests.

Whether Oribe's innovations alone encompassed the reality of his chanoyu is

disputable.

Biographies on Oribe tend to focus only on elements of his chanoyu that

differed from Rikyii's rustic, egalitarian style of tea. This has resulted in a

distorted view about the tea Oribe actually practiced. In reality, it was not often

that Oribe incorporated his architectural innovations into his own tea gatherings.

departure from the style of one's own master was a natural and necessary step to becoming a tea
master oneself. In SOji's tea records is a description of the five stages of learning in chanoyu.
According to Soji, the first stage in tea training, which concerned pupils from fifteen to thirty
five years of age, was one of imitation. The students precisely followed the ways of their
instructor. In the second stage, however, the tea master permitted his students, ages thirty to

forty, to have greater freedom and independence in their style. He allowed 50 percent
individuality or self expression and 50 percent imitation. By the third stage, the disciples, who
were forty to fifty years old, were to fully develop their own tea styles, even if this meant going
against the style that their master preferred. In the fourth stage, by which time the students
were fifty to sixty years of age, the instructor further encouraged independence and worked to
strengthen the individual styles (geryii) of his pupils, The fifth and last stage represented the
level at which the student became a meijin or master at the age of approximately seventy.

When Rikyii died in 1591, Oribe was about fifty years of age. According to Soji's theory
on the making of a chanoyu meijin, Oribe at this time had reached the third stage, where there
was to occur a departure from his master's style and the formation of his own. Corresponding to
Soji's last stage of chanoyu learning, Oribe, at the age of sixty seven, acquired the title of
chanoyu meijin in 1611. See Murai Yasuhiko, Rikyii shichitetsu, (Kyoto: Tankosha, 1969) 56,
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The following section will reexamine the common but inaccurate assumptions

about Oribe's chanoyu.

The Myths and Misconceptions About Oribe's Chanoyu

Most broadly stated, the myth of Oribe is that he paved the way for the

adoption of tea ceremony into an official political ritual by redesigning Rikyii's

wabi style of tea and also reviving a chanoyu that was prevalent during the

Higashiyama period-the shoin knzeri, purportedly founded by Noami; the

doboshii of Ashikaga Yoshimasa. Akimoto Zuiami, the author of Ryiiso Furuta

Oribeno kemi to sana chedo, is the greatest proponent of this view. According

to Akimoto, Oribe revived and practiced shikisei or a courtly style of tea for

entertaining and serving the nobility and military elite in a formal setting. As

evidence, he notes that Oribe's shikisei tea required the use of the sboin room

and also a daisu stand; both of which were fundamental to tea ceremony during

the Higashiyama period.141

Inappropriate for shikisei chanoyu was Rikyii's method of serving a

communal bowl of koicha or thick tea to the guests, who, regardless of rank or

status, shared this bowl with one another. Akimoto indicates that Oribe chose to

and Yamanoue Sojiki, in vol. 6, CKZ, 95.
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remove suchsentiments of wabi or poverty and rusticity that this custom elicited

in the participants. He revived the practice of providing individual servings of

this beverage to each guest in order to acknowledge and honor the status of

every participant.l 42

According to Akimoto, the military orientation and also the formality of

Oribe's tea services resembled the tea of Noami during the Higashiyama period.

Noami is said to have received instructions from Ashikaga Yoshimasa to

establish the guidelines for a tea service using the shoin room. Having been

born into a warrior family, Noami was familiar with the military rules of

etiquette and supposedly consulted them when he formulated his set of chanoyu

rules for the shoin room,143 Akimoto states that Noami was first to incorporate

the Ogasawarawarrior etiquette into chanoyu.w In effect, Noami's tea took on

a military flavor. For example, the method of handling tea utensils such as a

141Kumakura Isao, Mukashi no chanoyu, ima no chanoyu, (Kyoto: Tankosha, 1985), 8-9.

142Rikyii introduced this practice of having guests share a bowl of thick tea not only for
the purpose bringing guests closer together through this sharing experience but also for more
practical reasonsof keeping guests from having to wait very long for individual bowls of thick
tea.

143Noami (1397-1471) was formerly Nakao Sadamune of Echizen, a retainer of the
Asakura family.

144Noami is said to have been responsible for the incorporation of the daisu stand into
chanoyu. The daisu was previously used by Buddhist monks in religious tea offerings. Nampo
Zenji first brought the daisu stand back to Japan from Kinzanji Temple in China. It was housed
first in Siifukuji temple and later, at Daitokuji. Muso Kokushi introduced its use in tea offerings
during Buddhist services. Kuwata, Chedo no rekishi, 49.
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hishaku or bamboo water ladle during a tea service resembled the ceremonial

manner in which a warrior manipulated his bow and arrow during archery

practice.

Akimoto contends that Oribe similarly adopted into his chanoyu

movements resembling those in martial arts and that he even incorporated

actual military weapons into his tea utensil designs. Current practitioners of

Oribe's shikisei tea state that Oribe preferred a type of daisu stand called kyiisen

dana, the construction of which consisted of a bow and twenty-five arrows.145

(SeeFig. 7)

Figure 7: Kyiisen dana
Reprinted from Akimoto Zuiami, Ryiiso Furuta Oribe, 134.

Another example of Oribe's adoption of military equipment in chanoyu

was his use of a gunsen or a military commander's fan to decorate the tea bowls.

145Akimoto, 135.
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The practice of decorating bowls with a fan continues today, visible in the temae

or tea service called taiko-date and rokutenmoku practiced by members of the

Oribetyii. (See Fig. 8) The taiko-date supposedly was Hideyoshi's favorite tea

service,which was designed especially for him by Oribe.146

Another tea service that the Akimoto attributes to Oribe is the

rokutenmoku (six tenmoku bowls), which honored the Tokugawa family.147

(SeeFig.9) This tea service featured the use of trays called aoi bon, which were

in the shape of an aoi or hollyhock leaf. The aoi motif represented the family

crest of the Tokugawa. This tea service involved the handling of three aoi trays

on each of which the host rested two tenmoku tea bowls on individual stands.

The host arranged the three trays in such a way that together they resembled

the three aoi leaves that made up the Tokugawa family crest. Every year on the

fifteenth day in January, Tokugawa Hidetada is said to have performed this

service for eighteen daimyo guests he invited to his residence.w'

146 From the level of hirademae or lower level tea service to the advanced level of
deisu, there are one hundred twenty-three services in Oribe's school of shikisei tea. Ichinose,
41. Also see Akimoto, 133.

147Ibid., 135.

148Compared with Hideyoshi's chanoyu events such as the Kitano tea party, the
gatherings of the Tokugawa family were less grand. The smaller scale of the gatherings,
however, did not imply a decrease in their political importance. In fact, the chanoyu of the
Tokugawa came to hold even greater political significance for the daimyo, banner men and
members of religious institutions, who were the primary participants at the tea gatherings.
Hidetada, for example, held chanoyu at his Edo castle for his political advisors as well as the
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Figure 8: Host covering the tea bowl with a fan during the rokutenmoku tea service
Photo by Koshokukai.

Figure 9: Rokutenmoku tea service performed by a Oribe ryii member
Photo by Koshokukai.

powerful tozama daimyo. Hidetada concerned himself less with the merchant class as he did
the daimyo, who now represented the major contenders for political power and influence. Thus,
to his chanoyu, he invited the powerful military lords in whom he aimed to instill respect and
reverence for the Tokugawa rule and order. Herman Ooms states that "the final annihilation of
peasant resistance by force of arms had eliminated the commoners as challengers of Tokugawa
power, and hence as targets for legitimizing efforts. The Tokugawa shoguns aimed their
symbolic manipulations at those contenders who were left. All the daimyo and
housemen...formed the audience for the Ieyasu cult." Ooms, 289.
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The Reality of Oribe's Chanoyu

There is little evidence for much of what Akimoto presents as being

representative of Oribe's shikisei tea. For example, he implies that Oribe made

frequent use of the shoin room, which was fundamental to sbikisei tea. The

records of chanoyu gatherings indicate that Oribe used the shoin room, but not

as regularly as Akimoto implies. Only sixteen out of one hundred forty-seven

records on Oribe's chanoyu mention the tea master's use of the sboin. Similarly,

Akimoto's intriguing descriptions of chanoyu stands like Oribe's kyiisen dana,

and also tea services such as the rokutenmoku and the teikii-dete are also

without supporting evidence.

There is documentation of Oribe's architectural contributions, but these

features were not a regular part of his chanoyu. For example, the tea gathering

records of Matsuya Hisamasa, a lacquerer and chanoyu practitioner of Nara,

indicated that Oribe's tea room called Gyohekitei and also Hisamasa's own,

which Oribe designed, included a shobanseki. However, aside from these two

examples, there is no indication in the tea gathering records that Oribe

commonly held chanoyu in this style of tearoom. Similarly, there is evidence
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that Oribe used the kusari no mal' but very infrequently. Only in three out of

Oribe's one hundred forty-seven tea gathering records is there mention of this

room. It was actually not until the Genna through Kan'ei periods (1615-1624)

that the kuseri no rna became very popular and a regular part of a chanoyu

gathering.149 Moreover, although Oribe is credited with establishing the format

of the sukiya otuui, which included the use of the shoin, sukiya and kusari no

mal' it was not often that he actually assisted the daimyo in the preparation for

this event.

Although Oribe had a preference for brightness and space in the tea

room, he also favored the use of a nijiriguchi or the low entrance to the tea room

that was slightly smaller than that preferred by Rikyii.150 The nijiriguchi of

Rikyii's sukiya generally measured two sheku, three sun (approximately two

feet, four inches) by two sheku, two sun (two feet, two inches).l51 Oribe's

nijiriguchi measured two shaku, two sun seven bu (about two feet, two inches)

by two shaku, five bu (two feet, half inch). His partiality for an entrance of this

149This room became a more significant and integral part of a tea gathering during the
time of Kobori Enshii, Oribe's disciple. The growing importance of the kusari no rna in
chanoyu is evident in the more frequent reference to and the detailed descriptions of this room
and its displays in the records of Enshii's gatherings.

150During Rikyii's time, tea practitioners referred to this type of door as kuguri. The
term, nijiriguchi, came into use during the prime of Oribe's tea career. Kuwata, Chado to
chajin, 120.

1510ne shaku is equivalent to 0.994 feet; one sun to 1.2 inches; one bu to 0.12 inch.
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size contradicts his reputation for favoring architectural designs that

accommodated high-ranking guests.

Shikisei rules required the handling of all utensils on a tray. Oribe's

Hyakkajo included precepts on the use of trays for tea containers, tea scoops and

water jars. Oribe's chanoyu gathering records indicate that at fifteen out of one

hundred forty-seven gatherings, Oribe used trays on which he placed the chaire

or tea container. There is evidence also, however, that Oribe chose to place the

chaire directly on the floor at a gathering.152

Contrary to the view that Oribe's chanoyu required the strict observance

of rules on the treatment of the kinin or nobility, reliable sources such as Oribe's

Hyakkajo and also Kobori Enshii's 50hoko Koshoku e no otazune sho contain

very few articles or none at all concerning the special treatment of the nobility.

For example, the copies of Hyakkajo at Koshoji and the Tokyo National

Museum include no articles on the special etiquette for the kinin. There are only

four out of one hundred twenty-four articles in Awata Tensei's copy of the

Hyakkajo that make reference to the proper chanoyu etiquette for the samurai

or for anyone who may be in the presence of a kinin.153 For example, one of the

1520ribe chekeiki, 75.

153According to the precepts, before samurai guests enter the tea room, they must place
their swords on the sword rack. The retainer of the guest will place his swords on a sheet of
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articles discussed the appropriate manner in which military officers should place

their swords on the sword rack before entering the tea room. Another article

noted the proper method of handling the tea bowl in the presence of a high-

ranking samurai or imperial nobility. In the copy of Sahoka Koshoku e otazune

sho, there are only seven articles out of approximately three hundred forty-six

that make reference to the kinin.154

One of the three volumes of Sukido shidai, a tea manual from the latter

part of the Keicho period, has the title Senrin. This document contains numerous

articles on the proper treatment of kinin at a chanoyu. For example, there are

specifications on the size of a tearoom when receiving nobility at a chanoyu.

Additionally, Senrin indicates that the decor of the room must appropriately

match the social status of the guest. The host must use tea utensils of high

quality, including those that were gold or silver plated, when entertaining

daimyo.155 According to a research by Horiguchi Sutemi, the contents of Senrin

and also another volume of Sukidc shidei are almost identical to those in a

paper on the ground and lean them against the wall. When attending tea with a kinin, one
must remove his tea bowl from the tenmoku stand prior to partaking tea. Hyakkajo, in vol. 2,
Furuta Oribeno chasho, 20, 24.

154A copy of 50hoko Koshoku e otazune sho from the National Museum, however, does
not contain this article. 50hoko Koshoku e otazune sho, in vol. 1, Furuta Oribe no chasho, 23.

155The room should have at least six tatami mats. The decor of the room for a kinin
should be shin, the highest of three levels, while the decor for commoner guests should be so,
or the lowest level. 5enrin, in vol. 11, CKZ, 365, 367, 380.
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document titled Sukidb tsi'i, which contained Rikyu's signature and was dated

the twenty-first day of the eighth month in 1585.156 Rikyu's signature has led to

the speculation that Sukido tei'i represented the chanoyu teachings of Rikyu,

There is no mention of Oribe or of any other tea master after Rikyu in either

Sukidl5 tan or Senrin.

The last of the three volumes of Sukidl5 shidei focused on the chanoyu of

Oribe.P? Thisparticular volume included specifications on the proper treatment

of the kinin as both guests and hosts. However, the number of articles on the

kinin are fewer that those in Senrin. This comparison suggests that RikyiI was as

strong, if not stronger an advocate than Oribe of rules concerning the special

treatment of high-ranking guests. 158

156Ibid., 426-7.

157There is speculation that this volume on Oribe's chanoyu, which became one of the
sets of Sukido shidai in 1654, represented a deliberate effort to bind the tea manuals of Oribe
and Rikyii to illustrate the similarities of the two tea masters.

158The postscripts in each of the three volumes of Sukido shidai, however, illustrate the
problems concerning the reliability of these documents. For example, the postscript dated the
1654 for the first volume of Sukido shidai on Oribe's tea indicated that the contents were based
on what was believed to be the tradition of Oribe. In other words, the document was founded
on hearsay accounts. For the second and third volumes, Nihira [uetsu, the author of the
postscripts, wrote that because of his advanced age (of seventy-four when he copied the third
volume and eighty years for the second volume), not only was his calligraphy poor but there
probably were a number of errors resulting from incorrectly copying the Chinese characters.
Moreover, he acknowledged that for the third volume, he copied not an original document but
another existing copy. One can gather from these postscripts that each time a document was
copied how easily the copiers could inadvertently, not deliberately, alter the contents.

All three volumes of Sukido shidai at the National Diet library appear to have been
copied by one person, for the calligraphy remains the same throughout the volumes, and
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Less reliable sources such as the Koshoku den, which represented a tea

manual on Oribe's chanoyu, include references to the treatment of daimyo

guests. An original copy of Koshoku den that is presently preserved in the

library of the Imperial Household Ministry was printed by Araki Rihei in 1660.

The copy, simply titled Koshoku den, contains neither a preface nor postscript

providing information on its compiler or how it came to be printed by Riemon.

There are a few articles in Koshoku den that have a striking resemblance to

those in Rikyii daisu kazari yo no ki and Rikyii kyaku no sbidei. The articles

concerning the handling of the daimyo guests' swords are a virtual duplicate in

both wording and content of what appears in Rikyii kyaku no smdai.159 Such

plagiarism compels one to question the validity of the articles in Koshoku den as

truly representing the teachings of Oribe. If the compiler of Koshoku den indeed

chose to copy the precepts in Rikyii kyaku no shidai for the purpose of

illustrating the lineage of Oribe's chanoyu, perhaps the articles in Koshoku den,

including those concerning the proper treatment of the kinin, were in fact

representative of Rikyii's chanoyu teachings.

appear to be copies not of original documents but other copies. [uetsu made copies of volumes
two and three in 1612 and 1610, respectively, and had passed them on to a person by the name
of Oka Hachiroemon, See Ichino, Furuta Oribe no chasho, vol. 2, pp. 177-208,387-8.

159There are at least seven articles in Koshokuden that are very similar if not identical to
articles in Rikyii daisu kazari yo no ki and Rikyii kyaku no shidai. Ibid., 390.
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Furuta Oribe no kami kikigaki, also known as Koshoku ko kikigaki,

contains more than eleven hundred articles on Oribe's tea. Of these, only ninety

three articles address the chanoyu etiquette of the kinin. Furuta Oribe no kami

kikigaki in Ichino Chizuko's study is a copy from 1667 that belonged to a tea

practitioner by the name of Ozan Ichiyil.160 According to the postscript written

by Ichiyu, these records of Oribe's chanoyu teachings had become available to

him after they had been passed down to Kono Sokyii, the tea instructor of

Echizen's Saisho, who then passed them down to Kono Seian, the chanoyu

instructor of Matsudaira Dewa no kami Naomasa. Ichiyii received this

document from Seian to copy. In view of the repeated copying of these records,

which consisted of notes based on hearsay, it is conceivable that this document

was also altered. Commentaries on the articles by recipients of the kikigaki may

easily have been incorporated into the text, which grew in volume over the

years as it passed through numerous hands.

Despite the susceptibility of documents such as Koshokuden and Koshoku

no kikigaki to misinterpretations and distortion, there are scholars who continue

to rely on these sources for examples of the rules Oribe prescribed in the

treatment of high-ranking guests. For example, Nakamura Masao cites Furuta

160Furuta Oribe no kami kikigaki in vol. 1, Furuta Oribe no chasho, 53-352.
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Oribeno kami kikigaki on the method Oribe prescribed for receiving the kinin

at a tea gathering. 161

One should not conclude that kikigaki are entirely spurious simply

because they were based on hearsay or had been subject to repeated copying.

However, their reliability compared to such sources as the Hyakkajo and

Sohoko Koshoku e otazune sho falls short of providing firm grounds on which

to argue that Oribe focused on a chanoyu that acknowledged the status

distinctions of his military guests, since Oribe's own writings and the notes of his

top disciple, Enshti, include very little information on such matters.

Another serious misconception about Oribe concerns the bold and

colorful designs of chanoyu utensils he is said to have favored. The tendency to

emphasize the drama of Oribe's style, which describes only a part of his tea,

misleads and conceals the rustic and more somber qualities of his chanoyu. The

dramatic hizumi or warped tea bowls as well as the colorful and geometrically

shaped utensils, which we now know as Oribe ware, come immediately to mind

when speaking of Oribe-gonomi or his aesthetic preferences. However, tea

records show that Oribe did not make frequent or regular use of the hizumi

bowls. Only in four out of over one hundred records of his tea gathering is there

161Nakamura, 69.
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specific mention of a hizumi or a yakisokonai (improperly fired) tea bowl.162

Only five entries in Oribe's tea records from 1603 and 1604 mention a black,

imayaki bow1.l63

According to the author of Sojimboku, imayaki referred to hizumi bowls

from Mino, which had begun to gain popularity in Kyoto during the early

seventeenth century.l64 If imayaki were indeed a kind of hizumi bowl, this

brings the total number of times such bowls appear in Oribe's tea records to

nine, which is still a small figure compared to the fifty nine times that black Seto

bowls appear in these records.tw Whether these Seto bowls were also hizumi

bowls is unclear.

BlackSeto bowls were made primarily during the Tensho period (1573-91)

and may have been the forerunner of what we now know as the black Oribe

bowl.166 (See Fig. 10) Soame Jenyns points out that black Seto is in fact often

162See entries for 1599:2:28, 1601:1:24, 1601:1:29, 1601:11:14 in Oribe chakaiki, 57-8, 63
4,72-73.

163These entries aredated 1603:2:1, 1603:2:23, 1603:12:21, 1604:2:1, 1605:9:24. Ibid., 86,
88, 111-2,115-6, 121-2.

164Sojimboku, 234-5.

165Setobowls refer not to wares only from the Seta area ofJapan, as was the case for
tenmoku bowls, but were products also of Mino province. See Takeuchi [un'ichi, Nihon toji
zenshii, No. 16, Oribe, (Tokyo: Chuo Koron Sha, 1976), 88. References to seta chawan appear
in Oribe's chakaiki as early as 1585 and with increasing frequency from 1610. Oribe chakaiki,
45, 148-174.

166Seto bowls were among the first utensils that were made specifically for use in
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confused with the black Oribe, which he claims evolved from the former but

tended to be more primitive and shapeless than its predecessor.l'" The

similarities in the features of these two types of bowls suggest that the shift or

break from the subdued designs of Seto bowls Rikyii favored to the dramatic

ones of Oribe was not sudden, but instead a gradual transition in design.

Kumakura Isao questions whether the warped designs even originated with

Oribe, to whom tradition gives credit. He suggests that elements in Oribe's

deformed shapes and designs were already present in Rikyii's chanoyu and that

the former's designs represented not an aberration but a logical development

from the tea style of Rikyii.168 The black lacquer-like glaze and the bulky shape

chanoyu. Wares from around 1550 are early examples. These heavy Black Seto bowls are
characteristically cylindrical in shape, which Faulkner and Impey state was new to Japanese
ceramics and has no known prototype. The artist shaped the bowl with a bamboo knife, which
he also used to carve out the footting . "Black Oribe" referred to bowls of this kind, the shape of
which varied dramatically. However, the technique for Black Seto and Black Oribe bowls were
the same. In the late 16th century, Black Seto evolved into Black Oribe tea bowls, and in early
17th century into Oribe Black tea bowls. R.F. J. Faulkner and O.R. Impey, Shino and Oribe
Kiln Sites, (Oxford: Robert G Sawers Publishing, 1981),27,52.

Oribe Blackware is covered with black glaze and has no decoration. Black Oribe is also
covered with black glaze, but is partly decorated with designs in iron brown.

167See Soame [enyns, Japanese Pottery, (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1971), lSI.

168Kumakura, Mukashi no chanoyu, 82-3. See also Fujioka, 123. Oribe's tea gathering
records show he made use of wares such as the tenmoku as well as the Korai, Shigaraki,
Mishima and black Seto. The progression in which these different types of tea bowls appear in
his tea records illustrates a continuing trend towards the greater use of wamono or Japanese
native wares (Shigaraki, Mishima and black Seto) as opposed to imported wares.
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of Oribe bowls are not unlike those of the black raku bowls which Rikyii had

favored since both evolved out of the black Seto bowl.169

Figure 10: Black Oribe tea bowl
Reprinted from Nomura Bunka Zaidan, Furuta Oribe no chanoyu, 46.

Since Oribe's tea records are without a detailed description of the black

Seto bowl, which appear with greatest frequency in the entries of 1610 and 1611,

one cannot determine if these Seto wares had the distorted shape of an Oribe-

yaki bowl, or if they were in fact Oribe-yaki. There are references to Seto bowls

throughout Satan nikki, the tea diary of Kamiya S5tan, which covered the years

between 1586 to 1599. Out of the fifty-three times Seto chawan appears in this

record, only once in 1599 does Sotan describe a Seto bowl as having the hizumi

169See Kuwata, Cheda to chajin, 123.
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or "distorted"shape, which he saw at one of Oribe's gatheringspo Sotan made

detailed recordings of tea gatherings in his diary, wherein he included precise

descriptions and comments on even those utensils he had seen on more than one

occasion. That he had only once described the hizumi shape of a Seto chawan

implies that the particular bowl with a distorted shape was an unusual item and

not like the other Seto bowls that appear in Satan nikki.

Similarly, the terms hizumi or yakisokonai described only a few of the

bowls in Oribe's chakaiki, suggesting again that these were uncommon types of

bowls. H this were indeed the case, the lack of any reference to a distorted form

in describing the black Seto bowls indicates that these wares were not of any

such unusual shape. Had the hizumi bowls already been a very popular and

common ware at this time, noting their distorted shape and design in tea records

would have been unnecessary. However, the infrequent and sporadic references

to hizumi bowls in Oribe's chakaiki as well as in tea records of Kamiya Sotan

more strongly suggest that these wares were new and uncommon. Even if the

black Seto bowls that Oribe used were prototypes of the black Oribe-yeki. they

probably were not yet those with the exaggerated, kutsugata or clog shape that

later came to be associated with Oribe's aesthetic preference in tea bowl design.

17OSotan nikki, 335-6.
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While records do show that Oribe had used hizumi bowls, it appears that he

used them less frequently than tradition may have led one to believe.

Among the existing, dateable Oribe ware from the late Momoyama and

early Tokugawa periods is an Oribe-guro or Oribe-black bowl, which Oribe

supposedly gave to Matsui Sadonokami Yasuyuki sometime between 1588 and

1612.171 Yasuyuki, a retainer of the Hosokawa Tadaoki, was Oribe's close

acquaintance and disciple, who appears to have relied heavily on Oribe's

connoisseurship when selecting chanoyu utensils. In one of the eighteen existing

letters Oribe wrote to Yasuyuki over a period of about three years is one from

1610, in which Oribe commented on the "interesting" shape of a Seto bowl that

he forwarded to the latter. Whether this bowl with an "interesting" shape

referred to the Oribe-guro is uncertain. The Oribe-guto bowl has thick, indented

walls and is somewhat distorted in shape. (See Fig. 11) However, its design is

not as exaggerated as a kutsugata chawan. If Oribe were indeed commenting

on the Oribe-guro in his letter to Yasuyuki, this document provides further

evidence of the uniqueness of such shapes at this time. If the black Seto bowls in

Oribe's tea records of 1610and 1611 were in any way similar to the "interesting"

171Matsui Sadonokami Yasuyuki, (1551-1612). See Takeuchi, 51-2, and also Ito Toshiko,
ed., Furuta Otibeno shojo, (Tokyo: Mainichi Shinbunsha, 1985),74-5,143.
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shape of the Otibe-guro, some description concerning their design certainly

would have merited mention in these documents.

Figure 11: Oribe Black tea bowl
Reprinted from Nomura Bunka Zaidan, Furuta Oribe no chanoyu, 11.

Since the term Oribe-yeki, came into use long after the production of

Oribe-ware, one cannot determine from tea records exactly when the black Seto

bowls were transformed into what we now know as black Oribe. Fujioka

Ryoichi contends that this transformation took place sometime between 1596

and 1603. According to Fujioka, Oribe ware was first fired at the end of the

sixteenth centuryat a kiln in Kujiri.P? He credits the appearance of Oribe ware in

Mino to KatoKagenobu's introduction of new firing techniques from Karatsu to

172Jenyns, 159, and Fujioka, 87-8.
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this locale sometime after 1597. Kato Kagenobu, the governor of Chikugo,

traveled to Karatsu and became acquainted with this region's noborigama or

multi-chambered climbing kiln, which had been introduced to Japan from Korea.

Kagenobu returned to the Mino district and built this new, more efficient type of

kiln. Oribe ware appeared as a result of this introduction of techniques from

Karatsu.

The mention of Karatsu style bowls in Oribe's tea records from 1603 to

1606 corresponded to the date of this event. If Karatsu ware did represent a

transitional stage in the development of Oribe-yaki, the Seto bowls that began

to appear frequently and regularly in Oribe's tea records of 1609 to 1610 may

indeed have been an Oribe-yaki or at least its prototype. In the Nagasawa

kikigaki, a memoir of the Osaka campaign, the author used the term "Oribe

yaki" in his description of tea utensils, suggesting the concurrent use of this term

and the actual production of Oribe wareP3 Thus, the term "Oribe-yaki" already

existed by the very early Tokugawa years. It is unclear, however, about the kind

of ware "0ribe-yaki II referred to at this time.

There is mention of Oribe-yaki tea containers in a 1642 guide to tea ware

connoisseurship called the Chaki bengyoku sha. Similarly, the definition of Oribe-

173Kumakura, Mukashi no chanoyu, 81.
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yaki in this document is vague. Takeuchi [un'ichiro points out that the term,

Oribe-yaki,as it appeared in this five-volume tea utensil encyclopedia, referred not

to any specific kind of ceramic ware but to Oribe-gonomi instead.Fs The Kokon

wakan shodogu kencmsho, a tea utensil dictionary of the late seventeenth century,

provided a more detailed description of an Oribe-ware bowl. According to this

dictionary, Oribe-yaki chawan were "kutsugete or clog-shaped bowls (that) have

low sides with indentations on the thick walls..."175 The dictionary did not indicate

whether this design was one favored by Oribe. Based on entries in Oribe's

chakaiki and also in his letter to Matsui Yasuyuki, which pointed to the interest he

took in the hizumi shape, this definition seems to have referred to Oribe-gonomi

rather than Oribe-ware.

There is mention of Oribe-yaki in Kaiki, Konoe Iehiro's tea diary from the

eighteenth century. This appears to be the first tea record that identified Oribe-

yaki as a kind of ceramic ware and even distinguished the different types of

Mine-ware, such as Oribe, Shino and Seto-wares, which tea practitioners had

previously grouped into one very general category called imayaki. 176 Oribe-

yaki appears to have finally come to represent a special category of ceramic tea

174Takeuchi, 49.

175Fujioka, 88.

176This diary covered the years between 1724 to 1735. See Keiki, in vol. 5, CKZ II.
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ware rather than the tea master's aesthetic preferences. There is confusion,

however, concerning the extent to which Oribe-yaki represented Oribe's tastes in

tea design or if Oribe took any part in the design of these wares."?

There exists a black Oribe kutsugata bowl with Oribe's name and seal on

its base. Takeuchi, who dates this kutsugata Oribe bowl at 1615, states that the

writing on its base in iron brown and coated with feldspar glaze was done at the

time this piece was made.F" There is no certainty as to whether Oribe himself

signed and placed his seal on this ware. There is no evidence in his tea records or

letters to suggest his direct involvement in the design and production of Oribe-

yaki bowls. Whether or not Oribe even had his own family kiln is uncertain.F?

What is certain is that the introduction of techniques which led to the production

177Kuwata Tadachika cites a letter that Oribe wrote to Dno Harunobu which suggests
Oribe's involvement in the design of a water jar. This letter is said to have accompanied the
famous water jar, Yaburebukuro, that Oribe ordered for Harunobu. Unfortunately, the original
letter was destroyed during the Kanto earthquake in 1923. The Yaburebukuro is presently
considered to be one of Japan's national treasures. Kuwata, 68-9.

178Takeuchi [un'ichiro, 51-2,

179Kuwata Tadachika speculates that the Furuta family had a kiln where Oribe had
potters produce shokki or wares for daily use. According to an anecdote Kuwata cites, Oribe
ordered the firing of a hizumi tea bowl at this kiln. This tea bowl was an imitation of a Hagi
ware he was asked to appraise by one of his disciples, Mori Hidemoto. Oribe took a special
liking to the design of this Hagi bowl and had one just like it made at his own kiln. This was
the first Oribe hizumi chawan. This hizumi bowl, called Hagi Wai Kodai, is presently owned
by the Yabunouchi family. According to tradition, this bowl, which belonged to Oribe, passed
on to the Yabunouchi family when Oribe's daughter married Yabunouchi Shochi, the first
generation of Yabunouchi tea masters. The Yabunouchi family claims that this bowl was the
honka or prototype of the hizutni chawan. However, there presently is no evidence in tea
records that support this claim or indicate Oribe's involvement in Oribe ware production. See
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of wares later known as Oribe ware coincided with Furuta Oribe's success as a

tea practitioner. Oribe had become a prominent chanoyu master, whose

preferences in chanoyu may easily have influenced the designs of tea wares that

the new Mino kilns produced.

Not all wares called Oribe-yeki, which has come to include various kinds

of wares, represented Oribe's konomi. For example, in addition to black Oribe,

there is green as well as red Oribe. There are also a Karatsu-style, Shino-style

and Iga-style Oribe. None of these, at least by name, appear in Oribe's tea

records. It may be, as both Takeuchi and Kat5 Tokuro suggest, that we have

erroneously attributed far too many Oribe ware designs to Oribe.P" The potters

and merchants who sought to capitalize on Oribe's reputation as chanoyu meijin

and on the tea practitioners' great dependence on his tea utensil connoisseurship

are probably accountable for the popularity and diversity of Oribe-yeki as well

as the misinterpretation of the term. Oribe-yaki and Oribe-gonomi are not

interchangeable terms. The association of wares to a tea master invariably

increased sales and profit for the potters and merchants. Otibe-yeki seems to

have become a brand name that had little to do with the aesthetic preferences of

Oribe. Not all wares that we now know as Oribe-yaki are representative of a

Kuwata, 124.
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ceramic design favored by the tea master. Based on Oribe's tea records, one can

surmise that of the various Oribe-yeki, the hizumi shaped, black kutsugata

bowl best represented Oribe-gonomi. This, however, represented but one

aspect of Oribe's aesthetic preference in tea utensil design.

Oribe's aesthetic preferences in tea bowl design were characteristically

rustic and coarse, and shared greater similarities to the tastes of Rikyii rather

than of Kobori Enshii, who preferred implements of refined beauty and

elegance. Kireisabi that came to be a key feature of daimyo tea was not visible

in the chanoyu of Oribe.

In comparing the practice of Rikyii's wabi cha and daimyo tea, the aspects

that illustrated the sharpest contrast included the decor of the alcove. In daimyo

tea, calligraphic scrolls were the focus of display in the alcove. Although Rikyu

introduced the practice of displaying calligraphic scrolls in the alcove, the

percentage of gatherings at which he actually exhibited these scrolls amounted to

only 34 percent. There is no mention of his use scrolls at the remaining 66

percent of gatherings.lSI Oribe similarly displayed calligraphic scrolls at only 30

18llTakeuchi,45, and Ienyns, 159.

181That there is no mention of a scroll at 66 percent of his gatherings does not
necessarily imply that he did not display one. However, the fact that it did not merit mention
in his tea gathering records suggests that the scroll was not considered to be as important as
other chanoyu implements that are mentioned. Kumakura, Ken'ei bunka, 166.
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percent of gatherings. Moreover, his choice of scrolls was not always

conventional. For example, on the 3rd day in the 7th month in 1603, Oribe

placed in the alcove a calligraphy of his own Buddhist name, Kinho, which he

received from Shun'oku Soen, his Zen master from Daitokuji temple. (see Fig.

12) Although the item was written by a Buddhist priest, one's own name was

hardly appropriate to exhibit in the alcove at a gathering. This outrageous

display pointed to Oribe's rebellious nature against conformity and tradition and

reflected the gekokujo spirit in his chanoyu. Oribe had a preference for flowers

with which to decorate the alcove. Flowers exclusively decorated the alcove at

approximately 40 percent of his gatherings.
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Figure 12: "Kinho" by Shun'oku S6en
Reprinted from Nomura Bunka Zaidan, Furuta Oribe no chanoyu, 13.

Rikyii defined a true aesthete as someone with originality. He himself

was a maverick during his days and adopted and adapted new wares into tea.

Although karamono or Chinese wares were highly valued by tea men during

the sengoku period, Rikyii did not restrict himself to these types of utensils and

sought instead to utilize Japanese wares as well as utensils made from common,

natural material, such as bamboo. Oribe, too, preferred native wares over

karamono.

Although Oribe revived the use of the shoin room, he, like Rikyii, had a

preference for Japanese over Chinese wares. It was during the latter part of
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Rikyu's life and through most of Oribe's that Japanese wares were most popular

for use in chanoyu. There is mention of such Japanese wares as keretsu, ige,

shigaraki and also seta water jars, flower containers and also tea bowls

throughout his records. However, karamono appear in only three entries.

The tea records of Imai Sokyii, Tsuda Sogyii and Sotatsu, and also

Matsuya Hisamasa from the years between 1533 and 1598 indicated that, of the

various origins of tea bowls they saw at gatherings, about 63 percent were

karamono. Kbreimono or Korean ware consisted of 22 percent and wamono or

native Japanese ware 14 percent. However, during Oribe's prime as a chanoyu

master from 1598 until 1615, the kind of tea bowls featured at gatherings were

predominantly of Japanese origin. Wamono consisted of 59 percent of tea bowls

in the chanoyu gathering records. Karamono made up a mere 13 percent and

kiirsimono only 28 percent. After Oribe's death the ratio changed, with an

increase in the popularity of Korean ware and a diminishing percentage of native

Japanese ware as the preferred utensil.

Contrary to the traditional view that Oribe departed from Rikyii's

teachings, records of Oribe's tea gatherings indicated that his chanoyu more

closely resembled that of Rikyii than what we know as daimyo tea. Oribe's

military status and also the anecdote concerning his appointment by Hideyoshi
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to create a chanoyu for the samurai also compels one to believe that Oribe's

chanoyu guests were exclusively of a samurai background. The following

chapter will examine the kinds of guests and disciples who participated in Oribe's

tea gatherings and show that this idea, too, is wrong.
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CHAPTER THREE

ORIBE'S CHANOYU GUESTS AND DISCIPLES

Ratio and Distribution of Military and Non-military Guests

The guests who gathered at Oribe's tearoom to enjoy his chanoyu

included samurai, merchant-townsmen, doctors, priests and artisans. The

number of guests of a military background, however, was proportionately the

largest. In view of the supposed appointment of Oribe by Hideyoshi to create

chanoyu for the military class, one might expect a significant increase in the

population of samurai practitioners and also in the number of gatherings

attended exclusively by members of the warrior class since the days of Rikyti, A

comparison of the guest lists in the tea gathering records of Rikyii and Oribe

indicated that a growth did occur in the number of samurai participants.

However, the percentage of gatherings in which only samurai participated

appears to have decreased during Oribe's time.

In Rikyii hyekkeiki, out of two hundred seventeen names, eighty-nine

individuals or approximately 51 percent were of samurai status.182 Merchant

townsmen, artisan and priests make up 35 percent of the guests. The identity of

the remaining 17 percent is unknown. (see Fig. 13)

Three hundred ninety-six names of guests appear in Oribe's tea records.P"

Of this number, nearly 60 percent or two hundred thirty-four individuals are

182Rikyiihyakkaiki, in vol. 6, CKZ, 407-469.

183At present there are one hundred forty-seven entries in tea gathering records
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identifiable as having belonged to the military class. One hundred thirty-nine, or

26 percent, were merchant-townsmen, artisans or priests. Fourteen percent of

the names are not identifiable.w- If one were to combine this figure with the

category of non-military class, the percentage of samurai would still exceed this

non-samurai group by nearly 20 percent. On the other hand, including these

unidentifiable names with the military category would create a notable increase

in samurai participants since Rikyu's time. This large percentage of guests of

unknown background makes it extremely difficult to identify a trend either way.

Unknown

Nonmilitary

Military

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Figure 13: Social background of participants

concerning the chakai that Oribe hosted or attended as a guest. One hundred thirty-four entries
list names of participants. Oribe chakaiki in vol. 2, Furuta Oribe chasho, Ichino Chizuko, ed.
(Kyoto: Shibunkaku, 1984), 31-174.

184Names of samurai are generally easier to identify owing to the frequent reference to
their military titles and ranks. However, there are cases when the compiler of these records
chose to record abbreviations of names or an alias, which makes identification difficult if not
impossible. As for the names of merchant-townsmen and artisans, there occasionally is mention
of a profession. However, in most cases, there are only first names or alias with no indication
of their family names or business. Unless the particular merchant-townsmen or artisan
happened to be someone of notable skill, the tea records provide little clue as to their identity.
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The percentage of military and non-military guests who attended

multiple gatherings is approximately the same for both Rikyii and Oribe.

Rikyii's tea records show that of twenty-two persons who attended multiple

gatherings, fifteen, or 70 percent, were of a military status. Only six individuals,

or 30 percent, were of a non-military background. (see Fig. 14)

At Oribe's chakai, of seventy individuals who attended two or more of his

gatherings, fifty, or 71 percent, were members of the military class. Twenty, or

29 percent of the total attendees of multiple gatherings were of the non-military

class.

Unknown

Nonmilitary

Military

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Figure 14: Participation in multiple gatherings

Rikyii Hyakkaiki indicates that forty-two out of Rikyii's eighty-nine

chakai, or 47 percent, were attended exclusively by members of the military

class. Eighteen, or 20 percent, were attended only by non-military guests. A

combination of military and non-military guests attended twenty-four

gatherings or 27percent. (see Fig. 15)
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In contrast, only thirty-seven or 28 percent of a total of one hundred

thirty-four gatherings held by Oribe were attended solely by guests of samurai

status. Thirty or 22 percent were attended exclusively by non-military guests.

Oribe hosted forty-one chakai, or 31 percent, for both military and non-military

guests.

Unfortunately, 19 percent of Oribe's gatherings falls into the "unknown"

category. If this figure were combined with that of the "military only" category,

the total number of gatherings attended exclusively by samurai would increase

to sixty-three or 47 percent, which matches the percentage for Rikyii. On the

other hand, adding the numbers from the "unknown" category to those in the

"non-military only" and "mixed" categories would result in a more significant

increase in gatherings attended exclusively by non-military guests or by a

combination of guests since Rikyii's time. The large number of "unknown,"

again, makes it difficult to determine if such changes occurred. In either case, a

comparison of percentages for Rikyii and Oribe indicates that there was not a

trend towards exclusive participation by samurai.

Unknown

Mixed

Nonmilitary
Only

Military Only

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Figure 15: Gatherings based on Social Class
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During the years of 1603, 1610 and 1611, the percentage of samurai

participants was substantially greater than that of non-military guests. These

three years showed sharp and sporadic increases that appear to have

corresponded to identifiable political events. For example, 1603 was the year

Ieyasu received the title Sei i tai shogun from Emperor Goyozei. An event such

as this would have involved much ceremony and the observance of protocol by

many daimyo. Tea records indicate that Oribe held as many as twenty-nine

chakai in 1603, the most in a single year during his chanoyu career.

Oribe held nearly as many gatherings in 1610. He hosted twenty-eight

gatherings during this year. Of particular interest is the fact that all of these

chakai took place during the last two months of the year. In view of the major

political events that were upcoming in 1611, these gatherings may have

represented the preliminary meetings by daimyo and even the shogun in

preparation for the ceremonies and celebration to come.l85 Forthcoming events

of political significance included the betrothal of Ieyasu's granddaughter, Sen

Hime, to Toyotomi Hideyori and also the abdication of Emperor Goyozei and

the succession of Comizunoo. Ieyasu's visit to Kyoto in 1611 for these events

may explain the sudden increase in chanoyu activities of the daimyo. In 1611,

Oribe held as many as twenty-three chakai, out of which seventeen were

attended exclusively by members of the military class. Out of ninety-five

identifiable names from the chakaiki of 1611, 86 percent were daimyo.

185Tokugawa Hidetada attended Oribe's gathering on 1610:11:16, the first chakai the
latter held in 1610.
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Out of forty-seven daimyo who attended multiple gatherings hosted by

Oribe, thirty-one or 66 percent participated only in the chakai he held in 1603,

1610 or 1611. For example, the two gatherings in which Hijikata Katsuuji, a

daimyo of Tango, participated took place in 1603 and 1610.186 Similarly,

Funakoshi Gorozaemon Yoshikatsu, a Tokugawa retainer, who attended two

chakai, went only to those that Oribe held in 1603 and 1611.187 Of the remaining

sixteen samurai participants who attended multiple gatherings, fourteen

attended at least one or more chakai that took place during these three years.188

For example, one out of three gatherings attended by Ishikawa Genba

Mitsunaga, an 80,000 koku daimyo of Shinano, took place in 1610. Two out of

three chakai in which Ono Harunaga, a supporter of Toyotomi Hideyori, was a

participant were in 1610 and 1611. Takenaka Takashige, 13,000 koku daimyo in

Bungo, participated in four gatherings. Three of these took place in 1603 and

1611. Five out of the six gatherings attended by Kuwayama Motoharu, a

daimyo of Yamato, took place during 1603,1610and 1611.189

186Hijikata was a guest at Oribe's gathering on 1603:2:23 and 1610:12:27. Hijikata
Katsuuji, (1583-1638) was the son of Hijikata Katsuhisa. He was a faithful retainer of the
Toyotomi, receiving the title, Junior Fifth rank, lord of Tango from Hideyoshi. He had a
revenue of 12,000 koku. Katsuuji became involved in a conspiracy to assassinate Ieyasu, for
which both he and his father received a sentence of exile. However, Ieyasu pardoned them just
prior to the battle of Sekigahara.

187The gatherings were on 1603:10:4 and 1611:9:8. Funakoshi Gorozaemon Yoshikatsu,
(1540-1611), served Hideyoshi, but later took the Tokugawa side at the Sekigahara battIe. For
his meritorious services, he received from Ieyasu an increase in his revenues in Settsu, Kochi
and Yamato. He had approximately 6,000 koku in revenues.

188The participants included Asano Danjo Nagamasa, Honda Masanobu, Mori
Hidemoto, Ono Shuri Harunaga, Torii Tadamasa, Ishikawa Genba Mitsunaga, Sengoku Jo
Izumi no kami Kagemochi, Echizen no kami Hidehisa, Inoko Takumi, Kobori Enshii,
Kurematsu Echigo no kami, Takenaka Shigetoshi, Date Masamune, and Kanamori Izu no kami.
See Appendix A for dates of the gatherings.

189The gatherings Kuwayama attended were held on 1601:12:5, 1603: no date, 1603:310,
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With the exception of these years and 1605 and 1608, Oribe's tea records

indicate that during the Tensho, Bunroku and through most of the Keicho years,

more non-military than military guests attended Oribe's gatherings. At the

gatherings in 1605 and 1608, samurai participants exceeded non-military guests

by only two to three individuals.

Military guests

Oribe's employment with the Tokugawa appears not to have had

substantial influence over his choice of chanoyu disciples and guests. Oribe did

not make any conscious effort to segregate guests and disciples based on their

social background or political affiliations. Those who participated in his

gatherings were cultured individuals of military and non-military classes who

had the wealth, means and prestige to enjoy an expensive pastime.

Oribe's correspondence with samurai tea practitioners confirm that their

chanoyu involvement often surrounded political events. Letters reveal that they

sought Oribe's advice on chanoyu matters in preparation for such political

ceremonies as an onari. Satake Yoshinobu, daimyo of Dewa with a revenue of

200,000 koku, attended only one gathering hosted by Oribe during 1610.

However, he often corresponded with Oribe concerning chanoyu utensils. Their

relationship clearly began more than ten years prior to the 1610 chakai, since

Oribe's letters to Yoshinobu made reference to the latter's preparation to receive

Hideyoshi,who died in 1598. Oribe assisted Yoshinobu on the procurement and

1603:7:25, 1610:12:27 and 1611:1:7. Kuwayama Motoharu, (1563-1620) was the second son of
Kuwayama Shigeharu. He served both Toyotomi Hidenaga and Hideyoshi. He later joined the
Tokugawa side at the battle of Sekigahara. By 1600, he settled in Gose in Yamato and had a
revenue of 26,000 koku.
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even repair of chanoyu implements for this event.P' Similarly, Oribe's

correspondences with Date Masamune, a 620,000 koku daimyo of Sendai, and

Asano Danjo Nagamasa, a lord with 225,000 koku in Fuchti, also reveal that he

provided these high ranking samurai with similar kind of assistance.l'"

Although many samurai were drawn to tea practice by political necessity,

it was not uncommon for military members to hold chakai simply for the

enjoyment of chanoyu. Masamune, for example, was a true tea aficionado.

When Oribe paid Masamune an informal visit in the eleventh month of 1606 at

his residence, the latter received him with a chanoyu that lasted from noon to

evening. 192 According to Oribe chakaiki, Masamune, with several other military

and non-military guests, joined Oribe for a leisurely gathering only a month later

on the fourteenth day of the twelfth month.l'"

Arima Toyouji, a 80,000 koku daimyo of Fukuchiyama in Tamba, also

took a genuine interest in chanoyu as a pastime. Oribe's correspondence to

Toyouji referred to a gathering Oribe held for the latter. 194 There is a

corresponding tea record dated the fourteenth day of the eleventh month in

1601 describing an informal chakai during which host and guests leisurely

enjoyed tea and conversation.t'" Toyouji took such delight in the gathering that

he traveled to Oribe's residence soon thereafter to personally express his thanks.

19OJ:to, 34-5.

191Kuwata, Chado to chajin, 59-62.

1920ribe chakaiki, 73-4.

193Ibid., 77.

194Kuwata, 71.

1950ribe chakaiki, 72-3.
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The political loyalties of samurai, who sought Oribe's chanoyu instruction

or participated in his gatherings, varied widely. Among Oribe's guests were

vassals of Ieyasu, such as Ando Naotsugu and Matsudaira Masatsuna, as well as

daimyo supporters of the Tokugawa side, such as Asano Nagamasa, Tanaka

Yoshimasa, Sengoku Echizen Hidehisa, Todo Takatora, Mizoguchi Hidekatsu

and Torti Tadamasa. Also present at his gatherings were samurai whose

loyalties were to the Toyotomi family. Among them were Konishi Yukinaga,

Mori Hidemoto and Terumoto, Kobayakawa Hidekane, Satake Yoshinobu,

Wakizaka Yasuharu and Ono Harunaga.

Oribe held a gathering on the twenty-eighth day of the second month in

1599, one year before the Sekigahara Battle, which was attended by Mori

Terumoto, Kobayakawa Hidekane and also Kamiya Sotan. The presence of two

Toyotomi supporters and a merchant, known for providing military rulers with

economic assistance, suggests the possibility of a political conspiracy against the

Tokugawa having taken place at Oribe's chanoyu gathering. Whether this was

indeed the case is uncertain. If so, this gathering was an exception. There is

greater evidence that his chanoyu gatherings were not a setting for such political

intrigue. Generally, Oribe's samurai guests at a single gathering were of various

politicalaffiliations.

Oribe's Non-military Guests

Although fewer non-military than military guests participated in multiple

chakai held by Oribe, the individuals who attended the largest number of

gatherings were of the non-samurai class. For example, Matsuya Hisayoshi, a
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merchant-townsman, was the most frequent participant at Oribe's chakai. He

attended as many as fifteen gatherings from 1599 through 1606.

Hisayoshi, also known as Genzaburo, belonged to a family that ran a

successful lacquer trade in Nara. He and his family were avid chanoyu

practitioners and have left detailed records of the tea gatherings they attended.l'"

The recurrent appearance of Hisayoshi's name in Oribe's tea records and the

latter's correspondence with Matsuya point not only to the close relationship

they shared, but also to Hisayoshi's recognition of Oribe as a distinguished chajin

and connoisseur of tea utensils. Oribe's letter to Hisayoshi made reference to

their meeting on the eighteenth day of the fourth month in 1601. This letter

indicated that Hisayoshi sought Oribe's opinions on a painting of a heron the

former acquired. The gatherings that took place on the sixteenth and eighteenth

appear to have revolved around Oribe's viewing of this painting.

During the twelfth month in 1606, Oribe participated in several gatherings

with Hisayoshi, Haruta Matazemon, who was Oribe's chanoyu disciple, and

Saifukuin, a bonze of Kofukuji in Nara.l'" These chakai also centered on the

viewing of tea utensils which had been brought to the gatherings by a dealer of

tea ware. The tea records indicated that the four not only examined utensils

during the chakai but also accompanied each other to shops in town in search of

chanoyu ware. For example, soon after a gathering on the thirteenth day of the

twelfth month in 1606, Oribe joined Hisayoshi, Matazaemon and Saifukuin on

their visit to the shop of a tea utensil dealer where they found an exquisite water

jar (mizusashi). The evening tea gathering that followed this outing centered on

196Matsuyakaiki, Hisayoshi's chakaiki, was compiled during 1586 through 1627.

1970ribe chakaiki, 131-33.
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the examination and discussion of the unsurpassed qualities of this particular

utensil. Oribe's presence at the gatherings and shops points to his reputation as a

connoisseur on whom not only samurai but merchant tea practitioners relied for

advice on chanoyu ware. Hisayoshi took an interest in Oribe's company to

benefit from the latter's connoisseurship.

Oribe also stood to benefit from his acquaintance with Hisayoshi. It is

conceivable that Oribe found Matsuya's family business and acquaintances with

other merchants and dealers of chanoyu utensils advantageous to his own

interests. There is frequent mention of lacquered tea caddies (natsume) and

serving trays in Oribe's tea records. Oribe may have received Hisayoshi's

assistance in the acquisition of such lacquered items. Hisayoshi may also have

served as an intermediary between Oribe and other merchants, and thus

provided a means by which Oribe acquired various products for his chakai.

Among the guests who accompanied Hisayoshi to Oribe's chakai during the

second month of 1599was Koya Soyu, a flour merchant. The kinds of merchants

who attended Oribe's gathering included not only those with business in tea

ware but also in such commodities as rice as well as fish and textiles.l'"

Artisans were also frequent guests at Oribe's gatherings. They included

such figures as Kyiii, Ichiami, Nishimura Doya and Onishi [orin. Kytii, also

known as Numazu Yazaemon, was a metal founder who specialized in casting

kettles for chanoyu. According to Tennojiy« kaiki, he was tenka ichi or unrivaled

at his trade.199 Kyiii, like many merchants and artisans, was an enthusiastic

198Ritsuan, a fish dealer, attended the gathering on 1606:6:5; Kome Seiemon, a rice
merchant, attended on 1606:12:25; Kameya Einin, textile merchant, attended on 1610:12:3.
Oribe Chakaiki, 125, 134, 155.

199Tennojiya keiki, 408.
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chanoyu practitioner as well and may have attended Oribe's gatherings in 1602

and 1603simply for the sake of enjoying tea rather than for business interests.P"

There is no indication that he produced the kettles at these chakai. However, the

presence also of Ichiami at the gathering in the fifth month of 1603 suggests that

Oribe took an interest in commissioning Kyiii to create a tea kettle for him.

Ichiami, a native of Kyoto, was known for his exceptional skills at making

hishaku or bamboo chanoyu ladles. Oribe may have invited the two together so

as to have them design a tea kettle and ladle that suited each other. Oribe, who

liked strong contrasts, had a preference for large ladles for use with kettles with

a small mouth.201 He may have held the chakai for the purpose of discussing and

coordinating the design and dimensions of the ladle and kettle he desired.

This chakai was not the only one to which Oribe invited both a kettle and

hishaku maker. At an earlier gathering in the twelfth month of 1601, he invited

Ichiami together with another metal founder, Nishimura Doya, Oribe may not

have been satisfied with Doya's work since his name does not appear in any of

the subsequent gatherings. There is very little information available on Doya.

The Nishimura family appears to have been a branch of a family of artisans

specializing in metal works who resided in the famous sanjo kamaza in Kyoto.202

Another artisan who produced tea kettles for Oribe was Onishi [orin.

[orin, who was Oribe's guest on the eighteenth day of the twelfth month in 1610,

2000ribe chakaiki, 81, 93.

201Chado kyiibun roku, in vol. 12, no. 39, Dai Nihon shiryo, 286. Also see Kumakura,
Kan'ei bunks, 172-3.

202Sanjo kamaza refers to a guild of metal founders who worked and resided in the
western part of Kyoto on Sanjo avenue since the Kamakura period. The artisans of sanjo
kamaza produced the metal wares for tea masters as well as the shogun of successive bakufu.
Among the artisans of note include Onishi Donin, who produced a tea kettle for Takeno Joo,
and Nagoshi Yakyiiro, who designed a kettle for Ashikaga Yoshimasa.
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was the first generation of the Onishi family. The Onishi created unique kettles

that featured an aesthetic element known as kirei sabi-refined beauty and

loneliness, which became popular during the Kan'ei period.203 Oribe had a

preference for tea kettles known as ubaguchi kama-kettles with an opening

that resembled the mouth of an old woman. (See Fig. 16) The Onishi,

particularlyJosei, the second generation of this family, produced a number of

such kettles.

Figure 16: Ubaguchi tea kettle
Reprinted from Nomura Bunka Zaidan, Furuta Oribe no chanoyu, 7

A recurrent name in Oribe's tea records is Shinmonseki. Shinmonseki

refers to Honganji Kyonyo, an abbot at the Honganji temple, who attended as

many as eleven of Oribe's gatherings. Like many priests of Honganji, who were

activelyinvolved in chanoyu and frequently held tea activities within the temple,

Kyonyo alsowas a serious chanoyu practitioner. His presence at the gatherings

to whichOribeinvited artisans, such as Kyiii, Doya and Ichiami, as well as a rice

203Varley and Kumakura, eds., Tea in Japan, 148.
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merchant and carpenter suggests that he may have sought Oribe's advice as well

as ties to designers and makers of chanoyu implements and tea houses.Ps

Kyonyo was the principal guest at all of the gatherings, including those attended

by such daimyo tea practitioners as Date Masamune, Ono Harunaga and

Kanamori Yoshishige, lord of Takayama castle in Hida, illustrating his

authoritative status among both military and non-military guests.

Kamiya Sotan also frequently visited Oribe's tea room. Sotan was a

merchant tea practitioner from Hakata who was actively involved in trade with

Ming China and Korea.205 During his contact with China, he learned the method

of mining metals and profited tremendously from this knowledge. His

engagement in both trade and mining allowed him to provide Hideyoshi with

weapons for military campaigns and resources for the building of castles.206 Not

surprisingly, Sotan was received warmly by Hideyoshi, who not only invited

him to participate at the Kitano tea gathering, but had him attend the opening of

the [urakudai tea house as the principal guest.

Besides Hideyoshi, other daimyo also sought Sotan's services. Sotan

entered the service of Kuroda Nagamasa for whom he built Fukuoka castle.

Often, at the same time he provided supplies for the construction of castles,

Sotan also served as the chanoyu instructor for the lords of these castles. For

example, in 1588, he assisted Kobayagawa Takakage in the construction of

Najima castle and also instructed him in chanoyu, In view of the kind of

2°4See entries for 1601:12:14, 1603:5:22, 1606:12:25, in Oribe chakaiki, 77, 93, 134.

205Kamiya Sotan, (1551-1635).

206Sotan provided Hideyoshi's army with weapons during the Shimazu campaign in
1586. Hideyoshi commissioned Satan to build the camp at Nagoya during the Korean
campaign.
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relationship Satan shared with military lords, it is not surprising that he attended

Oribe's tea gatherings alongside daimyo guests such as Mori Terumoto,

Kobayakawa Hidekane, Takenaka Takashige, Enokida Seisa, a magistrate of

Sakai, and Ikeda Shigenari, a lord of domains in Settsu.207

Like many daimyo who were motivated by economic interests, Oribe also

welcomed the opportunity to cultivate a friendship with Satan. In his

correspondence to Satan, Oribe not only expressed his excitement about Sotan's

acceptance of his invitation to a chakai on the twenty-eighth, but invited him and

his traveling companion, Sakuma Fukansai, to another earlier gathering upon

hearing that they would arrive in Kyoto sooner that expected.i'" Oribe indicated

that he would have his assistant, Kakuho, also invite Asai Sarna to this chakai.209

This gathering apparently did not take place as the names of Fukansai and Asai

do not appear in any of Oribe's tea records from this time. Since Kyoto was a

gathering place for many merchant tea practitioners, one can speculate that

Sotan was too busy with engagements with other acquaintances to attend an

additional chakai at Oribe's residence. Sotan was well acquainted with numerous

merchant tea practitioners of Kyoto, Nara and Sakai, and particularly with Tsuda

Sobon, a Sakai townsman, who originally introduced Satan to these tea men.

Curiously, despite Satan's close friendship to Sobon, there is not a single tea

record which indicated that the two ever accompanied each other to Oribe's

207According to SOlan nikki, a detailed record of tea gatherings Sotan compiled, he
attended Oribe's chakai with these guests on 1599:2:28, 1605:5:25 and 1606:9:2l.

208Sakuma Fukansai, (1556-1631) was one of Hideyoshi's otogishii. He became
acquainted with Sotan at a tea gathering that took place at a battle camp during the Bunroku
campaign. He accompanied S6tan when he traveled to Kyoto. Ito, 28-9.

209The identity of Asai Sarna is unclear. He may have been Asai Mozaemon Masataka
(d. 1615), a retainer of Hideyoshi and Hideyori.
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gathering. Oribehad Sobon join him at the Yoshino flower viewing in Nara on

the sixth day of the third month in 1599, which was only a few days after he met

with Sotan. Sotan,however, did not attend this event.

Tsuda Sobon, like Sotan, was a merchant townsman in whom many

daimyo took commercial interest. Sobon was from the Tennojiya family, a

wealthy and politically influential merchant family whose members belonged to

the egoshii, a governing council of townspeople in Sakai.210 He was a guest at

one of the earliest recorded gatherings hosted by Oribe on the ninth day of the

second month in 1589. The tea record reveals nothing extraordinary about this

gathering. There is no mention of any exceptional or unusual tea utensils or

services. The most impressive aspect of the gathering was the chanoyu

background of the guests. Accompanying Sobon were Imai Sokyti, also a

member of the egoshii, Takeno Soga and Sen Shean, all of whom were skilled

and experienced tea men and residents of Sakai. Sobon himself learned chanoyu

from his father,Tsuda Sogyii, an accomplished tea practitioner of Rikyii's caliber,

and eventually became one of Hideyoshi's tea masters. Perhaps this gathering

represented Oribe's initiation into Sakai's chanoyu circle. Oribe's correspondence

to Sobon indicated that by the first half of the Keicho period, Oribe not only won

the acceptanceof the Sakai tea men, but also much respect as a tea master and

connoisseur of chanoyu utensils. The letter reveals that Sobon not only shared

tea with Oribe but also sought the latter's expertise concerning the authenticity

of a particular ink painting and whether this item would be appropriate for use

in a tea room.211

210Sabon was the first son and successor to Tsuda Sogyii of Tennojiya in Sakai. The
Tennojiya family ended with Sobon.

211The ink painting by the Chinese Zen priest Chinzetsu Dcchii was originally owned
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Hon'ami Koetsu similarly called upon Oribe for advice on the acquisition

of tea implements. Koetsu, a skilled artist, was from a family who were renown

for their expertise in matters concerning swords and sabers. According to Kokon

chajin keifu, Koetsu was one of Oribe's chanoyu disciples. Curiously, however,

his name does not appear in Oribe's chanoyu gathering records. There is only a

single letter indicating their teacher-disciple relationship.212 This letter reveals

that Oribe not only appraised tea utensils for Koetsu, but also evaluated the

latter's performance as the host of a gathering that Oribe attended on the

previous day. In this correspondence, Oribe expressed his interest in purchasing

a tea bowl that Koetsu used. Kuwata Tadachika speculates that this bowl was

made by Koetsu.213 Whether Oribe was able to acquire the tea bowl is uncertain.

At present, of the existing tea bowls made by Koetsu, there is none that is said to

have been owned by Oribe.

Oribe's Top Disciples

The name Amanoya Kakuho appears several times in Oribe's tea records

and alsoin his correspondences. Little information is available on Kakuho other

than that he supposedly was Oribe's top chanoyu disciple.214 Kakuho attended at

least six gatherings that Oribe hosted during a ten-year period, the earliest

having been on the fifth day of the twelfth month in 1601. His chanoyu

instruction, however, may have begun at an earlier time. There is reference to

by Mor!Terumoto, who then passed it on to Sobon. Ito, 26-7.

212The year in which Oribe wrote this letter is uncertain. Based on the calligraphy,
Kuwata speculates that this was from sometime during Oribe's latter years. Kuwata, 78-80.

213Koetsu studied pottery with the third generation raku master, Donyu. Ibid., 79.

214Matsuya kaiki, 196.
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Kakuho in Oribe's letter to Kamiya Satan. The letter was not dated. However,

based on its contents, which refer to preparations for a chakai for Satan on the

twenty eighth of the month, one can speculate that Oribe wrote this in 1599.

Thus, Kakuho's tutelage under Oribe may have been as long as twelve years.

In view of his lengthy association with the tea master, the number of

Oribe's gatherings that Kakuho attended seems relatively few and far between.

He participated in two gatherings during the twelfth month of 1601, and then

not again until 1604. He attended only three others six years later during 1610

and 1611. There is no indication Oribe ever attended a chanoyu hosted by

Kakuho. Neither is there a record stating when he received a denju from the tea

master.

Despite references to Kakuho as having been a favored disciple, Oribe's

correspondences indicated that Kakuho assumed a role much like that of an

apprentice. In his letters to both Satan and Matsui Sado no kami, Oribe depicted

Kakuho as having been at his beck and call, serving as his chanoyu assistant and

even messenger.215 The subservient nature of Kakuho's relationship to his

instructor contrasts sharply with the courteous and respectful manner with

which Oribe treated Kobori EnshiL Enshii's correspondences with Oribe during

the period from 1603 to 1608 indicated that he was not simply the tea master's

student but also a companion in chanoyu and even in travel on military dUty.216

215 Ito, 28-9, 66-7.

2160ribe's response to a letter from Enshii toOribe indicated that Enshii and Kuwayama
Iga no kami Gensai planned tomeet Oribe, who was returning to Kyoto. During the second
month of 1605, Ieyasu traveled to Kyoto to proclaim Hidetada as shogun. Many daimyo
gathered near Kyoto to greet Ieyasu, including Oribe and Enshfi. The letter appears to be from
this time. Ibid., 80-1.
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One may feel inclined to attribute the difference in Oribe's treatment of his

disciples to differences in their social class, for the backgrounds of Kakuho and

Enshfi contrasted sharply. The name Amanoya suggests that Kakuho was of the

merchant clasS.217 Enshu, on the other hand, had an illustrious military career.

He served Tokugawa Ieyasu and, by 1600, had a revenue of tO,OOO koku at

Komuro in Omi. During the same year he received the denju from Oribe, Enshii

inherited from his father domains in Yamato, Izumi and Bitchii with revenues of

over 12,460 koku. In 1608, he acquired the rank of Jii Goi Ge (Iunior Fifth rank)

and became the lord of TotOmi.218 In 1623, he became the magistrate of Fushimi.

However, ascribing the differences in Oribe's treatment of his students to

class distinctions alone fails to explain the humility and politeness he

demonstrated toward such merchant-townsmen as Satan, Hisayoshi and Sobon.

A more discerning explanation concerns the differences in the purpose with

which his students took up the study of chanoyu. Both Kakuho and Enshti had a

genuine interest in tea. However, Kakuho trained as an apprentice under Oribe

to become perhaps a tea instructor by profession. Enshii, on the other hand, like

the wealthy merchant-townsmen, Hisayoshi, Sotan and Sobon, was a sukisha

who sought Oribe's advice and instruction to enjoy tea primarily as a pastime.

Whether one studied chanoyu as a profession or pastime was largely determined

by one's economic means and political authority rather than by social

background. Oribe himself enjoyed chanoyu as a pastime. Although he

provided instruction, he was not a chanoyu instructor by profession. He was

217The suffix ya, (~) in Amanoya suggests the name of a shop or business. There have
been references to Kakuho as Veda Kakuho also. There is no indication that he was of the
military class. Matsuya keiki, 196.

218 The name Enshii derives from the Chinese reading of the characters for Totomi.
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first and foremost a daimyo with military priorities. The relationship he had

with Enshii, Hisayoshi and Sotan was one of mutual respect and cordiality

shared by fellow practitioners and unlike that shared by a teacher and an

apprentice.

Yet when it came time to choose a successor to Oribe, social background

clearly did matter, for it was Enshii rather than Kakuho who obtained the

position of tea master to the shogun. The bitter irony for men like Kakuho, who

took up chanoyu as a profession, was that only the sukisha, particularly those

with distinguished military backgrounds, such as Oribe and Enshii, could fill this

position. As chanoyu assumed a greater political function, such as in the sukiya

onari, and greater efforts were made by the government toward the creation of

a social order dominated by the military elite, a samurai background

consequently became essential for one to serve the shogun in the capacity of tea

instructor and advisor. Thus, despite his reputed chanoyu skills, Kakuho failed

to succeed his chanoyu master owing to his lack of this critical requisite.

That is not to say that the selection of Enshii as Oribe's successor was

based solely on his military background. He was exceptionally talented in

chanoyu and recognized as such by Oribe.P? Oribe's acknowledgment of

Enshii's talents is evident in his tea records as well as in his correspondences with

the latter. Matsuya nikki tells of how Oribe praised Enshii in his selection of tea

utensils at a gathering. According to Sakurayama Ichiyii bikki, Oribe reportedly

predicted Enshii's success as a chanoyu meijin.220

219Enshu began chanoyu studies at a very young age. By the time he was sixteen years
old, he participated in a tea gathering hosted by the renowned tea practitioner, Matsuya
Hisayoshi.

220Nakamura, Chasho to kenchiku, 105.
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Enshti received his denju from Oribe during the ninth year of 1604.

However, his studies with Oribe apparently did not come to an end at this time.

Sohoko KosllOku e otazune sho, a record of notes on Oribe's chanoyu compiled

by Enshii, covered the years of 1604 to 1612. This two-volume compilation

contained notes that Enshii recorded based on his meetings with Oribe and on

what he learned of Oribe's chanoyu from other tea practitioners. Sohoko

Koshoku e otazune sho, which in essence represented the record of Enshii's

denju, is evidence of his dedication to the study of Oribe's chanoyu and of

Oribe's efforts to pass on his teachings to Enshii. There may not be evidence that

Oribe had a direct role in Enshii's appointment to provide serve tea to the

shogun. However, Sohoko Koshoku e otazune sho as well as Oribe's tea

gathering records and correspondences strongly suggest that Oribe recognized

Enshii as an outstanding disciple with the potential to continue his work in the

development of daimyo tea, and thus, trained him accordingly.

Although possession of a military background had also been a critical

factor in the selection of Oribe himself to become instructor to the shogun, social

class did not determine one's eligibility to participate in Oribe's chanoyu

gatherings. The social status of his guests and disciples were as varied as the

social background of those who attended Rikyt1's gatherings. Although the

number of samurai participants increased during Oribe's time, there was not a

trend towards exclusive participation at a gathering by members of the military

class. In fact, Oribe's non-discriminatory choice of guests and disciples was a

source of discontent for the Tokugawa authorities. Their displeasure is evident

in the chanoyu treatises of Tokugawa scholars, who criticized Oribe's chanoyu as

being plebeian and unsuitable for the samurai. Their political ideologies
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represent one of the major factors that have contributed to the distortion of

Oribe's image and chanoyu. The following chapter will look at how and why

Oribe's myth was created.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE CREATION OF ORIBE'S MYTH

Compared to Oribe's favorable image depicted in the documents of the

Keichoperiod (1596-1615), there is much chanoyu literature from the latter part

of the seventeenth century that paint s a negative picture of the tea master. To

his contemporaries, Oribe was tenka ichi no sukisha or chanoyu meijin. 221 By the

late seventeenth century, the evaluations of Oribe and his chanoyu were not as

complimentary. The death sentence he received from the Tokugawa for his

supposed treachery may partially account for his less than positive image. There

is speculation that those who feared punishment from the Tokugawa may not

have dared to speak favorably of a political traitor. Besides the scandalous

circumstances in which Oribe died, a number of other factors account for the

criticisms Oribe received. The revival of the Sen family, the fierce competition

that arose among chanoyu instructors, the celebration of the one-hundredth

221The entry dated the ninth day of the ninth month of 1610 in Ttideiki describes Oribe
as being the top chanoyu master of the time. Ttideiki, in vol. 2, Shiseki zassan, 169. The diary
of Tamon'in Eishun of Nara's Kofukuji from the Keicho period described Oribe as a chanoyu
meijin or a chanoyu expert. The Kenytiroku indicated that Oribe was tenka ichi or the country's
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anniversary of Rikyii's death and also the impact of political ideology on culture

all contributed significantly to the growth of criticism of and misconceptions

about Oribe and his chanoyu.

Oribe's Image in Tea Manuals

The earliest printed tea manual was 50jimboku which became available in

1626.222 Consisting of three volumes, 50jimboku contained information on the

teachings of both Rikyii and Oribe on such topics as tea etiquette, architecture

and the daisu tea service. However, the numerous references to Oribe in this

document have led to speculation that it represented a manual on the chanoyu of

Oribe rather than Rikyii. The author, whose identity is unknown, did not make

clear for whom he compiled this manua1. 223 The consensus of opinion today is

that this manual was for newcomers to chanoyu, regardless of their social

backgrounds or even their preference for daimyo tea or Rikyii's wabi chanoyu.

foremost tea master. Kanyoroku,217.

222The title Sojimboku derives from the character for cha Gi~) or tea. By taking this
character apart, one achieved the radicals for grass or so, person or jin, and tree or boku.
Sojimboku was compiled for use by newcomers to the practice of tea and also to be used as a
"dictionary" for those already practicing. Sojimboku, in vol. 3, CKZ,322- 323.

223Sojimboku, originally consisting of three volumes, was printed in 1626 by Gentaro of
Seiganji mae in Kyoto. Information on Gentaro is unavailable. See Sojimboku, 322. Tsutsui
Hiroichi has an interesting theory on author of the Sojimboku. He states that the author may
have been Enshii, since much of Sojimboku focuses on Enshii's tea. Enshfi's name, however,
never appears in the document. Tsutsui Hiroichi, Chasho no keifu, (Tokyo: Bun'ichi Sogo
Shuppan, 1979), 33.
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Whether a distinction between the two even existed at this time is questionable.

However, there is an indication in the tea manual that competition did indeed

exist between chanoyu practitioners. For example, the compiler of Sojimboku

warned that there were in circulation various chanoyu documents whose

authors falsely claimed that Oribe was an unintelligent and incompetent tea

master. 224 Sojimboku made reference to an anecdote that originated in the

chanoyu literature on Oda Uraku, which described Oribe's lack of knowledge

and skillsin tea.225

Ironically, a document that similarly suggested Oribe's incompetence as a

chanoyu master was Koshoku chanoyu sho or Writings on Oribe's Chanoyu.

Koshoku chanoyu sho contained numerous illustrations on the placement of tea

utensils as well as the design of tea rooms Oribe favored. However, the latter

half of the document is inconsistent with the earlier section, for it suddenly

makes reference to anecdotes on Oribe's failures in chanoyu. The entry dated

the fourth month of 1608 contained an account on Oribe's ignorance at Oda

Uraku's tea gathering featuring a meibutsu water jar.226 According to this story,

Uraku invited Oribe to tea in Osaka and performed the daisu tea service. For

224Sojimbok u, 230-1.

225Ibid., pp. 267-8.

2260da Uraku, (1547-1621). Koshoku chanoyu sho in Furuta Oribe no chasho, vol. 2,
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this tea service, Uraku used a meibutsu water jar, which, unbeknownst to the

supposedly inexperienced Oribe, required special handling by the guest.227

Uraku secretly watched from the adjoining room and laughed at Oribe's bungled

attempts to follow the appropriate chanoyu etiquette. After deciding that the

daisu tea service was far too difficult for Oribe, Uraku had his attendants make

and serve tea to both of them, who drank the tea lying on the floor of the

tearoom.

This account and evaluation of Oribe stands in great contrast to the more

favorable treatment of Oribe in Sojimboku. Since Uraku practiced daimyo tea,

his mockery of Oribe suggests that there was competition not simply between

the practitioners of various styles of chanoyu, but rivalry amongst tea

practitioners on a personal level as well.

The notion that there existed a kind of deimyo versus wabi tea contention

stems largely from the fact that the writing and printing of tea manuals and

biographical literature on Rikyii followed the publication of a large quantity of

such material on daimyo tea. Both Hayashiya Tatsusaburo and Tsutsui Hiroichi

speculate that the wide circulation of literature on daimyo tea represented a

Ichino Chizuko, ed., 257-8.

227This water jar, called "Tatsugashira," was brought back from Korea by KatO
Kiyomasa, who presented it to Hideyoshi. Kuwata, Cheda to chajin, 93.
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stimulus that challenged the practitioners of Rikyii's tea to compile and circulate

similar chanoyu documents of their own.228

The numerous literary works on Rikyu's chanoyu that were written

during the early seventeenth century may be attributed to the efforts of Sen

Satan, Rikyii's grandson.P? His innovative efforts to revive the family's fortunes

and also promote a greater consciousness among tea practitioners of Rikyii's

role in tea contributed significantly to the revival of Rikyii's chanoyu, which had

been overshadowed for a number of years by daimyo tea. Their response

turned out to be an overwhelming one, for the quantity of printed tea manuals

and biographies on Rikyii quickly surpassed the number of printed material

availableon daimyo tea.

228Daimyo tea had reached its peak in popularity during the early Tokugawa period.
Those who practiced daimyo tea believed that the heritage of this tea tradition was traceable to
the chanoyu of Takeno jee, which Oribe, Enshu and Sekishti preserved and practiced. The
printed tea manuals, which began to appear during the early Tokugawa period, were primarily
those on daimyo tea. Tsutsui, 34, 39.

Endo Genkan responded to the spread of Sen chanoyu literature and wrote numerous
treatises on the chanoyu of Enshti in which he aimed to illustrate the orthodoxy of this tea style.
Genkan studied tea with Okabe Doka, who received training in Oribe's tea. He produced an
impressive quantity of documents on chanoyu during the Edo period. For example, during the
Genroku and Hoei periods, (1688-1711), he wrote and published twenty-eight tea manuals.
Genkan's publications included Chanoyu sandenshii, in which he wrote of the chanoyu
traditions of Rikyii, Oribe and Enshti in 1691, and Endo Toryu chanoyu ryiiden shu, printed in
1694. Genkan's Honcho buke hytain, which contained information on warrior culture and
etiquette, was printed in 1699. Genkan also produced literature on the chanoyu of the Sen
family. See Hayashiya Tatsusaburo, ed., Nihon no chasho, vol. 1, (Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1988) 48
9.

229Sen Sotan, (1578-1658).
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Sen Sosa, the son of Sotan, also contributed to Rikyii's revival. In 1653, he

compiled Rikyii yuisho no sbo, the first biography of Rikyii, and also Kiishin

gegaki. or Koshin's Summer writings, Sosa's memoirs from the years 1662 to

1663.230 Koshin gegaki contained notes that Sosa took on Rikyii's chanoyu

based upon what he heard from Sotan and then passed on to his own son,

Zuiryiisai Sosa.231

If the proponents of Rikyii's chanoyu were driven to compete with the

daimyo tea practitioners to compile literature on Rikyii, one would expect to find

evidence of such rivalry in the contents of these documents. Indeed, Sosa's

writings contain harsh criticisms of Oribe's style of tea. Since the revival of

Rikyii's chanoyu was a primary objective of Sen family members, it is not

surprising that Koshin's praise for the teachings of Rikyii came at the expense of

someone like Oribe, who not only had occupied the lofty position of tea

instructor to the shogun, but whose chanoyu appeared to be in great contrast to

Rikyii's.

sosa severely criticized Oribe on specific points in the latter's teachings.

For example, although Oribe indicated that his method of handling the kan or

230 Koshin Sosa, (1613-1672). Koshin refers to Sen Sosa. Sources as 5ojirnboku, Sekishii
sanbyakkajo and Choan doki, etc. make reference to Rikyii. However, it was not until Koshin's
writings that there appeared a biography of Rikyii. See Tsutsui, 196-7.
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detachable metal rings of the tea kettle was based on Rikyii's tradition, Sosa

ridiculed him. Oribe taught that there were fourteen locations for the placement

of the kan during a tea service.232 Sosa argued that there were not fourteen but

only one and indicated that, in Rikyii's chanoyu, one never placed a kan on a

tana or stand.233 He criticized Oribe not only for placing the kan on a stand but

for his ridiculous and disrespectful method of displaying a meibutsu tea

container next to these rings. According to Sosa, when Oribe first acquired his

renown seitaka chaire, he displayed it in such manner on the stand. He stated

that some elders ridiculed Oribe, commenting that "instead of placing a kan next

to the tea container, he might as well have placed a hammer there instead!"234

Sosa acknowledged Oribe's accomplishments by including him as a

member of Rikyii's shichitetsu or top seven disciples. The shichitetsu referred

to the seven daimyo that Hideyoshi is said to have hand-picked and to whom he

granted the privilege of receiving instruction from Rikyii on the daisu tea

ceremony-an extremely formal kind of tea service, which involved the use of

231Zuiryiisai Sosa, (1646-1691).

232Koshoku hyakkaji5 no uchi si5ino gi Satan nukigaki, in vol. 2, Furuta Oribe chasho,
ed. Ichino Chizuko, 344.

233According to the Hosokawa Sansai chanoyu no sho, Sansai, whose chanoyu style
emulated Rikyii's, taught that the kan may be placed on a tana. Hosokawa Sansai chanoyu no
sho, in vol. 9, CKZ, 49.

234Sojimboku, 342.
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the daisu stand.235 Records on the shichitetsu show inconsistencies as to its

membership, particularly concerning Oribe. 236 Koshin gegaki listed Oribe as a

member.s" However, sosa ranked him at the bottom of the list and

underscored this rating by stating that Oribe's tea skills were clearly the worst of

this group. He added that Oribe was hardly qualified to become tea master and

much less so to become instructor to the ruler of Japan.

DespiteSosa's strong convictions about Oribe's incompetence in chanoyu,

his evaluation is weakened by the questionable authenticity of the shichitetsu,

Murai Yasuhiko argues that this exclusive group of disciples did not actually

235There is speculation that Rikyii's Shichitetsu derived from the daisu shichininshii , a
group of daimyo tea practitioners, who received permission from Hideyoshi to study the daisu
tea service with Rikyii. Hideyoshi, who was impressed with Rikyii's innovation of Takeno Joo's
daisu tea service, forbid the tea master to teach this to anyone without his permission. The
seven daimyo that made up the shichininshii were hand-picked by Hideyoshi. According to
Teiyoshii, cited by Murai, members included Toyotomi Hidetsugu, Kimura Hitachinosuke,
Garno Ujisato, Takayama Ukon, Hosokawa Sansai, Shibayama Kenmotsu and Seta Kamon. See
Murai, Rikyii shichitetsu, 60.

Thesource of Hideyoshi's daisu shichininshii, Teiyoshii, which contains information on
the tea style of the Uraku school, was compiled by Matsumoto Kenkyii in 1710. Its compilation
took place over one hundred years after both Rikyii and Hideyoshi's deaths and at least four to
five years after the writing of Koshin gegaki, the source for Rikyii's shichitetsu. Murai suggests
that the daisu shichininshii was not the source but a derivative of Rikyii's shichitetsu. Murai
Yasuhiko, Rikyii tsuiseki, (Tokyo: Kadokawa Sensho, 1990), 146.

236Records that include Oribe as shichitetsu member are: Koshin Gegaki, Cheda sen
tei, chaso tekiden, Kanya chawa. Those excluding Oribe from shichitetsu are Kokin chajin
keifu, Chaji hiroku, Chajin dai keifu, and Chajin keiden. Records that exclude Oribe name Oda
Uraku or SenDoan in Oribe's place. Ibid., 145.

237Hogensai identifies and ranks the Shichitetsu members as follows: 1) Carne Ujisato
(1557-1596), daimyo of Matsuzaka in Ise; 2) Takayama Ukon (1553-1615); daimyo of Akutagawa
in Settsu; 3) Hosokawa Sansai (1564-1645), daimyo of Buzen; 4) Shibayama Kenmotsu, (dates
unavailable),samurai from Settsu; 5) Seta Kamon, (d.1595), shomyo of Sandajo: 6) Makimura
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exist. The shichitetsu was a creation by those who s wrote about the chanoyu of

these tea masters long after their deaths based on speculations.

Murai suggests that the criticism of Oribe that appear in records such as

the Kosmn gegaki is reflective not of Oribe's incompetence but of the efforts by

the Sen family to claim Shean and Sotan as the true successors of Rikyu.

Moreover, he argues that although Sen Sotan revived Sen family fortunes, he

questions how well Sotan understood Rikyii's teachings. Murai suggests that

perhaps Rikyii's disciples, such as Oribe, and others outside the Sen family,

received greater training and thus had a better understanding of the chanoyu of

Rikyii than his grandson.238

Hosokawa Sansai, Rikyii's student and an acquaintance of Oribe, appears

to have been in agreement with Sosa's evaluation of Oribe.P? In Hosokawa

Sansai chanoyu no sho, a record of Sansai's chanoyu teachings printed a few

years after Koshin wrote Kiishin gegaki, Sansai is said to have evaluated Oribe

poorly.240 Sansai indicated that although Oribe was one of the shichitetsu, his

views on chanoyu diametrically opposed those held by himself and other

Hyobu (1545-1592), daimyo of Iwadein Ise; 7) Furuta Oribe (1544-1615), daimyo of Nishigaoka
in Yamashiro.

238Murai, Chajin no keiiu, 52.

239Hosokawa Sansai, (l563-1645).

240Hosokawa Sansai chanoyu no sho, which consists of three volumes on the chanoyu of
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members of this group. For Sansai, following the way of Rikyii was to imitate

the tea master's style. From his perspective, Oribe's flamboyant and unique

chanoyu represented a defiance of his master's teachings. Sansai criticized Oribe

and attributed the latter's rapid success to the lack of competition. He lamented

that the skilled chajin of the past have all left this world, leaving only the

unskilled ones (like Oribe). He went on to say that those who may have been

labeled unskilled in the past have today incorrectly and undeservedly acquired

the reputation of being skilled.241

Whether or not Sansai had actually made such statements about Oribe is

uncertain. As mentioned above, in Hosokawa Sansai chanoyu no sho, Sansai

includes Oribe among the shichitetsu. Yet the term shichitetsu did not come into

use until after Sansai's lifetime. Since the Hosokawa chanoyu no sho consisted

not of his own but his student's notes, which were based primarily on hearsay, it

could hardly have been free of misconceptions and fabrications.

Regardless of the questionable authenticity of this document, the idea that

its compiler put forward concerning the inappropriateness of Oribe's chanoyu

simply because it was different from Rikyu's indicated the growing belief that

the chanoyu of Rikyii represented orthodoxy. The encroachment of the Sen

Sansai, was printed in 1668.
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family into the cultural lives of the samurai, whose chanoyu had earlier been

under the supervision of deimyti tea masters illustrated the extent to which this

belief spread.

The Significance of Chanoyu Lineage

The interest and emphasis on lineage stems from the more general

practice of the veneration of ancestors in Japanese culture. According to Sue

Soko, this practice applied not only to the worshipping of one's kin but extended

into the worshipping of the founders and masters of a profession or the arts with

which one was involved. A lineage, whether of family or profession, which

extended back several generations was a source of much honor and pride.242

Not surprisingly, Oribe also proudly traced his chanoyu roots back to Rikyii and

those before him. Yet critics of Oribe have attacked not only his supposed lack

of talent, training and knowledge of tea, but also the lineage of his chanoyu.

There were accusations that Oribe never received the transmission of the daisu

tradition, the foundation for all tea services, from Rikyii. While there are existing

letters written by Rikyii to a number of his disciples concerning their denju or

the transmission of esoteric teachings of the master, there presently is not

241Murai, 50.
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available similar records specifically documenting or mentioning the passing of

Rikyii's tradition to Oribe.243 When, where and how Oribe received the denju

from Rikyii is unclear.

This practice of denju or transmission in tea was adopted by chanoyu

masters from other arts such as poetry and noh plays. It is unclear when the

denju practice in chanoyu first began. Tsutsui Hiroichi speculates that denju of

tea services began as soon as these services became established. Denju, which

represented the ultimate validation and certification of a tea practitioner by his

master, took two forms-the written and oral transmissions.244 The written

denju was the most concrete or tangible form of transmission. However, since a

denju occurred in the form of an unrecorded, verbal transmission as well, a lack

of documents specifically describing a denju does not necessarily imply that one

did not take place.245

242Sue, Chajin keifu, p. i.

243The earliest written denju was the transmission of teachings by Takeno jee to his
disciple, Ikenaga Sosaku, a townsman of Sakai. Rikyii transmitted his teachings both in writing
and verbally. Evidence of this practice is his letter to Yabe Zenshichiro. Records concerning the
receipt of Rikyii's denju include those of Araki Settsu no Kami, Yabunouchi Shochi, Nomura
Sokaku anf Kawasaki Sokun, Tsutsui, 29, 30.

244Tsutsui, 31.

245Verbal transmissions eventually were written down as kikigeki or "notes" by the

recipient.
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In Oribe's Hyakkajo or a written version of the denju he passed on to his

students, Oribe made reference to Rikyii's tradition as the basis of his own

teachings, essentially stating that he received the transmission and that he was

one of Rikyii's successors.w (See Fig. 17) This passage alone in Hyakkajo may

seem insufficient as proof of Oribe's receipt of the denju. What gives more

validity to Oribe's claims is the similarity of his teachings outlined in the

Hyakkajo and those of Rikyii's, which appear in Matsuya nikki, the tea records

of Matsuya Hisashige.

Figure 17: Oribe hyakkajo

A comparison of the Hyakkajo and Rikyu's Mokuroku, an outline of

Rikyii's teachings compiled by Matsuyama Cinshoan in 1936, reveal striking

2460ribe hyakkajo (Koshoji and Tokyo Hakubutsukan copies) in vol. 2, Furuta Otibe no
chasho, 12-19. There is speculation that hyakkajo title may have derived from Genshin
hyakkkajo, which represented the shikimoku or codes of the sengoku daimyo. See Ko Oribe
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similarities.w The Mokuroku consisted of Rikyu's tea rules, which Matsuyama

compiled based on the records of Rikyu's tea gatherings in Matsuya nikki. The

close resemblance of the Hyakkajo and Mokuroku has led some scholars to

believe that the Hyakkajo actually represented Rikyii's rather than Oribe's

chanoyu rules.248 At the end of the hyakkajo, however, is a passage in which

Oribe stated that this densho or transmission record "included his own humble

ideas" as well, calling attention to his own original teaching contributions. Oribe

made clear in this comment that despite the derivation of his chanoyu from

Rikyii's tradition, his tea style was not a copy of his master's but his own.

Nonetheless, the similarities of the teachings in hyakkajo to those of Rikyii in the

Mokuroku illustrated Oribe's familiarity with Rikyii's teachings, which he

carefully preserved and passed on, along with his own, to his disciples.

In view of the competition that arose among schools of tea with the

popularization of chanoyu during the mid-seventeenth century, one might

question the authenticity of Oribe's Hyakkajo. Could it have been a fabrication

by members of Oribe's school to exclusively claim legitimacy and orthodoxy of

soden sho, in vol. 11, CKZ, 15.

247Rikyii mokuroku, in vol. 2, Cbedn zenshii, (Tokyo: Sogensha, 1936), 735-740, 807.

248Ichino, Furuta Oribe no chasho, vol. 2, p. 342.
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Oribe's chanoyu, for indeed such spurious documents came into existence and

were widely published.

The Koshoku densho, which was compiled by followers of Oribe's style of

chanoyu and published in 1642, is such an example. This document, a publication

from the Kan'ei period, which included a copy of the Hyakkajo, contained not

merely points similar to those in Rikyu's tea records, such as Rikyii daisu kazari

yo no ki and Rikyii kyaku no shidai, but outright plagiarism, illustrating the

length to which the practitioners of Oribe's line of chanoyu went to underscore

their school's direct ties to Rikyii's tea. 249 For example, precepts concerning the

proper etiquette for chanoyu gatherings in the evenings are word for word

identical. Such eagerness to clarify and defend Oribe's tea lineage undoubtedly

was in response to the competitive atmosphere of the mid-seventeenth century.

As chanoyugained popularity and the number of tea practitioners increased, so

did the demands for greater access to information on tea services. Numerous

chanoyu "schools" emerged and printed chanoyu literature, which promoted

these schools, became widely available.

WhileKoshoku densho appears clearly to be a product of such tea school

competition, determining the authenticity or spuriousness of Oribe's Hyakkajo

249Ibid., 389-91.
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presents a more complex problem. Among the several extant copies of the

Hyakkajois an "original" in Oribe's own writing. Unfortunately, this document is

without a date and the name of the addressee is unknown. The ink with which

the author wrote the recipient's name has been curiously and anonymously

expunged,leaving only an indecipherable trace. Ichino Chizuko speculates that

this denju belonged to Dno Shuri Harunaga, a loyal retainer of the Toyotomi

family who practiced chanoyu under Oribe's tutelage.250 Ichino contends that

someone erased Harunaga's name to remove any evidence of his association

with Oribe in order to protect Oribe from being implicated in a conspiracy to

overthrow the Tokugawa family. Harunaga was a key figure in a plot to

assassinate Ieyasuand Hidetada. 251

If this Hyakkajo had indeed belonged to Harunaga, the denju probably

took place sometime in 1610, the year during which his attendance at Oribe's tea

gatheringswas most frequent. The denju may conceivably have taken place at

one of these gatherings. Oribe, at the age of sixty-seven, was in the prime of his

tea career, holding as many as twenty-seven gatherings in a two-month period.

It is not difficult to imagine that many such transmissions took place during this

period.

250Ibid., 339.
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Determining the authenticity of the Hyakkajo based on Oribe's

calligraphy is nearly impossible. Ito Toshiko points out that the boldness and the

well defined idiosyncrasies of Oribe's calligraphic strokes, particularly during his

late years, made forgery easy.252 In fact, Ito suspects that a number of

fabrications exist among Oribe's letters. That is not to say, however, that the

Hyekkeio is an example of such a case. However, the lack of more substantial

evidence confirming its authenticity necessitates cautious use of this document.

A reliableand also dateable document attesting to Oribe's ties to Rikyii is

50hoko Koshoku e otazune sho, a collection of notes on chanoyu taken by

Kobori Enshii, the top disciple and successor to Oribe. This document, which

covered the years from 1604 through 1612, contains information on Oribe's

teachings, which Enshii received directly from Oribe or learned of through his

peers. References to Rikyii appear repeatedly in this record. For example, the

entry dated eleventh day of the eighth month in 1611 specifically mentions Rikyu

as having passed on his teachings on the uses of a mizusashi (water jar) to

251Ibid., pp. 136, 161,380-382.

252There is a possibility that a written denju record was prepared by Oribe's secretary.
Ito, 134.
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Oribe.253 Such references illustrate Oribe's familiarity with and his preservation,

not a defiance,of Rikyii's chanoyu in his own teachings.

Also evident in this document is, again, the emphasis on tradition and

continuity, to which tea practitioners had attached great importance even prior

to the rise of competing schools in the mid-seventeenth century. Although tea

"schools" were not yet in existence, the clarification and acknowledgment of the

master - disciple relationship was an essential part of chanoyu. Oribe noted at

the end of the Hyakkajo that he was a recipient of Rik.yU's tradition in order to

illustrate the continuity of a tea tradition and thereby the validity of his own

teachings. In Sohoko Koshoku e otazune sho, not only are there references to

Rikyu but also to those tea masters before him. There is mention of Murata

Shuko and also Kitamuki Dochin, Rikyii's instructor, calling attention to the long

and continuous line of tea masters who have developed and preserved a tea

tradition, which Oribe became a part of and in tum passed on to Enshu.

Rikyti was a source of honor and legitimacy not exclusively for Oribe,

who himself had never held such pretensions, but also for many other chanoyu

practitioners. Orthodoxy based on a lineage traceable to Rikyii became the

critical issue among tea instructors who competed against each other over

253Sohoko Koshoku e otazune sho, in vol. I, Furuta Oribe no chasho, 36.
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employment opportunities. During the latter half of the seventeenth century,

the positionof chasho or tea master had become a respectable one for a number

of non-samurai tea practitioners, who began to find employment under

daimyo.254 For example, the head of the three branches of the Sen family

became chanoyu instructors of samurai families. Sen Soshu of Mushanokoji,

became the tea master to the daimyo of Takamatsu; Sen Sosa of Omotesenke

instructed the Tokugawa family in Kishii, and Sen Soshitsu of Urasenke was tea

master to the Maeda family.255 One of Sen Sotan's top four disciples or shitennii.

Yamada Sohen, became instructor to the Ogasawara family in Mikawa, and

similarly,Fujimura Yoken became tea instructor to the Todo family in Ise.256

However, the deteriorating economic conditions of the daimyo domains

intensified the competition for such employment. The financial burdens that the

government placed on the samurai began to take their toll, resulting in the

254 Nishiyama Matsunosuke has pointed out that although numerous samurai engaged
in chanoyu practices, they did not take up tea as a profession. He stated that even Oribe, who
instructed the shogun in chanoyu, was first and foremost a warrior whose tea activities were
secondary to his military duties and responsibilities. Those who became professional tea
instructors to the daimyo, such as the Sen family members, were of a non-military background.
Nishiyama Matsunosuke, Iernoto no kenkyii, {Tokyo: Kokura Shobe, 1959),363.

255Sen Soshu, (1593-1675); Sen Soshitsu, (1622-1697).

256Yamada Sohen, (1627-1708); Fujimura Yoken, (1613-1699). Despite such ties to the
military families, these chanoyu instructors did not achieve a status equivalent to that of a
military retainer. They did not become subordinates of the daimyo and appear to have
enjoyed substantial freedom in their tea activities in Kyoto. Harada Tomohiko, Chedn bunka
shi, (Kyoto: Shibunkaku, 1981), 136.
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bankruptcy of a number of daimyo during the Genroku period in 1688 to 1703.

As the supply of tea instructors exceeded their demand, proof of one's chanoyu

orthodoxy became increasingly critical to succeed in the competitive tea

profession.

Political rulers lent much authority and legitimacy to Oribe's daimyo tea

through their patronage. However, the sole basis for the legitimacy of the Sen

family's chanoyu was its lineage, which they traced back to Sen Rikyti, Takeno

joe and Murata Shuko. Without the backing of the government as Oribe had

received, lineageand orthodoxy were critical in establishing one's authority as a

tea instructor and thereby gaining employment. Professional chanoyu

instructors even submitted a resume or a yuisho to their employers to show

their qualifications by illustrating the proper lineage and thus orthodoxy of their

chanoyu. Accordingto Nanki. Tokugawa SID, Sen Sasa, prior to becoming the tea

instructor to the Tokugawa branch family in Kisha, presented the lord of Kishu

with such a document. This was the Senke yuisho gaki.257

The emphasison chanoyu heritage led to the compilation of a new type of

tea literature called chajin keifu or a genealogy of tea masters. A chajin keifu was

a convenient source of "proof" of one's chanoyu orthodoxy and was thus in

257Nishiyama, 384.
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great demand by tea instructors who used them to verify the legitimacy of their

tea to their students.

A tea genealogy existed as early as 1589 in Yamanoue Soji ki, the records

of Yamanoue Sojion the chanoyu of Rikyii.258 However, this document was not

representative of a conscious effort to write a chajin keifu for the purpose of

illustrating chanoyu orthodoxy. It was not until Rikyu's one-hundredth

memorial that the compilers of genealogies made such deliberate efforts.

Examples of tailored genealogies included Kyomyo's Chajidan and Tachibana

Jitsuzan's Kochiirodan. 259

A comparison of the chanoyu lineage Sojioutlined in Yamanaue Sojiki to

those in Chajidan and Kochii rodan illustrated not only exclusions but additions

of names and also new configurations in the relationships of the tea masters to

each other in the genealogies.260 Such changes in the chajin keifu suggest the

258Yamanoue Soji, (1544-1590). Tsutsui,200.

259Tachibana [itsuzan, (1655-1708).

26lJThe genealogy in Yarnanoue Sojiki began with Noami, who was then followed by
Shuko, Matsumoto [u; Ishiguro Dotei, Awataguchi no Zenpo, Nanto Furuichi Banshii, Sonkoin,
Saifukuin, Soju, Sogo, Kyo Otomi Zenko, Torii Insetsu, Fujita Sori, Kondaya Sotaku, Chikuzoya
Shoteki, Takeno jee, Kitamuki Dochin, Muku no Sori, Tsuda Sotatsu, Miyoshi [ikkyii, Tsuji
Gensai. The genealogy in Kochii rodan indicated that Rikyii's chanoyu stemmed from two lines
of chanoyu tradition. One began with Noami, who was followed by Kukai, Kitamuki Dochin,
The other line originated with Murata Shuko, followed by Sochin, Sogo and Takeno jee.
Unlike Yamanoue Sojiki, Takeno jeeis illustrated as having received instruction from Shuko
disciples, Sogo and Sochin, Rikyii received instruction from both jee and Dochin, For the first
time Shuko, Joo and Rikyii are tied together in one line of chanoyu. In Chakeiden, the line
began with Nanto Shuko, who was then followed by Nanto Soju, Nanto Insetsu, Fujita Sori,
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ease with which one could tailor genealogies to suit individual interests and

needs. This essentially permitted everyone to have a legitimate claim concerning

the descent of their chanoyu from Rikyu,

Tea practitioners such as Tachibana Jitsuzan and Yabunouchi Chikushin,

however, sought not only to illustrate their ties to Rikyii but wished to stand

above everyone else by claiming exclusive authority over Rikyii's teachings.261

BothJitsuzan and Chikushin justified their claims by diminishing the authority of

others who also alleged direct descent from Rikyii's chanoyu. For example,

Tachibana [itsuzan contended in Kochii rodan that all literature on Rikyii's

chanoyu up until his time had been spurious.262 The only true source of Rikyii's

teachings was the Nemporoku, a seven-volume record supposedly compiled by

Nanpo Sokei,which Jitsuzan IIdiscovered."263 Jitsuzan criticized the teachings of

Rikyii's grandson, Sotan, and also the writings of Yamada Sohen, Sotan's disciple

and author of Chedo benmosho, which outlined Rikyii's chanoyu teachings.

Jitsuzan argued that the chanoyu of Rikyu had been misunderstood by these

Chikuzoya Shoteki, Matsumoto [uho, Shino Doji, Awatanaka Zenpo, Furuichi Harima, Ishiguro
Dotei, Saifukuji, Sonkoin, Sogo, Sochin, Otomi Zenko, and Yodaya Sotaku. Branching from
Sogo and Sochin is Takeno Joo. Then from Joo, there were Kitamuki Dochin and Tsuda Sotatsu.
Following Tsuda SOl:atsu was Tsuda Sokyfi, then Sakuma Fukan, Takeno Soga, Miyoshi [ikkyii,
Tsuji Genya, Ogura Sori, Yamamoto Sukegoro, Imai Sokyu, and Sen Rikyu, See Tsutsui, 202,
and Yamanoue 50ji ki, 96.

261Yabunouchi Chikushin, (1678-1745).

262Kochl1 rodan, in vol. 4, CKZ, 443.
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followers. [itsuzan even claimed that he received divine sanction from a

heavenly being who gave him permission to copy the true teachings of Rikyu,

on which he based the contents of the Kochii rodan.264

In Kochii rodan, Jitsuzan included commentaries on the Namporoku.265

The seventh volume of the Nemporoku called Metsugo contains Rikyu's

prophesy that years after his death there would appear someone to resurrect

and guard his true teachings, which until then had been corrupted by tea

practitioners. Jitsuzan claimed to be this savior. He also professed to be the sole

protector of the Nemporoku, which he refused to share with anyone until 1693,

when he issued a denju of the Nemporoku to his disciples and family members

263Nampo Sokei, (d. 1642).

264Jitsuzan stated that in 1700, while traveling in the mountains, he came across a
divine child who permitted Jitsuzan to copy the writings that it possessed. This was the Kochii
rodan. Kochiirodan, 424.

265There has been much speculation that this document is spurious for various reasons.
First of all, its discovery by Jitsuzan just in time to celebrate Rikyii's one hundredth memorial is
far too coincidental. Nemporoku was supposedly compiled by Nampo Sokei, who recorded
Rikyii's teachings, which the tea master himself reviewed and approved of. Doubts concerning
the authenticity of the Nemptiroku stem from the fact that its discovery occurred not until the
end of the seventeenth century or about one hundred years after Rikyii committed ritual
suicide. There are seven volumes of the Nempnroku. The Sen family owns five volumes.
Curiously, despite the importance of these documents, there is no record indicating how the
volumes came into the Sen family's possession. The last two volumes of the Nemptiroku were
owned by Naya Sosetsu, who was a descendent of Nampo Sokei. There is little information
available on Sosetsu. [itsuzan happened to find the two volumes in Sosetsu's possession in 1690.
See Nishiyama, 386-7. Nishiyama cites the studies of Nakamura Naokatsu, who believes that
the Hakata bunka jin or literati group wrote the Nemporoku. According to Nakamura, this
group gathered all available tea documents on Rikyti and compiled the Nempnroku.
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and started his own school of chanoyu, the Tachibana ryii.266 Jitsuzan also kept

the contents of the Kochii rodan a secret until 1705, when he began a denju of

this document as well.

In 1703, Jitsuzan compiled the Kiro bengi, in which he refuted the chanoyu

authority of Oribe, whose status as Rikyu's top disciple was undoubtedly

troublesome for him. Kiro bengi was a document containing the chanoyu

teachings of Jitsuzan's tea instructor, Tsuchiya Soshun. In Kiro bengi, Jitsuzan

indicated that Oribe not only was the second choice of the Tokugawa in the

appointment of a tea master to the shogun but he also never learned the daisu

tea service from Rikyii, deeming him unqualified to instruct Hidetada. After

Kanamori Sowa, Ieyasu's first choice for the position, declined the offer, Oribe

was called upon by the Tokugawa to fill this slot.267 According to Kiro bengi,

Tsuchiya Soshun rescued Oribe from his bind by introducing him to his tea

instructor, Dno Doka.268 Jitsuzan stated that Soshun was a relative of Oribe

through his marriage to Takayama Ukon's daughter and was temporarily living

266Ihi Ryogi, a friend and tea companion of [itsuzan, as well as Eisetsu (Iitsuzan's
brother), Kohon (Ryogi's child), and Kikoku (Iitsuzan's child) received the denju, which allowed
them to copy the Nempnroku in 1705. Nishiyama, 388.

267Kanamori Izumo no Kami Arishige (1558-1615).

268Tsuchiya Soshun, also known as Kinzaemon, was formerly the retainer of the Maeda
family of the Kaga domain. While he was a ronin, a masterless samurai, he found employment
under Furuta Oribe. Soshun later became the retainer of the Kuroda fanily, as was Tachibana
Jitsuzan. Soshun took an interest in tea and studied with Echizen Ono Yiitaku and Doka. See
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at Oribe's residence at this time. 269 Owing to Soshun's mediation, Oribe was able

to learn the daisufrom Doka and also Doka's instructor, YutakU.270 In telling this

story, Jitsuzan not only alluded to Oribe's inadequacy in tea but pointed to

Soshun's seniority over Oribe on the daisu.

Jitsuzan'saccount on Oribe's daisu training is of questionable reliability for

several reasons. First of all, there is little information available on Dno Doka or

Yiitaku. According to a chajin keiiu, Yiitaku was a student of Rikyu, Tsuchiya

Soshun den indicated that Rikyu met Yiitaku in Osaka and found the latter

poverty strickenand working at a small inn. Such life conditions seem hardly

befitting of a skilledtea master who provided instruction to a daimyO.271

According to Kuwata Tadachika, Rikyu, at around the age of sixty,

refused to instruct students on the deisu, but readily taught the soan style.

Oribe received instructions from Rikyu at around this time. 272 If Oribe had

indeed not received training in the daisu from Rikyii, he could have sought

instruction from a number of others, who studied directly under Rikyu, instead

of Yiitaku or Doka, Since [itsuzan's motive was to play down Oribe's

Kiro bengi, in vol. 4, CKZ, 434-5.

269Takayama Ukon, (1553-1615), was a Christian daimyo and a skilled tea practitioner.

2700atesfor Tsuchiya Soshun, Ono Doka and Yiitaku are unavailable.

271 Tsuchiya Soshun den in vol. 4, CKZ, 433-4.

272Kuwata, Chado no rekishi, 90-91.
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authoritative position in tea history and promote the status and authority of his

own line of chanoyu, an establishment of ties between Oribe, Yiitaku and Doka

was necessary.

Jitsuzan indicated that Soshun at one time was a guest at the Furuta

residence because of Soshun's family ties to Oribe through Takayama Ukon.

Although anecdotes often mention that Ukon was Oribe brother-in-law, there is

no evidence to confirm this. Oribe's tea records and his letters fail to show any

evidence that he and Soshun were even tea companions. There is no indication

also that he received chanoyu instruction from Doka or Yiitaku.

Jitsuzan supposedly compiled the Kiro bengi based upon Tsuchiya Soshun

chado no den authored by Ihi Ryogi in 1703. Ihi Ryogi, like [itsuzan, was one of

Soshun's top disciples. In Kiro bengi, [itsuzan stated that at the time he

discovered the Nemporoku, he had Ryogi and Mitani Kosai look over the

documents after having the two vow with a seal of blood not to disclose the

contents.P? Upon examination, both agreed that there were many points in the

Nempotoku that were similar to the teachings of Soshun. In fact a comparison

of Tsuchiya Soshun den and the Nempotoku showed that approximately 70

273Dates for both Ihi Ryogi and Mitani Kosai are unavailable.
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percent of their contents were identical.Vs With the discovery of Nemporoku

having occurred a few years earlier than Ryogi's compilation of his instructor's

teachings, it is not inconceivable that Tsuchiya Soshun cheda no den was

fashioned by him to closely resemble points in the Namporoku. 275

Yabunouchi Chikushin, a tea practitioner and the founder of the

Yabunouchi school of tea, wrote a treatise on chanoyu called Genryii chawa

sometime during 1716 to 1735. In this document, Chikushin argued that, with

the exception of himself, people simply didn't understand the true meaning and

practice of chanoyu and that the only true way of tea was Rikyu's. He did not

limit his criticisms to practitioners of daimyo tea. He attacked the Chawa

shigetsu shu, a chanoyu manual compiled by Kusumi Soan, the adopted son of

Fujimura Yoken, on the chanoyu teachings of Fujimura Yoken, Yoken was one

of Satan's shitenno or the four top disciples of Rikyii's grandson, Sen Satan.276

He stated that Chawa shigetsu shu contained many fabrications and

misinterpretations. Chikushin even called for the transformation of chanoyu

from a form of entertainment into a kind of moral system or secular religion

based upon Rikyii's teachings. Chikushin's exaltation of RikyiI and his claims

274Nishiyama, 387.

275This practice was not been uncommon. Members of the Oribe ryii were also guilty of
editing documents to illustrate how closely Oribe's teachings resembled those of Rikyii.
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that he was the chosen one to ensure the preservation and continuation of this

tea master's true teachings necessitated an explanation for the position of other

tea practitioners who shared a similar chanoyu heritage. He stated that despite

having origins in Rikyii's tea, the chanoyu practiced by various tea men have

deteriorated owing to the surrounding environment.277

In a specific reference to Oribe, Chikushin commented that the former's

chanoyu "bore fruit (mi). but the flower is bad."278 Chikushin disapproved of

Oribe's style. He made reference to Oribe's outlandish behavior in chanoyu by

providing an account of how Oribe deliberately damaged tea utensils in order to

make them more interesting. Oribe supposedly tore in half a valuable

calligraphic scroll simply because it looked uninteresting.F? There is little

evidence that Oribe possessed such destructive habits. Chikushin may have

borrowed this idea from an anecdote on Okochi Kimbei, who accused Oribe of

destroying chanoyu treasures.P" Kimbei even predicted Oribe's tragic death

because of his reckless behavior.

276Chawa shigetsu shu was printed in 1700.

277Genryii chawa in vol. 3, CKZ,401-3.

278Ibid., 403.

279Ibid., 437.

280Rodan ichigonki in vol. 12, no. 21, Dai nihon shiryo, 98.
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In Rrden ichigon ki, Kimbei, the father of Matsudaira Nobutsuna,

criticizedOribe'schanoyu and lifestyle and disapproved of the manner in which

he allegedly destroyed the "treasures of Japan" to suit his eccentric tastes.

According to Kimbei, Oribe cut down fine hanging scrolls in the alcove because

he disliked the way they looked. The marred condition of the Engokokugon

scroll, of which only half remains, was a result of this behavior. Oribe also

allegedly damaged flawless meibutsu tea bowls and tea containers deliberately in

order to make these items more interesting by mending the broken pieces with

gold. Kimbei, who predicted Oribe's death sentence, attributed the tea master's

demise to this reckless behavior. There is little evidence, however, that Oribe

had actually made a habit of such destructiveness as Kimbei implied. The

destruction of the Engokokugon scroll, the only incident for which there is

evidence, appears to have been an isolated case. Although a playful, rebellious

Kabuki spirit permeated his chanoyu, it is doubtful that Oribe possessed such

destructive tendencies as described in Kimbei's exaggerated account.

The negative portrayal of Oribe in documents such as Koshin gegaki, Kiro

bengi and Genxyii chawa, reflected the critics' resentment not only regarding

Oribe's rise to the position of chanoyu meijin but also his status as Rikyu's

discipleand heir. Their criticisms ironically pointed to their recognition of the
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validity of Oribe's status as a "successor" to Rikyu, Had he not represented a real

threat to the legitimacy of their schools, they would not have found it necessary

to defend so strongly their positions against Oribe.

Supporters of Oribe's Chanoyu

Not all authors were like Jitsuzan or Chikushin, whose self interests and

self-righteousness tended to heavily color their views of other tea practitioners

and chanoyu styles. Surprisingly, less biased evaluations of Oribe's chanoyu

came from the students of Satan. For example, Sugiki Fusai, one of Satan's top

disciples, compared the tea of Rikyii and Oribe in Koshoku hyakkajo no uchi soi

no gi Satan nukigaki.281 In this commentary on Oribe's Hyakkajo, Fusai

examined twenty-eight articles of the Hyakkajo, out of which he found eighteen

to be significantly different from Rikyii's chanoyu.282 Although Fusai pointed to

the differences in the chanoyu styles of the two, he refrained from criticizing

Oribe harshly for the disparities.

His criticisms of Oribe in his other writings were also minor. For example,

in the Sugiki Fusai densho, a record of his own teachings that he transmitted to

281Sugiki Fusai, (1628-1706).

282Koshoku hyakkajo no uchi sOi no gi Satan nukigaki may have been written
sometime during the Genroku era (1688-1703) at the time of the Senke revival. See Ichino,
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his students, Fusai merely questioned the correctness of Oribe's method of

placing of a cha oke or wooden bucket on a shikigami or paper.283 Fusai also

compiled the Fusai sho iri chado benmiishii. This document consisted of Fusai's

commentaries on Chado benmosho. a chanoyu manual compiled by Yamada

Sohen, another top disciple of Sotan. In Fusai kakiiri chado benmosho, Fusai

indicated that he actually approved of many points in Oribe's teachings.

Chado benmosbo, which Yamada Sohen completed in 1680, was a

significant accomplishment in tea literature since it was the first printed tea

manual specifically on Rikyii's chanoyu. This manual, which contained detailed

information on tea services as well as the chanoyu etiquette for both host and

guest, was printed in 1690, the year commemorating Rikyii's one-hundredth

memorial.ss

Sohen wrote a number of comments on Oribe's Hyakkajo in Chedo

benmosho. Although Sohen acknowledged that Oribe's teachings were different

from Rikyti's, he approved of numerous points from the Hyakkajo. Fusai's

commentaries show that he also was in agreement with Sohen's opinions. For

example, on an article on Oribe's arrangement of the flower basket and the use

Furuta Oribe chasho, vol. 2, pp. 343-4.

283Sugiki Fusai densho in vol. 10, CKZ, 184.

284Tsutsui,197.
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of the usuitaor thin wooden board in the alcove, both indicated that they found

such methods agreeablealthough they were not the teachings of Rikyii.285 Both

complimented Oribe for beginning the practice of serving usucha or thin tea

immediately after thick tea.286 Sohen lamented that guests often departed

without drinking usucha and appears to have found a solution to this problem in

Oribe's article.

Mitani Sochin, the disciple of Sen Sosa, the sixth generation of the

Omotesenke, also approved of a number of articles in Oribe's Hyakkajo.287

Sochin wrote a commentary on the Hyakkajo that was even more detailed that

Fusai's. Sochin indicated that he not only was in agreement with most of the one

hundred and four articles in the Hyakkajo but found some points that he

thought were identicalto the teachings of Rikyu, For example, in his evaluation

of a Hyakkajo articleon the placement of the tea scoop on the left side of the bon

or tray, Sochin indicated that this method was the same as that of Rikyii as well

as Shean and SOtan.288 Sochin identified only four articles which he felt differed

significantly fromRikyii's chanoyu. However, he expressed particular interest in

285Pusai kekiiri chado benmosho in vol. 12, Chedo zenshii, 396-7.

286Ibid., 436.

287Mitani Sochin, (1665-1741).

288 Mitani Sochin's studies of the Hyekkejo are in vol. 2, Furuta Oribe no Chesho, 363,
366-7.
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some of these articles, even acknowledging that they offered him something

new and useful. For example, on an article concerning the method of tying the

cord of a shifuku or silk bag for the tea container, he noted the creative manner

in which Oribe did this and indicated that one should learn from his ways.289

Although chanoyu historians such as Murai Yasuhiko indicate that Sen

family members criticized Oribe for refuting Rikyii's chanoyu teachings, the

commentson Oribe by the students of Sotan and Sosa clearly indicate that they

hardly perceived him to be a heretic who practiced a style of tea that conflicted

with the chanoyuof the Sen family.290 Their willingness to adopt some of Oribe's

methods indicated that his tea contained numerous elements that were

compatible with their own.291 Their support for Oribe suggested that the

chanoyu ofOribewas favored or practiced not just by the military elite but was

accessible and at times more acceptable to those outside of this social class.

289Ibid., p. 358.

290Murai, Chanoyu jimbutsu shi, 69.

291Tsutsui Hiroichi states that during the early Tokugawa period practitioners of daimyo
tea and the Senfamily tea were not always at odds with each other. There were even. moments
when the two styles merged. Perhaps Oribe's chanoyu represented such an integration of
styles. The merchant and daimyo tea practitioners eventually became more conscious of the
differences in the styles and were often in disagreement with each other. He suggests that there
existed a conflict between the cultures of the merchant-townsmen and the samurai class by the
Genroku period, and that the society that upheld chanoyu switched from that of the samurai to
the townsmen. Tsutsui, 50.
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Perhaps this accessibility was the fundamental source of discontent for the

Tokugawa officials.

Another source of praise for Oribe was Kaiki, which consisted of rules and

anecdotes on the social etiquette of the aristocrat. Kaiki was compiled by

Yamashina Doan, who made a record of the activities of Konoe Iehiro, one of the

highest ranking imperial nobility or kuge.292 It covered such topics as literary

classics, socialetiquette, flower arrangement, incense and tea ceremony. Iehiro,

who excelled in all of these, is said to have combined Rikyu's chanoyu spirit and

the culture of the kuge to create a chanoyu for the aristocrat.s'"

lehiro's chanoyu instructor was Unryilin, a prince who practiced the

chanoyu of Oribe.294 Thus, it is not surprising that Kaiki included much praise for

Oribe's accomplishments in chanoyu. However, the praise for Oribe was not for

his introduction of measures on the special treatment of nobility, but for his

acute sensitivities toward the wabi aesthetic. There are numerous references to

how Oribe impressed Rikyii with his creativity and how he surpassed even his

tea master in his expressions and appreciation of the wabi ideal. There is

mention of Oribe's treatment of Rikyii's flawed tea container lid as an example.

292Yamashina Doan, (1677-1746); Konoe Iehiro, (l667-1736).

293Kaiki in vol. 5, CKZ 479-480.

294Ibid., 482. Dates for Unryiiin are unavailable.
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An anecdote in Kaiki told of how Oribe outmatched Rikyii in the appreciation of

the wabi aesthetic in tea by finding a "deeper beauty" within a blemished ivory

lid of a tea container, which the latter had failed to recognize.295 Kaiki indicated

that a number of tea students of an aristocratic background followed the way of

Oribe and continued to use such lids in their chanoyu.296 (See Fig. 18)

Figure 18: Subuta lids for ceramic tea containers
Reprinted from Nomura Bunka Zaidan, Furuta Oribe no chanoyu, 62.

Evaluations of Oribe by Tokugawa Scholars

Practitioners of wabi tea, such as Sugiki Fusai, Yamada Sohen and Mitani

Sochin, as well as Konoe Iehiro expressed greater admiration for Oribe than

295The "flaw" in the lid is called su or also mushikui (worm eaten) and refers to the natural or
artificial flaw on the surface of an ivory tea container lid. Oribe had a craftsman by the name of Kyiimi
produce these types of lids for his cheire. Although the anecdote in Keiki credits Oribe for the
introduction of such flawed lids or subuta into chanoyu, these types of lids were actually in use long
before his time. Takeno jee, one of the founding fathers of wabi tea and the instructor of Rikyii, also
favored and used this type of lid for his tea containers. See Koga Kenzo, "Futa zaikushi no nagare,"
Tanka, vol. 41, no. 2, (Kyoto: Tankosha, 1987), 30-1. Also see Nagashima, 206
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Tokugawa officials, such as Kawada Naomichi and Ii Naosuke, who were the

practitioners of daimyo tea during the latter half of the Tokugawa period. A

number of treatises criticizing chanoyu began to appear during the eighteenth

century. The authors, which included critics such as Dazai Shundai, Kawada

Naomichi and Ii Naosuke, regarded the chanoyu that many of their

contemporaries practiced a vice rather than a respectable pastime. 297 They

shared the argument that chanoyu had deteriorated into an amusement for the

commoner and thus did not cultivate a social etiquette appropriate for members

of the military class. None of the critics, however, demanded a revival of or

even praised the chanoyu of Oribe. In fact, there is criticism that Oribe's tea did

not sufficeas a chanoyu for the military class.

Dazai Shundai was one of the first critics of chanoyu. In Dokugo, which

he wrote in the Genbun period during 1736 to 1740, Shundai attacked the

practices of contemporary tea practitioners on four central points: the deplorable

habit of using old and filthy tea bowls; the communal use of such bowls when

drinking tea; the payment of large sums of gold for such worthless wares; and

the excessive flattery the guests offered to the host. These four points became

296Kaiki,114-5.

297Dazai Shundai, (1680-1747); Ii Naosuke, (1815-1860). Dates are unavailable for
Kawada Naomichi.
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the basis of criticism in most of the chanoyu treatises from this time.298 Shundai

identified Rikyii, Sotan, Katagiri Sekishii and Kobori Enshii as tea masters who

contributed to the spread of chanoyu.299 He added that although the social

backgrounds of these chajin varied, they shared the common characteristic of

being unleamed.w Curiously, there is no mention of Oribe anywhere in

Dokugo. Whether Shundai approved or disapproved of Oribe's chanoyu is

uncertain. Since his evaluations of Sekishii and Enshu, who followed the ways of

Oribe, are not favorable, one can conjecture that he would have found fault in

Oribe's chanoyu as well.

Nearly half a century after Shundai's Dokugo, Kawada Naomichi

published Chado ron in 1786. There is little biographical information available

on Naomichi. In Chado ron, Naomichi included a history of tea wherein he

described the significant role of Takeno joe and Rikyii in the popularization of

chanoyu. However, he described both joe and Rikyii as scoundrels. He stated

that chanoyu had become accessible to anyone of any social class and that

participants often consisted of opportunist merchants and dull-witted Buddhist

298Tsutsui, 275.

299Katagiri Sekishii, (1605-1673); Kobori Enshii, (1597-1647).

300Dazai Shundai, Dokugo in vol. 9, Nihon zuihiisu taisei, (Tokyo: Yoshikawa
Kobunkan, 1971),243.
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monks.v' LikeShundai, Naomichi criticized their offensive practice of using old

and unclean tea utensils. He added that chanoyu was the basis for confusion

concerning one's proper place in the existing social order. Naomichi stated that

Rikyii rose out of a low class to become the connoisseur of tea utensils and was

sought by the daimyo. He accused Rikyii of arbitrarily assigning absurd prices

to these wares and profiting from such swindling.

Naomichi was also critical of Oribe, whom he accused of being a political

traitor, and attributed his poor reputation as a warrior to his involvement in

chanoyu. He contended that the chanoyu in which Oribe had much pride was

the source of his destruction. Naomichi explained that the principles of wabi

chanoyu were incompatible to the morals of a feudal society. For example,

according to chanoyu historian, Kumakura Isao, Rikyii's chanoyu consisted of

principles which encouraged the cultivation of egalitarianism and the acceptance

of poverty as an ideal. Rikyii also changed the meaning of bi or beauty into a

notion that contrasted sharply against its traditional or conventional definition.F"

Naomichi apparently found these points to be incongruous to the political goal

of separating the cultures of the samurai and commoner.

301Kawada Naomichi, Chedbron in vol. 10, Nihon shomin bunka shiryo shiisei, 55.
Also see Kumakura Isao, Kindai chado shi no ketikyii, 53.

302Ibid., 54.
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Like Shundai, Naomichi concluded that in order for the practice of tea to

become an acceptable pastime of the military class, one must hold gatherings in a

spotless, spacious area, serving tea only in new and clean wares. Furthermore,

tea practitioners must acknowledge the existence of status distinctions in order

for chanoyu to function as a means of cultivating proper social relationships.

Yet, Oribe, who is known for introducing elements in chanoyu that

acknowledged social distinctions, did not elicit any praise from Naomichi.

Another critic of chanoyu was Ii Naosuke, who was the tairo or Great

Elder to the Tokugawa shogun. Naosuke complained of the chanoyu of his day,

lamenting that its practitioners consisted primarily of uncultured, noveau ricbe

warriors and merchants. He also propounded a change whereby chanoyu could

aid in politicsby providing a setting appropriate for political negotiations and for

the cultivation of proper relationships between members of different social

c1asses.303 Naosuke criticized Oribe for his lax observance of daimyo proprieties

in his chanoyu. For example, in Chanoyu ichieshii. which he compiled in 1858,

Naosuke objected to Oribe's teaching concerning seating arrangements for the

nobility and his attendants. N aosuke stipulated that when the first guest was a

nobleman, his attendants must place their enza or sitting mats on the stepping

303 Nishiyama, 362.
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stones and not sit but simply rest their knees on them. If they received

instructions to sit down, then they should move farther away from the principal

guest, then remove their footwear and sit,304 Naosuke objected to Oribe's

stipulation that it was all right from the beginning for attendants to sit on the

enza. 305

Shundai and Naomichi's treatises on chanoyu and Naosuke's criticism of

Oribe's tea etiquette undermine the argument that Oribe designed a chanoyu for

the samurai class. Furthermore, the support Oribe received from Yamada Sohen

and Sugiki Fusai suggested that Oribe's chanoyu was accessible and acceptable to

all tea practitioners and not exclusively to the military elite. But exclusivity was

what the Tokugawa sought ina chanoyu for the daimyo, and Oribe's chanoyu

proved to be inadequate for their political interests.

304Ii Naosuke, Chanoyu ichieshii, in vol. 10, CKZ, 364.

305Sohoko Koshoku e otazune sho, 46.
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CHAPTER FIVE

ORIBE'S DEATH

In 1615 Oribe received a death sentence from Ieyasu for his alleged

complicity in a conspiracy against the Tokugawa. Whether Oribe actually took

part in this plot is unclear. What is certain, however, is that of one of his top

chanoyu disciples and retainer, Kimura Saki, led a band of mercenaries in an

attempt to assassinate Ieyasu in Kyoto. BeforeSaki could proceed with his plans,

his scheme was discovered by Tonoi Echizen, a Tokugawa informant.P" By the

30th day of the fourth month, he and other 11conspirators," including Oribe, were

arrested by the deputy of Kyoto, Itakura Katsunari. During the sixth month of

1615, Torti Tosamori and Naito Demon, the shogun's emissaries, delivered a

death sentence to Oribe and his son, Shigetsugu. Oribe and Shigetsugu

committed ritual suicide on the eleventh day.307 Kimura Saki and over twenty

others were executed in Kyoto on the twenty-ninth day of the sixth month.

306Ichinose, Furuta Oribe no shogai, 26.

307This incident wiped out Oribe's family. On the 13th, Oribe's sons, Shigenao and
Kosaburo Shigehiro took their own lives. On the 24th, another son, Kuhachiro, a page of
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The circumstances leading to Oribe's death remain shrouded in as many

myths as those which surrounds Rikyii's. As in the case of Rikyii, the accounts

on Oribe's death sentence are primarily anecdotal. Sources such as Zoku buke

kandan, Hanko kokushi nikki and Matsuya nikki. point to Oribe's collusion with

the Osaka side as the primary cause of his demise.P" According to the Zoku

buke kandan, Oribe had colluded with Osaka as early as the Winter campaign.

This source indicated that Oribe informed the Toyotomi of the secrets of

Tokugawa's war council by shooting yabumi (letter fixed to an arrow) into

Osaka castle. There is little hard evidence, however, of Oribe's direct

involvement in such subversive activities. The fact that Soki, the supposed ring

leader of the plot, was his military retainer apparently was reason enough for

the authors of these records to conclude that Oribe was guilty of treason. A

daimyo was, after all, responsible for the actions of his subordinate.

Oribe purportedly responded to his death sentence with silence, which

one may interpret as an acknowledgment of his guilt and/ or his resolve to take

Hideyori, escaped Osaka castle and committed junshi in Kyoto. Oribe's fifth son, Sakon
Shigehisa, was a retainer of Tokugawa Ieyasu. He died earlier in battle on the seventh day of
the fifth month in 1615. Oribe's wife, Senko, took Buddhist vows after Oribe's death and lived in
Koshoji. She died in 1629. Ibid., 27. See Bonshun nikki, Todaijizatsu jiki and Satsuma kyiiki, in
vol. 12,no. 21, Dai Nihon shiryo, 95.

308Zoku buke kandan in Dai Nihon shiryo, 97. Koryo shikuya nichi jiki, Buhen
zatsudan, Kozanko jitsuroku, Keizu senyo, Zoku buke kandan indicated that Oribe committed
ritual suicide owing to his collusion with the Osaka side. Koryo shikuya nichi jiki, Zoku buke
kandan, Buhen zatsudan, Kozanko jitsuroku, and Keizu sanyo, in Dai Nihon shiryo, 95, 97, 99-
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responsibility in this matter. The author of Ogasawara Tadamasa ichidai

oboegaki noted that if Oribe had not abstained from pleading his innocence,

Ieyasu would probably have pardoned him. Zoku buke kandan, however,

recorded that Oribe had written a letter to Itakura Katsushige requesting an

extension of his death date, which the latter denied.P? The reasons for Oribe's

request is unknown, but it may be that he intended to investigate Soki's

involvement himself and perhaps even present evidence of his innocence.

Oribe had not entirely retired from an active military career at the time of

Soki's arrest. Despite his frequent preoccupation with tea rather than military

matters, he could not have been entirely ignorant of the activities of his

subordinate. His letters and his tea records, however, fail to provide any clues to

his awareness of, much less his involvement with Soki in, a plot against the

Tokugawa. All accounts of his "conspiracy" are speculative.s'?

100, 100-101, 101.

309Zoku buke kandan in Dai Nihon shiryo, 97.

31ONagashima, Chado bunka ron shu, vol. 2, p. 205. Nagashima suggests the possibility
that tea masters, such as Oda Uraku, were jealous of Oribe's fame and fortune and made up
Oribe's involvement in a plot against Tokugawa.
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Oribe's Loyalties to the Toyotomi

Ichinose Takeshi calls attention to the Furuta family's strong ties and

loyalties to the Toyotomi family as the underlying factor in Oribe's betrayal of

Ieyasu.P! This devotion to the Toyotomi was shared by Oribe's father,

Shigesada,who owed his successful military career to Hideyoshi. Ichinose points

out that Shigesada, who had retired from a secular life to join the doboshii,

taking the name Kan'ami, returned to military service in 1585 under the

encouragement of Hideyoshi. He received the title and rank of Shuzen no kami,

fii goi ge, and acquired a territory of three thousand koku.312 When Hideyoshi

died on the eighteenth day of the eighth month in 1598, Shigesada demonstrated

his loyalty to his lord by accompanying him in death on the following day by

committing junshi, a ritual suicide demonstrating one's loyalty to his lord.

Ichinose also points to the devotion of Oribe's younger sister, Oai, to the

Toyotomi family. Oai was the lady-in-waiting of Hidetsugu, Hideyoshi's heir.

311Ichinose, 18-19.

312Murai Yasuhiko expresses suspicions concerning this promotion. He contends that it
was uncommon for a doboshii to return to secular life and that Kanami is the only known
example of this change of occupation. However, Itakura Kazushige (1542-1624) was a bonze until
the age of 40, when he returned to a secular life to serve Ieyasu, who in 1586 made him
magistrate of Suruga. After Sekigahara, he became an intendant of Kyoto in 1601 and occupied
this office for twenty years. He received the title of Iga no Kami and his revenues increased to
40,000 koku. Hence, Kan'ami was not the only example of a bonze who returned to secular life.
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When Hidetsugu died, she also took her life by committing junshi.313 Ichinose

contends that Oribe was equally devoted to the Toyotomi. Oribe joined Ieyasu's

eastern army at the Battle of Sekigahara against Ishida Mitsunari, who

supposedly represented the Toyotomi side. Ichinose speculates that Oribe's

decision to side with the Tokugawa was largely attributable to his personal

dislike for Mitsunari rather than his devotion to Ieyasu.314 He argues moreover

that any support Oribe demonstrated for Ieyasu was meant to last only until

Hideyori came of age.

After Ieyasu became shogun i:l 1603, he granted a sixty thousand koku

territory to Hideyori and schemed to demote him to the status of daimyo.

Ichinose claims that Oribe looked unfavorably upon Ieyasu's treatment of

Hideyori. When Ieyasu ignored Hideyori and promoted his own son, Hidetada,

to the position of shogun in 1605, Oribe was outraged.

313According to George Sansom, when Hidetsugu was sentenced to death in 1595,
Hideyoshi also pursued members of Hidetsugu's household and had them killed. Hidetsugu's
three small children and more than thirty women in his service were dragged the length of the
city and stabbed to death in front of a gibbet upon which Hidetsugu's head was exposed. Oai's
death may have resulted from an attempt to escape Hideyoshi's brutality rather than from her
duty to Hidetsugu. George Sansom, A History of Japan, 1334-1615, (Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttle
Company, 1974), 366.

314Ichinose, 18. Also see Chikamatsu Shigenori, Stories from a Tearoom Window, trans.
Kozaburo Mori, (Tokyo: Charles E. Tuttle Company, 1982), 168. One of Chikamatsu's anecdotes
tells of Oribe's negative relationship with Ishida Mitsunari. Oribe purchased a Chinese chaire
called Shokokuji, named after Shokokuji temple, at a price of eleven pieces of gold. He was
forced to sell it to the lord of Kaga province for one thousand five hundred kan in order to settle
accounts with Ishida Mitsunari with whom he was on bad terms.
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Ichinosecites a poem which he claims Oribe wrote expressing his distress

at having to see the decline of the Toyotomi family while serving their enemy,

the Tokugawa.

Fune tsunage,
Yuki no yuebe no weteshi tnori,
tareyue sano mimi 0 tsukusuran.315

Tying the boat,
In the snow at dusk, a boatman
For whom is his devotion.

The poem supposedly captured his uncertainy and misgivings about his loyalty

to the Tokugawa. Ichinose provides no evidence that Oribe wrote such a verse.

There is no indication in available records of Oribe's writings that the tea master

wrote this.

Ichinose argues that Oribe conspired to overthrow the Tokugawa in

defense of the Toyotomi family's honor. Ichinose claims that Oribe began

holding secret tea gatherings in a tearoom at Koshoji, his family temple, where

he planned his attack on Ieyasu. There are, however, no records of such

meetings or in fact of any gathering held by Oribe at Koshoji. Moreover, in view

of the temple's close affiliations with Tenkai sosho, the religious and political

advisor of Ieyasu, it is highly doubtful that Oribe would have selected Koshoji as

315Ichinose, 20. The source from which Ichinose cites this poem is unknown.
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the meeting place for secret political activities, which would have been easily

detected and reported back to Edo by the temple monks.316

Ichinose's arguments are not persuasive since much of Oribe's chanoyu

and political success came after Hideyoshi's death and during Tokugawa

patronage. Oribe had greater reason to support rather than betray Ieyasu. He

did not receive special favors or treatment from Hideyoshi that would have

fostered a strong emotional attachment to the Toyotomi as Ichinose suggests.

Moreover, as a sengoku warrior, Oribe was not unaccustomed to changes in

political leadership and affiliations. He and his family had successively served the

Toki and Oda families before the Toyotomi. After Hideyoshi's death in 1598,

Ieyasu appeared to be the best political choice among the contenders for power.

If the size of holdings was an indicator of power, then Ieyasu was the most

powerful among the five daimyo that made up Hideyori's Council of Regents.

Ieyasu's revenues were larger that those of Mitsunari or of his allies, Mod

Terumoto and Uesugi Kagekatsu, combined.W

316MatsudaShigeo, Kirishiten doro no shinko, (Tokyo: Kobunsha, 1988), 76. After the
Sekigahara Battle, Oribe decided to build his family temple (presently Koshoji) on Horikawa in
Kyoto. He chose Kyou Enni to be the abbot of this temple. Matsuda suggests that Oribe's choice
was influenced by his acquaintance with Tenkai. In 1600, when Oribe was traveling to Edo as
the tea instructor of Hidetada, he became acquainted with Tenkai. When Oribe built Koshoji, he
sought Tenkai's advice in selecting the temple's abbot. Also see Ichinose, 23.

317Tokugawa Ieyasu had a revenue of 2,500,00 koku, while Mori Terumoto and Uesugi
Kagekatsu each had 1,200,000 koku. Sansom, 387.
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What appears more likely is that, like most daimyo, a concern for the

survival of one's own family rather than the continuation of the Toyotomi line

dictated Oribe's decision to support the Tokugawa. He was one of the majority

of Hideyoshi's fudai daimyo who chose to ally with Ieyasu at the time of the

Sekigahara Battle and also the Osaka campaigns against the Toyotomi side.3IB

After Hideyoshi's death, only four out of fourteen of the most powerful fudai

daimyo sided with the Toyotomi during the Osaka campaigns. Loyalties of

Toyotomi supporters shifted readily as soon as siding with the Tokugawa began

to appear more advantageous politically and economically.

Oribe was a samurai of the warring states era when loyalty and emotional

ties counted for little next to military alliances, which offered a better chance at

survival as well as territorial aggrandizement. It was not emotional and

sentimental attachments but opportunism that moved the sengoku daimyo.

Oribe was not an exception. If he had difficulty in the transition of his duty and

loyalty from Toyotomi to Tokugawa, it is attributable not to his sentimentality.

If Oribe chose to tum against Ieyasu, he did so because he believed that the

Toyotomi in Osaka were in a position to seriously challenge the Tokugawa.

3IBBerry, Hideyoshi. 130.
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Hideyori's possession of an imperial title even more venerable than that

of Ieyasu was a reminder that Hideyoshi's heir had the potential of becoming a

serious threat to the legitimacy of Tokugawa authority. Tokugawa rule was

sanctioned by the Imperial Court, which granted to Ieyasu and Hidetada the title

of shogun. However, this position was a lesser one compared to the rank of

Minister of the Right that the emperor conferred to Hideyori. Additionally, the

gathering in Osaka of numerous samurai who were economically and politically

displaced by Ieyasu following the Sekigahara battle was another source of threat

to the Tokugawa.u? Thousands of such timin or masterless samurai gathered in

Osaka castle to defend the Toyotomi against Ieyasu. Supplementing the

Toyotomi forces were Christians, who also found their way to Osaka castle in

defense against a common enemy when Ieyasu launched his Christian

persecution campaign in 1614.

Oribe and Christianity

Some authors have suggested that Oribe turned against Ieyasu over his

persecution of Christians, either because Oribe supported Christianity or was

himself a Christian. If Oribe were Christian, as Matsuda Shigehiro suggests,

319Sansorn,397.
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Ieyasu's Christian persecution may have been a determining factor in his

decision to take action against the Tokugawa and aid the Christian-supporting

Toyotomi family.320 Although Toyotomi Hideyoshi had put forth an edict

against Christians in 1587, the enforcement of this order was far from severe.

Just a few years earlier, Hideyoshi had wholeheartedly approved of the

missionaries' proposal to build a church in Osaka and even made a donation of

land in the castle town for the Christians.F' Moreover, Hideyoshi did not object

to the conversion of his generals, such as Takayama Ukon, who helped the

missionaries build this church in 1584.322 Hideyoshi's contradictory behavior and

his ambivalence towards Christianity certainly undermined the gravity of his

decree.

Judging from the increase rather than decrease of Christians after 1587, it

is apparent that the missionaries did not take the expulsion edict very seriously

and continuedwith their activities.323 Family members of the Toyotomi such as

320Matsuda, 70.

3210saka Castle was completed in 1584. Kirishitan Bunka Kenkyukai, Kirishitan ni natta
deimyo, (Tokyo: Chilo Shuppan Sha, 1986), 193.

322Among his Christian associates were Konishi Yukinaga, Ukita Hideie of Bizen, and
Kuroda, who continued their faith even after Hideyoshi's edict. See also Sansom, 349.

323Ibid., 350. When Valignano left Japan in 1592, there were more than a hundred
Jesuits working under cover in Japan. Most were active in Kyushu, but many were making
progress in the metropolitan region as well. In the years 1595-6, there more than one hundred
and forty Fathers in Japan, compared to fifty in China. There were 300,000 Christians in Japan.
60,000 were baptized after the Expulsion Edict in 1587. Moreover, the converts were not only
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Hideyoshi's consort, Yodogimi, may also have contributed to this conduct of the

missionaries since she treated the Christians favorably and even made donations

to them from time to time.324

In contrast to Hideyoshi's tolerance of Christians, Ieyasu persecuted not

just the Jesuit missionaries but also Christian converts even in the military ranks.

His edict brought about a widespread destruction of churches and the

banishment of missionaries and Japanese kirishtan daimyo from Japan. If Oribe

were Christian, the severity of Ieyasu's edict may have compelled him to take

action in defense of Christianity and his fellow kirishtan daimyo and tea

practitioners. Among his close chanoyu companions were devout Christians

such as Takayama Ukon, Ukita Hideie, Garno Ujisato and Konishi Yukinaga.

There is no direct evidence, however, of Oribe's Christian status. His

incorporation of "Christian" stone lanterns or kirishtan doro into the tea garden

is often cited as evidence of his Christian belief.325 These lanterns, which had

saint-like images and engravings of Christian symbols at their base, had been

peasants. The list of Christians included Gracia Hosokawa, daughter of Akechi Mitsuhide, Maria,
sister of Hideyoshi's consort Yodogimi; Magdalen, the companion of Hideyoshi's wife; the sons of
Maeda Gen'i; So, the hereditary Tandai of Tsushima; Meri of Chikugo; Garno Ujisato of Aizu
and the grandson of Nobunaga, Samboshi,

324Matsuda,76.

325The Christian stone lanterns were originally designed by the kakure kirishtan
(persecuted Christians), who wished to adapt a Christian icon into a traditional Japanese design
or architecture. Ibid., 59.
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adopted by Christians for religious purposes.t" Whether Oribe was aware of

their religious meaning and uses when he introduced them to chanoyu is

uncertain. He may have taken an interest in the lanterns simply for aesthetic

reasons, just as he had taken a liking to other elements in the arts and culture of

the West. The use of Christian lanterns in tea gardens became widespread as tea

practitioners were quick. to emulate the practices of Oribe. The popularity of

kirishtan doro among chajin may have been attributable more to Oribe's

reputation as the arbiter of chanoyu trends than to a growing awareness of and

appreciation for the religious significance of the lanterns in chanoyu. The

Christian lanterns that decorated the paths in tea gardens eventually acquired

the name Oribe doro. (See Fig. 19) Whether this name corresponded to Oribe's

Christian beliefs or simply to his taste for such kind of stone lanterns remains

unclear.

32&rhe letters that appear to be PTI or IHS often decorate the base of these Christian stone
lanterns. Ibid., 54.
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Figure 19: Oribe lantern
Drawing reprinted from Kuno Osarnu, Furuta Oribe no sekai, 204.

Thosewho argue against Oribe's Christian background speculate that the

image on the Oribe dsro was not of a Christian saint but of a Buddhist monk.

Kuno Osamu in his book, Furuta Oribe no sekai, suggests that the engraved

symbols, which may appear to be the letters PTI, a symbol used by Christians in

Poland at the time of religious persecution in Europe, or illS, a Christian symbol

used by FrancescoXavier to represent the Society of Jesus, were in fact Sanskrit

for tea.327 The Oribe-diitti may simply have been a lantern for the tea gardens

and had nothing to do with Christianity.

There is a tendency to interpret the cross motifs that decorate Oribe-ware

tea bowls as an indication of Oribe's Christian beliefs. This mistaken view stems

327Kuno Osamu, Furuta Oribe no sekai, (Tokyo: Choeisha, 1989), 203-4.
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from the incorrect assumption that all Oribe-ware had been designed by Oribe,

and that the cross motif necessarily represented a Christian symbol. As

discussed earlier, there is no evidence of Oribe having been directly involved in

the design and production of Oribe-ware. Thus, not all items among the

enormous variety of Oribe-ware correctly reflected the tea master's tastes in tea

utensil design.328 For example, contrary to the belief that the black glazed Oribe-

ware bowls with white cross designs represented Oribe's tastes in chanoyu

utensils, there is no mention in his tea records of his use or even preference for

such types of bowls.

Moreover, the cross did not necessarily represent a Christian symbol.

This motif came into use in Japan long before the introduction of Christianity.

According to the lroha jiruish15, a three-volume dictionary compiled by Tachi

Tadakane during 1144 to 1181, the cross was a symbol for tnochior rice cakes.329

The cross represented the knife incisions or the cracks that formed on the surface

of a steamed mochi. References to meniii (bean cake) or mocbi as jilji or

"cross" appear also in the Azuma kagami, a record of Kamakura history

328As Takeuchi [un'ichi indicates, Oribe warerepresented a genre ofceramic ware of the
Momoyama period. Its massive production wasbeyond anything that Oribe could havepossibly
controlled. Unlike Rikyii, who employed Chojiro to produce histea bowls, there is no indication
that Oribe hada family potter.

329Kuno, 86-7.
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compiled between 1180 and 1266. The cross may also have been used as an

auspicious symbol representing the ten elements of a Taoist enchanter's formula

or principles of the universe.P?

Thefilji motif also decorated the ceremonial apparel at Buddhist rituals.

On such clothing were cloud shapes, which represented the heavens, and cross

motifs, which symbolized earth. The cross design depicted the boundaries of rice

fields. Rather than symbolizing Christianity, the cross on Oribe-ware may have

been meant to represent plots of land instead.

Oribe's close relationship to Takayama Ukon, the most famous of

Christian generals who had served both Nobunaga and Hideyoshi, has also been

a focal point of discussions on the tea master's Christian status. Oribe's

biographers have often suggested that Ukon was Oribe's brother-in-law.

However, there is no evidence that this was the case. Authorities on Takayama

Ukon's life make no mention of Ukon's marriage to Oribe's sister and state

instead that he was married to Justa, the daughter of Kuroda in Settsu.

Oribe's close contact with Ukon as well as other Christian daimyo and tea

practitioners seems also to have been the basis for the conclusion that Oribe, too,

was Christian. A majority of the members of the so-called Rikyu's shichitetsu, of

33l!The family crest of the Shimazu since the Kamakura period consisted of a cross within
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which Oribe was a member, were of the Christian faith. His association with

these tea practitioners, however, is inconclusive as evidence of his Christian

beliefs because of the questionable authenticity of the shichitetsu. Finally, Oribe

openly entertained anti-Christian lords such as Mori Terumoto in his tearoom

with greater frequency than he did the Christian daimyo,

Oribe's Affiliations with Toyotomi Supporters

The Chedo sruso densho and Rikyii yuisho sho indicates that Oribe's

decision to collude with the Toyotomi against Ieyasu stemmed from his concern

over the safety of his youngest son, Kuhachiro, who resided in Osaka castle as

Hideyori's page.331 There is speculation that Oribe responded to the pleas of

Kuhachiro, who may have been pressured by Hideyori to obtain information on

the activities of the Tokugawa army.332 Since Oribe had other sons who served

Ieyasu, it seems doubtful that he would have complied with Hideyori's demands,

since protecting one son would risk the loss of another.P" Oribe's oldest son was

a circle. Ibid., 88.

331Ichino, Furuta Oribe chasho, vol. 2, p. 359.

332Kuwata, Chado to chajin, 103.

333Having sons serving lords in opposing camps was not uncommon. Sanada Masayuki
of Shinshii Veda, for example, had a son Yukimura, who took the side of the west or the
Toyotomi side at the Battle of Sekigahara, while another son, Masayuki, fought for the
Tokugawa. Apparently, this arrangement proved to be convenient for Sanada Masayuki, who
switched sides to join Masayuki when the outcome was in favor of the Eastern Army. See
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in Edo serving the Tokugawa. A younger son, Sakon, died in battle fighting on

the side of the Tokugawa.

Oribe's proximity to Hidetada, as the shogun's tea instructor, would have

enabled him to obtain without any difficulty strategic information on the

Tokugawa, which he could have passed on to the Toyotomi side through his

contacts in chanoyu. Among Oribe's tea students and associates were Osaka

supporters such as Ono Harunobu, an instrumental figure in the Toyotomi

resistance against Ieyasu. Kuwata Tadachika speculates that it was Ono

Harunobu, not Kimura Saki, who was the mastermind behind the failed coup

d'etat. Soki was to carry out Harunobu's scheme. Harunobu's timely chanoyu

studies under Oribe seem to indicate the he may have taken advantage of the

opportunity chanoyu provided to get close to a potential "informant" on

Tokugawa activities. Oribe's letters and tea records show that Harunobu

became his tea student just prior to the Osaka campaign.

The Keicho kenmon sho claims that Oribe's eldest son, Shigehiro,

conspired with Toyotomi supporters and obtained information on the

Tokugawa from his father to supply to the rebellious Shimazu lord in Satsuma.P!

Shigehiro supposedly employed Jogen, a renga (linked-verse poetry) master

Fukagai Katsumi, Shini5ki5shi5 no yo in vol. 9, Nihon no rekishi, (Tokyo: Shogakkan, 1988), 22.
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from Satsuma who visited Oribe in Fushimi, to relay messages from Osaka to

Shimazu. According to this source, Jogen himself was one of the leaders in the

plot to set fire to Kyoto to signal the attack on the Tokugawa.

At present, there is no direct evidence of Oribe having met with Jogen.

Oribe, however, did study renga with Konoe Nobutada and often attended

renga-kai (linked-verse gatherings), during his later years. Thus, it is not

inconceivable that he became acquainted with [ogen at such gatherings.335 Jogen

may have obtained news regarding the Tokugawa from Oribe at a renga-kai and

passed them on to Shimazu.

Oribe's tea records and letters do not provide sufficient evidence of his

intention of conspiring with any Toyotomi supporter. In view of the diverse

political affiliations of his students and guests at his gatherings, Oribe appears to

have intended to keep the tearoom free of politics. He extended chanoyu

invitations to daimyo regardless of their political backgrounds. Ieyasu may have

found that in itself disagreeable. It placed Oribe in a position vulnerable to

accusations of treason when political conflicts erupted between the shogun and

334Keicho kenrnonsho in Dai Nihon shiryo, 96-7.

335Nobutada (1565-1614) was the eldest son of Karnpaku Konoe Sakihisa. In 1585, he
became Sadaijin, Minister of the Left, and in 1592 resigned from this office. He aspired to

participate in the Korean campaign the following year, but received a censure from Emperor
Goyozei and was banished to Satsuma Bonotsu. In 1598, he was pardoned and returned to the
capital. In 1600, he changed his name to Nobutada and in 1601, he again became Sadaijin. In
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Oribe's tea associates. For example, the tea gathering he held for the Buddhist

priest Seigen, the author of the Hokoji bell inscriptions, whom Ieyasu

condemned, allegedly placed Oribe under Tokugawa suspicion.336 According to

tradition, during the fourth month of 1614, Seigen completed the bell inscriptions

for the new Hokoji temple. The second and fourth Chinese characters of the

inscription that read ''Kokka enkb," composed the name of Ieyasu. Ieyasu took

offense at the separation of the characters of his name with the one in between

and accusedSeigen of inscribing what appeared to him as Hideyori's curse to cut

Ieyasu into two and destroy the Tokugawa hegemony. On the eighteenth day

of the eighth month, Ieyasu summoned Seigen for questioning. Just ten days

later, on the twenty-eighth day of the month, Oribe invited Seigen to tea.

InvitingSeigen to a chanoyu so soon after his arrest may seem indicative

of Oribe's bold and defiant attitude towards the Tokugawa. However, the fact

that Ieyasu made no immediate attempt to discipline or interrogate Oribe casts

some doubt on the gravity of the Hokoji incident.

Oribe's guest list included such names as Date Masamune, Dno Shoo

Hidenaga, UkitaHideie and Konishi Yukinaga, not all of whom were enthusiastic

supporters of the Tokugawa. Although Oribe's chanoyu acknowledged social

1605, he became Kampaku. He resigned, however, the following year.
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status and rank to a degree, restrictions on participation in tea activities based

upon one's political loyalties remained negligible. There is no evidence that the

Tokugawa issued orders to Oribe to curtail his tea activities. However, the

latter's decision to hold tea gatherings with whomever he chose without

considering government consent could not have pleased the shogun, who aimed

to tighten his reins over cultural matters.

The Tokugawa's unfavorable attitude towards unrestrained tea activities

later found expression in the writings of Dazai Shundai, a Tokugawa scholar,

who accused chanoyu of fostering secessionist sentiments.P? He denounced its

practice as a threat to the order of Tokugawa society.338 Robert Kramer

describes the chanoyu world as having provided an "extra-societal hierarchy,"

wherein participants of chanoyu could freely "aspire to goals unimaginable

within the class structure."339 Rikyu, for example, rose above his merchant

status through chanoyu and demonstrated the ability of a tea master to extend

his authority beyond tea matters to ascend to a position of political influence.e?

336Kuwata, 95.

337 Dazai Shundai, (1680-1747)

338Paul Varley, "Chanoyu from Genroku to Modem Times," in Tea in Japan, 176.

339Robert Kramer, "Tea Cult in Japan,"(Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 1985),3.

340Early evidence of his involvement in important political affairs is found in a number
of letters showing that Rikyii was clearly informed of Hideyoshi's military movements and had
insight into the ruler's secret documents. During Hideyoshi's campaigns Rikyti stayed back in
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Oribe, too, could not have climbed to a rank within the military that was

comparable in prestige and importance to that which he assumed as chanoyu

master. Although he did not possess great power in economic terms, Oribe

commanded substantial respect in the chanoyu world from high-ranking

members of the warrior class. An anecdote from Rekko kanwa, for example,

described the subordinate position that daimyo and even Ieyasu took in the

presence of Oribe at a tea gathering.341 There is little evidence that Oribe abused

his role as chanoyu master to obtain political power. However, one cannot deny

that possibilities existed for him to extend and exercise his influence in political

matters, for Oribe's popularity among members of both the military and non-

military class was immense.

Osaka, and at times even took charge of Osaka Castle while Hideyoshi was away. Beatrice
Bodart-Bailey contends that Rikyu's fame and his influence on Japan's traditional arts made it
easy for later generations to view him has having occupied himself only with the aesthetics of
tea. However, his fame as the 'Father of Tea Ceremony' was largely attributable to his political
career as a prominent member of Hideyoshi's entourage and also for his tragic death. Bodart
Bailey, "Tea and Counsel," 73.

341According to Rekka kanwa, when Oribe arrived at a tea, Ieyasu gave Oribe his own
enza. Thereafter, daimyo held great respect for Oribe. Rekko kanwa, 98-99.
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CONCLUSION

Kimura Saki's coup attempt may have been a convenient excuse for the

Tokugawa government to arrest and depose Oribe from his position of cultural

influence. Whether Oribe was indeed guilty of treason is uncertain. Since his

fame and fortune were largely attributable to the patronage of Ieyasu and

Hidetada, it seems unlikely that Oribe would have been involved in a conspiracy

against the Tokugawa government. However, the fact that the death of nearly

all male members of his immediate family resulted from this incident verifies the

sentiment that Oribe posed a serious threat to the cultural as well as political

dominance of the Tokugawa.342

Military rulers had a justifiable concern over the growing influence of

chanoyu masters such as Oribe. The tea master's expertise on chanoyu and

chanoyu ware placed him in a position of great authority because tea

implements were so coveted by political rulers, who often had little background

on tea matters. Chanoyu practitioners such as Oribe, who became tea masters

342Kumakura, Ken'ei bunka no ketikyii, 60-l.
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for Hideyoshi and Tokugawa Ieyasu and Hidetada respectively, climbed to their

position of influence owing significantly to their skills and knowledge of tea

implements. In turn, the patronage they received from these military rulers

enhanced their status.

Having earned their cultural dominance through their expertise in tea as

well as political patronage, Rikyii and Oribe became the arbiters of taste in

chanoyu, even setting new standards of value for chanoyu ware. The extent of

their influence was visible in the popularization of tea implements made of

native wares or common materials, such as bamboo, which would have been

worthless before their time. These implements acquired unprecedented value

simply because Rikyii or Oribe had a preference for them. In view of the

political and economic value military rulers have historically attached to tea

implements, the rights Rikyii and Oribe acquired to determine the worth of

chanoyu ware demonstrated the enormity of their influence.

The authority they held over the administration of the denju or

transmission of esoteric chanoyu teachings also placed them in a position of

influence that transcended cultural boundaries, since the "license" to practice

chanoyu was also a political commodity dispersed by both Nobunaga and

Hideyoshi as a form of reward to their samurai subordinates. Rikyii's issuance
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of a denju to his daimyo disciples and Oribe's administration of such

transmission to the shogun, Hidetada, poignantly illustrated the extent and

profundity of a tea master's cultural authority over men of political power.

Military leaders, who were not unaware of the tea master's expanding

influence, made efforts to bring chanoyu tradition under their control.

Hideyoshi likely responded to Rikyii's growing popularity and cultural authority

by eventually ordering the death of the merchant tea master and replacing him

with Oribe, a military subordinate, in an attempt to bring chanoyu under his

politicalauthority.343 The transition from Rikyii to Oribe represented a stepping

stone towards this goal with the passing of chanoyu leadership from merchant

to military class.

Outwardly, Oribe's leadership in tea brought forth changes in chanoyu

that reflected greater sensitivity to the needs and interests of the samurai. He

played an instrumental role in the incorporation of chanoyu into the political

protocol of the military class and in the stylistic changes in tea ceremony to suit

343Hideyoshi was not quick to dispose of merchant-tea masters such as Rikyu owing to
his need to retain the support of the merchant class. As long as they constituted a powerful
political force, Hideyoshi had to address his authority not only to the warrior but to the
"common" class as well. Consequently, participants at his tea gatherings were not exclusively
daimyo, For example, Hideyoshi invited members of all social classes to the Great Kitano tea
party of 1588.
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such purposes. Such warrior-oriented aspects, however, represented only a

small component of his chanoyu.

The fact that Oribe was a tea master of a military background has

undoubtedly contributed to the misconception that he only practiced a chanoyu

suitable for the warrior. This notion was reinforced by the anecdote that

Hideyoshi appointed Oribe to create a chanoyu for the military because Rikyii's

tea was unsuitable for the samurai. There is no evidence for this. Yet, this story

is almost always mentioned in Oribe's biographies and in books on tea history

that make reference to him, and compels one to assume that Oribe practiced a

chanoyu that differed significantly from Rikyii's. The literature that sprung out

of the competition between various schools of tea during the mid-seventeenth

century concerning the issue of "orthodoxy," which essentially came to mean a

chanoyu lineage traceable to Rikyii, has also significantly influenced one's

perception of Oribe's chanoyu.

When orthodoxy became a central issue for members of competing tea

schools, Oribe's critics focused on and denounced those aspects of his chanoyu

which departed from the rustic and democratic tea style of Rikyii. Oribe

acquired the stigma of representing the iconoclast of chanoyu tradition. The

myths and fabrications the critics formulated at this time account for many
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misunderstandings about Oribe. The criticisms, which stemmed primarily from

the critics' need to justify their claims as the true successors of Rikyii's tea

tradition, more accurately described their own goals and interests rather than of

the person they criticized. However, the success of their endeavors is evident in

the fact that many today continue to associate Oribe with a chanoyu which

deviated from Rikyii's teachings. That an erroneous image of Oribe has

persisted over the centuries is indicative of the degree of confidence that

subsequent compilers of Oribe's biography and tea tradition have placed on

unreliable sources.

Oribe was not the heretic that his critics accused him of being. The

tendency to focus on the peculiarities or on those aspects that contrasted with

Rikyii's account for Oribe's iconoclastic image. Beneath this traditional view is a

tea practitioner whose creativity and approach to chanoyu, and even some

aesthetic preferences, were similar to Rikyu's. The contrasts in their chanoyu

styles may partly be attributable to the differences in their social backgrounds,

but more significantly to the political forces that ultimately came to control this

art form. Oribe's success and survival as tea master to the military rulers of his

time depended greatly upon his successful development of a tea that met their

political needs.
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Rikyii died too early to witness the dramatic developments of Oribe's tea

style, so he leftbehind no indications of approval or disapproval concerning the

directionhis disciple's chanoyu took. In view of Rikyti's advocacy of originality

in tea, however, one may speculate that he would have respected and

encouraged the development of Oribe's unique style. The criticisms by Rikyii's

ardent followers concerning the "unorthodoxy" or iconoclasm of Oribe's

chanoyu ironically attack those qualities in Oribe that Rikyii himself had

possessed and aimed to nurture in his students.

Although Oribe's architectural innovations accommodated the interests of

the ruling military lords, his chanoyu was too similar to Rikyt1's in spirit to

qualify as daimyo tea. The spirit of gekokujo permeated Oribe's chanoyu as

much as it did Rikyii's. Although Oribe was a samurai, his chanoyu activities

remained relatively free of government supervision, although not necessarily to

the liking ofhis military superiors. This lack of government interference pointed

to the existence of a boundary between the political and cultural order-a

boundary that the authority of political rulers such as Hideyoshi could not

always traverse successfully. Although Hideyoshi apparently made attempts to

extend his rule over the cultural realm, he was unable to do so completely owing

to his preoccupation with the politics of Japan's unification. The breakdown of
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the wall separating the political and cultural worlds did not take place during his

lifetimebut under Tokugawa rule.

The establishment of the Tokugawa order, which encompassed both

politics and culture, had a direct correlation to the decline in the cultural authority

of independent tea masters such as Oribe. Despite Oribe's efforts to customize

chanoyu for the samurai, the tea master became archaic figure. The separate

existenceof politics and culture prior to Japan's unification temporarily permitted

the independence and also co-existence of cultural authorities with political

rulers. However, this came to an end under Tokugawa rule when both politics

and culture became the domain of the government.

The Tokugawa government encroached upon a tea master's authority in

chanoyu by undermining it with government regulations on tea activities, such

as the sukiya onari. Tea masters had been the authorities on matters concerning

the preparations and format for this event until the Tokugawa assigned their

own officials to take over as key consultants. An instructor or advisor on

chanoyu no longer worked independently but had assigned duties regulated by

the Tokugawa political system. Chanoyu activities at an onari became entirely

regulated by the Tokugawa government.344 Daimyo expecting the shogun's visit

344Ibid., 5.
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received instructions from Tokugawa officials on preparations for an onari on

such matters as the construction of rooms, the appropriate tea utensil displays

and even the selection of the shobanshu or guests who were to accompany the

shogun to the chanoyu portion of the event.

The practice of sukiya onari did not continue beyond the third Tokugawa

shogun, Iemitsu. Yabe Seiichiro speculates that the discontinuation was

attributable to the completion of the bakuhan system by Iemitsu's time. The

sukiya onari may have outgrown its usefulness as a means to keep tabs on the

political and economic status of the daimyo. Other, more effective methods of

keeping the daimyo's loyalty and his financial resources in check, such as the

sankin kotai, may account for its discontinuation. The development of other

ideologicalmeans with which to legitimize and sanctify Tokugawa rule may also

have contributed to minimizing the importance of the sukiya onari.345

The Tokugawa also acquired ultimate control over the distribution and

ownership of meibutsu, which had come to symbolize cultural authority. The

successive Tokugawa shoguns continued to reward daimyo with meibutsu.

345Ideological discourse constructed by intellectuals such as Fujiwara Seika, Suzuki
Shosan, effectively "deceived" the Japanese at that time into accepting the hierarchical social
order that the Tokugawa defined. Ooms, 289-290.
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However, the latter received them only on the basis of a lifetime loan. 346 In

other words, upon the death of a daimyo, these meibutsu and even those that

had originally belonged to the daimyo family had to be "returned" to the

Tokugawa ruler. For example, when Oribe died, his collection of tea utensils was

seized by the shogun, who took from it such items as Oribe's seitaka katatsuki

tea container, a tea scoop, and an ink stone.347 Numerous calligraphic scrolls and

other remaining chanoyu ware fell into the hands of government officials. The

Tokugawa family in this manner came to obtain almost all the meibutsu that had

formerly been in possession of the daimyo.348 It was not until the time of

Iemitsu (1603-1651), the third shogun, that the fervor towards collecting tea

treasures began to subside.

Tokugawa efforts to regulate chanoyu activities were consistent with their

aim to take control over traditional arts and culture in general. For example,

they usurped the hereditary authority of the Yagyu family, who headed the

school of swordsmanship, by interrupting their practice of master-disciple

transmission of knowledge or denju. While records indicated that shoguns up

346Nagashima, Chado bunka ronshii, vol. I, p. 165.

347Hosokawa ke ki and Buhen zatsudan in Dai Nihon shiryo, 96, 99-100. Letters written
by Hosokawa Tadaoki indicated that he sought the katatsuki, which was increasing in value. He
was unable to obtain this piece because the shogun wished to own it. Also see Sunpu on
wakemono odogu cho in Dai Nihon shiryo, 100.
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until Ietsuna received a license or menjo kaiden from the Yagyii, there are no

records of such transmission for the fifth Tokugawa ruler, Tsunayoshi. Robert

Kramer points out that this break in the denju practice demonstrated the

Tokugawa government's aims to control cultural reproduction. 349

Similarly, the custom of having a tea master to instruct chanoyu to the

shogun came to an end with Oribe, After his death, his top disciple, Kobori

Enshii, became the country's leading tea master. However, unlike Oribe, Enshii

did not provide chanoyu instructions but merely prepared tea for the shogun,

Iemitsu. KatagiriSekishu was Enshii's successor. He, too, simply prepared and

served tea to the fourth shogun, Ietsuna, but did not become his chanoyu

Instructor.w

Oribe's successful chanoyu career was terminated by the unification

politics that had originally thrust him into this career. As cultural tradition came

under the close supervision of the government, no longer was there a place for

chanoyu masters such as Rikyu and Oribe. With Oribe's death, the gekokujo

spirit of the Sengoku era, which inspired both Rikyu and Oribe, passed from

chanoyu.

348Nagashima, 165.

349Kramer, 11.

350Nagashima, 270.
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EPILOGUE

ORIBE RYU TODAY-AN UNBROKEN TRADITION?

Evolution of the Chanoyu Ryii and the Iemoto System

Kikigaki and other documents on Oribe's chanoyu are essentially all that

the presentday tea practitioners have on which to base their speculations on his

chanoyu tradition. Since many of these documents have been subjected to

changes over the years of copying and printing, there can be no certainty as to

how accurately the tea services that Oribe ryii members perform today resemble

what Oribe himself may have practiced. Koshin Sosa argued that the idea in

chanoyu instruction was not to write down esoteric teachings but to transmit

them from heart to heart.351 Secret skills and techniques that were transmittable

only by means of a visual or physical demonstration often represented the core

351Tsutsui, 9. Also see Kumakura, Mukashi no chanoyu, 126. Kumakura states that
members of the Sen family were less inclined to write on Rikyir's chanoyu since their blood ties
to the tea master were often sufficient proof that they were the heir to Rikyii's tea. Others, such
as Sugiki Fusai, who received training from Sen Sotan, wrote on chanoyu as a means to
demonstrate their knowledge of Rikyii's practices and illustrate the legitimacy of their chanoyu.
Koshin's statement concerning the heart to heart transmission of teachings seem to have been
aimed at undermining the importance of the writings of Sen Sotan's chanoyu disciples such as
Fusai.
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of the soden or transmission of teachings from the tea master to his student.

Since such knowledge was not always translatable into written language, aspects

of Oribe's tea have undoubtedly become lost.352

An extensive and long-term preservation of such an intangible cultural art

form (mukei bunka) thus was contingent primarily upon its continued practice

than on written records. It was not until the mid-Edo period that there evolved

in chanoyu an institution called the iemoto system that ensured the preservation

of such traditions and practices.353 The continued existence and prosperity of the

Sen family school of tea, for example, reflected their successful incorporation of

the iemoto system. Members of the Oribe tyii, on the other hand, failed to

adopt this system. Consequently, despite efforts to revive the practice of Oribe's

chanoyu the school did not flourish but diminished in size.

352The same can be said for the chanoyu of the Sen family. According to Kumakura
Isao, Gengensai, the eleventh generation grand master of Urasenke, restored tea services that
supposedly had been practiced by Rikyii but had since become obsolete. Apparently, what
Gengensai was able to gather on Rikyii's temae based on old tea records was insufficient. He
thus relied heavily on his own imagination and creativity to restore and revive the practice of
old tea services. Whether one can call these temae authentic practices of Rikyii is disputable.
Ibid., 165.

353A position similar to the iemoto existed as early as the Heian period in cultural
traditions of the aristocrats such as kedo (the art of poetry) and gagaku (court music) although a
title such as ''iemoto''was not yet in use. It was not until the Edo period when the pursuit of
culture became widely popular that such iemoto-like figures began to appear in the cultural
traditions of various social classes. During the Kansei to Kyowaeras (1789-1804), the term iemoto
was in use in reference to the masters of the military arts and also noh drama. Nishiyama, 25,
77. Also see Tsutsui, 77.
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The present existence of the Oribe tyii or school provides an impression

that the chanoyu tradition of Furuta Oribe has continued unbroken since his

lifetime. On the contrary, the Oribe tyii that we know today may have origins

as late as the Meiji period (1868-1906), when Furuta Sokan, a descendent of

Oribe, began to teach chanoyu in Tokyo. Since there is no evidence that

surviving family members of Oribe preserved or continued to practice his

teachings, whether the chanoyu that Sokan taught truly represented the

tradition of the tea master is questionable.

The term Oribe ryii came into use for the first time in the Meiji period.

According to Fukui Uemonki, a kikigaki or hearsay accounts of Fukui Vernon on

his conversations with Sugiki Fusai, there were numerous tyii in existence by the

seventeenth century. Fukui Vernon, who wrote the document in 1682, indicated

that there were various ryii of chanoyu, the majority of which were shiryii or

branches of Rikyu's tea.354

Although the tea techniques of these tyii were not very distinct at this

time, certain ryii stood out from the rest. The basis for the popularity of a

particular ryii was proof of its orthodoxy and often its association with the

political rulers of the time. Since chanoyu functioned as a useful medium for

354Nishiyama, 389-90.
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interaction among members of the political and social elite, ambitious samurai

sought instruction in tenka no chedn or the chanoyu of those at the center of

power. The chanoyu of the shogun naturally became the most popular among

the various tyii. When Sekishii replaced Enshii to become the chanoyu master

to prepare tea for the fourth shogun, Ietsuna, the officials of the bakufu switched

from the chanoyu they were practicing to the Sekishii ryii.355 Even lords of

outlying provinces, such as Date Masamune in Sendai, changed from Enshii ryii

to the chanoyu enjoyed by the shogun. Political changes thus significantly

governed the popularity of certain chanoyu styles. Through the Kanbun, Empo

and Genroku periods (1661-1704), an awareness of political developments and

the selection of the appropriate ryii were issues of great importance to both

chanoyu instructors and samurai tea practitioners.

The Tokugawa shoguns' tea masters, Oribe, Enshii and Sekishii, were

military lords and not professional chajin. In contrast to the tradition of

hereditary transmission in martial arts, such as swordsmanship headed by the

Yagyii family, the families of daimyo chanoyu instructors did not inherit the

position of tea master.356 Had tea been a tradition of a samurai family such as

the Furuta, its members would have attempted to preserve the individual style

355Ibid., 381-2.
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and teachings of Oribe and produced an heir to succeed the tea master. Since this

was not the case, the successor to Oribe was Enshii rather than a member of the

Furuta family. Enshti also was succeeded not by a family heir but by Sekishu.

Such lack of hereditary transmission permitted changes in chanoyu to occur

readily.

Changes in chanoyu and the proliferation of tyii are attributable to the

practice of kanzen snden or the complete transmission of teachings from the

teacher to his disciple. The relationship between the tea master and his student

was such that once the disciple received the soden or transmission of teachings

from his instructor, he became independent of his master and was able to take

on his own students and thereby establish his own ryii. Oribe, after receiving

the soden from Rikyii, became tea master and acquired his own disciples.

Enshii, upon receipt of the soden from Oribe, had his own following of students.

The evolution of the iemoto system brought significant changes in the

transmission of teachings and curtailed the outgrowth of new ryii. The disciple

no longer received a kanzen soden but a fukanzen soden or an incomplete

transmission, which permitted the iemoto or grand master to retain his full

authority over his disciples by controlling their teaching activities. The student

356Ibid., 365.
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received a chiikan kyoju kino, a license which limited his teaching rights and

thereby prevented him from achieving a status equivalent to the iem0 to.

Moreover, the position of the iemoto, who possessed the ultimate authority over

the administration of licenses and the soden, became one most often reserved

for a family heir, as was the case for the Sen schools of tea, or at times for an

exceptionally talented disciple, who might be a candidate for adoption into the

family.

Precisely when the practice of fukanzen soden replaced the kanzen snden

to constitute the iemoto system is unclear. Tsutsui Hiroichi believes that the

practice of fukanzen soden even among Sen family members occurred not until

the Bunka (1804-1817) and Bunsei (1818-1829) eras of the Edo period.357 The

proliferation of various schools that branched out of the Senke ryii up until this

time is evidence of the continued practice of kanzen soden. Many of the disciples

of Sen Sosa, Sotan and Soshitsu started their own ryii over which they had full

authority. For example, the disciples of Omotesenke's Sen Sosa, such as Matsuo

357Tsutsui, 71. According to Nishiyama Matsunosuke, it was during the time of
[oshinsai (1705-51) that the administration of kanzen soden had gradually begun to diminish in
the Senke ryii. [oshinsai laid the foundations for the establishment of an iemoto system by
taking increasing control over the administration of the soden, including those of his disciples'
students. He allowed disciples to teach on his behalf, thereby enabling him to obtain a large
following. [oshinsai, however, held the ultimate rights over the siiden of all students.
Nishiyama, 426-7.
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Soji, Mitani Sochin and Horiuchi Senkaku each started their own school of tea.358

The students of Omotesenke's seventh iemoto, Joshinsai, such as Kawamura

Kyokuzen and Kawakami Fuhaku, also started their own schools.359 Hayamizu

Sotatsu, the disciple of Urasenke's Itto Soshitsu, began the Hayamizu ryii. 360

The term iemoto came into use during the mid-eighteenth century but

simply signified the master of a household. Seki Chikusen made such use of this

term when he referred to his tea master, Chikushin, the fifth generation tea

master of the Yabunouchi family, as iemoto in Chawa shinko 0, which he

compiled during 1718.361 Kawakami Fuhaku in his memoirs, Fuhaku hikki,

which he compiled 1783, also made reference to his tea master, Joshinsai, as an

iemoto. For both Fuhaku and Chikusen, the term apparently indicated the

household master or goshujin rather than the head of a particular "school" of

chanoyu as the term today implies.362 However, their reference to the head

masters of the Sen and Yabunouchi families as iemoto has led to a

358Sen Sosa, (1678-1730); Matsuo Soni, (1677-1752); Mitani Sochin, (1665-1741); Horiuchi
Senkaku, (dates unavailable).

359Kawamura Kyokuzen, (1679-1761); Kawakami Fuhaku, (1719-1807).

360Hayamizu Sotatsu, (1727-1809); Itto Soshitsu, (1719-1771).

361Tsutsui, 75.

362Ibid., 76.
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misunderstanding that they were grand masters of an iemoto system that was

already in existenceduring their time.

It was in the late eighteenth century that the term iemoto acquired a

definition that signified an authoritative position as the head of a particular

cultural art. Morisada manko written by Kitagawa Kiso at around this time

described the iemoto as having the authority to administer a license to teach.

This license took the form of natori or name taking whereby the student

received a professional name from the iemoto.363 This practice first began in

traditional Japanese music (hogaku) and later spread to religion and the military

and also cultural arts such as chanoyu.

Sugiki Fusai and Yabunouchi Chikushin were among the first to

demonstrate an awareness of their own authoritative position and to exercise

control over the administration of the soden by furnishing a written permission

or license to practice their chanoyu.364 According to Nochi mukashi monogeteri,

a compilation from 1803, one paid an iemoto to receive instructions and to

receive the soden. Fusai indeed had already begun to view the soden of his

chanoyu techniques as a profitable commodity and capitalized on it to pay for his

363Nishiyama, 18. Also in use was the term sake, which had the same meaning as an
iemoto.

364Sugiki Fusai (1626-1706); Yabunouchi Chikushin (1679-1745).
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daily livingexpenses.365 Despite the authority both Fusai and Chikushin wielded

over the transmission of teachings, they made no attempt to restrict the teaching

activitiesof their disciples once they administered the snden.

The Shoryii iemoto kan, a one-page directory on the iemoto from

sometime during the late eighteenth to early nineteenth century, provided a

definition that confined the term, as it applied to chanoyu, to represent the heads

of specific schoolsof tea. It identified the heads of the three Sen families, Omote,

Ura and Mushanokoji Senke, as the iemoto. 366 It indicated that Oribe and a

number of other chajin could not be called iemoto because their ryii was simply

an offshoot from Rikyii's chanoyu and, moreover, they lacked the proper blood

ties to the tea master.367 According to the Shoryii iemoto kan, the iemoto of

chanoyu was necessarily of the Sen family and the title had to be inherited.

Authority and special rights over the transmission of teachings apparently came

to represent a valuable and inheritable estate.368 The preservation of these rights

365Nishiyama, 77.

366Tsutsui,77. Also see Nishiyama, 17-18. The definition of iemoto in Shotyii iemoto
kan included the heads of Shinto, Buddhism, mountaineering asceticism, Confucianism,
medicine, divination, flower arrangement, chanoyu, incense ceremony, etc.

367There is speculation that Sotan ironically was not a blood relative of Rikyii.
According to Tsutsui, Sotan was the child of Shean (the step son of Rikyii) but Genpaku Satan
monjo, a collection of Sotan's letter compiled by Sen Sosa, indicated that Sotan was the son of
Doan. Tsutsui, 50.

368Nishiyama, 65.
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within the family, whether its members shared actual or fictive blood ties, was

fundamental to the establishment of the iemoto system.

The Sen family, because of their blood relationship to Rikyu, had a

stronger claim to the title of iemoto of Rikyii's chanoyu than did other tea

practitioners. Consequently, Sen family members became tea instructors to

many daimyo. However, they were unlike their samurai counterparts, such as

Oribe, Enshii and Sekishii, because they were not and did not become military

retainers.s? They were professional chajin that the daimyo hired rather than

appointed to provide instruction in chanoyu. Thus, they enjoyed considerable

freedom in their tea activities. Such circumstances may have helped to keep the

Sen family tea from evolving into a deimyti cha that exclusively catered to the

interests of the military lords.

Otibe Ryii and the Iemoto System

Unlike the Sen family, where generations, through hereditary

transmission, assumed the role of iemoto to preserve and continue their tea

tradition, Oribe did not have a family heir to succeed him in chanoyu. After

Rikyii's death, a military background had become a criteria in the selection of tea

369Ibid., 395.
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instructor to the shogun. Oribe as well as all of his successors were from a

respectable warrior class. However, those who filled the role of tea master to

the political ruler were to remain first and foremost a military retainer, despite

their frequent involvement in tea. Their chanoyu activities were secondary to

their military duties, and their political success and survival seemed contingent

upon their acknowledgment of this priority.

Oribe was not a tea master by profession. Although he had a

considerable following, he was not an iemoto who preserved a chanoyu

tradition. Anecdotes state that Oribe's step brother, Shigetsugu, received a denju

from Oribe. When Oribe died in 1615, Shigetsugu's family in Bungo in Kyushu

continued to practice Oribe's chanoyu.

Shigetsugu died during the Bunroku campaign and is said to have passed

on Oribe's teachings to his younger brother, Furuta Shigenao. Shigenao secretly

practiced Oribe's chanoyu in Bungo where he served the Nakagawa family.F?

Since Oribe was a criminal in the eyes of the Tokugawa, Shigenao supposedly did

not openly practice Oribe's chanoyu and kept his teachings from spreading

outside the Furuta family. How Shigenao learned Oribe's chanoyu is uncertain.

Since Shigenao was still a young child when Oribe died, it is unknown whether

370Akimoto, 154-155.
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he had the opportunity to receive instruction from Oribe or even witness his

chanoyu. Shigenao likely practiced chanoyu, since most samurai had some

training in tea. However, whether he practiced the chanoyu style of Oribe is

questionable. Even if he had, Shigenao, like many, probably switched to the

chanoyu style practiced by the ruling elite, taking up Enshii and Sekishii ryii.

Nonetheless, Shigenao became heir to Oribe's chanoyu tradition and to what

remained of Oribe's tea utensil collection after the Tokugawa confiscated a

number of meibutsu that the tea master possessed.

The Furuta family did not begin to openly practice and teach Oribe's

chanoyu until after the Meiji Restoration in 1868. There is speculation that since

the Furuta were samurai, they refrained from becoming professional tea

instructors, an occupation that was not respectable for members of the military

class during the Tokugawa era. The abolition of the Tokugawa social hierarchy

allowed Furuta Sokan, who was the retainer to the Nakagawa family in Kyushu,

to freely engage in tea as a profession. 371 Having the proper blood ties to Oribe

to name himself the iemoto of the Oribe tyii, Sokan moved from Bungo to

Tokyo in 1898 and began to teach Oribe's chanoyu. He even created an

organization called Chado onchikei, which promoted the practice of tea.

371 Furuta Sokan, (1839-1913).
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Sokan's move to Tokyo during the late Meiji period was timely since it

was not until the latter years of this era that chanoyu began to prosper again.

Until then, the popularity of traditional cultural arts such as chanoyu had

diminished. Although the cultivation of tea, an important commodity for export

particularly to America, flourished during the early Meijiperiod, the practice of

chanoyu nearly vanished as the finances of its supporters diminished.F- The

former patrons of chanoyu, the samurai and merchant-townsmen, were

bankrupt and no longer able to support chanoyu.v> Additionally, many

Japanese clamored to emulate and adopt the culture of the West in the name of

bunmei kaika (an enlightened civilization) and abandoned many traditional arts

such as chanoyu. Without patrons or students, the tea masters who taught

chanoyu as a profession found themselves in dire financial straits. Unfavorable

conditionssuchas this continued until the mid-Meiji period.

The revivalof chanoyu occurred at around the time of the Russo-Japanese

war of 1904-1905. The dramatic growth of capitalism and nationalism were both

beneficialto the regeneration and prosperity of chanoyu. The cry for the revival

of Japanese tradition spurred by cultural nationalism led to a renewed interest in

372America imported a large quantity of tea, particularly from Shizuoka, for the tannin
for treating leather.

373Harada Tomohiko, Chado bunka shi, (Kyoto: Shibunkaku, 1981), 175.
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tea ceremony. There appeared publications expounding the role of chanoyu in

fostering patriotism.

Okakura Tenshin contributed tremendously to the revival of chanoyu by

writing in 1906 The Book of Tea, which was first published in English in New

York. 374 This book, which discussed the Japanese traditional lifestyle and culture

in psychological and spiritual terms, introduced Japanese culture overseas.

International acknowledgment undoubtedly aided the restoration of the

Japanese people's interest in and appreciation of chanoyu as a respectable

cultural art.

The growth of capitalism enabled the iemoto system to see even greater

prosperity in the late Meiji years than during the Edo period.375 As the snden

became increasingly profitable, there emerged a number of new tea schools, one

of which was the Oribe tyii.

As had been the case during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,

chanoyu once again became a popular pastime of the economic and political elite.

Sincethe possession of financial means continued to be a criteria for the practice

of tea, the revival of chanoyu, not surprisingly, occurred in the hands of the

374The pioneer of this kind of treatise was Chiga Kamon's Chado i kokuben published
in 1889. In this ten-page publication, Kamon described chanoyu as the embodiment of a
national spirit that cultivated reverence for the emperor. Kumakura, Kindai chedo shi no
ketikyii, 156.
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wealthy zaibatsu families. The meibutsu chanoyu ware that the wealthy

merchants and daimyo of the past had prized were now in the possession of

such industrialists as Mitsubishi's Iwasaki Yanosuke and Masuda Takashi, the

director of Mitsui.

In her study on Mitsui's Masuda Takashi, Christine Guth illustrates how

tea gatherings in the Meiji period were not unlike those in the Momoyama and

mid-Edo periods. The chakai continued to function as the meeting places of the

socialelite.376 The popularity of chanoyu among the industrialists of the Meiji

period is attributable to their interest in gaining social respectability. Guth points

out that despite the abolition of the Tokugawa social hierarchy, there continued

to remain a class consciousness and prejudices against those involved in

commercial activities.F? The industrialists of the Meiji period thus adopted the

cultural practices of the elite of the Tokugawa era. They emulated the samurai,

whose ideal was to maintain a balance between the cultural and martial arts. The

zaibatsu members sought to balance business and culture. Membership in

375Nishiyama,27.

376Manuals on chanoyu implements also resembled those from the Edo period. For
example, Takahashi Soan's Taisho rneikikan is almost identical to Matsudaira Fumai's Kokon
meibutsu ruijii.

377Christine Guth, Art, Tea, and Industry: Masuda Takashi and the Mitsui Circle,
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993), 144-5.
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chanoyu organizations, which was social club for the elite, became a status

symbol. 378

Sokan began his teaching activities at a time when chanoyu had become

an increasingly popular pastime and had acquired a significant role in the

business practices of zaibatsu. Among Sokan's students was Okazaki Enchii, an

employee of Iwasaki Yanosuke.F? Enchii, formerly a samurai in Okayama,

moved to Tokyo to join Iwasaki's Mitsubishi company. Like his employer,

Enchii took great interest in chanoyu. Although he studied various chanoyu

styles, he favored the Oribe ryii, in which he received instruction and eventually

a snden from Sokan, It is likely that his great enthusiasm for Oribe's chanoyu

helped to popularize this style of tea among members of the zaibatsu chanoyu

groups.

378Tea appealed to the industrialists for the same reasons it had appealed to the
sixteenth century daimyo, Possession of meibutsu continued to be a symbol of economic power
and prestige. Chanoyu provided a framework in which the zaibatsu would socialize and
display their wealth and personal cultivation. According to Guth, Matsuda held the "conviction
that [chanoyu] was an aesthetic discipline and a form of entertainment that could also instill
company values and reinforce the social hierarchy." Since Masuda often preferred the tea
gathering as the setting for business discussions, it was to the advantage of aspiring company
executives to have training in chanoyu. In Tokyo, Masuda often held tea gatherings for other
industrialists such as Yasuda Zenjiro, Asabuki Eiji, Hara Tomitaro, Nezu Kaichiro, Takahashi
Soan and Dan Takuma. In 1902, Fujita Denzaburo, a business associate of Masuda, created a
group called jiihachikai in Tokyo. In the Kansai area, prominent businessmen who were active
in chanoyu included Matsumoto Jutaro, Tanaka Ichibei, Sumitomo Kichizaemon, Hirase Roka,
and Murayama Ryiihei. Politicians such as Inoue Kaoru (l836-1915) also took great interest in
chanoyu. Inoue was Minister of Public Works, Public Affairs, Agriculture, and Commerce,
Finance, Foreign Affairs. Guth, 130.

3790kazaki Enchu (1840-1905).
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There are two styles of tea that make up the chanoyu of the Oribe ryii-

the wabi and the shikisei styles. Enchu focused primarily on the wabi style of

tea, which was the more popular of the two styles at this time. He joined

Ishiguro Tadanori to become a member of the Wakeikai, a sixteen-member

chanoyu organization founded by Ishiguro, and participated in a number of tea

gatherings.38o

In 1902, EnchU: made an important literary contribution to studies in

chanoyu. He compiled Tencha kappa, a thirteen-volume chanoyu manual which

covered such topics as tea services, rooms, gardens, etiquette and chanoyu wares

as well as the lineage of tea masters.P! Basedon information he gathered from

seventy-nine kinds of chanoyu sources, Enchii compared the wabi tea of Oribe

with other chanoyu traditions, such as that of Rikyii and Hosokawa Sansai.

380Ishiguro Tadanori Kyoo (1845-1941) was a medical doctor in the military. The
members of the Wakeikai were of various backgrounds. They included daimyo, aristocrats,
military officers, doctors, scholars as well as lacquerers and rice merchants.

381Although members of the Oribe ryii herald Enchfi for the revival of Oribe's
chanoyu, Enchii himself seems not to have belonged to the Oribe ryii or any particular school of
tea. In the introductory chapter of the first volume, Enchu lamented the fact that members of
the various ryii were critical of each other's styles. Enchti yearned for the chanoyu of Murata
Shuko's days when such competition of ryUwas nonexistent. He indicated that an ideal guest at
a gathering should not criticize the way in which the host performed the tea service. Enchii
stated that even if there are rules for one to follow, one should not be bound by them
completely. He contended that one's choice of tea services and utensils are never right or
wrong but expressions of an individual's personality. Okazaki Enchii, Tencha kappa, vol. I, pp.
36, 44,45.
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Endni began to write a manual on Oribe's shikisei tea but died before

completing it.

Another exceptionally talented disciple of Sokan and an instrumental

figure in the revival of Oribe's chanoyu was Hara Tesseki.382 Tesseki was a

samurai from Akasu in Shinshti. Although wabi tea was the more popular of

the two styles, he chose to practice Oribe's shikisei chanoyu in which he received

the soden from Sokan. His attraction to the stately and ceremonial shikisei style

may be attributable to his stereotypical military upbringing. Tesseki's

background reveals a profile of an ideal samurai, who had training since

childhood in martial arts as well as national learning, poetry, calligraphy and

painting. He wrote a treatise on tea. However, the manuscript was destroyed

during theKanto earthquake in 1923.

Akimoto Zuiami stated that Tesseki succeeded Sokan to become the

fifteenth generation tea master of the Oribe tyii. However, according to an

account provided by Asano Bokushun, abbot of Koshoji, neither Tesseki nor

Enchii succeeded Sokan to become iem0 to. Although both were gifted

practitioners of Oribe's chanoyu and contributed significantly to its revival,

Sokan chose his daughter, Furuta Sakiko, to become the fifteenth generation

382Hara Tesseki (1848-1930).
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iemoto of the Oribe ryii.383 Sakiko, however, was the last iemoto from the

Furuta family. Sokan's grandson, Furuta Tatsuo, who would have been the

successor, died in 1919. Thus, without a family heir, the title of sixteenth

generation iemoto went to a non-family member, Akimoto Zuiami.

Zuiami was originally a practitioner of Kobori Enshii's chanoyu, but later

switched to Oribe ryii. Although Zuiami succeeded Sakiko to became the next

iemoto, it was not from her that he received the soden in Oribe's chanoyu.

Zuiami received the transmission of teachings from Hara Tesseki, under whom

he studied Oribe's shikisei style.

Zuiami made notable contributions to the revival of Oribe tyii, one of

which was the creation in 1935 of the Oribe Kikyiiksi. a chanoyu group devoted

to preserving and continuing the tea tradition of Oribe. Presently, there are

several hundred members in the Kikyokai, but only about one hundred are

activelypracticing Oribe ryii. The Kikyokei principally practices Oribe's shikisei

tea.384

383During the latter part of the Meiji (1868-1912) to the Taisho period (1912-1926) many
women took up chanoyu. Chanoyu even became a part of women's school curriculum. Many
who were widowed during the Russo-Japanese war became tea instructors by profession.
Harada, 177-78.

384In 1959,Kikyokai members performed a shikisei style tea service for members of the
imperial family. Akimoto,7.
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Zuiami's efforts at promoting the chanoyu of Oribe were rewarded with

the acknowledgment by the Chiba prefectural board of education in 1955 of

Oribe ryii's status as a mukei bunkazai or intangible cultural treasure. This title

reflected the success of Zuiarni and the generations of iemoto before him in

elevating the status of tea masters from one which the Meiji government initially

designated as geinin or entertainers into guardians of a respectable cultural

tradition.385 Another significant accomplishment of Zuiami was the publication

of his book on Furuta Oribe and his chanoyu titled, Ryiiso Furuta Oribe no kami

to sana chado, in 1938.

After the death of Zuiarni, the title of iemoto went to the abbots of

Koshoji, Oribe's family temple. The seventeenth generation iemoto of Oribe ryii

was the Asano Bokushun Ounsai. He was then followed by the current abbot of

Koshoji, Nagato Cenko Kaian, who, ironically, is not an aficionado of chanoyu.

Bokushun is said to have received training in both the shikisei and wabi styles of

Oribe's chanoyu. However, it is unlikely that Nagato Genko received such

training due to his greater devotion to Zen rather than chanoyu. Moreover,

Reverend Nagato has expressed a distaste for the competitiveness between the

various chanoyu ryii members, including those of the Oribe tyii. Despite the

385Harada, 175.
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abbot's possession of the iemoto title, the leaders in the actual practice of Oribe

ryii are the Kikyokai officers, such as Akimoto Kiyoko, the daughter of Zuiami,

and Ito Tomohiko, one of Zuiami's top chanoyu students.

Oribe ryils wabi style continued after the death of Enchii. Although

Sokan did not name Enchii iemoto, he did transmit a kanzen stiden on this style

to Enchii, who, in tum, provided a kanzen soden to his own disciple, SaW Ensei.

Ensei then passed this tradition on to Nakata Enho, Tanaka Soun and also to

Bokushun.

Thosewho practiced Oribe's wabi style of tea. in Kyoto eventually formed

a chanoyu group called Koshokukai. This organization acquired over two

hundred members soon after its establishment in 1939. However, at present, its

membership consists of less than one hundred practitioners.386 The Koshokukai

practice s the webi style of Oribe's chanoyu in Kyoto.

Despite the existence of a figure called an iemoto in Oribe ryii, this title

ultimately became devoid of meaning or function as it passed on from Furuta

family members to the abbots of Koshoji. The figure who possessed this title

had neither the ultimate authority over the administration of the snden nor

386Akimoto Kiyoko, interview by author, 20 April 1990, Tokyo.
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control over the tea activities of Oribe ryii members. Consequently, compared

to two million students of Urasenke alone, the Oribe ryilhas a meager following.

The Oribe tyii's lack of prosperity is attributable to their inability to

ensure a succession of iemoto devoted to the practice and preservation of Oribe's

tea tradition. Moreover, the administration of the kanzen soden allowed

students to become independent of school once they received the transmission

of teachings. As a result, Oribe tyii practitioners lacked the kind of cohesiveness

shared by members of the Senke ryii, whose ties to the iemoto were firm. The

Sen family's successful adoption of the iemoto system permitted the

establishment within their schools of rules that governed the tea activities of all

of the students. The master-disciple relationship between the iemoto and his

students continued indefinitely. The iemoto system secured the grand tea

master's superior status over his students and insured continuous economic

support for the school from his followers. 387

Oribe's tea tradition did not come to an abrupt end with the passing of

the iemoto title to the abbots of Koshoji. When Oribe transmitted a kanzen

soden to hisown disciples, his chanoyu became susceptible to changes. There

387The relationship between the iemoto and student remained unchanged as long as the
student did not violate the rules on teaching activities established by the grand master. The
iemoto had the authority to revoke his license and even excommunicate a student from the
school for any such violation.
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remained traces of Oribe's tea in the chanoyu of Enshfi, but they became

progressively fainter in the tea of Enshii's disciples and the followers thereafter.

Although the Oribe ryils practice of both the wabi and shikisei styles captures

the nature of Oribe's tea tradition, it is doubtful that their tea authentically

represents the chanoyu of Oribe.

Kikyokai and Koshokukai hold commemorative tea gatherings in Tokyo

and Kyoto annually to memorialize Oribe's achievements. Regardless of the

questionable authenticity of their chanoyu, the Oribe ryii has contributed

significantly to promoting a greater awareness and appreciation for Oribe's role

in tea history.
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APPENDIX A

PARTICIPANTS AT ORIBE'S CHANOYU GATHERINGS

Name Code Chakai Chakai (W) 10 10 ID Source
Dates (J) Dates Source Page #

Seta Kamon Masatada 160 T12:12:22 1584:12:22 military SJJ p.131

Sumivoshiva Somu 285 T13:2:13 1585:2:13 Sakai townsman KCD p.713

Tennoiiva SogyU 295 T13:2:13 1585:2:13 Sakai townsman KCD p.941

Furuta Shigekatsu 62 T14:12:26 1586:12:26 military SJJ p.210

Konishi Yukinaga 112 T14:12:26 1586:12:26 military SJJ p.99
Sokyii 287 T14:12:26 1586:12:26 townsman KCD p.115
Hosokawa Yiisai 82 T15:10:12 1587:10:12 military KCD p.1237
Imai SokyiI 253 T17:2:9 1589:2:9 Sakai townsman KCD p.ll5
Sen Shean 280 T17:2:9 1589:2:9 chaiin KCD p.748
Takeno Soga 293 T17:2:9 1589:2:9 chaiin KCD p.825
Tennoiiva Sobon 294 T17:2:9 1589:2:9 . Sakai townsman KCD p.942
Matsuya Hisavoshi 248 B5:3:9 1596:3:9 merchant KCD p.1285
Okava Doga 298 B5:3:9 1596:3:9 townsman MK p.86
Matsuva 248 K1:4:21 1596:4:21 merchant KCD p.1285

Inoue Genge 221 K2:9:11 1597:9:11 unknown n/a
Hisayoshi 248 K2:9:11 1597:9:11 merchant KCD p.1285

Ozaki Kisuke 276 K2:9:11 1597:9:11 townsman MK p.126

Doha 237 K4:10:10 1599:10:10 townsman CK p.219



IV......
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Name Code Chakai Chakai (W) 10 10 ID Source
Dates (J) Dates Source Page #

Shinmonseki 281 K4:10:10 1599:10:10 priest Ttl n/a
Matsuya Hisamasa 270 K4:10:17 1599:10:17 merchant KCD p.1285
Ozaki Kisuke 276 K4:10:17 1599:10:17 townsman MK p.126
Hisavoshi 248 K4:2:21 1599:2:21 merchant KCD p.1285

Kokiya Shirozamon 261 K4:2:21 1599:2:21 merchant OC p.55

Kova SoyU 263 K4:2:21 1599:2:21 merchant OC p.55

Okava Doga 298 K4:2:21 1599:2:21 townsman MK p.86

Mori Terumoto 30 K4:2:28 1599:2:28 military SJJ p.249

Kobavazawa ShUho 107 K4:2:28 1599:2:28 military N n/a
Karniya Satan 258 K4:2:28 1599:2:28 Hakata KCD p.309

townsman
Kanamori Izumo 20 K4:3:6 1599:3:6 military SIT p.76
Kobori Enshu 31 K4:3:6 1599:3:6 military SIT p.101
Ishikawa Bingo (Tadafusa) 90 K4:3:6 1599:3:6 military Ttl n/a
Tennoiiva Sobon 294 K4:3:6 1599:3:6 Sakai townsman KCD p.942

Ichiami 250 K5:12:8 1600:12:8 artisan (hishaku) KCD p.89

Shinmonseki 281 K5:12:8 1600:12:8 priest Ttl n/a
Tokuan 296 K5:12:8 1600:12:8 chato CK p.38

Date Masamune 7 K6:11:13 1601:11:13 military SJJ p.140

Arima Genba Tovouii 51 K6:11:14 1601:11:14 military SJJ p.16

Kisai (Nagai Shinzo) 224 K6:11:14 1601:11:14 unknown n/a
Karnava Dova 257 K6:11:14 1601:11:14 artisan KCD p.1065
Hisavoshi 248 K6:11:20 1601:11:20 merchant KCD p.1285
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Name Code Chakai Chakai (W) 10 10 ID Source
Dates m Dates Source Pa~e #

Saifukuin 400 K6:11:20 1601:11:20 priest KeD p.537
Seki Saiiiro 279 K6:11:20 1601:11:20 townsman MK p.l44
Masamune 7 K6:12:14 1601:12:14 daimyo SJJ p.140

HaneUkon 69 K6:12:14 1601:12:14 military N n/a
Tsuda Nagato Nobunari 177 K6:12:14 1601:12:14 military Sn p.155

Dova (Nishimura Dova) 239 K6:12:14 1601:12:14 artisan (kama) KCD p.l065

Ichiami 250 K6:12:14 1601:12:14 artisan (hishaku) KCD p.89

Shinmonseki 281 K6:12:14 1601:12:14 priest Ttl n/a
Tennojiya Kakuho 231 K6:12:14 1601:12:14 townsman MK p. 196

FOS p.66,67

Kanamori Izumo 20 K6:12:5 1601:12:5 military Sn p.76
Kurematsu Echigo 21 K6:12:5 1601:12:5 military SJJ p.94
Kuwayama Iga 22 K6:12:5 1601:12:5 military SIT p.97
Kobori Sasuke 31 K6:12:5 1601:12:5 military SJJ p.101
Ueda Mondo Soko 182 K6:12:5 1601:12:5 military SJJ p.43
Tennojiya Kakuho 231 K6:12:5 1601:12:5 townsman MK p.196

FOS p. 66, 67

Ishikawa Genba Mitsunaga 17 K6:1:24 1601:1:24 military Sn p.32

Oda Chobei [uhaku 203 K6:1:24 1601:1:24 military N n/a
Manase Dosan 268 K6:1:24 1601:1:24 doctor KCD p.1287

UedaSoko 182 K6:1:29 1601:1:29 military SIT p.43

Hisavoshi 248 K6:4:16 1601:4:16 merchant KCD p.1285
Saifukuin 400 K6:4:16 1601:4:16 priest KCD p.537
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Name Code Chakai Chakai (W) 10 10 ID Source
Dates (J) Dates Source PaRe #

Hisayoshi 248 K6:4:18 1601:4:18 merchant KCD p.1285
Saifukuin 400 K6:4:18 1601:4:18 priest KCD p.537
Hisayoshi 248 K6:5:3 1601:5:3 merchant KeD p.1285
Hisamasa 270 K6:5:3 1601:5:3 merchant KCD p.1285
Saifukuin 400 K6:5:3 1601:5:3 priest KCD p.537
IkomaShuri 84 K6:7:20 1601:7:20 military SJJ p.19
Tsuda Sobon 294 K6:7:20 1601:7:20 Sakai townsman KCD p.942

Matsuva 248 K6:9:25 1601:9:25 merchant KCD p.1285

Kyili 266 K7:10:18 1602:10:18 artisan KCD p.375
CC p.408

Shinmonseki 281 K7:12:14 1602:12:14 priest Ttl n/a
Yakuin (Yashiin) 296 K7:12:14 1602:12:14 doctor Ttl n/a
Matsuya 248 K7:12:19 1602:12:19 merchant KCD p.1285
Kurematsu Echigo 21 K7:2:9 1602:2:9 military SIT p.94
Itoya Domo 255 K7:2:9 1602:2:9 artisan KCD p. 109
Kasahara Sozen 291 K7:2:9 1602:2:9 townsmen CK p.33
Toriuri Sotsii 297 K7:2:9 1602:2:9 merchant OC p.78
Matsumura Dovo 342 K7:2:9 1602:2:9 unknown n/a
Matsuya 248 K7:5:13 1602:5:13 merchant KCD p.1285
Hisavoshi 248 K7:9:11 1602:9:11 merchant KCD p.1285
Dova 239 K8:6:3 16036:3 artisan KCD p.1065

Funakoshi 8 K8:10:4 1603:10:4 military KCD p.1194
MK p.217
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Name Code Chakai Chakai (W) 10 10 ID Source
Dates (n Dates Source Page #

J\saiNagannasa 52 K8:10:4 1603:10:4 military SIT p.9
Kanamori Nagachika 104 K8:10:4 1603:10:4 military SIT p.76
Inogai Ikai Shigemasa 389 K8:10:4 1603:10:4 unknown n/a
Koide Yoshimasa 110 K8:10:5 1603:10:5 military SIT p.98
Maeda Shigevoshi 121 K8:10:5 1603:10:5 military N n/a
Marro Kuraundo Sukemune 126 K8:10:5 1603:10:5 military Sn p.223

Mizoguchi Hidekatsu 138 K8:10:5 1603:10:5 military Sn p.241

Dodai 311 K8:11:9 1603:11:9 unknown n/a
Koshi Rvochi 339 K8:11 :9 1603:11:9 unknown n/a
Taiso 367 K8:11:9 1603:11:9 unknown n/a
Kanannori Izu no kami 20 K8:12:18 1603:12:18 military SIT p.76
Ito Kamon Harutoki 95 K8:12:18 1603:12:18 military Ttl n/a
Tsuda Shobei 178 K8:12:18 1603:12:18 military SIT p.155
Yuasa Ukon daibu 194 K8:12:18 1603:12:18 military SIT p.264
OdaUraku 204 K8:12:18 1603:12:18 military KeD p.227
Okuyama daizen 207 K8:12:18 1603:12:18 military Ttl n/a
Nomura Sanitiro 393 K8:12:18 1603:12:18 unknown n/a
Kurokawa ChikuzenMasahide 116 K8:12:21 1603:12:21 military Ttl n/a
Mizuno Kochi 140 K8:12:21 1603:12:21 military Ttl n/a
Sakakibara Yasumasa 153 K8:12:21 1603:12:21 military Sn p.115

Takigawa Bungo 170 K8:12:21 1603:12:21 military Ttl n/a
Dohaku 238 K8:12:21 1603:12:21 townsman MK p.427
Kurematsu Echigo 21 K8:1:13 1603:1:13 military SIT p.94
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Name Code Chakai Chakai (W) 10 10 ID Source
Dates (J) Dates Source Page #

Inaba Kuraundo 99 K8:1:13 1603:1:13 military Ttl n/a
Matsuva 248 K8:1:17 1603:1:17 merchant KCD p.1285
Yabunouchi Shochi 187 K8:1:5 1603:1:5 chaiin KCD p.1369
Matsuya 248 K8:1:5 1603:1:5 merchant KCD p.1285

Kobori Sasuke 31 K8:2:1 1603:2:1 military Sn p.101

Marikoii Masafusa 225 K8:2:1 1603:2:1 unknown n/a

Anchu 302 K8:2:1 1603:2:1 unknown n/a

Shosei 361 K8:2:1 1603:2:1 unknown n/a

Hijikata Tango 10 K8:2:23 1603:2:23 military SJJ p.202

HojoMino 14 K8:2:23 1603:2:23 military Sn p.213

Bessho Bunge Yoshiharu 54 K8:2:23 1603:2:23 military SIT p.211
Harunaga Sarna 46 K8:2:7 1603:2:7 military SIT p.62
Imai Soden 251 K8:2:7 1603:2:7 Edo townsman KCD p.116
Tokuio 371 K8:2:7 1603:2:7 unknown n/a
Kuwavama Iga 22 K8:3:1O 1603:3:10 military Sn p.97

Matsudaira Taisui 130 K8:3:10 1603:3:10 military Ttl n/a
Murakami Boshii(yoshiaki) 142 K8:3:10 1603:3:10 military Sn p.247

Matsudaira Demon Masatsuna 25 K8:4:20 1603:4:20 military Sn p.233
Hase Sanuki (Hasegawa) 70 K8:4:20 1603:4:20 military Ttl n/a
Honda Tadakatsu 75 K8:4:20 1603:4:20 military SJJ p.220

Coto Shoni 246 K8:4:20 1603:4:20 unknown n/a
Dokei 111 K8:4:25 1603:4:25 artisan KCD p.529
Terazawa Shisu (Hirotaka) 173 K8:4:25 1603:4:25 military Sn p.158
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Name Code Chakai Chakai (W) 10 10 ID Source
Dates (J) Dates Source Page #

Hashi Hanzaemon 218 K8:4:25 1603:4:25 military CK p.193
Honiubo 249 K8:4:29 1603:4:29 priest KeD p.1251
Yamaoka Sogai 286 K8:4:29 1603:4:29 chate> CK p.46
Shiova Sosa 288 K8:4:29 1603:4:29 townsman CK p.32

Doboku 308 K8:4:29 1603:4:29 unknown n/a
Ichiami 250 K8:5:22 1603:5:22 artisan KCD p.89

Kyiii 266 K8:5:22 1603:5:22 artisan KeD p.375
TK p.408

Shinmonseki 281 K8:5:22 1603:5:22 priest Ttl n/a
Maki SukeemonMakimura or 124 K8:5:24 1603:5:24 military N n/a
Makino
Sate> Suruga Katatada 159 K8:5:24 1603:5:24 military SIT p.110
Yamamoto Shin-gozaemon 193 K8:5:24 1603:5:24 unknown n/a
Hikita Ukon 11 K8:6:3 1603:6:3 military Ttl n/a
FuseyaHida 64 K8:6:3 1603:6:3 military SIT p.209
Ishikawa HigoYasukatsu 91 K8:6:3 1603:6:3 military T n/a
Shohoii 283 K8:6:3 1603:6:3 priest N n/a
Hayashi Gonpachi 322 K8:6:3 1603:6:3 unknown n/a
Ihaku 325 K8:6:3 1603:6:3 unknown n/a
Matsubara N aiki(Corobei) 127 K8:6:4 1603:6:4 military Ttl n/a
Nishikawa Iyo(Katamori) 152 K8:6:4 1603:6:4 military Ttl n/a
Fukuda Zen'uemon 316 K8:6:4 1603:6:4 unknown n/a
Kuwayama Hoin(Iga) 22 K8:7:25 1603:7:25 military SIT p.97
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Name Code Chakai Chakai (W) 10 10 ID Source
Dates (J) Dates Source Page #

Takenaka Izu Shigetoshi 38 K8:7:25 1603:7:25 military Sn p.147

Nakagawa 147 K8:7:3 1603:7:3 military Ttl n/a
Tsushimalvlitsushige

Fuiiki Kodaivii 217 K8:7:3 1603:7:3 military Ttl n/a
Ikeda Kahei 388 K8:7:3 1603:7:3 military N n/a
UHyogo 41 K8:8:17 1603:8:17 military Ttl n/a
Fuse Demon Sakvo no suke 63 K8:8:17 1603:8:17 military Ttl n/a
Kori Shima 118 K8:8:17 1603:8:17 military CK p.78

Jakufukuin 284 K8:8:17 1603:8:17 priest N n/a
Doe 315 K8:8:17 1603:8:17 artisan KCD p.529
Jozo or [osan 333 K8:8:17 1603:8:17 unknown n/a
Yamada Gorosaku 383 K8:8:17 1603:8:17 unknown n/a
Kurematsu UheiEchigo no 21 K8:8:2 1603:8:2 military Sn p.94
kami
TakedaHoin 292 K8:8:2 1603:8:2 military N n/a
Nyiitoku 353 K8:8:2 1603:8:2 unknown n/a
Kuki Nagato no kami 113 K8:2:7 1603:8:2:7 military Sn p.91

Okubo Hayato 198 K8:8:9 1603:8:9 military Ttl n/a
Shimizu Dokan 309 K8:8:9 1603:8:9 chaiin KCD p.620

Nishi Hanzaemon 352 K8:8:9 1603:8:9 unknown n/a
Hisavoshi 248 K8:9:11 1603:9:11 merchant KCD p.1285

Hojo Mino nokami 14 K8:no date 1603:no date military SJJ p.213

Kuwayama Iga 22 K8:no date 1603:no date military Sn p.97
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Name Code Chakai Chakai (W) ID ID ID Source
Dates (n Dates Source Page #

Kobori Sakusuke 31 K8:no date 1603:no date military Sn p.101
'reae Sakuto 43 K8:no date 1603:no date military Sn p.165
Ishikawa Genba 17 K9:10:22 1604:10:2 military Sn p.32

Kanamori Munesada 103 K9:10:22 1604:10:22 military N n/a
Irnai Sodon 251 K9:10:22 1604:10:22 Edo townsman KCD p.116

Kakuho 231 K9:10:22 1604:10:22 townsman MK
Seki Saiiiro 279 K9:2:no day 1604:2:no day townsman MK p.l44

Kobori Sakusuke 31 K9:2:1 1604:2:1 military SJJ p.101

Madenokoii dainagon 120 K9:2:1 1604:2:1 nobleman Ttl n/a

Itamiya Jomu 254 K9:2:1 1604:2:1 Sakai townsman KCD p.88

Hisayoshi 248 K9:2:no day 1604:2:no day merchant KCD p.1285
GotO Tokunori 9 K9:5:4 1604:5:4 military Sn p.103
Hikita Ukon 11 K9:5:4 1604:5:4 military Ttl n/a
Kanamori Izumo 20 K9:5:4 1604:5:4 military SIT p.76

Shinmonseki 281 K9:5:4 1604:5:4 priest Ttl n/a
Enokida Seiii 87 K10:5:25 1605:5:25 military N n/a
Kunishi Sado (Chiigoku shu) 114 K10:5:25 1605:5:25 military Ttl n/a
Shogontshonagon) 166 K10:5:25 1605:5:25 imperial office Ttl n/a
Sotan 258 K10:5:25 1605:5:25 Hakata KCD p.309

townsman

[odo Soya 331 K10:5:25 1605:5:25 unknown n/a
Mivoshi Inba 135 K10:9:24 1605:9:24 military Ttl n/a
Miyoshi Shin'u 136 K10:9:24 1605:9:24 military SJJ p.239
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Name Code Chakai Chakai (W) ID ID ID Source
Dates (J) Dates Source Pa~e #

Matsuva 248 K11:12:11 1606:12:11 merchant KCD p.1285
Haruta Matazaemon 247 K11:12:13 1606:12:13 townsman MK p.243
Haruta Matazaemon 247 K11:12:13 1606:12:13 townsman MK p.243

Hisayoshi 248 K11:12:13 1606:12:13 merchant KCD p.1285

Hisayoshi 248 Kll:12:13 1606:12:13 merchant KCD p.1285

Hisayoshi 248 Kll:12:13 1606:12:13 merchant KCD p.1285

Hisayoshi 248 Kll:12:13 1606:12:13 merchant KCD p.1285

Saifukuin 400 Kll:12:13 1606:12:13 priest KCD p.537

Saifukuin 400 Kll:12:13 1606:12:13 priest KCD p.537

Saifukuin 400 Kll:12:13 1606:12:13 priest KCD p.537

Saifukuin 400 Kll:12:13 1606:12:13 priest KCD p.537

Seki Saiiiro 279 Kll:12:13 1606:12:13 townsman MK p. 144

Seki Saiiiro 279 Kll:12:13 1606:12:13 townsman MK p. 144
Daiku Yamatomaru Rvoen 234 K11:12:25 1606:12:25 carpenter Ttl n/a
Kome Seiemon 262 K11:12:25 1606:12:25 merchant OC p.134

Shinmonseki 281 Kll:12:25 1606:12:25 priest Ttl n/a
Shinmonseki 281 Kll:1:14 1606:1:14 priest Ttl n/a
Daisogo 307 Kll:1:14 1606:1:14 unknown n/a
Yama [oka or Shoka 382 Kll:1:14 1606:1:14 unknown n/a
Enokida Seisa 88 Kl:5:25 1606:5:25 military OC p.126

Watanabe 278 K11:6:5 1606:6:5 merchant CK p.54
Ritsuan
Shinmonseki 281 K11:6:5 1606:6:5 priest Ttl n/a
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Name Code Chakai Chakai (W) 10 10 ID Source
Dates (n Dates Source Page #

Gensho 318 K11:6:5 1606:6:5 unknown n/a
Ikeda Bingo no kamiShigenari 15 K11:9:21 1606:9:21 military SIT p.27
Mori Seshii 29 K11:9:21 1606:9:21 military Ttl n/a
Takenaka Izuno kami 38 Kll:9:21 1606:9:21 military SIT p.147
Kyo no Sochin 265 Kll:9:21 1606:9:21 chato CK pp.78-9

Satan 258 Kll:9:21 1606:9:21 Hakata KCD p.309
townsman

Ono Shuri Harunaga 46 K13:1:7 1608:1:7 military SIT p.62

Shoni Hoin 227 K13:1:7 1608:1:7 military Ttl n/a
Omonseki 275 K13:1:7 1608:1:7 priest Ttl n/a
Soen 310 KI3:1:7 1608:1:7 priest KCD p.644-5
Goto Tokunori 9 KI3:5:19 1608:5:19 military SIT p.l03
Kanamori Izumo 20 KI3:5:19 1608:5:19 military SIT p.76
Shcni Hoin 228 KI3:5:19 1608:5:19 military Ttl n/a
Shinmonshu (monseki) 281 KI3:5:19 1608:5:19 priest Ttl n/a
Shoni Hoin 228 KI8:9: 1608:9: military Ttl n/a
Okawara Geki Masakatsu 197 KI5:11:30 161011:30 military Ttl n/a
Sugihara Hoki no kami 167 KI5:12:22 161012:22 military SIT p.128
Nagafusa
Tamba Gorozaemon Nagahide 171 KI5:12:29 161012:29 military Ttl n/a
Matsudaira Mutsu no kami 7 KI5:12:6 161012:6 military SIT p.140
Masamune
Rikyii 277 TI5:10:12 1610:10:12 townsman KCD
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Ko hvobu 108 K15:11: 18 1610:11: 18 military SIT p.47
Con Shoza 244 KI5:11: 18 1610:11: 18 merchant CK p.49
Ando Tatewaki Naotsugu 47 K15:11: 23 1610:11: 23 military SIT p.18
Honda Kozukenosuke 77 K15:11: 23 1610:11: 23 military SIT p.222
Masazumi
Nagai Ukon Daifu Naokatsu 144 K15:11: 23 1610:11: 23 military SIT p.182

Kagazume Kai no kami 96 K15:11: 25 1610:11: 25 military Ttl n/a
Sa Magosuke 356 K15:11: 25 1610:11: 25 military SIT p.108

Shimada 358 K15:11: 25 1610:11: 25 military MK p.429
[ihei
Kama Yagoro 257 K15:11: 27 1610:11: 27 artisan OC p. 153
Nagai Shinano no kami 143 K15:11: 30 1610:11: 30 military Ttl n/a
Naomasa
Sakakibara omi no kami 154 K15:11: 30 1610:11: 30 military Ttl n/a
Yasukatsu
Asano Danio Nagamasa 4 K15:11:16 1610:11:16 military SIT p.10
Ishikawa Genba 17 K15:11:16 1610:11:16 military SIT p.32
Shinjo Miyauchi Hoin Naoyori 163 K15:11:16 1610:11:16 military SIT p.125

Tokugawa Hidetada 175 K15:11:16 1610:11:16 military SIT p.168

Abe Bitchu no kami Masatsugu 1 K15:11:17 1610:11:17 military Ttl n/a
Kamio Goheinoio 19 K15:11:17 1610:11:17 military CK p.268

Sakai Cagaku kashira Tadavo 34 K15:11:17 1610:11:17 military Ttl n/a
U Hvogo 41 K15:11:17 1610:11:17 military Ttl n/a
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Okubo Sagamino kami 200 KI5:11:17 1610:11:17 military Sn p.56
Tadachika
Uzenroku 230 KI5:11:17 1610:11:17 military Ttl n/a
aka Tarozaemon 32 KI5:11:18 1610:11:18 military MK p.252
Tori sakvo Tadamasa 39 KI5:11:18 1610:11:18 military Sn p.173

Sakai Saemon noio 212 KI5:11:18 1610:11:18 military Sn p.113

Aovama Hoki no kami 3 15:11:18 1610:11:18 military Ttl n/a
Sotetsu (retainer of Hidetada) 37 KI5:11:21 1610:11:21 . military DC p. 150

TanakaSeiroku 172 KI5:11:21 1610:11:21 military DC p.150
Chaya Matashiro 232 KI5:11:21 1610:11:21 merchant KCD p.912
Coshoza 244 KI5:11:21 1610:11:21 merchant CK p.49
Matsuemon 391 KI5:11:21 1610:11:21 unknown n/a
Honda Sadonokami Masanobu 12 KI5:11:22 1610:11:22 military Sn p.222
Miyako Yazaemon 347 KI5:11:22 1610:11:22 unknown n/a
Shimada [ihei 358 KI5:11:22 1610:11:22 military MK p.429
Naruse Hayato 150 KI5:11:23 1610:11:23 military Ttl n/a
Nakano Shoun 272 KI5:11:23 1610:11:23 chato KeD p.1027
Sakai [innoio 211 KI5:11:24 1610:11:24 military N n/a
Fukuami 240 KI5:11:24 1610:11:24 Jishii monk KCD p.1170

Imai Sokun 252 KI5:11:24 1610:11:24 Sakai townsman KCD p.115
Shunoku Soen 299 KI5:11:24 1610:11:24 priest KeD p.644-5
Ikeda Bingo no kami 15 KI5:11:25 1610:11:25 military SJJ p.27
jo Izumi no kami 18 K15:11:25 1610:11:25 military SJJ p.123
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Tori Tosa dono 40 KI5:11:26 1610:11:26 military Ttl n/a
Satake UkYO daibu Yoshinobu 158 KI5:11:26 1610:11:26 military SJJ p.l09
Genkan 317 KI5:11:26 1610:11:26 unknown n/a
Morikane Saemon 348 KI5:11:26 1610:11:26 unknown n/a
Yama gorosaku 381 K15:11:26 1610:11:26 unknown n/a
Daiku Yozaemon 235 K15:11:27 1610:11:27 carpenter Ttl n/a
Nurishi Fuiishlge TOJ?;en 273 K15:11:27 1610:11:27 artisan KCD p.1177

Nurishi Kondo Dokei 274 K15:11:27 1610:11:27 artisan KCD p.529
Sokatsu 364 K15:11:27 1610:11:27 unknown n/a
Toen 379 K15:11:27 1610:11:27 unknown n/a
Honda Wakasa no kami 13 K15:11:29 1610:11:29 military Ttl n/a
Okubo Ishimi no kami 199 K15:11:29 1610:11:29 military SJJ p.57
Nagavasu
Kan Tarozaemon 334 K15:11:29 1610:11:29 unknown n/a
Toda Tozaemon 370 K15:11:29 1610:11:29 military N n/a
Mizuno Hayato no kami 28 K15:11:30 1610:11:30 military Ttl n/a
Tadakiyo
Dai Toju (Okubo Tojuro) 59 K15:11:30 1610:11:30 military CK p.210
Matsudaira Nagato no kami 24 K15:12:13 1610:12:13 military Ttl n/a
Mori Saisho Hidemoto 29 K15:12:13 1610:12:13 military SJJ p.250
Puku Echigo 57 K15:12:13 1610:12:13 military Ttl n/a
Ken Yamato K15:12:13 1610:12:13 military Ttl n/a
Kodama Gohei 338 K15:12:13 1610:12:13 military N n/a
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Matsudaira Hida no kami 23 K15:12:16 1610:12:16 military Ttl n/a
Hidevuki
Shinjo Echigo no kami 35 K15:12:16 1610:12:16 military Ttl n/a
Naosada
MachiSakon 119 K15:12:16 1610:12:16 military SIT p.230
Oka Hanbei Shigemasa 354 K15:12:16 1610:12:16 military SIT p.64

Tani Rokuzaemon 369 K15:12:16 1610:12:16 military N n/a

MatsuHida 23 K15:12:18 1610:12:18 military Ttl n/a

Tsuji Sotetsu 37 K15:12:18 1610:12:18 military OC p.150

Hon'ami Matakuro 73 K15:12:18 1610:12:18 artisan N n/a

Kato Shuzen 105 K15:12:18 1610:12:18 militairy Ttl n/a
Matsushita ami 133 K15:12:18 1610:12:18 military Ttl n/a
Gensai 241 K15:12:18 1610:12:18 townsman CK p.348
Kamaya Onishi [orin 257 K15:12:18 1610:12:18 artisan KeD p.206
AoGonsuke 304 K15:12:20 1610:12:20 unknown n/a
Sue Kanbei 344 K15:12:20 1610:12:20 military SIT p.127
Nakayama Kankai 350 K15:12:20 1610:12:20 unknown n/a
Tsuchi Gon'u 374 K15:12:20 1610:12:20 unknown n/a
o Hikoroku 395 K15:12:20 1610:12:20 unknown n/a
Hane (Ota Kazuyoshi) Misaku 68 K15:12:22 1610:12:22 military SIT p.59

MK p.195
Matsudaira Etchii 128 K15:12:22 1610:12:22 military Ttl n/a
Yakuin 296 K15:12:22 1610:12:22 doctor Ttl n/a
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To Hikobei 377 K15:12:22 1610:12:22 unknown n/a
Kai Yazaemon 97 K15:12:25 1610:12:25 military Ttl n/a
Kaiiwara Geki 98 K15:12:25 1610:12:25 military Ttl n/a
Kansai 260 K15:12:25 1610:12:25 merchant MK p.126

Matsuura Shichirobei 343 K15:12:25 1610:12:25 military N n/a
To Mataemon 378 K15:12:25 1610:12:25 unknown n/a
Yokoi Koheita 385 15:12:25 1610:12:25 military N n/a
Kamiva Hoden 102 K15:12:26 1610:12:26 unknown u/a
Kusakabe Kechi no kami 117 K15:12:26 1610:12:26 military Ttl n/a
Masafuyu
Shuzen 165 K15:12:26 1610:12:26 military Ttl n/a
Okubo Ukvo no suke Noritaka 201 K15:12:26 1610:12:26 military Ttl n/a
I Hankuro 324 K15:12:26 1610:12:26 unknown n/a
Hiiikata Tango no kami 10 K15:12:27 1610:12:27 military SJJ p.202
Kuwayama Iga no kami 22 K15:12:27 1610:12:27 military SJJ p.97
Motoharu
OnoShuri 46 K15:12:27 1610:12:27 military SIT p.62

Kuwavama Yoemon 340 K15:12:27 1610:12:27 military N n/a
HaneIki 66 K15:12:28 1610:12:28 military Ttl n/a
Makino Buzen no kami 125 K15:12:28 1610:12:28 military Ttl n/a
Mizuno Kenmotsu Tadamoto 139 K15:12:28 1610:12:28 military Ttl n/a
Morikawa Naizen no kami 141 K15:12:28 1610:12:28 military Ttl n/a
Shigetoshi
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YamaIzu 186 K15:12:28 1610:12:28 military Ttl n/a
HaneKan'u 67 K15:12:29 1610:12:29 military N n/a
(Asano)
Kurahashi Takumi no kami 115 K15:12:29 1610:12:29 military Ttl n/a
Masakatsu
Ao Zensuke 305 K15:12:29 1610:12:29 military CK p.118

Nen or Toshi Kou 351 K15:12:29 1610:12:29 military Ttl n/a
So Matasa 362 K15:12:29 1610:12:29 unknown n/a
Sakai gagaku gashirra Tadayo 34 K15:12:3 1610:12:3 military Ttl n/a
Tarao Kvubei 42 K15:12:3 1610:12:3 military MK p.257

Uchisama 214 K15:12:3 1610:12:3 military SIT p. 176
Vchi tatewaki 181 K15:12:3 1610:12:3 military Ttl n/a
Gofukuya Kameya Eito 242 K15:12:3 1610:12:3 merchant OC p.155
Taka Kokviibei 368 K15:12:3 1610:12:3 unknown n/a
Sakuma Iyo no kami 155 K15:12:4 1610:12:4 military Ttl n/a
Sanekatsu
Amanoya Kakuho 231 K15:12:4 1610:12:4 merchant MK p.196

FOS p. 66, 67

Doha (Hatori Doha) 237 K15:12:4 1610:12:4 townsman CK p.219

Hosokawa Dosai 81 K15:12:6 1610:12:6 military N n/a
Kanamonoshi Nakagawa 259 K15:12:6 1610:12:6 artisan KCD p.1021
Shoko
AoIshimi 2 K15:12:7 1610:12:7 military Ttl n/a
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Hori Iga no karni Toshishige 78 K15:12:7 1610:12:7 military Ttl n/a
Makilvo 123 K15:12:7 1610:12:7 military Ttl n/a
Tsumaki Gagakunosuke 179 K15:12:7 1610:12:7 military SJJ p.159
Yoritada

Han Gorobei 320 K15:12:7 1610:12:7 unknown n/a
Yanagi Matauemon Munenori 384 K15:12:7 1610:12:7 military SJJ p.255

Ando Tsushirma no kami 48 K15:12:9 1610:12:9 military SJJ p.18
Shigenobu
Aovama Tosho Narishige 49 K15:12:9 1610:12:9 military Ttl n/a
Doi Toshikatsu 60 K15:12:9 1610:12:9 military SJJ p.976

Naito Wakasa no kami 146 K15:12:9 1610:12:9 military Ttl n/a
Naiki 145 K15:2:26 1610:2:26 military Ttl n/a
Gomonseki 243 K18:9:no day 1610:9:no day priest Ttl n/a
Asano Unumenokami 6 K15:no date 1610:no date military SJJ p.10
Nagashige

MizoGeki 26 K15:no date 1610:no date military Ttl n/a
Uchi Demon 44 K15:no date 1610:no date military MK p.208
(Asano Uchi Kanuemon)

Nanbu Shinano no kami 148 K15:no date 1610:no date military SJJ p.184
Toshinao

Sano shuri daibu Nobuyoshi 157 K15:no date 1610:no date military SIT p.ll1
Shin izu dono 162 K15:no date 1610:no date military Ttl n/a
Suzuki Izumi 168 K16:1:15 1611:1:15 military Ttl n/a
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Inoko Takumi 16 K6:12:14 1611:12:14 military SJJ p.25
Sengoku Echizen no kami 36 K16:1:10 1611:1:10 military SJJ p.133
Hidehisa
Hori Inba no kami Hidenobu 79 K16:1:10 1611:1:10 military SIT p.218

Ikuma Sakon 85 K16:1:10 1611:1:10 military Ttl n/a
Wakisaka Awaii Yasuharu 183 K16:1:10 1611:1:10 military SIT p.270

Wakisaka Mondo 184 K16:1:10 1611:1:10 military Ttl n/a
Ta Kviihachi 366 K16:1:10 1611:1:10 unknown n/a
reae Izumi no Takatora 43 K16:1:14 1611:1:14 military SIT p.165

Chiku Kochi 58 K16:1:14 1611:1:14 military Ttl n/a
Ishikawa Shuden 92 K16:1:14 1611:1:14 military Ttl n/a
Sakuma Kechi Masazane 156 K16:1:14 1611:1:14 military SIT p.107
HodaJinbei 219 K16:1:14 1611:1:14 unknown n/a
Fukao Mondo 56 K16:1:15 1611:1:15 military Ttl n/a
Ishi Shigeuchi Daizen 89 K16:1:15 1611:1:15 military Ttl n/a
Okanovama Dewa 206 K16:1:15 1611:1:15 military Ttl n/a
Katakura Kojii 223 K16:1:15 1611:1:15 military SIT p.75

Matsudaira Mutsu Masamune 7 K16:1:16 1611:1:16 military SIT p.140

Mizuno Hayato 28 K16:1:16 1611:1:16 military Ttl n/a
Uchiemon 44 K16:1:16 1611:1:16 military MK p.208

Koide Shinanonokami 109 K16:1:16 1611:1:16 military SIT p.98
Yoshichika

Asakura Tojii 53 K16:1:19 1611:1:19 military N n/a
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Hoshina Higo nokami 80 K16:1:19 1611:1:19 military SJJ p.212
Masarnitsu
Yamada Jiidaibu 190 K16:1:19 1611:1:19 military Ttl n/a
Toyama Kyubei 226 KI6:1:19 1611:1:19 military SJJ p.141
(Daidoii)

Kimura Heezaemon 337 K16:1:19 1611:1:19 military N n/a
Sengoku Echizen no kami 36 KI6:1:22 1611:1:22 military SIT p.133
Hidehisa
Torti Tosa no kami naritsugu 40 K16:1:22 1611:1:22 military Ttl n/a
Ko hvobu Ogasawara Hvobu 108 K16:1:22 1611:1:22 military SIT p.47
Sue Kanbei 344 K16:1:22 1611:1:22 military SIT p.127
Sa Ben 355 KI6:1:22 1611:1:22 unknown n/a
Shima Heishi 359 K16:1:22 1611:1:22 unknown n/a
Aoyama okura 50 KI6:1:24 1611:1:24 military Ttl n/a
Yabe Kamon 185 KI6:1:24 1611:1:24 military Ttl n/a
Okubo Yohachi 198 KI6:1:24 1611:1:24 military N n/a
Hanai Sankuro 321 K16:1:24 1611:1:24 unknown n/a
Miyake Hanshichi 346 K16:1:24 1611:1:24 military N n/a
Torii saemon 372 K16:1:24 1611:1:24 military N n/a
Okubo Yohachi 387 K16:1:24 1611:1:24 military N n/a
Hoki 83 K16:1:25 1611:1:25 military Ttl n/a
Yabunouchi soha 188 K16:1:25 1611:1:25 chajin KeD p.1369
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Ryotoku (Itakura Shigemune's 208 K16:1:25 1611:1:25 military OC p.170
retainer)
Daiku Genzaemon 233 K16:1:25 1611:1:25 carpenter Ttl n/a
Daiku Kizaemon 236 K16:1:25 1611:1:25 carpenter Ttl n/a
kae Sukeemon 256 K16:1:25 1611:1:25 carpenter OC p.170
Shoan 282 K16:1:25 1611:1:25 merchant KCD p.748

KamiGohei 19 K16:1:26 1611:1:26 military CK p.268
Fuiinuma Shuden 55 K16:1:26 1611:1:26 military Ttl n/a
Honda Dewa Masakatsu 74 K16:1:26 1611:1:26 military Ttl n/a
Naruse Tozo 151 K16:1:26 1611:1:26 military N n/a
Nagai Denjuro 213 K16:J.:26 1611:1:26 military N

SJJ p.182
Ando Naotsuzullikoshiro 216 K16:1:26 1611:1:26 military SJJ p.18
A Bidui 1 K16:1:27 1611:1:27 military Ttl n/a
Hon sado 12 K16:1:27 1611:1:27 military SJJ p.222
Oka Tarosa 32 K16:1:27 1611:1:27 military MK p.252
U Hvogo 41 K16:1:27 1611:1:27 military Ttl nla
oSagami 45 K16:1:27 1611:1:27 military Ttl nla
Shima [ihei 358 K16:1:27 1611:1:27 military MK p.429
Kaku 231 K16:1:29 1611:1:29 unknown n/a
Kvukan 267 K16:1:29 1611:1:29 merchant CK p.273
Sasada Soshin 290 K16:1:29 1611:1:29 chato CK p.41
Doii 313 K16:1:29 1611:1:29 unknown MK p.116
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Cvokusai 319 KI6:1:29 1611:1:29 unknown n/a
Kanzaburo 335 KI6:1:29 1611:1:29 unknown n/a
Kviisai 341 K16:1:29 1611:1:29 unknown n/a
Shoji 360 KI6:1:29 1611:1:29 merchant CK p.48
Sokyo 365 K16:1:29 1611:1:29 unknown n/a
UmeHan'u 380 K16:1:29 1611:1:29 unknown n/a
Asa Hikozaemon 5 K16:1:5 1611:1:5 military n/a n/a
Issho Kuraundo 93 K16:1:5 1611:1:5 milit Ttl n/a.
Yaiima Kyilemon 189 K16:1:5 1611:1:5 military SJJ 254
Tanaka YoshimasaKyiibei 215 K16:1:5 1611:1:5 military SJJ p. 137

Insai 326 K16:1:5 1611:1:5 unknown n/a

Jo [intaro 330 K16:1:5 1611:1:5 military N n/a

A Bitchii 1 K16:1:7 1611:1:7 military Ttl n/a
Asa Danio 4 K16:1:7 1611:1:7 military SJJ p.l0
Kami Gohei 19 K16:1:7 1611:1:7 military CK p.268
Kuwa Iga no kami 22 K16:1:7 1611:1:7 military SJJ p.97

Oka Tarosa 32 K16:1:7 1611:1:7 military MK p.252

Saka Saemon no 10 33 K16:1:7 1611:1:7 military SJJ p.113
Takenaka Izu no kami 38 K16:1:7 1611:1:7 military SJJ p.147
Shigenori

Tori Sakvo 39 K16:1:7 1611:1:7 military SJJ p.173
o Sagarni 45 K16:1:7 1611:1:7 military Ttl n/a
5 Shuri 46 K16:1:7 1611:1:7 military SJJ p.62
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Shima Iihei 358 K16:1:7 1611:1:7 military MK p.429

Ao Hoki 3 K16:2:1 1611:2:1 military T n/a
Itakura Suwa no kami 94 K16:2:1 1611:2:1 military Ttl;CC p.70
Shigemune

o Kamon 195 K16:2:1 1611:2:1 military Ttl n/a
Naito Samanosuke 214 K16:2:1 1611:2:1 military Sn p.176

Mukau Shozen 349 K16:2:1 1611:2:1 unknown n/a
Tsuchi Gon'u 375 K16:2:1 1611:2:1 unknown n/a
HondaKai 76 K16:2:10 1611:2:10 military Ttl n/a
Gorodaiyii 86 K16:2:10 1611:2:10 military Ttl n/a
Kamei Buzen no kami 100 K16:2:10 1611:2:10 military Ttl n/a
Masanori

Matsumae Havato 132 K16:2:10 1611:2:10 military Ttl n/a
Takagi Mondo 169 K16:2:10 1611:2:10 military Ttl n/a
Iwaki Chuil Sadaataka 222 K16:2:10 1611:2:10 military SJJ p.39

Abe Zenkvfi or Zenku 300 K16:2:10 1611:2:10 military N n/a
Akita Tota 301 K16:2:10 1611:2:10 military N n/a
Ito Gozaemon 328 K16:2:10 1611:2:10 military N n/a
Inoko Kvuzaemon 390 K16:2:10 1611:2:10 unknown n/a
AoIshimi 2 K16:2:11 1611:2:11 military Ttl n/a
Mizo Geki 27 K16:2:11 1611:2:11 military Ttl n/a
Shinjo Echizen no kami 35 K16:2:11 1611:2:11 military Ttl n/a
naosada
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Honda Ise no kami Tadakatsu 75 K16:2:11 1611:2:11 military SIT p.220
Kaminaiki 101 K16:2:11 1611:2:11 military Ttl n/a
Tsuchi Minbu 176 K16:2:11 1611:2:11 military Ttl n/a
o tn-e 196 K16:2:11 1611:2:11 military Ttl n/a
Chu Shichizo 306 K16:2:11 1611:2:11 unknown n/a
Tsuchi Gon'u 376 K16:2:11 1611:2:11 unknown n/a
Karni Gohei 19 K16:2:6 1611:2:6 military CK p.268

Matsudaira Nagate no kami 24 K16:2:6 1611:2:6 military Ttl n/a
Mori Kai no kami 29 K16:2:6 1611:2:6 military Ttl n/a
Mori Nagato no kami 29 K16:2:6 1611:2:6 military SJJ p.250
Hidemoto
Mivoshi Tango no kami 136 K16:2:6 1611:2:6 military SJJ p.239
Naru Bungo 149 K16:2:6 1611:2:6 military Ttl n/a
Shishi Izumo 164 K16:2:6 1611:2:6 military Ttl n/a
Ando Yoiii 303 K16:2:6 1611:2:6 military N n/a
Sebee 357 K16:2:6 1611:2:6 unknown n/a
Asa Unume dono shu 6 K16:2:8 1611:2:8 military SJJ p.10
Sakakibara Saemon 33 K16:2:8 1611:2:8 military SJJ p.113
Sagami Dono Choen 210 K16:2:8 1611:2:8 military Ttl n/a
Gonsuke 245 K16:2:8 1611:2:8 unknown n/a
Yamamoto Doi (Takeya) 297 K16:2:8 1611:2:8 gardener KCD p.1382
Hisashiro or Kushiro 323 K16:2:8 1611:2:8 unknown n/a
Kanzaemon
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Ito Chiibei 327 K16:2:8 1611:2:8 military N n/a
[unsho 329 K16:2:8 1611:2:8 unknown n/a
Tsuchi Chfiii 373 K16:2:8 1611:2:8 unknown n/a
YUki 386 K16:2:8 1611:2:8 unknown n/a
Funakoshi Gorozaemon 8 K16:9:8 1611:9:8 military KCD p.1194

MK p.217
Honda Wakasa 13 K16:9:8 1611:9:8 military Ttl n/a
Inoko Takumi 16 K16:9:8 1611:9:8 military SJJ p.25
Takenakalzu 38 K16:9:8 1611:9:8 military SJJ p.147
Hisavoshi 248 K16:9:8 1611:9:8 merchant KCD p.1285
Kakuho 231 K16:9:8 1611:9:8 townsman MK p.196

FOS p. 66, 67
AsaUnume 6 K16:no date 1611:no date military SJJ p.10
Furuta Daizen Shigeharu 61 K16:no date 1611:no date military OC p.165
Matsudaira Iyo no kami 129 K16:no date 1611:no date military Ttl n/a
Matsushita Ishimi Shigetsuna 131 K16:no date 1611:no date military SIT p.231
Minami Shinano 134 K16:no date 1611:no date military Ttl n/a
Todokoro ukvo 174 K16:no date 1611:no date military Ttl n/a
Yamagata Suniga 191 K16:no date 1611:no date military Ttl n/a
Otomo 199 K16:no date 1611:no date military N n/a
Okabe Bunge no kami 205 K16:no date 1611:no date military Ttl n/a
SaShuri 209 K16:no date 1611:no date military Ttl n/a
Ii Corou 220 K16:no date 1611:no date military SIT p.26
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Joko 332 K16:no date 1611:no date military KCD p.1236
(Hosokawa)

Kebuka Chiizaemon 336 K16:no date 1611:no date unknown n/a
Suzuki Kyiiemon 363 K16:no date 1611:no date unknown n/a
Monchoza 392 K16:no date 1611:no date unknown
Ishikawa Genba 17 K17:11 :8 1612:11 :8 military SIT p.32

Kat<> Sarna 106 K17:11:8 1612:11:8 military SIT P.71

Matsumoto shoko 269 K17:5:19 1612:5:19 chajin N
KCD p.1283

Nakai Shingan 271 K17:5:19 1612:5:19 unknown n/a
Kawai, Soshaku 289 K17:5:19 1612:5:19 chato CK p.71
Fuiimoto Dokei 315 K17:5:19 1612:5:19 unknown n/a
Tokuan 296 K18:9:no day 1613:9:no day chato CK p.38
Ono shume Harufusa 202 K18:9:no day 1613:9:no day military Ttl n/a
Doetsu 312 K18:9:no day 1613:9:no day unknown n/a
Jo Izumi no kami 18 KI9:10:29 1614:10:29 military SIT p.123
Goto sue 65 KI9:6:22 1614:6:22 military SIT p.102
Hon Koetsu 72 K19:6:22 1614:6:22 military KCD
MaedaUemon 122 K19:6:22 1614:6:22 military N n/a
Yamaguchi Tozaemon 192 K19:6:22 1614:6:22 military SIT p.259
Tsunoya Dokai or Doe 295 K19:6:22 1614:6:22 unknown n/a
Omori Soya 394 K19:6:22 1614:6:22 chajin N n/a
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APPENDIX B

PARTICIPANTS AT RIKYU'S CHANOYU GATHERINGS

Name Code Chakai Chakai ill ill Page
Date G) Date (W) Source

Yaiima Kyiimon 1 T55:8:17 1587:8:17 military RH 407

Kusabeya Dosetsu 2 T15:8:17 1587:8:17 merchant/ RH 407
townsman

Mori Termoto 3 T18:8:18 1590:8:18 military RH 408

Katada Hvobu 4 T18:8:18 1590:8:18 military RH 408

Sa se yo Sanzaemon 5 T18:8:18 1590:8:18 military SJJ 110
Narasaki Magoemon 6 T18:8:18 1590:8:18 unknown n/a n/a
Shishido Zenbee 7 T18:8:18 1590:8:18 unknown n/a n/a
Takeda Yakushiin 8 T18:8:18 1590:8:18 doctor RH 408
Akaneya Doju 9 T18:8:18 1590:8:18 merchantI N n/a

townsman
Akaneya Sojun 10 T18:8:18 1590:8:18 merchantI N n/a

townsman
Uesama 11 T18:9:13 1590:9:13 military RH 409
Yakushiin 8 T18:9:13 1590:9:13 doctor RH 409

Takushoku Sakyonosuke 12 T18:9:13 1590:9:13 military RH 409

Arima Norivori 13 T18:9:13 1590:9:13 military RH 410
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Sumiyoshiya Somu 14 TI8:9:13 1590:9:13 merchant/ RH 410
townsman

Tomita Sakon Tomonobu 15 TI8:9:13 1590:9:13 military RH 410
Kuami 16 T18:9:13 1590:9:13 chato RH 410
Kvfimu 17 T18:9:13 1590:9:13 military RH 410
Uesama 11 TI8:9:13 1590:9:13 military RH 409
Enshii 18 TI8:9:13 1590:9:13 unknown n/a n/a
Kokei Osha 19 TI8:9:14 1590:9:14 priest RH 412
Shunoku osha 20 TI8:9:14 1590:9:14 priest RH 412
Cvokuho osha 21 T18:9:14 1590:9:14 priest RH 412
Takeda Sakichi 22 TI8:9:20 1590:9:20 military N n/a
Mizuno Kenmotsu 192 T18:9:20 1590:9:20 military KCD 1301
Kamiya Sotan 23 TI8:9:20 1590:9:20 merchant/ RH 413

townsman
Kobayakawa 24 TI8:9:21 1590:9:21 military RH 414
Yoshikawa 25 TI8:9:21 1590:9:21 military RH 415
Uesama TI8:9:21 T18:9:21 military RH 409
Terumoto 3 T18:9:21 1590:9:21 military RH 408
Yakushiin 8 T18:9:21 1590:9:21 doctor RH 409
Tsuda Sakyii 26 TI8:9:21 1590:9:21 merchant/ KCD 941

townsman
Otomo Yoshimune 27 TI8:9:22 1590:9:22 military RH 416
Tahara Shiro Chikamori 28 T18:9:22 1590:9:22 miltiary RH 416
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Furuta Oribe 29 T18:9:22 1590:9:22 military RH 416
Kimuraya sei 30 T18:9:22 1590:9:22 merchant/ RH 417

townsman
Terumoto 3 T18:9:22 1590:9:22 military RH 408
Miidera Honkakubo 31 T18:9:23 1590:9:23 monk N n/a
Nabeshima Buzen 32 T18:10:26 1590:10:26 military RH 419

Rviikokuii rokuroiiro 33 T18:10:26 1590:10:26 military RH 419

So'l'sushima no kami 34 T18:10:27 1590:10:27 military RH 419

Yanagawa Tonai 35 T18:10:27 1590:10:27 unknown n/a n/a
Shimai Soshitsu 36 T18:1O:27 1590:10:27 merchant/ RH 420

townsman
Toda Minbu Katsutaka ~7 T18:1O:28 1590:10:28 military RH 420
Makimura Masayoshi 38 T18:10:28 1590:10:28 military RH 421
Shibayama Kenmotsu 39 T18:1O:28 1590:10:28 military RH 421
Kasuya Naizen Takenori 40 T18:10:no day 1590:10:no day military RH 421
Kawaiiri Hizen no kami 41 T18:10:no day 1590:10:no day military RH 421
Miyaki Toozaemon no jo 42 T18:10:no day 1590:10:no day military RH 421
Funakoshi Corouemon 43 T18:1O:no day 1590:10:no day military RH 421
Horio Tatewaki 44 T18:11:2 1590:11:2 military RH 422

Yamaoka Kazutoyo 45 T18:11:2 1590:11:2 military RH 422
Sengoku Hidehisa 46 T18:11:2 1590:11:2 military RH 422
Uesama 11 T18:11:2 1590:11:2 military RH 409
Tenman Shinmon 47 T18:11:2 1590:11:2 monk RH 423
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Se Yakuin Zenso 48 TI8:11:2 1590:11:2 monk RH 423
Kanamori Hoin 49 TI8:11:2 1590:11:2 military RH 423
Nagachika

Tomita Tomonobu Sakon 15 TI8:11:2 1590:11:2 military RH 410

Takushoku Sakyonosuke 12 T18:11:2 1590:11:2 military RH 409

Hachi Awano kami 52 T18:11:2 1590:11:2 military RH 424

Masuda Demon no io 53 T18:11:2 1590:11:2 military RH 424

Nakamura Shosuke 54 TI8:11:2 1590:11:2 military RH 424

Suwa Yamaguchi Soii 55 T18:11:4 1590:11:4 military N n/a
Matsuoka Ukvo 56 T18:11:4 1590:11:4 military RH 425

Tsuda Hayato 57 T18:11:6 1590:11:6 military RH 426

Ueda Sataro Shizevasu 58 T18:11:6 1590:11:6 military RH 426
Eniobo 59 TI8:11:6 1590:11:6 monk RH 426
Shinmonsu 60 TI8:11:7 1590:11:7 monk RH 426
Itamiva [omu 61 T18:11:9 1590:11:9 chaiin RH 427
Sen no Soha 62 T18:11:9 1590:11:9 merchant/ town RH 427

sman
Aburaya Somi 63 T18:11:9 1590:11:9 Sakai chajin RH 427

/ Ryiian 64 T18:11:9 1590:11:9 merchant/ town RH 427
sman

Hariya (Harimaya) 65 T18:11:9 1590:11:9 merchant / town RH 427
sman

Kanbayashi Kvutoku 66 T18:11:9 1590:11:9 merchant RH 427
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Doshichi 67 T18:11:9 1590:11:9 merchant/ RH 427
townsman

Sen no Shean 68 T18:11:9 1590:11:9 merchant/ RH 427
townsman

Sen no Minoan 69 T18:11:9 1590:11:9 merchant/ RH 427
townsman

Sen no Shoji 70 T18:11:9 1590:11:9 merchant/ RH 427
townsman

Mozuva Soan 71 T18:11:9 1590:11:9 chajin RH 427

Tatsuno Jijii( Katsutoshi 72 T18:11:10 1590:11:10 military RH 428
Aoki Kiino kami 73 T18:11:10 1590:11:10 military RH 428
Kazunori
Chosokabe Motochika. 74 T18:11:10 1590:11:10 military RH 428
Koide Yoshimasa 75 T18:11:10 1590:11:10 military RH 428
Ukita Bizen Hidevasu 76 T18:11:11 1590:11:11 military RH 429
Konishi Yukinaga 77 T18:11:11 1590:11:11 military SJJ 99
Sumiyoshiya Somu 14 T18:11:11 1590:11:11 merchant/ KeD 713

townsman

Amano 78 T18:11:11 1590:11:11 merchant/ RH 429
townsman

Takei Hara hikota uemon 79 T18:11:11 1590:11:11 unknown n/a n/a
Hashiba Yoichiro (Sansai) 80 T18:11:11 1590:11:11 military RH 430

Ishida Mitsunari 82 T18:11:12 1590:11:12 military SJJ 33
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Satake Sakvo daibu 83 T18:11:12 1590:11:12 military RH 431
Mozuya Soan 71 T18:11:12 1590:11:12 merchant/ RH 427

townsman
Konishi Yazo 84 T18:11:12 1590:11:12 merchant/ RH 431

townsman

Hosokawa Yusai 85 T18:11:14 1590:11:14 military RH 432

Takushoku Sakvonosuke 12 T18:11:14 1590:11:14 military RH 409

Minbu Katsutaka 37 T18:11:14 1590:11:14 military RH 420

Tateishi Shorin 87 T18:11:15 1590:11:15 chajin RH 433

Mochiya Doki 88 T18:11:15 1590:11:15 merchant/ N n/a
townsman

Mochiya Matashichi 89 T18:11:15 1590:11:15 merchant/ RH 433
townsman

Daimoniiva Yosei (Hikita) 90 T18:11:16 1590:11:16 chaiin RH 434
Hariva Soshun 91 T18:11:16 1590:11:16 chaiin RH 434
Hariva Shomi 92 T18:11:16 1590:11:16 chaiin N n/a....::..::..:...-

Matsuoka Ukvo 56 T18:11:19 1590:11:19 military RH 425
Hariva Sowa 93 T18:11:20 1590:11:20 chaiin RH 435

Ise Tachiami 94 T18:11:20 1590:11:20 chato RH 435

Chunagon (Hidetsugu) 95 T18:11:21 1590:11:21 military RH 436

[umeiin 96 T18:11:21 1590:11:21 priest N n/a

Chiinagon sarna 95 T18:11:21 1590:11:21 military RH 436

Seta Kuryo taro (Karnon) 97 T18:11:21 1590:11:21 military SJJ 131
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Inoue Chiiemon 98 T18:11:21 1590:11:21 military SJJ 24
Hasegawa Uhee 99 T18:11:22 1590:11:22 military RH 437
Makita Gonsuke 100 T18:11:22 1590:11:22 military RH 437

Asano Sakvo daibu 101 T18:11:24 1590:11:24 military RH 438
"Gensho 102 T18:11:24 1590:11:24 unknown n/a n/a

Yaiima Kyiiuemon 103 T18:11:24 1590:11:24 military SJJ 254

Arirna Chiisho Norivori 13 T18:11:L 1590:11:L military RH 439

Tomita Sakon Tomonobu 15 T18:11:1astday 1590:11:1astday military RH 439

Sakai kojimaya Dosatsu 50 T18:11:1astday 1590:11:1astday merchantI N n/a
townsman

Kontaya Tokkyu 104 T18:11:1astday 1590:11:1astday merchantI RH 439
townsman

Soya 105 T18:11:1astday 1590:11:1astday chaiin RH 439

taisha Sow 106 T18:11:1astday 1590:11:1astday chaiin RH 440
Chikuzen(Maeda Toshiie) 107 T18:11:1astday 1590:11:1astday military RH 440

Iguchi Iuemon 108 T18:11:1astday 1590:11:1astday unknown n/a n/a
Chiaki Shikibu Shosuke 109 T18:11:1astday 1590:11:1astday unknown n/a n/a
Wada Shozen 110 T18:11:1astday 1590:11:1astday unknown n/a nla
Honiubo 112 T18:12:1 1590:12:1 monk KeD 1251

Shijo no uchi Sowa 113 T18:12:1 1590:12:1 merchantI N n/a
townsman

Chawanya Gensa 114 T18:12:1 1590:12:1 merchantI N nla
townsman
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Doju 115 T18:12:1 1590:12:1 unknown n/a n/a
Uraku (ada Uraku) 116 T18:12:4 1590:12:4 military RH 441
Sakuma Fukansai 117 T18:12:4 1590:12:4 military RH 441
Shibavama Kenmotsu 118 T18:12:4 1590:12:4 military SIT 120

Somu 14 T18:12:4 1590:12:4 merchant/ RH 410
townsman

Sakai Yakushiin 8 T18:12:7 1590:12:7 doctor RH 408

Aburaya Shosa 119 T18:12:7 1590:12:7 merchant/ KCD 44

townsman

Satake Yoshishige 120 T18:12:7 1590:12:7 military RH 443

Shibukawa Suke zaemon 121 T18:12:7 1590:12:7 military N n/a
Mizutani Ide Katsutaka 122 T18:12:9 1590:12:9 military RH 443
Shimomiya Naikvo 123 T18:12:10 1590:12:10 military Ttl n/a
Kakuho 124 T18:2:10 1590:2:10 merchant/ RH 444

townsman
Sokolkvii) 125 T18:12:11 1590:12:11 unknown n/a n/a
Sakai Mizuochi Sokei. 126 T18:12:18 1590:12:18 merchant/ RH 445

townsman
Sen Shoji. 70 T18:12:18 1590:12:18 merchant/ RH 427

townsman
Ishida Masazumi 127 T18:12:19 1590:12:19 military RH 446

Kinoshita Yoshitaka 128 T18:12:19 1590:12:19 military RH 446

Onshitsu Goshosama 129 T18:12:20 1590:12:20 priest RH 446
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Mvohoin 130 T18:12:20 1590:12:20 priest RH 447
Hino Dainagon 131 T18:12:20 1590:12:20 military RH 408
Hashiba Chikuzen 107 T18:12:21 1590:12:21 military RH 447
Yamaoka Somu 132 T18:12:21 1590:12:21 military N n/a
Pukuiobo 133 T18:12:23 1590:12:23 unknown n/a n/a
Yozosu 134 T18:12:23 1590:12:23 unknown n/a n/a

En'ami 135 T18:12:23 1590:12:23 monk N n/a

Kimura Hitachi Shigeshi 137 T18:12:24 1590:12:24 military RH 449

Hashiba Togoro 138 T18:12:24 1590:12:24 military RH 449
Hidekazu
Terasawa Chifiiro 139 T18:12:24 1590:12:24 military RH 449
Matsuda Katsuuemon 140 T18:12:24 1590:12:24 military SJJ 231
Oike Sezaemon 141 T18:12:24 1590:12:24 unknown n/a n/a
Doki (Kawabata) 142 T18:12:24 1590:12:24 merchantI KCD 326

townsman
Otani Yoshitsugu 143 T18:12:26 1590:12:26 military RH 450
Teranishi Chikugofzen) 144 T18:12:26 1590:12:26 military RH 450
Takayama Ukon 145 T18:12:27 1590:12:27 military RH 451
Aburaya [osa Sakai 119 T19:1:8 1591:1:8 merchant/ KeD 44

townsman
Horio Yasuke 146 T19:1:9 1591:1:9 military N n/a
Kisai 191 T19:1:9 1591:1:9 unknown n/a n/a
Toda Minbu Katsutaka 37 T19:1:10 1591:1:10 military RH 420
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Ikeda Bichii Nagavoshi 147 T19:1:10 1591:1:10 military RH 453
Uesama 11 T19:1:13 1591:1:13 military RH 409
Ha Chikushii sama 148 T19:1:13 1591:1:13 military Ttl n/a
Yakuin 8 TI9:1:13 1591:1:13 doctor RH 408
Terumoto 3 TI9:1:15 1591:1:15 military RH 408

Ankokuii 149 TI9:1:15 1591:1:15 Monk RH 454

Chikushiisama On uchi 150 TI9:1:15 1591:1:15 military Ttl nla
Abeka 151 T19:1:15 1591:1:15 military N n/a
Bunge Yoshimune 27 T19:1:15 1591:1:15 military RH 416

Takayama Kanzaemon 152 T19:1:15 1591:1:15 military N n/a
Satake Yoshinobu 153 T19:1:16 1591:1:16 military RH 456
Konishi Izumi Settsu 154 T19:1:17 1591:1:17 military RH 456
Iosei 155 T19:1:17 1591:1:17 merchant/ RH 456

townsman
jokvii 156 T19:1:17 1591:1:17 unknown RH 456
Dokei 157 T19:1:22 1591:1:22 merchant/ RH 457

townsman

Shioya Jiuemon 158 T19:1:22 1591:1:22 merchantI N nla
townsman

Arinakasho 13 T19:1:25 1591:1:25 military RH 410

Takayama Ukon 145 T19:1:25 1591:1:25 military RH 451

Maki Hei Ta Masavoshi 38 T19:1:25 1591:1:25 military RH 421
Toda Katsutaka Minbu 37 T19:1:25 1591:1:25 military RH 420
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OdaUraku 116 T19:1:26 1591:1:26 military RH 441
Nagatsuka Okura Masaie 160 T19:1:27 1591:1:27 military RH 459
Yamanaka Yoshiuchi 161 T19:1:27 1591:1:27 military RH 459
To Minbu sho Katsutaka 37 T19:1:no day 1591:1:no day military RH 460
Matsui Sado Yasuvuki 162 T19:1:3 1591:1:3 military RH 461
Bizen Saisho Ukita Hideie 163 T19:1:2 1591:1:2 military RH 460
Mozuya Soan 71 T19:1:2 1591:1:2 merchant/ RH 427

townsman

Itamiya [omu 61 T19:1:3 1591:1:3 merchant/ RH 427
townsman

Komeya Yojfiro 164 T19:1:3 1591:1:3 merchant/ N n/a
townsman

Komeya Dotsfi 165 T19:1:3 1591:1:3 merchant/ N n/a
townsman

Mozuya Soan 71 T19:1:3 1591:1:3 merchant/ RH 427
townsman

Shinmonshu 166 T19:1:4 1591:1:4 monk RH 463
Koshoji monseki 167 T19:1:4 1591:1:4 monk N n/a
Misaku no kami 168 T19:1:4 1591:1:4 military Ttl n/a
Kanaizen (Ka Takenori) 169 T19:1:5 1591:1:5 military Ttl n/a
Funa Goro u 43 T19:1:5 1591:1:5 military RH 421
Miyaki Toza 42 T19:1:5 1591:1:5 military RH 421
Inokojiza 170 T19:1:5 1591:1:5 military SIT 25
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Fukuchi Mikawa 171 T19:1:10 1591:1:10 military RH 464
Dai(monji)ya Sosa (ton) 172 T19:1:1O 1591:1:10 merchant/ N n/a

townsman
Terumoto 3 T19:1:11 1591:1:11 military RH 408
Saseyo Sanzaemon 5 T19:1:11 1591:1:11 military SIT 110
Hayashi Hizen (Higo) 173 TI9:1:11 1591:1:11 military Ttl n/a
Shoan Sojun 174 TI9:1:11 1591:1:11 merchant/ RH 465

townsman

Shimazu Hyogo 175 TI9:1:11 1591:1:11 military RH 466
Yoshihiro
Amanoya Soya 176 T19:1:11 1591:1:11 merchant/ N n/a

townsman
Uraku 116 TI9:1:13 1591:1:13 military RH 441
Tachiami 177 T19:1:13 1591:1:13 priest N n/a
Toda Minbu Katsutaka 37 TI9:1:15 1591:1:15 military RH 420
Kumagaya 178 T19:1:15 1591:1:15 military SIT 93
Hanii/Hansuke
Kuwayama Shigeharu 179 TI9:1:16 1591:1:16 military RH 468
Aoki Kiino kami 180 TI9:1:16 1591:1:16 military Ttl n/a
Maeno Izumo no kami 181 T19:1:16 1591:1:16 military SIT 226
Tokugawa Ieyasu 182 TI9:1:24 1591:1:24 military SIT 167-8
Honda Tadakatsu 183 T19:1:24 1591:1:24 military RH 469
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Makino Hanuemon 184 T19:1:24 1591:1:24 military RH 469
Tango
Torti Sakvo Tadamasa 185 T19:1:24 1591:1:24 military RH 469
Abeno Zenuemon 186 T19:1:24 1591:1:24 military SIT 2

Nagai Ukon daibu 187 TI9:1:24 . 1591:1:24 military RH 469

Matsumoto Shoshin 188 TI9:1:24 1591:1:24 chaiin N n/a

Chaya Shirojiro 189 TI9:1:24 1591:1:24 merchant/ RH 469
townsman



APPENDIX C

DISTRIBUTION OF TEA BOWLS BY COUNTRY
OF ORIGIN AND YEAR (GROUPED AND UNGROUPED)*

Grouped

Karamono

Year (~) Year «) Count Percent
1533 1538 6 0.62
1538 1543 8 0.83
1543 1548 5 0.52
1548 1553 59 6.14
1553 1558 76 7.91
1558 1563 143 14.88
1563 1568 103 10.72
1568 1573 116 12.07
1573 1578 91 9.47
1578 1583 192 19.98
1583 1588 105 10.93
1588 1593 32 3.33
1593 1598 6 0.62
1598 1603 2 0.21
1603 1608 4 0.42
1608 1613 1 0.10
1613 1618 2 0.21
1618 1623 1 0.10
1623 1628 4 0.42
1628 1633 5 0.52

-Data for the tables are from Hayashiya Seize, "Chawan hensen shiryo," in Tokyo
Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan kiyo, 193-233.
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Koraimono

Year (z) Year «) Count Percent
1533 1538 1 0.23
1538 1543 0 0.00
1543 1548 0 0.00
1548 1553 1 0.23
1553 1558 14 3.23
1558 1563 35 8.08
1563 1568 25 5.77
1568 1573 30 6.93
1573 1578 12 2.77
1578 1583 105 24.25
1583 1588 89 20.55
1588 1593 27 6.24
1593 1598 23 5.31
1598 1603 13 3.00
1603 1608 10 2.31
1608 1613 10 2.31
1613 1618 4 0.92
1618 1623 8 1.85
1623 1628 7 1.62
1628 1633 19 4.39
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Wamono

Year (~) Year «) Count Percent
1533 1538 0 0.00
1538 1543 0 0.00
1543 1548 0 0.00
1548 1553 4 1.12
1553 1558 3 0.84
1558 1563 12 3.36
1563 1568 8 2.24
1568 1573 13 3.64
1573 1578 11 3.08
1578 1583 24 6.72
1583 1588 99 27.73
1588 1593 64 17.93
1593 1598 34 9.52
1598 1603 34 9.52
1603 1608 32 8.96
1608 1613 7 1.96
1613 1618 3 0.84
1618 1623 2 0.56
1623 1628 5 1.40
1628 1633 2 0.56
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Ungrouped

Karamono

Year Count Percent
1533 1 0.10
1534 0 0.00
1535 0 0.00
1536 2 0.21
1537 3 0.31
1538 0 0.00
1539 2 0.21
1540 0 0.00
1541 0 0.00
1542 6 0.62
1543 0 0.00
1544 5 0.52
1545 0 0.00
1546 0 0.00
1547 0 0.00
1548 1 0.10
1549 24 2.50
1550 12 1.25
1551 11 1.14
1552 11 1.14
1553 5 0.52
1554 7 0.73
1555 12 1.25
1556 25 2.60
1557 27 2.81
1558 32 3.33
1559 33 3.43
1560 20 2.08
1561 31 3.23
1562 27 2.81
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Year Count Percent
1563 35 3.64
1564 13 1.35
1565 10 1.04
1566 15 1.56
1567 30 3.12
1568 35 3.64
1569 18 1.87
1570 23 2.39
1571 22 2.29
1572 18 1.87
1573 18 1.87
1574 12 1.25
1575 13 1.35
1576 13 1.35
1577 35 3.64
1578 31 3.23
1579 41 4.27
1580 40 4.16
1581 44 4.58
1582 36 3.75
1583 37 3.85
1584 8 0.83
1585 10 1.04
1586 22 2.29
1587 28 2.91
1588 8 0.83
1589 7 0.73
1590 13 1.35
1591 0 0.00
1592 4 0.42



Year Count Percent
1593 3 0.31
1594 1 0.10
1595 0 0.00
1596 0 0.00
1597 2 0.21
1598 0 0.00
1599 0 0.00

1600 2 0.21
1601 0 0.00
1602 0 0.00
1603 1 0.10
1604 0 0.00
1605 0 0.00
1606 2 0.21
1607 1 0.10
1608 1 0.10
1609 0 0.00
1610 0 0.00
1611 0 0.00
1612 0 0.00
1613 1 0.10
1614 1 0.10
1615 0 0.00
1616 0 0.00
1617 0 0.00
1618 0 0.00
1619 0 0.00
1620 0 0.00
1621 0 0.00
1622 1 0.10
1623 1 0.10
1624 0 0.00
1625 1 0.10
1626 2 0.21
1627 0 0.00
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Year Count Percent
1628 4 0.42

1629 1 0.10

1630 0 0.00

1631 0 0.00

1632 0 0.00



Koraimono

Year Count Percent
1533 0 0.00
1534 0 0.00
1535 0 0.00
1536 0 0.00
1537 1 0.23
1538 0 0.00
1539 0 0.00
1540 0 0.00
1541 0 0.00
1542 0 0.00
1543 0 0.00
1544 0 0.00
1545 0 0.00
1546 0 0.00
1547 0 0.00
1548 0 0.00
1549 1 0.23
1550 0 0.00
1551 0 0.00
1552 0 0.00
1553 0 0.00
1554 1 0.23
1555 2 0.46
1556 3 0.69
1557 8 1.85
1558 13 3.00
1559 9 2.08
1560 7 1.62
1561 4 0.92
1562 2 0.46
1563 3 0.69
1564 4 0.92
1565 6 1.39
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Year Count Percent
1566 9 2.08

1567 3 0.69

1568 11 2.54

1569 6 1.39

1570 4 0.92

1571 4 0.92

1572 5 1.15

1573 0 0.00

1574 3 0.69

1575 0 0.00

1576 3 0.69

1577 6 1.39

1578 13 3.00

1579 19 4.39

1580 27 6.24

1581 25 5.77

1582 21 4.85

1583 21 4.85

1584 9 2.08

1585 7 1.62

1586 20 4.62

1587 32 7.39

1588 7 1.62

1589 8 1.85

1590 5 1.15

1591 0 0.00
1592 7 1.62

1593 6 1.39

1594 9 2.08

1595 0 0.00

1596 0 0.00
1597 8 1.85
1598 0 0.00



Year Count Percent
1599 9 2.08
1600 1 0.23
1601 2 0.46
1602 1 0.23
1603 1 0.23
1604 2 0.46
1605 2 0.46
1606 4 0.92
1607 1 0.23
1608 3 0.69
1609 3 0.69
1610 0 0.00
1611 2 0.46
1612 2 0.46
1613 1 0.23
1614 0 0.00
1615 0 0.00
1616 1 0.23
1617 2 0.46
1618 3 0.69
1619 0 0.00
1620 1 0.23
1621 0 0.00
1622 4 0.92
1623 0 0.00
1624 0 0.00
1625 1 0.23
1626 4 0.92
1627 2 0.46
1628 5 1.15
1629 7 1.62
1630 7 1.62
1631 0 0.00
1632 0 0.00
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Year Count Percent
1533 0 0.00
1534 0 0.00
1535 0 0.00

."

1536 0 0.00
1537 0 0.00
1538 0 0.00
1539 0 0.00
1540 0 0.00
1541 0 0.00
1542 0 0.00
1543 0 0.00
1544 0 0.00
1545 0 0.00
1546 0 0.00
1547 0 0.00
1548 0 0.00
1549 3 0.84
1550 1 0.28
1551 0 0.00
1552 0 0.00
1553 1 0.28
1554 0 0.00
1555 1 0.28
1556 1 0.28
1557 0 0.00
1558 4 1.12
1559 0 0.00
1560 2 0.56
1561 4 1.12
1562 2 0.56
1563 1 0.28
1564 2 0.56

Wamono
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1565 1 0.28
1566 2 0.56
1567 2 0.56
1568 3 0.84
1569 3 0.84
1570 1 0.28
1571 2 0.56
1572 4 1.12
1573 2 0.56
1574 0 0.00
1575 2 0.56
1576 3 0.84
1577 4 1.12
1578 8 2.24
1579 8 2.24
1580 5 1.40
1581 2 0.56
1582 1 0.28
1583 5 1.40
1584 2 0.56
1585 5 1.40
1586 23 6.44
1587 64 17.93
1588 16 4.48
1589 8 2.24
1590 24 6.72
1591 6 1.68
1592 10 2.80
1593 6 1.68
1594 10 2.80
1595 4 1.12
1596 5 1.40



Year Count Percent
1597 9 2.52
1598 0 0.00
1599 16 4.48
1600 0 0.00
1601 10 2.80
1602 8 2.24
1603 14 3.92
1604 4 1.12
1605 7 1.96
1606 7 1.96
1607 0 0.00
1608 4 1.12
1609 1 0.28
1610 0 0.00
1611 1 0.28
1612 1 0.28
1613 1 0.28
1614 0 0.00
1615 2 0.56
1616 0 0.00
1617 0 0.00
1618 0 0.00
1619 0 0.00
1620 0 0.00
1621 1 0.28
1622 1 0.28
1623 0 0.00
1624 0 0.00
1625 1 0.28
1626 2 0.56
1627 2 0.56
1628 2 0.56
1629 0 0.00
1630 0 0.00
1631 0 0.00
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1632 0 0.00



APPENDIX D

ORmE'S DISCIPLES·

Anrakuan Sakuden *~~J;fH~

(1554-1643) The abbot of Chikurin'in at Seigenji in Kyoto.

Ataka Soun *~*~
(dates unknown) Soun was employed as tea master by the Maeda family
in Kaga. Oribe is said to have recommended Soun to the Maeda.

Atobe Sukezaemon ij)-$IljJti:1tr,
(information unavailable)

Bukkoji Monseki {k::Jf:.~r'li}]\

(information unavailable)

Chikurin'in 1t**~

Chikurin'in may be the same person as Anrakuan Sakuden.

DaimonjiyaSomi *)C~J¥.*P.*

(dates unknown) A merchant of Kyoto. Somi was the child of Daimonjiya
Eiho.

FujiiSokei ii**f*
(dates unknown) Sokei recorded the denju that Tokugawa Hidetada
received from Furuta Oribe.

Fukui Shigeemon *M1t:15H-ir,
(information unavailable)

"Sue Soko, Chajinkeiiu, (Kyoto: Kawara Shoten, 1977), 210-220.
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Funakoshi Iyo no kami *}j~11'".:y~

(1597-1670) Also known as Nagakage, Goroemon, Saburoshiro. He had
the rank of Iiigoi ge, and was the chief administrator of contruction for
the Tokugawa. He also studied chanoyu under Kobori Enshii

Furuta Saigii l!tE8%fB"
(informationunavailable)

Furuta Shigetsugu t!lEB:m~

(dates unknown) Oribe's step brother.

Fuseya Hida no kami 1iC~~"~
(d. 1615) Also known as Kageyasu, [iinai. Fuseya served Hideyoshi as a
kinkirisaki sashimono tsukaiban responsible for banner making and metal
joinery. He later became an attendant to Hideyori and had a revenue of
1,100 koku. In 1606, he became chief administrator of construction at Edo
castle.

Harada Sogyo JJj{EB*~

(dates unknown) Also known as Seijiro, The head tea master employed
by the Tokugawa bakufu.

Hariya Soshun ~l¥.**
(dates unknown) The son of Soshun, a merchant of Kyoto.

HarutaMataemon *EBx1i~r~

(informationunavailable)

Hasegawa Domo ~~JIIi1!~

(informationunavailable)

Hattori Doha ij~-ms iI!E.
(dates unknown) Doha was from Kyoto. He was an extremely talented
tea master. Doha was called upon by Kate Kiyomasa, who employed him
to become the tea instructor to his retainers. Doha received a revenue of
200 koku.
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Hiranoya Sotei SJZJf'§[*&
(information unavailable)

Hon'ami Koetsu *1fRJ%'3'G'm
(1558-1637) Also known as [irosaburoo, Taikyoan, Jitokusai, Tokuytisai.
The Hon'ami family were connoissuers of swords and sabres. Koetsu was
skilled in painting and crafts.

Hon'ami Koeki *1fRJ%'3'G~

(dates unknown) The third son of Hon' ami Sake Kotoku,

Ichikawa Chozaemon mJII~:li:Wir~

(dates unknown) Chozaemon served Maeda Toshinaga and Toshitsune.
He was one of the skilled tea practitioners of Kaga.

Kadokura Soan ~~~.Mf

(dates unknown) Also known as Mitsumasa, Teijun, Yoichi, Soan. He was
the child of Sansoan Ryoi. Soan was involved in overseas trading and also
construction matters. Soan is known for his skills in poetry and
calligraphy.

Kagazume Naozumi :bn:MJR@H'f
(1610-?) Also known as Katsuhachiro. Naozumi served Tokugawa
Iemitsu. He was an administrator in the Tokugawa government.

Kanamori Cen'ei ~~~~
(1525-1607) Also known as Nagachika,Yoshichika, Gorohachi, Hyobu
kyo, Hoin, Sogen. Nagachika was a retainer of Oda Nobunaga. He also
served Shibata Katsuie. In 1583, Nagachika became the retainer of
Toyotomi Hideyoshi. In 1586, he acquired a fief in Hida with a revenue of
38,700, and a castle in Takayama. He participated in various campaigns
under Hideyoshi. In 1594, he left the secular life and took the name, Hoin.
He later served Tokugawa Ieyasu.

Karahashi Kanekatsu ~~~Jm

(dates unknown) Kanekatsu was a minister in the Tokugawa
government. He had the rank of Iiiichi i ge.
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Kichimonjiya Doetsu EDt~~ii[jm

(information unavailable)

Kikuya SoyU ~~*:1f

(information unavailable)

Kimura Soki *t-t*fi
{d. 1615) Also known as Yoshiro Soki. Soki was one of the conspirators in
a plot against the Tokugawa.

Koami Chogen ~lSPJ%\~~

(1571-1607) The younger brother of Koami Choan, The Koami family
were the lacquerers for the shogun since the Ashikaga period.

Kobori Masakazu (Enshti) /J\:fftiiij(- GifH)
1578-1647) Also known as Masakazu, Totomi no kami, soho. Enshii
served Hideyoshi and later Ieyasu. 1604, he possessed 12,400 koku and
held a castle in Komine in Asai. In 1608, Enshii acquired the rank and
title, ]iigoi ge, Totomi no kami. In 1615,became the chief administrator in
Fushimi.

Kono Seian fpJ!I!f~mf

(dates unknown) A tea master employed by Ii Naosuke.

Konoe Nobuhiro UI111iffi~

(1599-1649) Also known as ()zan, Nobuhiro was the fourth child of
Emperor Goyozei,

Mori Kai no kami Hidemoto =:e;flllfl~~3%=:lG

(1581-1650) Also known as Ukyo Daibu, Kai no kami, Aki Saisho, Nagato
no kami. Hidemoto was the adopted child of Mori Terumoto. In 1598, he
possessed, of the Mori domain, Izumo, Ishimi, Iki, and half of Hoki. In
1599,he had a revenue of 200,000 koku and held the Yamaguchi castle in
Suo. In 1592, he acquired the rank and title, ]iigoi jo, Jijii and received the
Toyotomi name.

Morioka Kansai ~II4JM:f2g

(information unavailable)
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Mujinsai Dosuke ~~~)iDJJ

(information unavailable)

Nagai Nobunari 7k*g~
(dates unknown) Nobunari was the lord of Yodo castle with a revenue of
100,000 koku revenue.

Nakagawa Sado no kami g:r)".fti:iJt~

(dates unknown) Also known as Shotaro. He was Oribe's son-in-law.

Nomura Sokaku 1ft-t*1t
(dates unknown) Also known as Kichiemon. Sokaku was born in Omi
but resided in Sakai. He received a denju from Rikyii during the ninth
year of the Tensho era.

Okabe Mino no kami Nobutsuna WiJ$~Vl~g~

(dates unknown)

Okubo Tojiiro *fA*~+R~
(1550-1613) Also known as Ishimi no kami Nagayasu. Tojiiro served
Tokugawa Ieyasu. He became the shogunate administrator of mining.
He acquired the rank of Iiigoi ge, and received a domain in Musashi
Hachioji with a revenue of 30,000koku.

Okubo Sagami no kami Tadachika *!A1*t13*l~~~~
(d. 1628) Tadachika held a castle in Odawara with a revenue of 110,000
koku. He left the secular life and took the name Keian Dohaku.

Dno Shuri Daibu Harunaga *Jff~f!!*:kra*
(d. 1615) Harunaga served Hideyoshi and Hideyori. He committed ritual
suicide in 1615 at the fall of Osaka castle.

Sakuma Katsuyuki .fti:fAr",EJJmZ
(1568-1634) Also known as Daizen no suke, liigoi ge. Katsuyuki served
Toyotomi Hideyoshi. However, at the Battle of Sekigahara, he joined the
eastern army on the Tokugawa side. Katsuyuki also studied chanoyu
under Rikyii.
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SakumaShogen ~~rl'!~*1-!.¥:i

(1570-1642) Also known as Sanekatsu. Shogen served Tokugawa Ieyasu.
Hehad the rank and title of [ugoi ge, Kawachi no kami, and a revenue of
2,000 koku.

ShimizuDokan ¥tf*)i~

(1579-1642) Also known as Muneharu, Denshiian, Furo Dokan, Ko
Dokan, Saruwaka Dokan. He served the Date family and had a revenue
of500 koku.

Sumiyoshi Hongan fl1pfs=H
(information unavailable)

SurugaShoun ~~t~~
(dates unknown) Shoun was the grandchild of Hon'ami Koetsu, Shoun
was the head tea master employed by the Tokugawa government.

Taga Sakon 1bJtti:Ui
(dates unknown) The retainer of the Sasaki family. Sakon later served
the Tokugawa as a tsukaiban. He acquired the title, Kai no kami, and
became the chief administrator of affairs on shrines and temples. Sakon is
knownas having also been the chanoyu disciple of Kuwayama Sosen.

TakeiShunya lit*#ili
Shunyawas the son of Takei Kashun. Shunya was the retainer of Okabe
Mino no kami.

Tokugawa Hidetada ~}! 13%=,~

(1579-1632) The second Tokugawa shogun during 1605-1622.

Veda Soko J:mmw
(1563-1650) Also known as Kamemaru, Sakutaro, Chikuin. He was the
retainer of Asano Yukinaga.

Veda Kakuho J: IEttffi
(dates unknown) Also known as Amanoya Kakuho. Kakuho was a
merchant of Kyoto. He was one of Oribe's top chanoyu disciples.
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Unryilin Monsu ~~~r~±
(1548-1621) Also known as Myohoin Hoshinno. Unryuin was the priest
prince of Myohoin.

Yamada Gensui L1JEB~JIM

(information unavailable)

Yamamoto Doku L1J*ia1ij

(d. 1653) Doku may be the same person as Yamamoto Doi, the gardener
for the Tokugawa family in Owari.

Yamazaki Sokan I1Jl/ffiJmM
(information unavailable)
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GLOSSARY OF SELECTED GUESTS
AT ORIBE'S CHANOYU GATHERINGS

Military

Ando Naotsugu *STI[~

(1555-1635) Also known as Senpukumaru, Hikoshiro, Hikobee, Tatewaki.
Naotsugu was the son of Ando Motoyoshi. Naotsugu served Tokugawa
Ieyasu and, later, Yorinobu. In 1605, he acquired the rank and title, [iigoi
ge, Tatewaki. By 1617, he became the lord of Tomi Kakegawa castle with
a revenue of 10,000 koku. In 1619, Yorinobu moved to Kii to become the
lord of Tanabe castle. His total revenue was approximately 38,800 koku.

Ando Shigenobu *jJimg
(1557-1621) Also known as Hikojiiro, Gozaemon, Tsushima no kami.
Shigenobu was Ando Naotsugu's younger brother. In 1611, Shigenobu
became one of the officials of the Tokugawa government. By the
following year, he had a revenue of approximately 10,000 koku in Katori
and Yuki in Shimofusa. In 1619, Shigenobu moved to Takasaki in
Kamitsuke, where his revenues increased to 56,000 koku.

Arima Genba Toyouji If.I!!ri~¥Jl.E£:

(1542-1614) Also known as Mansuke Genba gashira. Toyouji was the
second son of Arima Noriyori. Toyouji served Watase Shigeaki. In the
sixth month of 1594, he acquired the rank and title, Jllgoi ge, Genba
gashira. At the Battle ofSekigahara, he joined the Tokugawa forces. Soon
thereafter, he became daimyo of Fukuchiyama in Tamba and later of
Kurume in Chikugo.

Asai Nagamasa ~*~JI$c

(1545-73) Also known as Shinkuro, Bizen no kami. Nagamasa was the son
of Asai Hisamasa. Nagamasa's wife was Oda Nobunaga's sister. In 1570,
he colluded with Asakura Yoshikage in a plan to attack Nobunaga.
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Nagamasa was defeated by the armies of Nobunaga and Ieyasu, and in
the eighth month of 1573, he committed ritual suicide.

Asano danjo Nagamasa ~!l!f5!1!iE~iI$c

(1548-1611) Also known as Nagayoshi, Yahei, jiigoi ge, Danjo. Nagamasa
was the son of Asano Nagakatsu. Nagamasa, who served Toyotomi
Hidyeoshi in various capacities, had an illustrious military career. During
the period from 1573 to 1583, his revenues increased from 120 koku to
225,000 koku. For his meritorious duties, he received domains in
Fukunaga, Sakamoto, Harima, Shimokoga, Takashima, Shiga, Wakasa
and Kurita. Nagamasa also became the chief administrator in Kyoto and
the intendant of Kanzaki. Nagamasa was accused of joining Dno
Harunaga and Hijikata Katsuhisa in plot to assassinate Ieyasu and was
exiled to Hachioji, However, he was released he following year in time
for the Battle of Sekigahara. Nagamasa fought on the side of the
Tokugawa.

Asano Nagashige ~Jf~:m

(1588-1632) Also known as Naganori, Chobei, Unumeno kami.
Nagashige was the third son of Asano Nagamasa. Nagashige served
Hideyoshi, and in 1597,he received the rank and title, liigoi ge, Unume no
kami, and also the Toyotomi name.

BesshoBungo Yoshiharu !iJUm:l£f~E~

(dates unknown) Also known as Toyoharu, Magoshichiro, [iigoi ge,
Bungo no kami. Yoshiharu was the son of Bessho Shigemune. Yoshiharu
served Toyotomi Hideyoshi. In 1591, he inherited the family estate and
also acquired the rank and title, Iiigoi ge, Bungo no kami. Yoshiharu
participated in the Korean campaign in 1592. Upon returning from
Korean, he assisted in the contruction of Fushimi castle. By 1597 he had a
revenue of 15,000 koku in Sonobe in Tamba. At the Battle of Sekigahara,
he joined the Toyotomi forces.

Doi Toshikatsu ±1tfllJm
(1573-1644) Also known as Matsuchiyo, [inzaburo. Toshikatsu served
Tokugawa Ieyasu. During Hidetada's rule, he held the Koga castle in
Shimofusa and had a revenue of 160,000 koku. Toshikatsu was a devoted
retainer of the Tokugawa. He received the joo enza katatsuki tea
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container from Ieyasu, and the aburaya katatsuki tea container from
Iemitsu.

Funakoshi Corozaemon Kagenao M{}~1i~B:tr:ftr~:lit@:

(1540-1611) Kagenao served Toyotomi Hideyoshi. However, owing to
his support of Toyotomi Hidetsugu, Kagenao's domain was confiscated
after Hidetsugu's death. At time of Sekigahara Battle, he join the
Tokugawa side in Eastern army. For his meritorious services Kagenao
received a revenue of approximately 6,000 koku in Kawachi and Yamato
in Settsu. Kagenao studied chanoyu under Furuta Oribe.

Fuseya hida no kami ~,§Hf~~~
(d. 1615) Fuseya served Hideyoshi as a kinkirisaki sashimono tsukaiban
responsible for banner making and metal joinery. He later became an
attendant to Hideyori and had a revenue of 1,100 koku. In 1606, he
became chiefadministrator of construction at Edo castle.

Goto Eijo 1~Jj~H~

(1577-1617) Eijo was the son of Goto Tokujo, He served the Toyotomi in
the capacity of a metal worker. He later became the retainer of the
Tokugawa and had a revenue of 250 koku.

Gom Tokunori ~Jj1im*

(1548-1631) Also known as Shirobee. Tokunori was a metal worker
(kinko). He served Oda Nobunaga, and in 1581, became a retainer of
Toyotomi Hideyoshi. In 1597, Hideyoshi appointed him to a post in the
kinsu fukiza or foundry for the production of coins.

Hijikata Tango ±1JfH~

(1583-1638) Also known as Hijikata Katsuuji, Mokunosuke, Hikosaburo,
Tango no kami. Hijikata served Toyotomi Hideyoshi. In 1591, he had a
revenue of approximately 12,000 koku in Ise. In 1598, he acquired the
rank and title, [iigoi ge, Tango no kami. During the following year, he
became involved in a conspiracy to assassinate Ieyasu and was exiled by
the Tokugawa. During 1600, the Tokugawa pardoned him just prior to
the Battleof Sekigahara.
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Hojo Mino no kami Ujinori ;ft~~¥Jl~~m

(d. 1600) Also known as Sukegoro. Ujinori was the sibling of Hojo
Ujimasa. He held the castle at Nirayama in Izu. In 1590, he was besieged
by Oda Nobuo. After the fall of Odawara, Ujinori was summoned by
Hideyoshi, who conferred to him a fief in Kawachi with a revenue of
6,980 koku.

Honda Masanobu *~IEffi"
(1539-1616) Also known as Masayasu, Masayuki, Yahachiro, Sado no
kami. Masanobu served Tokugawa Ieyasu in various capacities and was
an astute politician. In 1586, he acquired the rank and title, /l1goi ge, Sado
no kami, He was treated favorably by Ieyasu. Masanobu had a revenue
of approximately 22,000 koku in Tamanawa in Sagami. At the time of
the Sekigahara Battle, he was one of the roju or Council of Elders to
Hidetada.

Honda Masazumi *~IE~
(1565-1637) Also known as Yahachiro, Kozukenosuke. Masazumi was
the son of Masanobu. Owing to his father's influence, Masazumi also
acquired significant posts under Ieyasu. When Hidetada became shogun,
he acquired a position of hosa or advisor to the shogun. In 1616,
Masazumi succeeded his father and became roiu. In 1619, he had a
revenue of 150,000 koku in Utsunomiya in Shimotsuke.

Honda Tadakatsu *~,~Jm

(1548-1610) Also known as Heihachiro, Nakatsukasa daiyii, Heihachiro,
Tadakatsu was a retainer of Tokugawa Ieyasu. In 1588, Hideyoshi
conferred him the rank and title /11 goi ge, Nakatsukasa daiyii. However,
Tadakatsu refused to take the Toyotomi name. In 1601, he had a revenue
of 15,000 koku in Kuwana in Ise.

Hod Inba no kami Hidenobu #lli1ZSl1\Jl~3'f;m

(1587-1627) Hidenobu acquired the rank and title, [ii goi ge, Inba no kami
in 1599. At the Battle of Sekigahara, he joined Ishida Mitsunari in the
western army. Hidenobu lost all his domains after Sekigahara. However,
he was later pardoned and he served the Tokugawa.
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Hoshina Masamitsu -f*WIEJ'G
(1562-1631) Also known as Iinshiro, Higo no kami. Masamitsu served
Tokugawa Ieyasu. 1590, he had a revenue of 10,000 koku in Shimofusa
Tako. By 1618, owing to his meritorious duties to the Tokugawa, his
revenues increased to 30,000 koku.

Ikeda Bingono kami Shigenari tt!!EH{mH~~:m~

(d. 1603) Also known as Tomomasa, Kyuzaemon, Minbu jo, Bingo no
kami. Shigenari served Araki Murashige, then ada Nobunaga. He held
the castle at Ikeda in Settsu. After Hideyoshi's death in 1599, the gotairo
(Hideyoshi's council of state) conferred him with domain in Settsu in ami
province with a revenue of 2,008 koku. He also acquired the rank and
title,Iiigoi ge, Bingo no kami. Later, he received in additional 2,180 koku
in Toyoshima in Settsu.

Ikoma Shurinosuke 1::~{~f!I[~

(d.1600) Also known as Shuri daiyti. Shurinosuke was one of Toyotomi
Hideyoshi's oumamawari. At the BattIe of Sekigahara, he joined Ishida
Mitsunari in the western army. After being defeated, Shurinosuke hid at
the residence of Ishikawa Yoriaki, but was discovered. He committed
ritual suicide.

Inaba Kuraundo Michito fm~lil}..):gii

(1570-1607) Also known as Shigekazu, Michishige Sukeemon, Sakon
Kuraundo. Inaba served Toyotomi Hideyoshi. In 1590, he held the castle
at Tamaru in Ise. During 1595, Shigekazu received the Toyotomi name
and the rank and title Iii goi ge" Sakon Kuraundo. He had a revenue of
27,400 koku. At the Battle of Sekigahara, he joined the Tokugawa forces.
In 1598, he left the secular life to become a bonze.

Inoko Takumi Kazutoki ~.::t-P'JIli:-1t¥

(1542-1626) Also known as [izaemon, Sanzaemon, Takuminosuke.
Kazutoki served Toyotomi Hideyoshi. Kazutoki held domains in Setsu,
ami, Kechi, and Ise, and a revenue of approximately 2,730 koku. He
acquired the rank and title, Iii goi ge" Takuminosuke from Hideyoshi. At
the Battle of Sekigahara, he first sided with Ishida Mitsunari but later
switched to the Tokugawa side.
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Ishikawa Bingo no karni Iekiyo ~)"1i1if1~~*m

Iekiyo served Toyotomi Hideyoshi and was the chief administrator in
charge of land surveys in Yamashiro during 1589. He participated in
various campaigns under Toyotomi Hideyoshi. By 1600, he had a
revenue of 12,000 koku in Yamashiro, Tamba and Amata. At the Battle of
Sekigahara, he joined Ishida Mitsunari in the western army. After the
war, he lost all of his domains. He became the retainer of Nambu
Toshinaga.

Ishikawa Genba Mitsunaga ~)II~~=~

(d. 1642) Also known as Yasunaga or Kazunaga. Mitsunaga served
Toyotomi Hideyoshi. He held a castle in Fukashi, and had a revenue of
approximately 80,000 koku. In 1597, he received rank and title [ii goi ge,
Shikibu daiyfi. At the Battle of Sekigahara, Mitsunaga joined the
Tokugawa side.

Ishikawa Higo no karni Yasukatsu ~JIIH~~~~,,*JI:

(d. 1615) Yasukatsu served Hideyoshi and participated in the Korean
campaigns. He had a fief in Chikuma of Shinano and a revenue of
approximately 15,000 koku. At the Battle of Sekigahara, Yasukatsu joined
his brother, Mitsunaga, on the Tokugawa side.

IwakiSadataka ~:I]j1.~~

(1583-1620) Also known as Nogemaru, Chujiro. Sadataka held a castle in
Taira of Iwaki and had a revenue of 120,000 koku. In 1600, at the Battle of
Sekigahara, Sadataka joined Ishida Mitsunari's joined western army.
After the war, his revenues decreased to 20,000koku in Kameda.

je Izumi no karni Kagemochi :InUIl~~fJ:~

(1546-1610) Also known as Ian and [irozaemon. Kagemochi was the
retainer of Uesugi Kenshin, then Takeda Shingen. He later served
Tokugawa Ieyasu.

Kanamori Hida no kami Nagachika ~~~5'~*JlI

(1525-1607) Also known as Yoshichika, Gorohachi, Hyobu kyo, Hoin,
Sogen. Nagachika was a retainer of Oda Nobunaga. He also served
Shibata Katsuie. In 1583, Nagachika became the retainer of Toyotomi
Hideyoshi. In 1586, he acquired a fief in Hida with a revenue of 38,700,
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and a castle in Takayama. He participated in various campaigns under
Hideyoshi. In 1594, he left the secular life and took the name, Hoin. He
later served Tokugawa Ieyasu. At the Battle of Sekigahara, he joined the
Tokugawa's eastern army.

Kanamori Izumo no kami Yoshishige ~~I:fi~~PJ:m

(1558-1615) Yoshishige served Hideyoshi. In 1585 he acquired the rank
and title, Iiigoi ge, Izumo no kami. Yoshishige held a castle in Takayama
in Hida.

Kato Yoshiaki 1Jnjfi~aJ]

(1563-1631) Also known as Magoroku, Samanosuke, Kyiii. Yoshiaki
served Toyotomi Hideyoshi. He held a castle in Matsuyama in Iyo, and
later in Wakamatsu in Aizu. Yoshiaki fought in various campaigns,
including the Shizugatake battle. Yoshiaki was one of the seven members
of the shichihonyari,who were famous for their skills using spears.

Kobayakawa Chikugo no kami Hidekane 11\.!f'-JIIm~~~~-§

1567-1601 Also known as Kurume Jijii. Hidekane served Toyotomi
Hideyoshi. In 1585, he held a castle in Kurume in Chikugo, and had a
revenue of 75,000 koku. During the same year, he acquired the title
Kurume Jijii. He participated in the Korean campaign in 1592. For his
meritorius duties in Korea, he received an additional 55,000 koku in
Mihara and Mii in Chikugc. At the Battle of Sekigahara, Hidekane joined
Ishida Mitsunari in the western army. After war, he lost all of his
domains. He left the secular life to become a bonze, taking the name
Doshitsu,

Kobori Enshii 11\:IfIB)i~HiI$c-

(1578-1647) Also known as Masakazu, Totomi no kami, Soho. Enshii
served Hideyoshi and later Ieyasu. 1604, he possessed 12,400 koku and
held a castle in Komine in Asai. In 1608, Enshii acquired the rank and
title,Iiigoi ge, Totomi no kami. In 1615,became the chief administrator in
Fushimi. Enshii was also a skilled chanoyu practitioner and connoisseur
of tea utensils. He succeeded Furuta Oribe as the tea master to the
shogun.
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Koide Yoshimasa IJ\t:B1iJIJc
(1565-1613) Also known as Kosaiji, Shinano no kami, Yamato no kami,
Harima no kami. Yoshimasa was one of Hideyoshi's oumamawari. In
1593, he held a castle in Takino in Harima and had a revenue of 20,000
koku. Also at this time received the rank and title of [ii goi ge, Shinano no
kami, In 1594, Yoshimasa received an additional 20,000 koku in Harima,
and a castle in Ideishi in Tajima with a revenue of 60,000 koku. At the
Battle of Sekigahara, he joined Ishida Mitsunari in the western army.
Yoshimasa's younger brother, Hideie, was in the eastern army. Owing to
his brother's mediation, Yoshimasa's losses were not severe after the war.

Konishi Yukinaga IJ\f§ff*
(d.1600) Also known as Yakuro, Settsu no kami. Yukinaga was the child
of Konishi Korekiyo, formerly the retainer of the Ukita family. Yukinaga
served Hideyoshi. In 1588, he acquired a fief of 146,300 koku in Utojo in
Higo. Yukinaga fought in Korea during Hideyoshi's Korean campaigns.
After Hideyoshi's death of Hideyoshi, Yukinaga returned to Japan. At the
Battle of Sekigahra, he sided with Ishida Mitsunari. Yukinaga was
captured and was executed at Sanjogawara in Kyoto. Yukinaga, who was
a devout Christian, was known as Don Augustine. Owing to his Christian
faith, he refused to commit ritual suicide.

Kuki Nagato no kami Moritaka jl';l!£r~~~~

(1575-1632) Also known as Magojiro, Tomotaka and Mitsutaka. Moritaka
held a castle in Toba in Shima and had a revenue 30,000 koku. In 1599, he
acquired the rank and title, [ii goi ge, Nagatono kami. At Sekigahara, he
joined the eastern army on the Tokugawa side. His father, Yoshitaka,
joined the western army.

Kuwayama Motoharu ~L1.Jj(;n¥f

(1563-1620) Also known as Chobei, Iga no kami, Sagami no kami.
Motoharu was the retainer of Toyotomi. Hidenaga (Hideyoshi's younger
brother) and later, Hideyoshi. He participated in the Korean campaign in
1592. In 1596, he served Hideyoshi, and recevied a fief of 8,000 koku in
Yamato. At the Battle of Sekigahara, he joined the Tokugawa side.
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Mano Kuraundo Sukemune ~IfJl.A.fl}]*

(dates unknown) Also known as Sakon, Kuraundo gashira, Nyiido,
Soshin. Sukemune was one of Hideyoshi's oumamawari. He became one
of the seven kumigashira at Osaka. Sukumune had a revenue of about
10,000 koku. In 1615, with the fall of Osaka castle, he commited ritual
suicide.

Matsudaira Masatsuna fl~j)j(.
(1577-1648) Also known as Cheshire, Masahisa, Demon no suke, Demon
daiyii, Masatsuna was the adopted son of Matsudaira Masatsugu.
Masatsuna was the retainer of Tokugawa Ieyasu. He became the chief
administrator of agriculture and had a revenue of 5,000 koku. Masatsuna
received from Hideyoshi the rank, Jllgoi ge, and the Toyotomi name. In
1625,he received 22,000 koku in Mikawa and held a castle in Amanawa in
Sagami.

Matsushita Shigetsuna flr:m.
(1579-1627) Also known as Sasuke, Yoshitsuna, Demon no jo, Ishimi no
karni, Hyobu shosuke. Shigetsuna served Toyotomi Hidetsugu. In 1588,
he acquired the rank and title, [ii goi ge, Demon no jo. In 1594, he assisted
in the construction of Fushimi castle. At this time, he had a revenue of
12,000 koku. In 1598, he inherited 16,000 koku, and held a castle in Kuno
in Omi. In 1600, he sided with the Tokugawa. He later held a castle in
Nihonmatsu in Mutsu.

Miyoshi Shin'emon Fusakazu =~~1:ifIijr~m-
(1555-1614) Also known as Tango no kami. Fusakazu was the retainer of
Miyoshi Yasunaga, then Oda Nobunaga. Later he served Hideyoshi and
became one of the oumamawari. In 1600, Fusakazu joined the Tokugawa
side at the Sekigahara Battle. At this time, he had 10,000 koku. After the
war, he served the Tokugawa. In Kechi, he had a fief of 2,300 koku. In
1604, Fusakazu acquired the rank and title, Jiigoi ge, Tango no kami.

Mizoguchi Hidekatsu MI=f ~MJ:
(1546-1610) Also known as Kin'emon, Hoki no kami. Hidekatsu was the
retainer of Tamba Nagahide and Nagashige. 1585, he served Toyotomi
Hideyoshi. In 1598, he acquired fiefs in Kaga Enuma, Nomi, Echigo,
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Kamahara, with a revenue of 60,000 koku. He held a castle in Hatsuda in
Echigo. At Sekigahara, he joined the Tokugawa's eastern army.

Mizuno Kenmotsu *!Jf~!/m

(dates unknown) Kenmotsu served Nobunaga and Hideyoshi. He was a
skilled chanoyu practitioner.

Mori Hidemoto ::e~ll~:7G

(1581-1650) Also known as Ukyo daibu, Kai no kami, Aki saisho, Nagato
no kami. Hidemoto was the adopted child of Mori Terumoto. L'1 1598! he
held domains in Izumo, Ishimi, Iki, and Hoki. In 1599, he had a revenue
of 200,000 koku and held the Yamaguchi castle in Suo. In 1592, Hidemoto
acquired the rank and title, fa goi ja, Jiju and received the Toyotomi name.
At the Battle of Sekigahara, he was a general in the western army on the
side of Ishida Mitsuari.

Mori Terumoto ::e~ll~:7G

(1554-1625) Terumoto fought in battles against Hideyoshi in 1577.
However, in 1582, he entered a peace agreement with Hideyoshi and
supported the latter in the Komaki campaign as well as the Shikoku and
Kyushu battles. In 1584, Terumoto acquired the rank and title, fayon'i ge,
Sangi. In 1591, Terumoto possessed 1,120,000 koku in Aki, , Nagato,
Ishimi, Bingo, Izumo, Sanuki, Bitchii, and Hoki. He held the Koriyama
castle in Aki. In 1594, he assisted in the construction of Fushimi castle. By
1600, he possessed seven domains in Aki, and 1,205,000 koku in Bitchu
and Hoki, Later, his revenue increased another 80,000 koku in Inba. At
the Battle of Sekigahara, he was the general of the western army on the
side of Ishida Mitsunari. Terumoto guarded Osaka castle with his army
of 10,000men. After the war, his holdings decreased to 369,000 koku.

Murakami Boshtl Yoshiaki *'1"J:~jjm~aA
(d. 1623) Also known as Masanosuke, [iroemon, Suo no kami. Murakami
served Hideyoshi. In 1585, he held a fief of 67,000 koku in Kaga. He
fought in the battles in Kyushu and Odawara as well as in the Korean
campaigns. He also assisted in the construction of the Fushimi castle. At
the Battle of Sekigahara, Yoshiaki joined the eastern army of the
Tokugawa.
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Nagai Naokatsu *:1t@ImY
(1563-1625) Also known as Denpachiro, Naokatsu was the retainer of
Tokugawa Ieyasu. 1590, he held domains in Sagami and Kazusa and a
revenue of 5,000 koku. In 1596, acquired the rank and title, Iii goi ge,
Ukon Daibu, and received the Toyotomi name.

Naito Masanaga P'JJfiil.&~

(1589-1634) Also known as Kinichiro. Masanaga was the retainer of
Tokugawa Ieyasu. In 1589, he received the Toyotomi name and acquired
the rank and title, Iiigoi ge, Samanosuke. 1600, Masanaga held the Sanuki
castle in Kazusa, and had a revenue of 20,000 koku. In 1622,he acquired a
fiefof 70,000 koku in Mutsu and held the Taira castle.

Nanbu Toshinao i¥fI5l5f1j@I
(1576-1632) Also known as Harunao, Hikokuro, Shinano no kami.
Toshinao held the castle of Mito in Mutsu. In 1595, he acquired the rank
and title, Iii goi ge, Shinano no kami, In 1598, Toshinao built the Morioka
castle. At Sekigahara, he sided with the Tokugawa.

Naruse Masanari ~~ljE~
(1566-1625) Also known Kokichi. Masanari served Ieyasu. After
Sekigahara, he became a mandokoro of Sakai, and also acquired the rank
and title, Iii goi ge Hayato no kami. At the Osaka campaign, he
commanded the Tokugawa troops in Owari. He acquired the Inuyama
castlefrom Tokugawa Yoshinao in Owari.

Ogasawara Hidemasa Ij\~JH:*lI$c

(d. 1615) Also known as Sadamasa, Shinano no kami, Kozuke no suke,
Hyobu Daisuke. Hidemasa served Ishikawa Kazumasa and then
Toyotomi Hideyoshi. In 1585, he became Shinano no kami. In 1590,
transfered from Matsumoto castle to Koga castle in Shimofusa and had a
revenue of 20,000 koku. In 1595, Hidemasa acquired the rank and title, Iii
goi ge, Kozuke no suke.

Okubo Ishimi no kami Nagayasu *!A1*15~~~*
(1550-1613) Also known as [ubei. Nagayasu served Tokugawa Ieyasu.
He became the intendant of the gold and silver mines at Ishimi, Izu and
Sado. Nagayasu possessed a fief in Yokoyama in Musashi. After his
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death in 1613, the Tokugawa discovered that he had committed crimes
against the government. Consequently seven of his children had to
commit ritual suicide.

Okubo Tadachika *?\**~
(d. 1628) Also known as [ibu Daisuke. Tadachika was the page to
Tokugawa Ieyasu. In 1594, he held the Odawara castle in Sagami. He
later became the counsellor to Ieyasu's son, Hidetada.

Ono Shuri Daibu Harunaga *Jff~f!I!*~ra:R

(d. 1615) Harunaga was one of Hideyoshi's oumamawari and later served
Hideyori. In 1599, he was accused of plotting the assassination of
TokugawaIeyasu. He was exiled to Shimotsuke YUki. However, the year
before the Sekigahara battle, the Tokugawa released him. At the fall of
Osakacastle in 1615,he committed suicide.

Sakai Ietsugu iW*~OX

(1569-1618) Also known as Kogoro, Kunai Daisuke, Saemon no jo.
Ietsugu was the retainer of Tokugawa Ieyasu. In 1588, he succeeded his
father, Tadatsugu, and held the Yoshida castle inYoshida in Mikawa. He
later received from a fief of 30,000 koku in Kamitsuke. By 1617, he
possessed100,000 koku in Echigo.

Sakakibara Yasumasa mDi{J.milk
(1548-1606) Also known as Koheeta. Yasumasa was the retainer of
Tokugawa Ieyasu. In 1584, at Nagakude he defeated Hideyoshi's army.
However, he was defeated by Hori Hidemasa. In 1586, he acquired the
rank. and title, [ii goi ge, Shikibu Daisuke, and received the Toyotomi
name. Yasumasa also acquired the Tatebayashi castle in Kozuke and a
revenue of 100,000 koku.

Sakuma Kechi no kami Masazane fft?\rJj¥RJl*J~iIk~

(1561-1616) Masazane served Toyotomi Hideyoshi in the capacity of a
kinkirisakisashimono tsukaiban. In 1594,Masazane was one of the chief
administrators who oversaw the construction of Fushimi castle. In 1597,
he acquired the rank and title, fii goi ge, Kochi no kami and received the
Toyotomi name. Masazane later served Tokugawa as the chief
administrator of construction.
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Sano Shuri daibu Nobuyoshi {tcJff~f:I*;kffi"B

(1566-1622) Naobuyoshi was also known as Masatsuna. In 1592, he held
the caslte in Shimotsuke. At this time, he acquired the rank and title, Iti
goige, Shuri Daibu. In 1594, he assisted in construction of Fushimi castle.
At the Battle of Sekigahara, Nobuyoshi sided with the Tokugawa.

Satake Ukyo daibu Yoshinobu {tctt:tl**;k~~

(1569-1633) Yoshinobu was the son of Satake Yoshishige. In 1590, he
succeeded his father and held the Mito castle in Hitachi. During this year,
he acquired the rank and title, [ii goi ge, Jijii. In the 1591 year, acquired
the rank, [iiyon'i ge. By 1595, he possessed a fief of 545,800 koku in
Hitachi. At the battle of Sekigahara, he joined the side of Ishida Mitsunari,
and consequently, lost most of his domains after the war. His revenues
decreased to 205,810 koku. At the time of the Osaka campaigns,
Yoshinobu supported the Tokugawa.

Sato Katatada fti:jfi~Ji!;

(1548-1612) Also known as Yosaemon, Kan'emon, Suruga no kami.
Katatada served Toyotomi Hideyoshi in the office of kinkirisaki
sashimono tsukaiban. Later, he served the Tokugawa family. In 1607, he
became the chief administrator of construction for the Sunpu castle.

Sengoku Echizen no kami Hidehisa 1J1J1:i~1W~~?\

(1552-1614) Also known as Hideyasu, Morinaga, Gonbei, Echizen no kami.
Hidehisa was the retainer of Toyotomi Hideyoshi. In 1574, he acquired a
fief of 1,000 koku in Dmi. In 1580, he held the caslte of Sumoto in Awaji,
and had a revenue of 50,000 koku. During 1585, Hidehisa acquired the
Takamatsu castle. Following the battle at Odawara he received a fief of
50,000 koku in Shinano. He acquired the rank and title, Iii goi ge/ Echizen
no kami. At the battle of Sekigahara, he joined Tokugawa Hidetada
against Ishida Mitsunari.

Seta KamonMasatada mtm1rlHff):iE,~

(d.1595) Masatada served Toyotomi Hideyoshi. He had a revenue of
approximately 549 koku in Kamiyama, Imajuku. Masatada was a notable
chanoyu practitioner and one of Rikyu's shicbitetsu.
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Shinjo Kunaikyo Hoin Naoyori ~J±'§l*JgH~~~nm~

(1535-1612) Also known as Shinzaburo, Suruga no kami, Kunaikyo, Hoin,
Naoyori was one of Hideyoshi's otogishii. In 1591, he had a revenue of
12,000 koku. During 1595, he held the castle of Takatsuki and acquired a
fief of 30,000 koku in Settsu. At the battle of Sekigahara, he joined Ishida
Mitsunari's forces against the Tokugawa. After the war, he served Garno
Hideyuki.

Sueyoshi Yoshiyasu ***-'*
(1570-1617) Also known as Magoshiro, Magozaemon. Yoshiyasu served
Toyotomi Hideyoshi and later became a trader, traveling to Luzon and
Siam. In 1615, after fall of Osaka castle, he became the intendant of
Hirano.

Sugihara Nagafusa ~JJK~m

(1574-1629) Nagafusa was also known as Yahei, Hokino kami. Nagafusa
was Ietsugu's child. 1586 he received from Hideyoshi a fief in Nishishiro
Shiriike in Settsu. During 1589, he acquired the rank and title, lii goi ge,
Hoki no kami. By 1598, he had a revenue of about 30,000 koku. In 1599,
he became the intendant of Mikijo.

Takenaka Takashige ttlftM::m
(1562-1615) Also known as Gensuke, Izu no kami, Shigetoshi, Shigenobu
and Shigeyoshi. Takashige served Hideyoshi. At time of Odawara
campaign, he was a kumigashira or leader of the oumamawari. In 1594,
acquired a fief in Bungo and a revenue of 13,000 koku. During 1597, he
acquired the rank and title [ii goi ge, Izu no kami. At the battle of
Sekigahara, he first joined Ishida Mitsunari's army. However, he later
switched to the side of the Tokugawa.

Takigawa Katsutoshi m!) 11~I~rJ
(1543-1610) Also known as Shugen, Saburobee, Katsumasa, Katsuchika,
Masatoshi, Hashiba Shimofusa no kami, Cyobu kyo, Hoin and Ichiro.
Katsutoshi was the retainer of Oda Nobuo. He later served Hideyoshi as
the commander of a navy fleet. 1590, he held the Kanbe castle in Ise with
a revenue of 20,000 koku. In 1595, he received increase in Inbe of 5,000
koku. He lost his domains owing to his support of Hidetsugu. Katsutoshi
became one of Hideyoshi's otogishii and received 30,000 koku. At the
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battle of Sekigahara he sided with Ishida Mitsunari. Katsutoshi lost his
domains after the war. However, in 1601, he received a fief of 20,000
koku in Katano in Hitachi from the Tokugawa and became an otogishii.

Tanaka Yoshimasa EEl 1ftEiJJ.&
(1549-1609) Also known as Nagamasa, Kyiibei, Hyobu Daisuke, Chikugo
no kami. Yoshimasa first served Miyabe Keijun. Toyotomi Hidetsugu
was once the adopted child of Keijun. Owing to such ties, Yoshimasa also
served Hidetsugu. At this time he had a revenue of 5,000 koku. In 1588,
he acquired the rank and title, Jii goi ge, Hyobu Daisuke, and a fief of
30,000 koku in Omi. IYoshimasa later acquired fiefs of 57,400 koku in
Mikawa and Kamo and also held the Okazaki castle. In 1594,his revenues
increased another 40,000 koku, and he acquired the Nishio castle in
Mikawa. Yoshimasa also became daikan or intendant of Toyotomi's
territory in Owari. In 1596, he received additional fief of 14,200 koku in
Mikawa. At Sekigahara, he joined the Tokugawa side. After the war,
Yoshimasa received from Ieyasu the Yanagawa castle in Chikugo, and a
revenue of over 300,000 koku. He developed lands and engaged in water
works. During the Christian persecution, he aided and protected the
kirishtan.

Tarao Mitsunori ~H~:J'fft

(1557-1636) Also known as Mitsuhisa, Sakubee, Kyuhachiro. Mitsunori
served Toyotomi Hideyoshi. He had a fief in Shigaraki in Omi with a
revenue of 3,800 koku. Mitsunori later served Ieyasu.

reae Takatora iIi~iWiJ1f

(1556-1630) Also known as Yoemon, Sado no kami, Izumi no kami.
Takatora served the Oda Nobunaga, then Toyotomi Hideyoshi, Hidenaga
and Hideyasu. 1583, following the Shizugatake battle, Takatora received
5,000 koku from Hideyoshi. When Hideyasu died in 1594 at Totsugawa,
Takatora retired to Mt. Koya, but Hideyoshi recalled him and appointed
him to the position of counsellor to Hidetoshi (the heir of Hidenaga).
Takatora received a fief of 70,000 koku Uwagun in Iyo. During the same
year, he received an additional 1,000 koku in Aki in Ise and in Imai.
During 1595, Takatora became the daikan or intendant of Toyotomi
territories in Kita, Ukiana, and Uwa in Iyo. In 1597, during the second
Korean campaign, he was a commander of the naval fleet. In 1600, he had
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81,000 koku and held the Itajima castle in Iyo. At the Sekigahara battle,
he fought on the side of the Tokugawa. After the fall of Osaka, he
received gold and silver from Ieyasu, with which he acquired various
chanoyuutensils.

Torti Tadamasa .~,@-,'i!;tiJ$c

(1566-1628) Also known as Shintaro, Sakyo. Tadamasa was the retainer of
Tokugawa Ieyasu. In 1590, Tadamasa received title and rank [ii goi ge,
Sakyo no suke from Hideyoshi and also the Toyotomi name. At the
Sekigaharabattle, he joined Ieyasu's eastern army. In 1602, received an
increase in revenue to 60,000 koku. Additionally, he received a fief of
10,000 koku in Iwaki in Mutsu. By 1626, he had a total revenue of 220,000
koku and held the Yamagata castle in Dewa.

Tozawa Masamori F'~iJ$c!Mt

(1586-1648) Also known as Kurogoro, Ukyonosuke. Masamori held a
castle in Kakunotate in Dewa and had a revenue of 44,300 koku. At
Sekigahara, he joined the Tokugawa side.

Tsuda Nagato no kami Nobunari ¥$E8~r~~-mfiX;

(1562-1645) Also known as [irozaemon and Takakatsu. Nobunari served
Hideyoshi. He held the Mimaki castle in Yamashiro. At Sekigahara, he
sided with the Tokugawa.

Tsuda Shobei $m/J\~fi
(dates unknown) Shobei was one of Hideyoshi's oumamawari. In 1592,
he was stationed at Nagoya castle in Hizen during the Korean campaign.

Tsumaki Yoritada ~*iL'i!;t

(1566-1623) Also known as Gagakunosuke. Yoritada served Toyotomi
Hideyoshi. However, at the battle of Sekigahara, Yoritada took the side
of the Tokugawa. He later he served Tokugawa family.

Veda SokoShigeyasu J:m*IJID:m*
(1563-1650) Also known as Sataro Mondo no kami Soko. Shigeyasu was
the retainer of Tanba Nagahide and Nagashige. 1585, he served
Hideyoshi and acquired a fief of 10,000 koku in Echizen. In 1593,
Shigeyasu became the daikan or intendant of the Toyotomi family's
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domain. During the 1594, he acquired the rank and title, [ii goi ge, Mondo
no kami, and received the Toyotomi name. At Sekigahara, he was in the
western army with Ishida Mitsunari. After losing the battle and his
domain, he left the secular life to become a bonze, taking the name Soko.

Wakisaka Awaji Yasuharu Mb:/1jr~~~~

(1555-1626) Also known as [innai, Nakatsukasa Shosuke. Yasuharu was
the retainer of Toyotomi Hideyoshi. In 1583, he was one of the
shichihonyari at the Shigatake battle. During this year, he acquired a fief
of 3,000koku in Iga. In 1585, he moved from Iga to Nose in Settsu and
had a revenue of 10,000 koku. Also during this year, he acquired the rank
and title, fii goi ge, Nakatsukasa Shosuke. Yasuharu also received a fiefs
in Takatori in Yamato with a revenue of 20,000 koku and in Sumoto in
Awaji with a 30,000 koku revenue. In 1592 and 1597, he commanded the
navy fleet during the Korean campaign. At Sekigahara, Yasuharu initially
joined western army of Ishida Mitsunari. However, he later betrayed the
west and joined the Tokugawa side.

Yamaguchi Tozaemon 111I=OIiicq1tjfii
(dates unknown) Tozaemon was one of Hideyoshi's oumamawari. In
1592, he was stationed at Nagoya castle in Hizen during the Korean
campaign.

Yasuda Norirnune -f*EBJtIJ*
(1569-1614) Also known as [inbei. Norirnune served Toyotomi Hidenaga
and Hideyoshi. He held the Yonotsuno castle in Iga. In 1592, he acquired
the Yawatayarna castle in Kii and a revenue of 2,500 koku. During the
Korean campaign, he was stationed at Nagoya castle in Hizen.

Yuasa Ukon daiyii rJ~:ti)li*:k
(dates unknown) Yuasa served Toyotomi Hideyoshi. After Sekigahara, he
served Toyotorni Hideyori. He had a revenue of 3,000 koku in Kii.
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Non-Military

Fujishige Togen J1imiliJlt
(dates unknown) Togen was an lacquerer who worked in Nara and Kyoto
during the early seventeenth century. He was famous for his natsume or
tea caddies. After the fall of Osaka castle, Togen was instructed by
Tokugawa Ieyasu to repair various tea implements the latter acquired
from the treasure chest of Osaka castle. The art of such restoration using
lacquer began with the Fujishige family. Togen was the owner of the
Tsukumo nasu and Matsumoto nasu tea containers.

Fukuami ti1ffiJ5*
(dates unknown) Fukuami was a [ishti monk. He was a skilled tea
practitioner, who received praise from Hideyoshi when he prepared tea at
the great tea gathering at Kitano shrine in 1588.

Hasegawa Tohaku :I~/(f-}II ~{J3

(1539-1610) Also known as Matashiro, Tatewaki and Shinshun. Tohaku
was an artist of the Momoyama period and represented the first
generation grand master of the Hasegawa school. Tohaku was born to
the Okumura family, who were the retainers of the Hatakeyama.
However, he was adopted into the family of artisans, who specialized in
dyes. Tohaku studied under Toshun, the disciple of Sesshii. By 1571, he
was already well known in Kyoto as a talented artist. In Kyoto, he
studied for a while at the Kano school. Tohaku referred to himself as the
fifth generation master of Sesshii /s style of painting and began his own
school.

Honjt1bo *i±:I;}j*f\l
(dates unknown) Also known as Honjiibo Sowa, Honjubo was a Buddhist
priest of Myoho]! in Sakai. Honjiibt1 studied chanoyu under Rikyii and
attended the latter's tea gatherings frequently. He was also well
acquainted with tea men such as Tsuda SogyU, Imai Sokyii, and Kamiya
Sotan, Honjiibo himself was notable chanoyu practitioner.

Ichiami -1fJiJ5*
(dates unknown) Ichiami was an artisan of Kyoto, who was known for
his skill at making hishaku or bamboo ladles for chanoyu.
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Irnai Sokun 4-**_
(1552-1627) Sokun, also known as Hisatane, Tatewaki, and Tanchosai, was
a townsman of Sakai. He was the first son of Imai Sokyii, from whom he
learned chanoyu. Sokun was Hideyoshi's tea master and was a member
of the otogishii. He had revenue of 1,000 koku in Sumiyoshi in Settsu. At
the battle of Sekigahara, he supported Tokugawa Ieyasu and received an
additiona1300 koku. He became the intendant of the Kami Sakai area. In
1614, during the Osaka winter campaign, Sokun and his son, Sodon, were
accused of being spies of the Tokugawa and were held hostage by the
Toyotomi at Osaka castle. The Toyotomi released them owing to the
mediation of Oda Uraku. In the following year, Sokun joined Ieyasu's
army against the Toyotomi. He later became a hatamoto, a direct vassal
of the shogun.

Irnai Sokyii 4-**!A
(1520-1593) Also known as Hisahide, Hikoemon, and Sakumusai. Sokyti
was a townsman of Sakai. He married into the Naya family, whose
business included money lending and the selling of gun powder. Sokyii
served both Oda Nobunaga and Toyotomi Hideyoshi. Sokyu learned
chanoyu from Takeno joe. When Joo died, Sokyii became the guardian
of Soga, Joo's son, and managed the Takeno family property.
Consequently, he owned many of joe's meibutsu. In 1568, when Oda
Nobunaga entered Kyoto, Sokyfi presented Nobunaga with Joo's
Matsushima tea bowl and the nasu or eggplant shaped tea container.
Sokyfi also assisted Nobunaga in his military campaigns by providing him
with weapons. Consequently, Sokyu received the appointment to
become the daikan or intendant of five districts in Sumiyoshi in Sakai,
where he also oversaw the mining of silver. He acquired a samurai status
and also served Nobunaga as tea master. From Ashikaga Yoshiaki,
Sokyii received the title, Okura kyo Hoin.

Itamiya [omu .fjt:Pt~*B~

(dates unknown) Also known as Shinpoan. [omu was a Sakai townsman.
He was the owner of the meibutsu, "Shakuhachi," a flower container
made by Rikyii.
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Itoya Domo *~iR~

(dates unknown) Domo may have been the same person as Soyu. Soyu
was a Sakai townsman, who studied chanoyu under Rikyu.

Kakuho Jim
(dates unknown) Also known as Amanoya Kakuho. Kakuho was one of
Furuta Oribe's top chanoyu disciples.

Kameya Einin ii~~ff

This may be the same person as Kameya Eito (d. 1616). Eito was a
merchant of dry goods. At the time of the Sekigahara battle, he joined
Ieyasu's entourage. Eito also took part in the governing of Kyoto. He
was a skilled chanoyu practitioner.

Kamiya Satan *,~*m

(1551-1635) Sotan was a townsman of Hakata. He took part in the trade
between Japan and Ming China, at which time he learned the process of
mining silver. He began mining the Ishimi silver ores and profitted
tremedously from this endeavor. Satan also profitted from trade with
Korea. During the Eiroku period (1558-70), he lived in Karatsu. In 1586,
Satan assisted Toyotomi Hideyoshi in the procurement of weapons for
the latter's attack on the Shimazu in Kyiishil. Hideyoshi was very fond of
Satan, who participated in the Kitano tea gathering in 1588. He was one
of the principal guests at the opening of the tea room at [urakudai,
Hideyoshi's residence in Kyoto. 1588, Satan assisted Kobayagawa
Takakage in the construction of Najima castle. He also served as tea
master for Takakage. Satan was well acquainted with the Tennojiya
family, who introduced him to the tea men of Sakai, Nara and Kyoto.

Kondo Doe llijJiiRxti:
(d. 1642 ) Doe was a lacquerer for the Maeda family. He produced a
number of chanoyu implements, including water jars, trays, and stands.

Manase Dosan Hln~:.iR::::

(1507-1594) Dosan was also known as Matamori and also Masayoshi,
Suichikusai, Suichikuan, Keitekian, Neekosai, and Kyotokuin. He was a
doctor. Dosan studied medicine under Tashiro Mitsuyoshi of Koga.
Dosan became the doctor of Ashikaga Yoshiteru, the thirteenth Ashikaga
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shogun. He also provided medical services to imperial family members.
Dosan also taught medicine to the daimyo of various provinces. During
Eiroku and Genki periods, (1558-73) he also acquired a political role and
served as the mediator between the Tokugawa and the Mori. Dosan was
a skilled chanoyu practitioner and was the owner of numerous meibutsu
utensils.

Matsuya Hisamasa tl1¥.0.iI$(
(d.l598) Hisamasa, also known as Cenzaburo, was a wealthy merchant
townsman of Nara. He was a member of a family of lacquers. He
compiled the first volume of Matsuya kaiki, a record of tea gatherings
covering the years from 1533 to 1596. Hisamasa's records described the
lifestyle and prosperity of the merchants of Kyoto, Nara and Sakai.
Hisamasa was an accomplished tea practitioner.

Matsuya Hisayoshi tl1¥.0.M-
(d. 1633 ) Hisayoshi, also known as Cenzaburo, was Matsuya Hisamasa's
eldest child. Hisayoshi compiled the tea records covering the years from
1586 to 1626.

Nagai Teishin ~*~ -m
(d. 1617)Teishin, also known as Shinbee, Shinrokuro, and Sadamasa, was
a tea merchant of Uji. He studied chanoyu under Furuta Oribe, to whom
heprovided tea. Teishin was also well acquainted with Kobori Enshu,

Nakagawa Shoko I:f:tJII*BiWli
(d.1622). shoko was a member of a family specializing in metal casting.
The first generation of this family was Joeki, who produced items for the
Sen family. Among the products he made were flower containers, water
jars, and kaiseki utensils.

Nakano Shoun I:f:tJf~~

(1596-1615) Shoun was employed as a tea master by the Tokugawa
government. The first generation of the Nakano family studied chanoyu
under Furuta Oribe. During the Keicho period (1596-1615), Shoun
managed the tea activities of both Ieyasu and Hidetada.

Nishimura Doya g§*1if!1:!!
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Doya, also known as N aridoya, was an artisan specializing in metal
casting. He reportedly belonged to the Sanjokamaza, an artisans guild

Onishi[orin *fl§~**
(1590-1663) [orin represented the first generation of the Onishi family of
kettle makers. Jorin was also known as Hirose Jinbei and worked in the
Sanjo kamaza. He later took the name Onishi. [orin's younger brother,
Onishi Josei, was the kettle maker for Furuta Oribe, Oda Uraku and
Kobori Enshii.

Sen Shean T/J\Rm
(1546-1614) Shean was the adopted child of Rikyii. He married Rikyu's
daughter. Shean became actively involved in chanoyu at around 1578 and
acquired a reputation as a gifted tea practitioner. When Rikyii committed
ritual suicide under the orders of Hideyoshi, Shean took shelter under
Garno Ujisato during which time he constructed the tea room, Rinkaku, in
the Wakamatsu castle in Aizu. After the Sen family received pardon from
Hideyoshi, owing to the mediation of Garno Ujisato and Tokugawa
Ieyasu, Shean returned to revive the Sen family fortunes.

Sumiyoshiya Somu {±-S~*1!!t

(d.1595) Somu, a townsman of Sakai, was the son of Kamiya Sotan.
Somu ran a business in sake brewery. Somu, who studied chanoyu under
Sen Rikyii, was one of Toyotomi Hideyoshi's tea masters. He owned
numerous meibutsu, including the seitaka katatsuki, a tea container, and
the Matsumoto tea bowl.

Takeno Soga lit!l!f*E
(1550-1614) Soga was also known as Shingoro, Tamehisa, Shinzai,
Hosunsai, and Suijukuan. He was the son of Takeno joo, who died when
Soga was a child. Sogan studied chanoyu under Tsuda SogyU and also Sen
Rikyii.

Tennojiya Sobon ~3::#~*}L

(d. 1612) Sobon, a merchant-townsman of Sakai, was the first son of
Tsuda SogyU and was the successor to the Tennojiya business. He learned
chanoyu from his father and became one of Hideyoshi's chanoyu masters.
Like his father, he compiled records of tea gatherings. At Sekigahara, he
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was on the side of Ishida Mitunari. Little is known of his activities after
the war. The Tennojiya family business ended with Sobon.

Tennojiya SogyU ~x~~*&.

(d. 1591)SogyU, a wealthy merchant-townsman of Sakai, was the son of
Tsuda Sotatsu. Since his youth he enjoyed chanoyu and renga (linked
verse poetry). He studied chanoyu under his father. Sogyii compiled
detailed tea gathering records covering the years from 1565 through 1585.
SogyU became of chanoyu master of Nobunaga and also Hideyoshi.

Yabunouchi Shochi ~r*JiNH~f

(1536-1627) Shochi was also known as Kenchii. He represented the first
generation of grand masters of the Yabunouchi school of tea. Kenchii
was the second son of a warrior, Jinzaemon. However, Yabunouchi Soha,
a famous tea master, was without a successor and adopted Kenchii.
Kenchii studied tea under his step father and later, under. Takeno joe.
After Sen Rikyu's death, Hideyoshi summoned Kenchii to become his
chanoyu master, but Kenchii declined. In 1615, he acquired the tearoom,
En'an, from Oribe. Kenchii's wife was the younger sister of Oribe.

Yakushiin ~aijilifC

Yakushiin appears to be Taketa Yakushiin, who was a doctor in Sakai. He
reportedly treated the emperor Go Kashiwabara. In 1594, he received
the rank of Hoin and received permission to use the name Taketa
Yakushiin.

Yamamoto Doi I1J*iik]
(1571-1653) Doi was the Tokugawa shogun's gardener. In 1629, when
Tokugawa Iemitsu rennovated the pathway of the garden at Edo castle,
Doi was in charge of the landscaping.
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Glossary of Terms

aoibon ~~ type of tray in the shape of a hollyhock leaf

bakufu 5Jff sho~algovernr.nent

bakuhan 5~ Tokugawa political system

bokuseki mado ~.~ type of window in the alcove of a tea room

bu ~ unit of measurement equivalent to 0.119
inches

bujin itA warrior

bugyo ~fr title for the chief of administration

bunmei kaika X1!ij1m1~ enlightened civilization

Chedo onchikai *)i7bi~~ chanoyu organization of the Meiji era

chaire *A tea caddy

chajin *A tea man

chajinkeifu *.A.~§lf! genealogy of tea men'" *iil3

chakai *~ tea gathering

chakaiki *~~2. record of a tea gathering

chanoyu *(J)~ tea ceremony

chaoke **i1i wooden water bucket
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chashaku

chawan

tea scoop

tea bowl

chiikan kyoju kino qt rl'l~fJc~~fi~ license with limited teachings rights

daikan ft'§"

daime ft§

deimyii *~

daisu ft::;-

daito *JJ
denju {~~

densho ~:e

doboshii FiijJm~

egoshii ~S~

En'an m€,f(@;

enza Pl~

fudai {fft

fumiishi ~;o

fukanzen soden :if':JG~;f:IH~

fukurodana ~:fJlIj

furosaki mado it~;t~

fusuma

intendant; deputy

three-quarter size tatami mat

a military lord with a revenue of 10,000 koku

type of portable stand

long sword

transmission of teachings

record of teachings

cultural advisors to the Ashikaga shoguns

governing council of townspeople in Sakai

name of a sanjo daime tea room favored by
Oribe

round straw mat

hereditary (vassal)

stepping stones in a tea garden path

incomplete transmission of teachings

type of stand for displaying tea implements

type of window behind the brazier in tea
room

sliding door
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geinin

gekokujo

gomotsu

gongo diiden

goshomaru

gunsen

Gyohekitei

gyoko

hanaire

hishaku

hizumi chawan

hogaku

hyman chaire

iemoto

iga

imayaki

too dana

Joononasu

jiiji

junshi

~ffln

.~

iJk""~

h¥

m¥J

~*ii!

n~

~1I1*A.

+~

entertainer

overthrow of those above by those below

meibutsu owned by Ashikaga shoguns

beyond expression

type of Korean tea bowl

military commander's fan

name of Oribe's tea house

visit of the emperor

flower container

bamboo ladle

warped tea bowl

traditional Japanese music

gourd shaped tea container

grand master

type of Japanese pottery

kind of pottery from Mino

type of stand also known as fukuro dana

eggplant shaped tea caddy

cross motif

self immolation of a vassal upon his
master's death
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jurakudai

kabuki mono

kaisho

name of Toyotomi Hideyoshi's residence in
Kyoto

unconventional, rebellious people

reception room

kakure kirishtan ~:tL=f- !J s> -7 /'Christians in hiding

kan

kanpaku

kanzen soden

karamono

karatsu

kencha

kigutsu

kikigaki

Kikyiikei

kinin

kinkirisaki sashi
mono tsukaiban

kirei sabi

kirishitan

koicha

kokka anko

detachable metal rings of a tea kettle

imperial regent

complete transmission of teachings

Chinese wares

type of Japanese ceramic ware

tea ceremony at a temple or shrine

wooden clogs

record of hearsay accounts

chanoyu group practicing Oribe r y ii
chanoyu

nobleman

military officeresponsible for metal joinery
and making (war) banners

refined beauty

Christian

thick tea

tranquil country
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kokudaka

kama

konomi

knreimono

stipend

small room

aesthetic preferences

Korean wares

koshikake mechiei mm~t*~ outdoor waiting arbor

Koshokukai

kuchikiri

kudari tsukubai

kuge

kusarinoma

kutsugata

kyakuza

kyiisen dana

manju

meibutsu

meijin

mekiki

metsuke

mishima

mizusashi

mochi

chanoyu group practicing Oribe r y u
chanoyu

cutting open the lid of a tea leaf jar

type of water basin

nobility

type of tea room

clog-shaped (vessel)

seating area for guests in a tea room

type of stand made with a bow and arrows

bean cake

famous arts and crafts

expert

connoisseur

inspector

type of Korean tea bowl

cold water jar

rice cake
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mukei bunka zai 1!!€:mJt1tM intangible cultural treasure

naidaijin pq*~ chancellor

natori :iJI&~ name taking

nijiriguchi IlIIII=t small entrance to a tea room

noborigama ~~ multi-chambered"climbing" kiln

nuri ashi uchi ~gtr type of legged, lacquered trays

onari f$~ ceremonial visits of the shogun

Onjoji II~~ poetic name of a bamboo flower container

Oribe doro ~$*Tft Oribe lanterns

Oribe-gonomi ~$tif.7i- Oribe's aesthetic preferences

Oribe-ryii ~$Wrt schoolofchanoyu

Oribeyaki ~$i! Oribe ceramic ware

oshiki f1Tft type of plain, flat trays

otogishii ffijH1Jp~ storytellers

oumamawari f$J~~ cavalry

raku ~ type of pottery

renga J!t!~ linked verse

renga kai J!t!~~ linked verse gathering

rokutenmoku Rxl3 type of tea service using six tenmoku bowls

roji iI:f:th tea garden

rojii ~r:p council of elders
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ronin r~A masterless samurai

tuson tsubo g*~ Philippine earthenware jars

ryiihe ~rm school

sanjodaime =1iftl3 three and three-quarter mat tea room

sanjo kamaza =~~~ artisan's guild

sarugaku ~~ prototype of Noh

seitaka katatsuki ~jWjJF1~ meibutsu tea caddy

sengoku ~IE warring states (era)

seto lip' type of Japanese pottery

shaku R unit of measurement equivalent to 0.994 feet

shichitetsu -t;fg seven sages of Rikyii

shifuku ftijll silk bag for tea implements

shigaraki -m-~ type of Japanese pottery

shiki sankon no gi A=~Q){~ sake drinking ceremony at an onari

shikisei AlE rules of etiquette

shikishi mado ~~~ decorative, offset windows

shinden ~~ main quarters of a palace

shitenno 1m:R::E top four disciples (ofSen Sotan)

shobanseki *'3{~W seating area for attendants in a tea room

shobansha *'3{~~ group of attendants
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shoin ~~ reception room with a desk, shelves and
alcove

shoin kazari ~~Mi~ type of tea service held in the shoin

shaw /J\]) short sword

shomyo /J\~ military lord with a small revenue

soan ~%lf IIgrass II (tea) hut

subuta f ~ flaw in the lid of a tea container

sukishe ~~;M- amateur (tea practitioner)

sukiya ~~~ style of tea house

sukiya onari ~~~fiEPJJX; onari involving tea ceremony

sukiya osha ~~~fJlri1rl IIabbot" of chanoyu

sun -t unit of measurement equivalent to 1.193
inches

taiko date :;tM.ll. type of tea service

tairo *;15 Great Elder

tatami ~ straw mat

temaeza ,~BiJJ* area where tea is prepared in the tea room

tenka ichi 3Cl'"- unrivaled

tenka no chado 3Cl'"(J)~)!t chanoyu of those at the center of power

tenmoku 3C§ type of tea bowl

tokonoma w(J)r"" alcove

tozama
~**

IIoutside" daimyo
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tsujigahana kt;6~~ type of tie-dyed and hand-painted textile

tsukaiban M!1ff messenger

tsukubai .m water basin.

tsurigama ~~~ hanging tea kettle

ubaguchi gama ~I:::t~ type of tea kettle

ushiro zonaeshii ~~.fifij~ support troops

usucha ~* thin tea

utamakura ~tt references to poetic place names

wabi ft~ aesthetic term describing a kind of rusticity

Wakeikai :fp~~ chanoyu organization of the Meiji period

wamono :fp!f#4 Japanese wares

wari koshikake WUJ!U!Ht type of seating arrangement in the waiting
arbor

yabumi ~Jt letter attached to an arrow

yakisokonai :lt~ .:c~ t~ It\ improperly fired pottery

yuisho E8~ document outlining history or lineage

zaibatsu M~ financial combine
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